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PREFACE

The writer asks the indulgence of the reader on the thresh-

old of his book for a few w ords of explanation regarding

its occasion, purpose, limits, method, and spirit.

(i) Dr. Fairbairn, to whom the writer is conscious of

having but imperfectly expressed his obligations in the

dedication of his book, proposed that the writer should

deliver a course of lectures in Mansfield College, Oxford,

during his absence in India ; and of several subjects sub-

mitted to him, selected the Ritschlian Theology as the

theme of the proposed course of lectures. By the con-

siderate and generous kindness of the writer's church in

Montrose, for which he now desires heartily to express his

gratitude, he was enabled to spend last November in

Oxford, delivering his lectures. As the students of Mans-

field College proved so appreciative and sympathetic an

audience, he felt constrained to comply with their unani-

mous request that his lectures should be published.

Conscious, however, of the inadequacy and imperfection

of his treatment of the subject, he has revised, corrected,

expanded, and, so far as he could, improved the lectures
;

and now he publishes them in regular book-form, with

chapters instead of lectures, in the hope that the wider

public of theological readers may accord his labours the

same generous recognition as was given by the students

whom it was his privilege and pleasure for a short time

to teach.
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(2) The occasion of this book has defined its purpose.

It is not intended, firstly, for the theological scholars, whose

knowledge of the German language is sufficient to enable

them to study the original literature, but for those students

of Christian thought who either do not know German at

all, or do not know it well enough to do altogether without

such help in their study as one with a better knowledge

can afford them. It is not intended, secondly, to give an

exhaustive or a systematic account of the Ritschlian Theo-

logy ; because, in the first place, that could not even be

attempted in the bounds of one volume ; and because, in

the second place, those to whom the book is specially

addressed neither require nor desire so full and thorough

a knowledge, but will be more benefited by a treatment in

which the attention is not dissipated over a multitude of

details, but is concentrated on the few distinctive features

and dominant factors of this theological school. Its signi-

ficance and value, its importance and influence, can be

estimated with sufificient truth and justice without so

elaborate a discussion, as would tend to confuse and

obscure instead of distinguishing and exhibiting the real,

vital issues.

(3) This purpose determines the limits. Although

none of Ritschl's writings, except one historical volume,

which does not exhibit clearly or fully his distinctive

position, has as yet been translated into English, yet it

was impossible, even though the book is intended for

English readers, to disregard his teaching. Most attention

has been given, however, to the contents of a volume,

which is being even now translated, and will be published

in the course of a year. It is hoped that when this

appears. Chapters IX., X., XI. especially of this present

work will prove a useful guide in the study of it. Of the

other Ritschlian writers, Herrmann, Kaftan, and Harnack
are the only ones who have been dealt with, not only
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because these are the recognised leaders of the school, but

especially because their names are already familiar to

English readers, as translations of some of their works

have already appeared. The discussion of their teachings,

however, has not been confined to their translated works,

as a study of their untranslated works is often necessary

for a clear and full understanding of those already trans-

lated. The writer's reading, it is needless to add, has not

been subject to the same limitation.

(4) The purpose not only determines the limits, but

also prescribes the method of the book. As far as pos-

sible, the writer has allowed Ritschl and his followers to

speak for themselves. Instead of giving merely his own

generalisations, he has endeavoured in the exposition of the

more distinctive writings to let each Ritschlian present not

only his own conclusions, but in his own way. It is this

desire not to come between the Ritschlian school and

the English reader, which explains both the quantity of

the quotations and the quality of the translations. It

would often have been easier for the writer to give his

interpretation of a Ritschlian statement in his own words,

but he preferred to quote, so that the reader might be able

to judge for himself whether the interpretations given were

correct or not. The translations do not pretend to be

always in literary or even idiomatic English ; but elegance

of style has been sacrificed to fidelity of rendering. To
do an obscure or difficult passage of German into plain

and simple English is, as a rule, to interpret as well as to

translate ; and for his purpose it was important to separate

translation and interpretation. Further, it does seem de-

sirable that the English reader should know not only what

the Ritschlians think, but also how they write, so that he

may appreciate the difficulties of the interpreter.

(5) As the writer is convinced that English theological

thought can only gain by the hospitable entertainment of
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the religious teaching of other lands, and as the Ritschlian

school has as yet not received a cordial welcome in Britain,

he has sought to present his subject in as generous and

sympathetic a spirit as he can. Although he has striven

to recognise fully the claims of truth and justice, yet he

would rather be charged with partiality than with pre-

judice, even though he cherishes the hope that he has not

afforded ground for either of the accusations. As the

Ritschlian theology seeks, honestly if imperfectly, to win

men beset by doubt for Christian faith, it deserves to be

kindly as well as justly and truly treated. May this

exposition and estimate of it in some measure serve the

same sacred cause.

MONTROSI:-,

21 St September 1899.
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justification for his empirical theological method. (6)
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Socinianism, and in Protestantism. (3) He notes four '

lessons of the history of dogma

—

(i.) it is "a work of the
'

Greek spirit on the soil of the gospel" ; (ii.) as the product

of theology it has changed from age to age
;

(iii.) while pre-

serving its original character it was considerably modified,

first by Augustine, and then by Luther
;

(iv.) though
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worth of the Apostolic Age, and the claim of the New
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VII. (0 While the Christological controversies of the East are

shown to result in scholasticism, ritualism, and mysticism,

and, (2) in spite of the influence of Augustine, the more

practical theology of the West in nominalism, (3) the three-

fold issue is held to prove the necessary close of the pro-

cess, although even the Protestantism of Luther retained

much of the old dogma 1 26-1 31
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Presence and Action of God in Christ, which is mediated

for us by the remembrance of Christ as presented in the

Holy Scriptures, inasmuch as (4) Christ as exalted is not

an object of our direct knowledge, although we are con-
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scioLis of His Presence—a fact Ritschl does not adequately

assert
; (5) the legitimate demand of mysticism is met by

an adequate and correct interpretation of the historical

revelation, such as Ritschlianism essays
; (6) and the
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authority 162-165
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can be rightly understood only after that personal experi-

ence ; but (3) is God's own presence with and action in a

man through the historical Jesus, (4) which inspires and

sustains the faith that grasps it. (5) This confusion,

however, of the appropriation by faith and the presentation

in history of the divine revelation, involves a limitation of

the extent of the latter by the capacity of the former . 196-203

III. (i) Revelation is first of all limited by Herrmann to the

" inner life" of Jesus, (2) which combines moral and spiritual

perfection with grace to the sinner, and so imparts to us a

certainty of God, and His love for us ; but (3) is gradually

extended, as the capacity of faith expands, to include the

teaching of the Scriptures regarding Christ's Person,

Atonement, Exaltation, Virgin-Birth, Resurrection; and (4)

the term is even applied, though in a modified sense, to all

that belongs to the historical reality of Christ as its con-

ditions, and some kind of revelation is recognised in all

religion. (5) Ritschl, however, goes explicitly beyond

Herrmann in accepting the Holy Scriptures as the literary

sources of the historical revelation, and associates the

apostles with Christ as authoritative, but he sometimes

questions their authority, and his exegesis is often arbitrary.

(6) Neither of these writers, however, adequately admits

the meaning and worth of the Holy Scriptures . 203-215
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I\'. (i) While Ritschl offers no evidence for the truth of the

Christian revelation, Kaftan seeks to offer a proof in the

correspondence of the Christian fact of the kingdom of

(jod, and the postulate of the practical reason of a highest

good ; and (2) Herrmann gives two objective bases of

man's consciousness of communion with God in Christ, the

claim of the moral law on us, and Christ's historical reality

for us ..... . .... 215-219

V. (i) Harnack, after asserting the close connection of historical

facts and Christian faith, maintains, in opposition to

objections brought by modern thought, the unique per-

sonality of Jesus, His continued presence for faith, and the

sufficient accuracy of the Gospel records for the needs of

faith ; and (2) Reischle maintains the independence of faith

from criticism. (3) To avoid conflict with historical criti-

cism the Ritschlian school does not deny miracles, as is

alleged (Denney) ........ 219-227

VI. (i) While Herrmann rejects the traditional doctrine of inspira-

tion, he maintains that revelation is an objective com-
munication, and so affords the germ for the development
of a new doctrine. (2) Ritschl's valuation of the New
Testament likewise implies, or at least leaves, the possibility

of such a doctrine .......
CPIAPTER VIII

THE REGULATIVE USE OF THE IDEA OF THE KINGDOM
OF GOD

I. (i) As Ritschlianism, while condemning ecclesiastical dogma,
does not favour an undogmatic Christianity, and Harnack
seems to be alone in his restricted use of the term dogma,

(2) Kaftan represents the school generally in his plea for a

new dogma which will be neither in conflict nor a com-
promise with science, but a true e.xpression of faith, and (3)

which will describe Christian knowledge as the obedience

of faith, and Christian experience as a life hid with Christ

in God, while developing the living germs of the Reforma-

tion, and answering, in the interests of faith, the question,

What think ye of Christ? (4) The need and the right of

this plea may be frankly admitted .... 230-237

II. (i) The regulative principle of Christian dogmatics accepted

by the whole Ritschlian school is the idea of the kingdom
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of God ; (2) which Herrmann recognises in stating the

task of dogmatics, but does not bring into prominence in

his own writings
; (3) which Kaftan uses in his apologetics,

and accepts as the guiding principle in his dogmatics, while

acknowledging other points of view in the New Testament
;

but regarding which Ritschl, (4) who describes Christian

dogmatics as pisto-basic, biblio-spheric, and Christo-centric,

(5) wavers in his judgment, subordinating, co-ordinating,

and identifying it with the doctrine of justification
;

yet

(6) finally accepting it without qualification, and defining

it as the highest religious good, and the perfect moral

ideal 237-245

III. (i) While it is doubtful whether the evangelical record and

the apostolic testimony justify, and the limitations of the

conception itself allow, the place given to ;this idea in the

Ritschlian theology, (2) its influence on the dogmatics

shows itself in its teleological and communistic character

generally, and especially in Ritschl's doctrine of God . 245-247

IV. (i) Ritschl affirms the teleological character of Christianity

as justifying his theological method of attention to the

purpose and not the origin or nature of the objects of

religious knowledge ; and (2) Wegener has shown that

the idea of the kingdom of God has always been brought

to the front when stress was laid on this teleological

character of Christianity, (3) namely, on the purpose it

served, not its origin or nature, all doctrines being con-

sidered exclusively from the former point of view . 247-251

V. (i) What Wegener describes as the species-individualism of

Ritschl—his subordination of the individual believer to the

Christian community—(2) is connected with this stress on

the kingdom of God, (3) in comparison with which also

the Church has less significance and value . . . 251-253

VI. (i) Although excluding metaphysics from theology, Ritschl

attempts a speculative deduction of the kingdom of God
from the love of God, (2) in which he begins with demon-

strating the personality of God, (3) reduces the personality

to the love of God, and (4) posits humanity as organised

in the kingdom of God as the object of God's love ; but

his argument involves an identification of (jod and the

world, and ignores the solution of the problem in the

Christian doctrine of the Trinity. (5) The idea of the

kingdom of God limits the doctrine of God with respect

to His righteousness, holiness, wrath, omnipresence and

omnipotence, and eternity 253-263
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I. (i) The test of every Christian theology, the doctrine of Christ,

must be applied to the Ritschlian. (2) Ritschl affirms that

the unique position of Christ in the Christian religion as

first realising in Himself, and then reproducing in others

the perfect religion and revelation, is expressed in the

value-judgment, which assigns to Him the predicate of

divinity
; (3) this judgment, be it noted, affirming His

divinity in reality and truth, although on the basis of

Christian experience, and (4) more adequately and correctly,

according to Ritschl, than the ecclesiastical dogma, inas-

much as it is in accord with the New Testament teaching,

in which the primary reference is always to Christ's relation

to the Christian community ; and (5) as the ecclesiastical

dogma fails to combine a true humanity with the divine

nature of Christ, the kenotic theories being a confession of

that failure 264-271

II. (i) The traditional doctrine of the work of Christ, Ritschl

maintains, must be modified in four respects—(i.) the idea

of personal vocation must be substituted for that of office
;

(ii.) the similarity of Christ and Christians must be more
fully recognised; (iii.) the priestly and the prophetic functions

of Christ must be suBorStnated t^llie kingly^ (iv.)"tlie"

identity of function in the exaltation and the humiliation

must be affirmed
; (2) demands which, with some qualifica-

tion, may be conceded ... ... 271-277

III. (i) The ethical estimate of Christ, as fulfilling His own per-

sonal vocation perfectly in action as in passion, must

precede
; (2) but owing to the distinctive character of His

vocation as redeemer of men and revealer of God, must
result in His religious valuation, expressed in the predicate

of His divinity, beyond which our thought has no right

to go 277 280

IV. (i) The features in the Person and Work of Christ, on the

ground of which the predicate of divinity is assigned to Him,
are (i.) His grace and truth

;
(ii.) His dominion over the

world
;

(iii.) His success in establishing His community with

analogous attributes ; and this ascription of the predicate to

the character instead of the nature expresses the real divinity

not less, but more, adequately
; (2) but, to define that pre-

dicate exhaustively, it must be affirmed that Christ exists

eternally for God, '' as He is revealed to us in temporal limi-

tation." (3) Ritschl's teaching needs to be developed in two
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directions ; the personal object of God's eternal knowledge
leads to the doctrine of the Trinity ; and the original direc-

tion of the will of Christ implies some distinction in His

nature ; (4) as regards Christ's priesthood, Ritschl denies

that His sufferings were a vicarious endurance of the

penalty of sin, and asserts that His priesthood consists in

His maintaining His own personal relation to God, and
reproducing it in others 281-286

V. (i) As the Ritschlian school is charged (Denney) with the

denial of all that gives objective character to Christ's God-
head

; (2) firstly, the ambiguity of the term " objective " must
be pointed out, and it must be maintained that the things

which the Ritschlians are charged with denying cannot be
regarded as the most certain evidences of Christ's divinity

;

(3) secondly, Ritschl's position accords with the tendency
of modern apologetics more closely than his critic's ; and

(4) thirdly, the Ritschlian denial of these facts cannot be
asserted in this unqualified way ; for (i.) Ritschl does not

expressly deny the fact of the virgin birth, although he
attaches no religious significance to it, while recognising

Christ's sinlessness ; Harnack doubts the facts on critical

grounds, not for dogmatic reasons ; and all Herrmann
maintains is that the fact, whether true or not, is not

essential to Christian faith, (ii.) Ritschl tries to do justice

to Paul's thought about Christ's pre-existence ; Harnack
traces the idea in New Testament to Jewish modes of

thought
; Herrmann fully accepts a personal pre-existence

;

and Kaftan tries to explain the genesis of the conception in

Christian experience, (iii.) Ritschl expressly accepts the

Johannine Christology, while seeking to explain it in a
religious instead of metaphysical sense ; Herrmann rejects

the traditional Christology as not doing justice to the unity

of the person of Christ as God and man ; Kaftan insists on
a unique relation of Christ to God. (iv.) Ritschl never

denies Christ's e.xaltation, but insists that Christ's Kingship

j
is to be asserted in His humiliation as in His exaltation,

and that the latter is to be interpreted by the former.

(5) Ritschl's Christology, in brief, fails to do justice to the

New Testament data, justifiably criticises the traditional

doctrine, but is inadequate as a constructive effort . 286-296

CHAPTER X

THE DOCTRINE OF SIN AND SALVATION

I. (i) Although Ritschl denies original sin, refuses to connect the

ivraih of Cod with present sin, and describes pardonable
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sin as sin of ii^Jiorancc, (2) he does not admit fhe necessity

of silt, but affirms its reality as an abuse of freedom in

opposition to law, the reality of guilt as a disturbance of

man's true relation to God, and of the sense of guilt as the

subjective discomfort corresponding to this objective dis-

turbance ; and (3) he abstains from the attempt to explain

the origin or the purpose of sin in the world. (4) He
defines sin in relation, not to (i.) a moral law, valid

absolutely for God, even as man, but (ii.) to the kingdom

of God a.s its contradiction ; and maintains that the standard

for the judgment of sin is not an original state of man, but

the Christian consciousness. (5) The sin of '"' hiananity as

the stun of all individuals'' constitutes a kingdom of sin

opposed to the kingdom of God . . . . . 297-304

II. (i) He rejects the doctrine of original sin, as not only un-

necessary and indistinct, but as inadequate, since it is the

free direction of the will which determines the character,

for otherwise personal responsibility would not exist, educa-

tion would be impossible, and differences of character would

be inexplicable ; heredity is not a proof of original sin, nor

is a sinless development impossible ; but here Ritschl seeks

to correct one e.xaggeration of a truth by another ; and

Harnack and Kaftan do not agree with him. (2) In

denying the connection of the wrath of God with sin in the

present— (i.) he affirms that the wrath of God is an eschato-

logical possibility, and that in this respect the subjective

representation of man's consciousness does not correspond

with the objective reality of God's relation to man ; but

{a) while his exegesis is admissible, {b) his conception of

the unchangeableness of God limits the divine perfection,

and {c) his distinction of Christian experience and theo-

logical truth deprives the Christian consciousness of its

certainty
;

(ii.) he denies that the evils of life are really

puni-hments although man's sense of guilt leads him so to

regard them ; but he admits that sin separates from God
;

and we may infer that God intends what man experiences.

Herrmann shows that thi? view is not shared by his

followers. (3) He maintains that sin, in so far as it is

pardonable, is to be regarded as due to ignorance, inasmuch

as it has not assumed its final form as absolute rejection of

the Good ; but ignorance does not fully account for it, as

wilfulness must be recognised as well, and forgiveness is

not a matter of course, but is attached entirely to the

unique action of Christ. While Ritschl does not intend to

minimise the guilt of sin and the freedom of grace,his descrip-

tion docs not adequately present Christian experience 304-315
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III. (i) No hindrance, according to Ritschl, either in God or man,

needs to be removed, but the positive motive of forgiveness

is the intention to establish the kingdom of God among

men ; and (2) this forgiveness depends on the work of

Christ as the founder of the kingdom, who maintained His

rehgious unity with God in His trust and surrender even

unto death ; and (3) who, as representative of the com-

munity before God, reproduces in it His own relation to

God, which the individual believer, who is both historically

and logically dependent on the community, makes his own

by faith. (4) Right in laying stress on (i.) God's righteous-

ness as reproductive
;

(ii.) Christ's death as a fulfilment of

all righteousness ; and (iii.) the moral task of the community.

Ritschl is wrong in denying (i.) the punitive aspects of

God's dealings ; and (ii.) the vicarious sufferings of Christ
;

and (iii.) in affirming so strongly the dependence of the

individual believer on the community ; but (5) his position

in these respects is not that of his school generally . 316-324

IV. (i) The distinctive features of Ritschl's definition of justifica-

tion are—(i.) the identification of justification and the

forgiveness of sin
;

(ii.) the denial of any punishment of

sin except the sinner's separation from God
;

(iii.) the re-

jection of the ideas of Christ's imputed righteousness and

His substitutionary suffering
;

(iv.) the subordination of

reconciliation to justification
;

(v.) the ascription of the

attribute of justification to the Christian community ; and

(vi.) the inclusion in the idea of justification of a reference

to man's relation to the world. (2) The adequate reason of

justification he maintains to be the fatherly love of God,

and not His judicial righteousness ; while the condition of

its human appropriation is faith, which does not directly

include love to man, but implies freedom from all law ; but

this justification is primarily attached to the community,

and to individuals only as members of it. (3) The in-

dividual believer, he asserts, can attain certainty of salvation

only as in the exercise of his religious functions he reaches

dominion over the world ...... 325~333

CHAPTER XI

THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH AND THE KINGDOM

I, (i) The Christian life, according to Ritschl, has as its sphere the

Church, or the worshipping community, and the kinodovi^

or the moral community, which are mutually dependent

and reciprocally serviceable ; but in this description he
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ignores the New Testament teaching regarding the Church,

and so does not offer an adequate conception. (2) In the

common worship of God he includes prayer primarily as

praise, the preaching of the word and the two sacraments,

but regards forms of polity as indifferent to faith . . 334-337

II. (i) The genesis of this life cannot be psychologically analysed

in Ritschl's view into the factors of divine action and human
activity, regeneration being practically indistinguishable

from justification, and being inconceivable as a substantial

transformation by the Spirit, who is not to be conceived

as a substance, but as the common knowledge and the

common motive of the Christian community, which as

possessing the revelation of God in Christ shares God's /

self-knowledge. (2) But (a) the content of human con- J

sciousness does not offer any adequate cause for so great

a change
;

(l>) this change involves a renewal of the whole

personality ; (c) the factor of freedom in all spiritual facts

does not justify our neglect of all other causes
;

(d) the

cause that can so transform a personality must be distinct

from and independent of it
;

(e) in regard to the individual

believer this cause at first sight appears to be the common
consciousness of the community

; (/) the subject of this

consciousness (^) cannot be a sum of individuals, (/i)

but must be God Himself, (z) of whom the Spirit is a

mode of operation (not a person in Ritschl's view) (J) which

cannot, however, be restricted, as Ritschl restricts it, to the

Christian community ; but (k) he admits the incompleteness

of his own account, (/) which can be explained from his

own intellectual and religious peculiarity . . . 337-345

III. While (i) Herrmann insists on the thoroughness of the

change, and admits the potent operation of the Spirit as

its cause, with a distinctness and emphasis lacking in

Ritschl, (2) Kaftan develops much more adequately the

doctrine of the Holy Spirit ...... 345-349

IV. (i) The first of " the religious functions," according to Ritschl,

is domtmon over the world—(a) by which is meant the use

of the world as a means of discipline and development, and

{d) which rests on belief in a real Providence of God ; but

{c) to this feature of Christian life he gives undue promi-

nence. (2) The expression of faith in God's fatherly Pro-

vidence is given in patience in the sorrows, and Jittmility
,

in the successes of life
; (3) and also in prayer, which is to,'

be practically limited to thanksgiving and submission to the

l

exclusion of petition ; but (4) Herrmann insists on petition'

as a necessary element in prayer, and Kaftan gives an

adequate account of prayer. (5) These three functions
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constitute Christian pe7'fectioti in a qualitative, not a quanti-

tative sense ; but (6) there belongs to it also moral conduct

in a social vocation, which gives content to, while defining

the limits of, the perfection to be sought. (7) Ritschl omits

from the religious functions love to Christ, which he regards

as a more ambiguous conception than faith in Christ . 349-360

V. (i) While Ritschl's eschatology \?> meagre, yet he does admit

the essential features of the Christian hope, to which he

does not, however, give such prominence, (2) as both

Herrmann and Kaftan do, the former describing the ex-

pectation of the vision of Christ as a present source of

comfort and strength, and the latter defining the king'dom

of God as supramundane. (3) Closer study will show the

correspondence of the contents and the title of this

chapter.......... 360-366

CHAPTER XII

CRITICAL ESTIMATE : THE SOLUTION OFFERED

I. (i) The exposition leads to the estimate which must be

tentative. (2) In this Ritschl's religious individuality must

first be taken account of, for this explains his mode of

thought, and even style of writing, {a) He constructed as

he criticised, {b) He therefore combines dependence and

originality, which consists of his practical tendency, his

historical positivism, and his philosophical scepticism,

{c) Although he sometimes yields to a speculative impulse,

yet the practical tendency explains many imperfections

and limitations, {d) His individuality asserts itself in his

violent antagonisms and exaggerated antitheses, {e) Yet

even the defects of his theology show the intensity and the

sincerity of his piety, although (/) his opposition to pietism

hindered his own recognition as a theological teacher in

pious circles, {g) This "personal equation" must always

be looked for in his theology. (3) His disciples, Herrmann,

Kaftan, Harnack, do not share this peculiarity, and are

more sympathetic towards the common piety of the Church.

(4) All, however, offer us a theology resting on personal

conviction—a distinctive merit 3(>7-Z7A

II. As a pioneer Ritschl retains "foreign elements," such as

(fl) the scientific proof of God's existence
;

{b) the specula-

tive construction of God's personality
;

{c) the dependence

of his theology on an epistemology
;
{d) the speculative

conception of God's eternity, which injuriously affects his

teaching on God's wrath against sin, on reconciliation, on
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prayer, and on the contrast between divine and human
consciousness

;
{e) the pantheistic insistence on the trans-

ference of all Christ's predicates to His community
; (/) the

psychological analysis of all spiritual processes . . 374-379

III. The merits of the Ritschlian theology are (i) its method:
{a) biblio-spheric ; [b) Christo-centric

;
{c) pisto-basic,

which, however, needs to be freed from some limitations

still imposed on it : (2) its opposition to " speculative

rationalism," in {a) its doctrines of divine grace
;

{b) its

recognition of Christ as the divine revelation
;

{c) its

admission of the value of the Christian community
;

{d)

its assertion of the reality of guilt, and denial of the

necessity of sin
; {e) its acceptance of miracles

; {f) its

emphasis on the personality of God : (3) its opposition to,

and exposure of an unhealthy pietism .... 379-385

IV. (i) The Ritschlian school has passed through three stages

(i.) 1874-80, the substantial agreement of the disciples,

Harnack, Herrmann, Schiirer with Ritschl
; (ii.) 1880-89

gradually growing independence of the disciples, such

as Haring and Kaftan, and increasing external opposition
;

(iii.) 1889 onwards, positive emergence of the two tend-

encies in school under the guidance of Harnack and of

Kaftan and Herrmann respectively. (2) Ritschl's theology

is being developed in the latter tendency in the direction of

closer agreement with the common evangelical faith as

regards the doctrines of {a) sin ; {h) the work of Christ

;

(6-) the divinity of Christ
;
{d) the Holy Spirit : (<?) prayer :

(3) for this there are two reasons, more consistent and
extensive use of the biblical material, and closer contact with

the practical piety of the Churches. (4) These facts forbid

final judgment, but allow confident hope . . . 385-389

V. The Ritschlian theology still lacks (i) a fuller appreciation of

the value and the significance of the Holy Scriptures as

media of revelation, and (2) a more thorough recognition of

the necessity of unity for thought
; (3) defects which can

be both remedied by deeper absorption with the Holy
Scriptures. (4) Yet in spite of its defects it deserves com-
mendation as a serious and honest attempt to restate the

Christian gospel in the intellectual situation of the age ; and

(5) as such specially demands attention in Great Britain.

(6) As an apologetic the writer has felt bound to treat it

with generosity and sympathy 389-396





THE RITSCHLIAN THEOLOGY

CHAPTER I

The Problem needing Solution : Historical

Introduction

I

(i) Theology, in spite of its claims, as its advocates

believe, or its boast, as its assailants would maintain, to be

the queen of the sciences, seems to have fallen on evil days.

Not only is its right to so lofty a title challenged, but even

the lowliest place within the realm of man's knowledge

is refused to it by many. Comte has declared that man's

knowledge passes through three stages—the theological,

the metaphysical, and the scientific. Accordingly, as

man advances from savagery to civilisation he leaves

theology behind him as a worn-out superstition.^ Spencer

^ Comte's System of Positive, Polity^ vol. iii. Eng. trans, p. 23 :

'^

"Seen in its full completeness the fundamental law of the Intellectual

Evolution consists in the necessary passage of all human theories

through three successive stages—first, the Theological or fictitious,

which is provisional ; secondly, the Metaphysical or abstract, which is

transitional ; and thirdly, the Positive or scientific, which alone is

definitive." *Caird's The Social Philosophy and Religion of Cotnte,

p. 63 :
" While neither theology nor metaphysics can be regarded as

forms of real knowledge, both must be regarded as necessary stages in

the process by which real knowledge is attained. They are, in short,

transitory forms of thought which now survive only as stages in the

culture of childhood and youth, or as prejudices in the minds of those

who have not yet been awakened to the spirit of their time."

I
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has shown greater regard for the feelings of his country-

men ; but he too claims the whole realm of knowledge

for science, although with amazing condescension and

surprising generosity he leaves to religion, of which theology

is the intellectual interpreter, the vast region of the

Unknowable.^ Kant seeks all the meaning and the

whole worth of Christian theology in the ethical principles

to which it gives a partial but inadequate expression.^

Hegel even gives to religious beliefs, ^^'ith which theology

is concerned, a [lower place than to speculative ideas

;

and assigns to philosophy the task of translating the

representatioits of religion into the notions of specula-

^ Herbert Spencer's First Principles :
" A critical examination

(of ultimate religious ideas) will prove not only that no current

hypothesis is tenable, but also that no tenable hypothesis can be

framed" (p. 30). "If Religion and Science are to be reconciled, the

basis of reconciliation must l)e this deepest, widest, and most certain of

all facts, that the Power which the Universe manifests to us is utterly

inscrutable" (p. 46). " It is alike our highest wisdom and our highest

duty to regard that through which all things exist as the Unknowable "

(p. 113). "Not only is the omnipresence of something which passes

comprehension that most abstract belief which is common to all

religions, which becomes the more distinct as they develop, and

which remains after their discordant elements have been mutually

cancelled, but it is that belief which the most unsparing criticism of

each leaves unquestionable, or rather makes it ever clearer" (p. 45).

^ Kant's Retigion -withi/t the Limits of Pure Reason (Third Part,

vi.): "The faith of the Church has as its highest interpreter the pure

religious faith." " In order to combine with such an empirical faith the

foundation of a moral faith, for this purpose there is demanded an

exposition of the revelation which has come to our hands, that is, a con-

tinuous interpretation of the same in a sense which accords with the

universal practical rules of a pure religion of reason. For the theoretical

in the faith of the Church cannot interest us morally, if it does not work
for the fulfilment of all human duties as divine commands (which con-

stitutes what is essential in every religion). This interpretation may
often appear to us forced in consideration of the text (of the revelation),

often actually be forced, and yet when it is only possible for the text to

receive such an interpretation, it must be preferred to a literal one,

which either does not contain anything at all for morality, or with

its motives works against morality." See Pfleiderei^'s 'I'Jic PJiitosopJiy of
Religion, Eng. trans, i. p. 185.
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tion.^ Other instances might be given, but these are

the most noteworthy.

(2) Along with this depreciation of theology there

goes, however, an appreciation of religion. The science of

religions, which collects, arranges, and compares the facts

of man's religious consciousness and history, and the

philosophy of religion, which interprets the significance,
'

and estimates the value of these facts, are receiving ever

closer attention, and are commanding ever better service.

The necessity of religion for, and the contribution of religion

to, social progress are now more commonly recognised

facts. What Comte was compelled to admit, and did

admit in fantastic form in his religion of humanity - is being

acknowledged more soberly by more recent scientific

thinkers. Huxley admits that the scientific interpretation

of nature does not afford a basis for morals ;
^ and Kidd

^ Shedies hi HegeFs Philosopliv of Religion by Sterrett : "The
religious knowledge of ordinary thought is strained through finite

images and materialised conceptions— is representative, figurate, and

consequently inadequate. Even in the higher form of systematic

theology it is one-sided and inadequate, because passed through the K

sieve of a narrow and rationalising logic. This narrow logic let free

plays havoc with dogmas, exaggerating differences instead of giving

unity. There must then be a higher method of knowing the content of

religion, of grasping the manifold elements of divine truth so that they

shall be seen as correlated members of an organic whole. Nature,

man, (iod, these—their reality -wxC^ unity—can only be rationally con-

cei\ed of and held under the form of an organic unity., which is the

.Speculative Idea of Religion. There is an essential necessity, tlien, for

thought to translate the content of the religious relation out of these

inadequate forms into the Speculative Idea of Religion " (p. 115). "The
spiritual import of the Revealed or Christian Religion is the same as

that of the .Speculative Philosophy, only that it is expressed there in the

mode of conception, in the form of a history, here in the niode of

the notion." Schwegler's History of Philosophy, p. 343. See also

Pfleidercr's Philosophy of Religion, Eng. trans, ii. pp. 78-114. Caird's

Introduction to the Philosophy of Religion, pp. 1 51-176. Caird's Hegel,

pp. 21 1-2 1 8.

2 See Caird's Tlie Social Philosophy of Comte, pp. 23-33. v-
3 Kidd's Social Evoh'" , p. 3 : "The negative and he'-iless

^

position of science is .curly exemplified in England by Professor Huxley,
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argues that religion has been the most potent factor in

human progress.^ The conviction is growing and spread-

ing that reHgion is worth saving and keeping, if not for its

own sake, yet at least on account of the services it has

rendered, and may yet be expected to render, to mankind

in its moral and social progress. Those to whom religion is

the most precious possession and the most glorious dis-

tinction of humanity cannot but regard this gradual

recognition of its meaning and worth with satisfaction and

gratitude to God.

(3) Theology as the intellectual interpreter of religion

is being now called to a difficult but distinguished task,

the faithful discharge of which will alone guarantee its own

claims. The sacred interests of religion are intrusted to

its guardianship. The solemn obligation is laid upon it,

not to prove the moral and social utility of religion, for

that is commonly acknowledged, but to show, what is far

harder, because more generally and confidently denied, the

truth of religious ideas, and their necessity to and value for

who in some of his recent writings has devoted himself to reducing the

aims of the two conflicting parties of the day—individuaHsts and

sociahsts—to absurdity and impossibihty respectively. These efforts

are not, however, to be regarded as preliminary to an attempt to inspire

us with any clear idea as to where our duty lies in the circumstances.

After this onslaught, his own faith in the future grows obscure, and he

sends his readers on their way with, for guiding principle, no particular

faith or hope in anything." See Huxley's Evolutioti and Ethics, the

Romanes Lecture, 1893.

1 Kidd's Social Evolution, pp. 107, 108: "The central feature of

human history, the meaning of which neither science nor philosophy has

hitherto fully recognised is, apparently, the struggle which man
throughout the whole period of his social development has carried on

to effect the subordination of his own reason. The motive power in this

struggle has undoubtedly been supplied by his religious beliefs. The

conclusion towards which we seem to be carried is, therefore, that the

function of these beliefs in human evolution must be to provide a super-

rational sanction for that large class of conduct in the individual,

necessary to the maintenance of the development which is proceeding,

and for which there can never be, in the nature of things, any rational

sanction."
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human thought. It must be admitted that the intellectual

situation of the present day makes this a task of the greatest

difficulty ; and only the inspiration, which is given to sincere

and earnest piety, can afford the needed wisdom and courage.

(4) Only one who is ignorant of the complexity of all

historical phenomena could cherish the delusion that he

could give an exhaustive and adequate account, or a final

and authoritative estimate, of the intellectual situation of

any age. But the more prominent features may be

viewed more or less clearly, and the more potent factors

may be measured more or less justly ; and we may at least

attempt to gain the more rather than the less clearness

of vision, and the more rather than the less justness of

measure, l-'our of the features and factors of the present

intellectual situation here claim special attention—the dis-

trust of philosophy, the confidence in science, the activity

of historical criticism, and the prominence of the social

problem.

II

(i) The aim of Kant, with whom the latest era in 1

philosophy opens, was twofold ; on the one hand, he sought
\

to vindicate the claims of science against the scepticism of y^

Hume, but, on the other, he strove to rebuke the pretensions

of rationalism as represented by Wolff specially, and the ;

German Enlightenment generally. His analysis of the pro-

cess of human knowledge was intended to show both the i

objective validity and the subjective limitation of that

knowledge. Philosophy as it spoke through his lips was

confident, yet modest in tone.^ The philosophical move-

1 Pflciderer's Dcvelop)>ient of Theology, p. 4 :
" Kant is no less opposed

to the complacent vanity of the German popular philosophers, who

thought that they already possessed Aiifklaerttng—the truth in religion

and morals—than he is to the radicalism of the French party of ]irogress,

who imagined that they could reach the goal by means of revolution, by

abjuring in theory and practice all existing beliefs and institutions."
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ment that ended in Hegel was very much more confident and

very much less modest. Human speculation seemed to be

practically identified with the Absolute Thought, from, in, and

unto whom, or perhaps we should more correctly say which,

are all things.^ But here "vaulting ambition o'erleaps itself"
;

and the Idealistic development from Kant to Hegel was

followed by a return to the critical position of Kant, and even

by a reaction to a sceptical attitude towards all philosophy.-

Of this backward movement science, growing daily more

confident of its results and methods, was a potent factor.

(2) This idealism stood in a very close relation to

Christianity. It claimed to be a more adequate interpreta-

tion of the Christian religion than that which Christian

theology had hitherto been able to offer. Edward Caird,

the greatest and best English exponent of Hegelianism,

tells us that Hegel was led to his absolute idealism by the

study of Christian ideas, and that he found " a key to the

difficulties of ethics, a reconciliation of hedonism and

asceticism, in the great Christian aphorism that ' he who

^ Hegel's Philosophic dcr Religion., i. pp. 199-201, quoted in Sterrett's

Studies in HcgePs Philosophy of Religion, p. 153 : "The object which

^ the Absokite Spirit knows is himself. He is only Absolute Spirit

as knowing nothing but himself. Finiteness of consciousness is the

result of spirit distinguishing itself from its object. But this is a

real element of spirit. It is the spirit itself which makes this dis-

tinction, or posits itself as determined by its object. It is only by
this mediation (through consciousness or finite spirit) by which it

finitises itself, that it comes to knowledge of itself or to self-conscious-

ness. Thus rclioion is the knowledge ivhich the Divine Spirit has of
himself through the mediation of the finite spirit." Schwcgler's History

of Philosophy, p. 343 :
" With abstraction from the form of religious

conception, we have the position of the Absolute Philosophy, of thought

that knows itself as all truth, that reproduces from itself the entire

natural and spiritual universe— that thought the evolution of which is

precisely the system of Philosophy—a sphere of spheres self-closed."

- Pfleiderer's The Philosophy of Religion, ii. p. 161 : "The Neo-
Kantians adhere only to the empiricist and sceptical side of Kant's

])hilosophy, the empiricism predominating at one time and the scepticism

at another ; but in general the one passes immediately into the other,

as the nature of the case would lead us to expect."
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loseth liis life alone can save it.' " ^ There can be no

doubt that Hegel was himself sincerely convinced that he

was not only defending but advancing Christian truth by

translating the inadequate images of the religious conscious-

ness into the perfect ideas of the speculative reason. With

the same honesty and earnestness of purpose, a school of

theology set itself to display Hegelianism as latent in

Christianity.'- This attempt, however well meant, resulted

in giving the impression that the merit of Jesus lay

exclusively in His discovery of a metaphysical principle,

the essential unity of God and man, and of an ethical rule,

" dying to live," of both of which, however, Hegel has been

the first to make consistent and successful application.

Strauss' " mythical " theory of the life of Christ,^ and Baur's

* Caird's Hegel, p. 218 :
" What Christianity teaches is only that the

law of the life of spirit—the law of self-realisation through self-abnegation

—holds good for God as for man, and, indeed, that the Spirit that works

in man to 'die to live ' is the Spirit of God. For Hegel such a doctrine

was the demonstrated result of the whole idealistic movement which is

summed up in his Logic. So far, then, as Christianity means this, it was

not in any spirit of external accommodation that he tried to connect his

doctrine with it. Rather it was the discovery of this as the essential

meaning of Christianity which first enabled him to recognise it as the

ultimate lesson of the idealistic movement of thought in Kant, Fichte,

and Schelling."

2 Fisher's History of CIn-istian Doctrine, pp. 532, 533 : 'f^Hegel and

his followers professed to find an equivalent for the objects of Christian

faith and the propositions of orthodox theology in the dogmas of their

system. Christianity presents in a popular form that which philosophy

exhibits in the form of naked truth. The substantial contents of both

are averred to be identical.^ The Trinity is made to designate .the

triplicity in the notion of the Absolute : first, the Absolute in itself
;

secondly, as developed in the intelligible world, corresponding to the

Son ; and, thirdly, in the philosophy in which the Absolute comes back

to itself. The sense of estrangement in man is sin, a necessary phase

in his spiritual progress, which gives way to a consciousness of unity

with the Absolute. T Christ is a man who is conscious of being one with

the Infinite Being, and represents in this respect what every man is in

idea. That which is predicated of Him specifically is true literally of

humanity as a whole." "^

"'' Fairbairn's Christ in M^odcr?t T/icology, pp. 236,237 :
" The specu-

lative basis on which Strauss built was simply the Hegelian doctrine of
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" tendency " theory of the history of the early Church/ both

claiming to be applications of Hegelian principles and

methods, were scarcely needed to confirm the suspicions of

many Christian thinkers, that the Christian Church would

look in vain to Hegelianism for a true interpretation and a

sure defence of its faith and its life. However admirable in

many respects Caird's Evolution of Religion^^ and Pfleiderer's

PhilosopJiy and Development of Religion ^ are, yet the

teachers and the leaders of the Christian Churches in Great

Britain are generally agreed, not from inveterate prejudice,

the Absolute specifically developed and applied. The disciple narrowed

ideas that the master had made large and indefinite. Hegel meant his

philosophy to explain what had been and is : Strauss used it to deter-

mine what must be or have been."—" His speculative end was also

given him by the Hegelian philosophy. The evangelical facts expressed

in the sensuous form truths which he wished to translate into the

notional. He did not see why men should be satisfied with the lower

when they could Ijy a critico-speculati\'e process reach the higher form.

So he considered his work a real service to Christianity—at least the

ideal and absolute Christianity of the learned."

^ Op. cit. pp. 261, 262. Baur "was soon caught in the fine yet strong

network of the Hegelian dialectic, and it became to him at once a

philosophy of history and of religion, and an historical method. In

harmony with it he construed history as the development and the

explication of the Idea. Thought stood where God or Providence

used to stand ; instead of an order created by a personal will we had
the successions and relations of a dialectical movement. Facts, events,

persons were but bearers of the idea, factors in its unfolding and
articulation."

- Fairbairn in Critical Rcvieii\ iii. p. 199 : "From this fundamental

attitude of thought comes one of the main defects of the book—a law of

mind or logic is made to govern the development of religion and the

course of history, with the result that we have an inner and dialectical

process made the formula or framework for an outer and actual. The
theory controls the history ; the history does not suggest and verify the

theory. Thus particular instances which happen to illustrate the

.

philosophical principle are raised to the dignity of universal laws."

^ Somerville in Critical Review, iv. p. 256 :
" It may be doubted

whether the spiritual life will continue to be nourished, at least in

ordinary persons, by ideal representations, to which nothing corresponds

in the world of objective reality, and after the historic basis on which
these have rested has been cut away by the hand of a remorseless
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but for well-grounded reasons, that Christian truth cannot

be assured of any safety or promised any advancement

from philosophical idealism, as represented at least by these

foremost thinkers. This growing distrust of philosophy,

which seems to many more dangerous when it offers to

defend than when it chooses to attack theology, finds

literary expression in Balfour's Foundatiotis of Belief} the

surprising popularity of which shows how prominent a

feature of, and how potent a factor, in the present intellectual

situation is this distrust of philosophy.

Ill

(i) In very marked contrast to this distrust of

philosophy is the confidence in science. Science, the in-

dependence of which was successfully asserted by Bacon,-

^ Fairbairn's Catholicism^ Romafi and A7iglicati, p. 368. Mr.

Balfour " dismisses, by a searching critical process, our current philo-

sophies, empirical and transcendental ; then confesses he has no effectual

substitute to offer ; and finally offers a provisional theory for the unifica-

tion of beli-efs which throws into the most startling relief all the sceptical

elements in his own criticicism."

- Bacon's Advaticcmcnt of Learnings I- i- 3 :
" Let no man upon a

weak conceit of sobriety or an ill-applied moderation think or maintain

that a man can search too far, or be too well studied in the book of

God's word, or in the book of God's works, divinity or philosophy ; but

rather let men endeavour an endless progress or proficience in both
;

only let men beware that they apply both to charity, and not to swelling
;

to use, and not to ostentation ; and again, that they do not unwisely

mingle or confound these learnings together." In the last clause Bacon
separates in mutual independence divinity and philosophy, in which he

includes science. In the following sentence he distinguishes meta-

physic and physic (ll. vii. 4) :
" Physic (taking it according to the

derivation, and not according to our idiom for medicine) is situate in a

middle term or distance between natural history and metaphysic. For
natural history describeth the variety of things : physic, the causes, but

variable or respective causes ; and metaphysic the fixed and constant

causes."—(5) :
" For metaphysic, we have assigned unto it the inquiry

of formal and final causes."— " Physic doth make inquiry and take

consideration of the same natures. But how ? Only as to the material

and efficient causes of them.'"
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has within three centuries made truly marvellous progress,

and its discoveries and inventions in this century have quite

surpassed in number, variety, and importance the intellectual

achievements of any former age. Success begets confidence;

so great a success has bred over-confidence. It seems as

if there were no secret of nature that science could not

discover, and no force of nature that science could not

bring under control. This insight into and power over

nature has given to science the conviction that its methods

and principles are universally valid ; that to its results

every interest of man must be subordinated.^ The effect on

Christian theology of such an attitude on the part of science

cannot but be dangerous.

(2) The difference between the record of Creation

given in Genesis and the report of the process of evolu-

tion which modern science gives is to be regarded altogether

as a question of secondary importance and subordinate

interest in this connection. It is true that there are men
of science who are Christian believers, and there are Chris-

tian theologians who cannot altogether ignore the results of

science, by whom attempt after attempt has been made to

reconcile Genesis and Science ; but it is coming to be more

and more generally recognised that such a reconciliation

is not necessary either in the interests of science, or in the

' Huxley's llunie^ P- 5' ^
" O'"' whatever ground we term phj-siology,

science, psychology is entitled to the same appellation ; and the method
of investigation which elucidates the true relations of the one set of

phenomena will discover those of the other. Hence, as philosophy is,

in great measure, the exponent of the logical consequences of certain

data established by psychology, and as psychology itself differs from
physical science only in the nature of its subject-matter, and not in its

method of investigation, it would seem to be an obvious conclusion that

philosophers arc likely to be successful in their inquiries, in proportion

as they are familiar with the application of scientific method to less

abstruse subjects
;
just as it seems to require no elaborate demonstra-

tion, that an astronomer who wishes to comprehend the solar system,

would do well to acquire a preliminary acquaintance with the elements

of physics."
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defence of religion ; for, on the one hand, the reHgiou.s

vaUie of the story of Creation in Genesis is altogether

independent of its scientific accuracy, and, on the other

hand, no legitimate conclusions of science can come in

conflict with the theological affirmations of Genesis.^

(3) What has a threatening aspect for theology is

the tendency of mind, which devotion to science often

nourishes and fosters, to apply the category of causality

and the principle of the uniformity of nature to all objects

of human knowledge, and to deny reality to all events

which cannot be explained by this category, or sub-

ordinated to this principle.2 Those who are accustomed

to find in all natural phenomena an exact equivalence

between antecedents and consequents, when they turn to

' Driver in Expositor, Fifth Series, vii. p. 468: "I cannot well

abridge the trenchant and detailed criticisms by which President

Morton exposes, one after another, the unreality of all these schemes

of reconciliation (Professor Guyot's, Professor Dana's, Sir J. W.

Dawson's, Mr. Gladstone's) ; but, speaking generally, the rock upon

which each in turn is wrecked is the extreme and incredible violence

done to the text of Genesis, for the purpose of forcing its statements into

harmony with what is taught by science/'—"And he considers the true

solution of the problem presented by the cosmogony of Genesis to have

been found by those scholars who read it in the light of the age m
which it was written, and who, while not forgetful of the spiritual teach-

ing of which it is made the vehicle, interpret it, on its material side, m
accordance with the place which it holds in the history of Semitic

cosmological speculation."

= Mill's System of Logic, vi. i. § 2 : "At the threshold of this

inquiry we are met by an objection, which, if not removed, would be

fatal to the attempt to treat human conduct as a subject of science.

Are the actions of human beings, like all other natural events, subject

to invariable laws? Does that constancy of causation, which is the

foundation of every scientific theory of successive phenomena, really

obtain among them? This is often denied; and for the sake of

systematic completeness, if not from any urgent practical necessity,

the question should receive a deliberate answer in this place."— (11. § 4) :

"With the corrections and explanations now given, the doctrine of the

causation of our volitions by motives, and of motives by the desirable

objects oftered to us, combined with our particular susceptibilities of

desire, may be considered, I hope, as sufficiently established for the

purposes of this treatise."
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history, in which hfe, mind, spirit, personaHty, genius are

the ruhng forces, fail to recognise that the change of the

objects of knowledge demands a difference in the cate-

gories and principles of interpretation. Although the

attempt is made, personality cannot be explained by
heredity and organism and environment. The progress

of the race cannot be accounted for by the uniformity of

nature, although there are still some thinkers who dream
of a science of history, using the same methods as the

sciences of nature. What is true of history generally is

still more true of religion, which is the most distinctively

human element in history, and expresses man at his

furthest remove from nature, as science knows it. Least

capable of explanation by the ordinary methods of science,

religion has come to be very generally suspected by men
of science as an illusion, and theology with its claim to

be science also as an impostor.

(4) There are many now who have been so deeply

impressed by the success of science in gaining a know-
ledge of and a command over nature that to them
scientific methods alone seem universally valid, and
scientific results alone absolutely infallible; and accord-

ingly the Universe, as they conceive it, is rigidly bound
in all its parts in the fetters of causality, and is despotic-

ally ruled by uniform law.^ To such a habit of mind the

^ Sabatier's Esqitisse cVnnc Philosophie dc la Religion, p. v. (" Sketch
of a Philosophy of Rehgion") : "Our young people, it seems to me, are
pushing forward bravely, marching between two high walls : on the one
side, modern science and its severe methods, which it is no longer
possible to renounce

; on the other, the dogmas and practices of the
religious institution, on which their infancy was nourished, and to

which they would be willing, but are not able, sincerely to return.

The \\isc men who have hitherto led them show them the blind alley
in which they have been brought to a stand, and invite them to take
a side

; either to be for science against religion, or with religion against
science. With reason they hesitate before this terrible alternative.

Must one choose between pious ignorance and brutal knowledge ?
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distinctive ideas of Christian theology must appear alto-

gether false and hurtful. Inspiration, grace, miracle,

incarnation, all that reaches beyond and rises above the

unity and uniformity of nature as thus conceived, must

be dismissed as unreal and deceptive. While there are

not a few eminent men of science who are also confessedly

Christians, yet, on the other hand, it cannot be denied

that the influence of science on very many minds is to

make religious belief more and more difficult, if not alto-

gether impossible. Theology is bound to recognise one

of its strongest opponents in confident science.

IV

(i) At first sight it may seem as if theology were too

weak to meet its foes without, because wounded in the

house of its friends. Historical criticism has been very

busy with the record of the Revelation, which for Christian

theology is the final court of appeal. ^ A severe and

searching analysis of the literary sources of this history

Ought we to continue to live by a morality which contradicts our

science, or build up a theory of the world which our conscience con-

demns. Has the narrow and sombre valley in which our troubled youth

advances no outlet at all?"

^ Ltix Mundi, Preface to Tenth Edition, iii. :
" Our traditional

belief in the Bible is at the present time confronted with a body of

critical literature, which claims to overthrow a great many of the

accepted opinions about the Old Testament Scriptures. The criticism

is at least grave and important enough to claim attention, to necessitate

that we should come to a more or less clear understanding of the rela-

tion in which our faith stands towards it. . . . The writer wrote ' in

the mind of those who have felt the trouble in the air' ; he wrote to

succour a faith distressed by the problems criticism is raising. That
faith is very widely distressed by them, and that not merely in academic
circles, does not admit of question."

Faith and Criticism, Preface :
" The writers of these Essays have

been drawn together and led to issue this volume by a strong desire to

help those very numerous seekers after truth whose minds have

been disturbed by the work of criticism in Biblical and Theological

questions."
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has resulted in at least discrediting, if not altogether dis-

proving, the traditional assumptions regarding date and

authorship of some of these writings, on which their credi-

bility and authority appeared to depend. The evidence

for the supernatural events, doctrines, and persons now

seems exposed to a doubt hitherto unknown. There are

not a few inquiring persons who have " the will to believe,"

but cannot satisfy themselves of the sufficiency of the

evidence for the objects of their belief The intellectual

process, by means of which the certainty of the truth of

the Christian religion can be reached, has become much

more complex and difficult ; and to some sincere and

earnest minds it appears quite beyond their reach. It

would be impossible to estimate how many there are

among us who are under the impression that the certainty

of faith could be gained by them only at the too high

price of a sacrifice of their intellectual integrity.^

(2) But historical criticism has for very many not only

brought into doubt the literary evidence for the supernatural

facts which Christian faith accepts, it has excited a pre-

judice against even the presence of the supernatural element

in history. For some scholars the task of history is, not

only to record events,' but also as exhaustively and

adequately as can be to explain them by what has gone

before. The category of causalit}-, or rather the categor}'

of development, is accepted as a guiding idea for historical

inquiry.^ All the factors of the intellectual, moral, social,

' Mrs. Humphry Ward's Robert E/smar, chap. xxvi. : "In other

men it might be right and possible that they should live on in the

ministry of the Church, doing the humane and charitable work of the

Church, while refusing assent to the intellectual and dogmatic frame-

work on which the Church system rests ; but for himself it would be

neither right nor wrong, but simply impossible." The treatment of

such a psychological problem in a popular novel is a clear and strong

proof of how widespread and far-reaching is this state of mind.

- Pfleiderer's PJiilosopJiy and Devclopmctii of Rclii^^ion^ ii. p. i : "To
investigate a history means to trace out the connection of its causes
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or religious development are sought within itself; if the

existence of any new elements is admitted at all, they are

reduced to the smallest possible proportions. Such a

view of history must lead evidently to a suspicion of all

that claims to be supernatural in the record of Revelation
;

a suspicion so strong that even the clearest evidence that

can ordinarily be produced for any event whatever will

not be likely to remove it. This intellectual habit, which

the practice of historical criticism tends to produce, and

having produced, to confirm, must be seriously reckoned

with. When a scholar finds that so many complex histor-

ical movements can be resolved into their component

factors, he will not be inclined to admit that there may be

historical events, the most potent elements in which can

escape his discovery by the same methods as he has

elsewhere so successfully used.

(3) Any theologian who imagines that his doctrine of

the inspiration of the Scriptures secures him against any

dangerous assaults from historical criticism is simply deceiv-

ing himself; for of all the Christian doctrines it is just
'

this doctrine which is most seriously affected by the

methods and the results of historical criticism.^ Only by

a man who has a marvellous capacity for intellectual

ifisulatiou can the theories of the verbal inspiration and

the absolute inerrancy of the Scriptures be maintained.

and effects, and to make it intelligible to our understanding. This

presupposes that in what once happened there exists such a connection

of causes and effects as is analogous to our general experience of what

happens among men and in men, and is therefore intelligible to our

understanding."—"The appearing of a heavenly being for an episodic

stay upon our earth breaks the connection of events in space and time

upon which all our experience rests, and therefore it undoes the

conception of history from the bottom'' (pp. 2, 3).

^ Stewart on " Bible," Dictionary of the Biblt\ i. p. 299 : "It is

probable that no theory of inspiration will ever solve all these

difficulties or be regarded as entirely satisfactory." The fact that

such an admission should be made in such a place shows convincingly

what the theological position is generally recognised to be in this matter.

\
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It must be frankly confessed that the Cliristian Church

has no doctrine of inspiration, universally or even generally

accepted, which would enable it with invariable success

to meet the difficulties for faith due to the activity of

historical criticism.

V

(i) In view of these three prominent features and

potent factors of the present intellectual situation, the

perilous position of theology may be thus described. From
philosophy, the efforts of which have resulted in disappoint-

ment, it cannot expect any effective assistance as an all}-

;

from science, which has been made confident by its

successes, it may anticipate serious attack ; its own
capacity for independence on the one hand, and for re-

sistance on the othei', appears greatly lessened by the

activity of historical criticism. It must depend more and

more exclusively on the inherent vitality and the inex-

haustible vigour of religion.

(2) In religion itself, however, there has been a change,

if not of content, yet of emphasis. Religion cannot but

be receptive of, and responsive to, the dominant interests

and the potent influences of any age. Surely it will be

generally admitted that one of the most characteristic

features of our own age is the prominence of the social ques-

tion.^ The French Revolution not only destroyed the existing

order of society in France, but disturbed all the traditional

and conventional ideas by which European society had

^ Mackenzie's Introduction to Social Philosophy, p. 6 :
" There are

a number of special circumstances which have caused social cjuestions

to assume a peculiar prominence in recent times, and have made it

more than ever necessary to have clear ideas with regard to the

principles on which their solution rests."—(P. 7) :
" We are now engaged

in groping our way to something new ; and whether the new light is

to be better than the old will depend mainly on the thoroughness with

which we set ourselves to discover what is ultimately true and what is

ultimately desirable with reference to social affairs."
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j-jll
(-]cn been ruled. It not only brought a fresh scene

bgfQe the sight of men, but it even gave new eyes with

^yl^jj.h to look on it. The external revolution was even

\qS significant than the internal transformation. The

jiventions of science, the developments of industry, the

extensions of commerce, have brought about, if not so

swiftly, yet more surely, a still greater change in the social

conditions.^ The material changes have been so many

and so great, that the necessary moral and mental changes

corresponding thereto have been unduly delayed. The

intelligence and the conscience of society have not yet

been thoroughly adjusted to the new social organism,

which in turn is less sound and strong than it ought to be,

just on account of this maladjustment. In our large

cities, which are one of the most direct results of this social

revolution, and in which, therefore, the pressure of the

problem which it involves is most keenly felt, the minds

of thoughtful and earnest men are very largely occupied

with these social questions.

(3) A new demand is thus made upon religion. Can it

not only assure a man of his individual salvation, but also

secure for mankind its social regeneration ? - The answer

that the Christian Churches seem inclined to give, that it is

^ Kidd's Social Evohition, p. 7 : "Amongst the advanced nations,

the great wave of industrial expansion which follows in the wake of

science is slowly but inevitably submerging the old landmarks of

society, and preparing for us a world w-herc the old things, material

and social as well as political, have passed away, and in which the

experience of the past is no longer a reliable guide."

^ Op. cit. p. 14 : "Within the Churches one of the signs of this

change is visible in a growing tendency to assert that religion is

concerned with man's actual state in the world as well as with his

possible state in the next."—"We are beginning to hear from many
quarters that the social question is at bottom a religious question, and
that to its solution it behoves the Churches in the interests of society to

address themselves."—"We have the note sounded in varying keys
that, after all, Christianity was intended to save not only men, but man,
and that its mission should be to teach us not only how to die as

individuals, but how to live as members of society."

/I
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only bv individual salvation that social regeneratio
, , .

^ ! can
be reached, is received by very many with cv.

,

ident
impatience. Are there no Christian ideas which can ,

be
used as organising principles, are there no Christi

motives that may be applied as formative forces in bringinL,

about the social changes that are so urgently needed ^

This question is being pressed upon Christian theolor

and if it is not satisfactorily answered, the social enthusiai

of the age, which might thus be brought into alliance wit

religious devotion, may in its disappointment and disgusi

separate itself from, and oppose itself to, religion. The

task which the prominence of the social question sets to

theology in the present day seems to be this, Christianity

must be shown to be, not only in its truth but also in its

life, a social community under God as well as an individual

communion with God.^

VI

(i) Such, then, is the intellectual situation in which

Christian theology is called to its sacred and solemn work.

This situation has its decided defects as well as its evident

excellences. The distrust of philosophy has been carried

far farther than its mistakes and failures in the past even

justified, and the confident conviction may be cherished

that a genuinely Christian philosophy is possible, nay

even that such a philosophy must needs be a corrected

idealism. The confidence of science is without due

warrant, as the categories and principles of science are

assumptions, the investigation of which would show that

their sphere is limited by, even as their application is

' Andrews' CJiristianity and the Labour Conflict, p. 5 :
" The Christian

faith on its social side has stood almost disregarded by the world. The
lime has now come to prove that faith in the wider fields of social life.

The very despair and helplessness of men in the face of self-interest

and self-seekiny should show that the Christian victory is near."
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necessary for, human thought. The activity of criticism

need not be feared, as the Christian faith is quite capable

of maintaining and defending the supernatural objects,

which are necessary to its vitality and vigour. The prom-

inence of the social question should be heartily welcomed,

as Christian theology and piety alike need be saved from a

onesided individualism by a return to, and a recovery of,

the social ideas and laws of the Christian gospel.

(2) Whatever may be our individual judgment of this

intellectual situation, one fact is beyond all doubt or ques-

tion. The Christian gospel needs a restatement in which

all these tendencies will find their due recognition, their

justification where that is possible, or their correction where

that is necessary.! guch a restatement is a work of very

great delicacy and difficulty ; for, on the one hand, there

must be no impoverishment of the " faith once delivered to

the saints," and, on the other hand, this age must not be

spoken to in a foreign tongue. How to do justice alike to

the permanent elements and to the temporary expressions

of the Christian faith, is a question which an open-minded,

true-hearted man will find it by no means easy to answer.

Accordingly there must be great patience and keen

sympathy with any school of theologians who frankly

and freely face our present position ;
and who, being

unable to find intellectual satisfaction in traditional forms

' Rashdall's Doctrine and Devclofnnent, I'reface, xii : "The restate-

ment—let us say frankly the reconstruction -of Christian doctrine is

the great intellectual task upon which the Church of our day is just

entering, and with which it must go on boldly if Christianity is to

retain its hold on the intellect as well as the sentiment and the social

activities of our time." This writer, it may be remarked, refers to the

Ritschlian theology. " This idea," he says, " that the Christian know-

ledge of God is based not upon speculative reasoning but upon the

conviction wrought in the soul by personal experience of the moral

effects of Christ's life, is the fundamental idea of the theology of

Ritschl." While he commends this position, he disassociates himself

from " other Ritschlian tendencies."
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of faith, and being also anxious to help others in the same

condition, essay such a restatement of Christian theology

as will secure for the Christian religion its due place and

its full influence in the thought and life of our time.

(3) It is in this spirit that the writer now invites the

reader to study the Ritschlian Theology. As will be made

abundantly evident in the discussions that follow, the

methods and the principles of this theology appear to him

to be open to serious objection, its results as a restatement

of the Christian faith he cannot but regard as disappointing
;

but, on the other hand, its critics in this country, he is

persuaded, have sometimes misunderstood its positions, and

so misjudged its intentions, and at least it has a claim to

more sympathy and generosity than it has generally

received,^ for it does recognise and respond to the intel-

lectual situation. It seeks to save theology from any

entangling alliance with philosophy or any threatening

assault from science by maintaining it in isolation in the

realm of value judgments, which is distinguished from the

sphere of theoretical judgments, to which science and

philosophy belong. It strives so to conceive the objects

of Christian faith, as shall allow it to be practically

indifferent to the results of historical criticism. It lays

such stress on the evangelical idea of the kingdom of

God, as will enable the Church to meet the social demand
made upon it.

VII

(i) The distinctive features of Ritschlianism are largely

due to the religious individuality and the intellectual

' Somervillc's S/. Pa///'s Conception of C/tn'sf, ix :
" It is deeply to

be regretted, I think, that this great theologian (Albrccht Ritschl)

has been for the most part introduced to this country in a way that

hinders the appreciation of his real work in theology, and that his name
has been made familiar to students chiefly in connection with errors he
is supposed to have taught."
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(development of Ritschl himself. While intensely absorbed

in the study of theological problems, he was exceedingly

reticent in intercourse as regards his religious beliefs.

When he did speak his words were few, and he was

careful not to betray the strength of his feelings. ^ He
hated all pious sentimentality, and laid great stress on

practical m.orality as an expression of the religious life.

He showed no understanding of, and no sympathy with,

types of piety other than his own.- In his intellectual

development, however, he showed himself receptive of,

and responsive to, many influences. He came into contact

with, and received instruction and stimulus from, nearly

all the great thinkers of his time. For a short time he

was won for Hegelianism by Erdmann at Halle, and

professed himself a disciple of Baur at Tubingen. Even

orthodoxy in its more or less rigid types attracted him.

The strongest influence on his thought was exercised,

however, by Kant and Schleiermacher, and afterwards by

^ Herrmann's Der E^uingeliscJie Glaiibc tind die Theologie Alh'echt

Ritschls (" The Evangelical Faith and the Theology of Albrecht

Ritschl"), pp. 7,8: "In religious intercourse Ritschl observed an

extraordinary severity towards himself. Mow he li\ed in the world

of thought of the Christian faith, certainly was made so clear in his con-

versation, that a less powerful disposition could be wearied thereby. In

his house and here in Marburg I have been whole days together with

him, without his having ever interrupted our occupation with the

highest things by a longer conversation of lighter content. Herein

appeared his being deeply possessed by the subject. Hut seldom did

this impel a feeble emotional word ; but he spoke austerely and severely

about what moved his heart."

2 Ecke's Die TJieflloi^ische ScJnile Albrecht Ritsclils mid die

evaiis^elischc Kirche der Gege7i7vart ("The Theological School of

Albrecht Ritschl and the Evangelical Church of the Present "), i. pp.

21-24. " Ritschl was often incapable of sympathising with what was

justified in the tendency combated by him ; guided by his solid but

onesided and individually conditioned veracity, he struck in sharp con-

troversy along with the aberrations also the approximate appearances

of a healthy Christian piety, for which he had no understanding, and he

without any necessity thus provoked greater opposition than the question

warranted " (p. 22).
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Lotze.^ But as a profound scholar and learned theologian

he drew the elements of his system and method from many

sources. His indebtedness to others did not, however, lessen

his originality, as he used what he borrowed with great free-

dom, and combined his materials with thorough independ-

ence.2 It must be admitted, however, that foreign elements

are allowed to remain even when he is thereby involved

in inconsistency. Ritschl cannot be understood unless his I

theology is traced to its historical origins. By such a study

of the organism of his thought in its intellectual environ-

ment we are enabled to explain its difficulties, account for

its contradictions, as well as discover the reason for its

success.-^ It is because Ritschl in himself reproduced the 1

tendencies of his age that he was able to meet its necessities.

^ Orr's Tlie Ritschlian TJicology and f/ic Eva7igelical Failh, p. 4 ;

also " Albrecht Ritschl" \n Expository Times, \. p. 534. " He passed

through and incorporated in himself all the important phases of

thought in his generation " (p. 4).
—

''At Bonn he came under the power-

ful spell of Nitzsch, and even for a time venerated Hengstenberg.

He was won to Hegelianism at Halle by Erdmann. He was on

friendly terms with Tholuck and Julius Miiller, though he afterwards

spoke of them in highly disparaging terms. He sat for six months

at the feet of the speculative Rothe. Thereafter we find him an

enthusiastic and convinced disciple of 15aur at Tiibingen. At a later

period we find him deserting Baur for Kant and Lotze "
(p. 534).

^ Ecke, op. cit. pp. 14, 15. " Repeatedly has it been asserted from

various standpoints that Ritschl borrowed nearly everything from

others" (p. 14).
—" In these remarks there is much in particulars correct."

—"Nevertheless tlie ivay in which Ri/sih/yor/z/u/aird these principles

and combined them is an altogether origitial one^^ (p. 15).
—"What we

have to regard as the distinctively original element in his systematic

contribution is the ability to carry oi(t ttcw great combinations^^ (p. 14).

^ Schoen's Origines fTisioriqiics dc la Theologie de Ritschl

("Historical Origins of the Theology of Ritschl"), ])p. 153, 154: "As
long as one had forgotten to study the organic evolution of the system

its contradictions remained inexplicable. When one had severed all

the bonds that bound back the dogmatics of Ritschl to previous works,

the reason for his influence remained a mystery. On the other hand,

regarded as a living organism, put back into its historical environment,

this theology interests us for two reasons ; first of all as a crisis in the

evolution of religious thought in Germany, then as the expression of

the religious needs of a great part of our contemporaries."
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The theology of Ritschl answered to the needs of his
1

generation, and therefore it proved so " living and fruitful." ^ /

(2) Because he spoke as a living man to living men

in the speech all could understand he was not left alone,

but slowly gathered around him a band of disciples, who,

while ready to acknowledge their indebtedness to him,- are

yet so prone to assert their independence by criticism alike

of their master as of one another, that the question has been

seriously asked whether wc have a right to speak of a

Ritschlian school at all.-'^ But whatever the differences

may be, yet there is enough common ground among a

number of theologians in Germany to entitle us to speak

of them as the school of Ritschl. The distinctive features

of this school,'* expressed as briefly as can be, are : [ i ] the

^ .Sabatier, quoted in Schoen, p. 155 : "To satisfy the expectation

and the quest of spirits at tlie very moment living and troubled, to give

them the means of justifying to themselves their faith and their hope

. . . behold the principal merit and the supreme praise of every

genuine theology. It is in the measure in which that of Ritschl

answers to the needs of the present generation that it is living" and

fruitful."

- Herrmann's Der Evangelische Glaiibe unci die TJieologie Albrecht

RitscJils ("The Evangelical Faith and the Theology of Albrecht

Ritschl "), p. 6 ; and Die Gcwissheit dcs Glaulwfis und die Freiheit der

Theologie ("The Certainty of Faith and the Freedom of Theology"),

pp. 16, 17 :
" In the evening of his life he had drawn a small number of

academical theologians into his circle" (p. 6).
—"What secures for the

theology of Ritscld so hostile an attention is, above all, the circumstance

that among the theological products of the present it is the only figure

full of character about which, in short, much can be said. Besides, it

has been in a position to bring a small group of theologians to such an

agreement in their fundamental ideas as is not met with anywhere else

with so great a number" (pp. 16, 17).

^ Pfleiderer's Die RiischPsc/ie Theologie (" The Ritschlian Theology "),

p. yj :
" Do not their opinions now already differ in so many ways that

it appears perilous to bring them together under a common label?"
"• Orr's "The School of Ritschl" in Expository Times, vi. p. 253 :

" Among the generic features which bind together the Ritschlian party

are . . . the strong contrast they all draw between religious and theo-

retic knowledge ; the desire to free theology from all association with,

and dependence on, metaphysics ; the insisting on the positive revela-

'X
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]/
j

exclusion of metaphysics from theology; [2] the rejection

^ 1 consequently of speculative theism
; [3] the condemnation

I

/ of ecclesiastical dogma as an illegitimate mixture of theology

^ \ > and metaphysics
; [4] the antagonism shown to religious

^ ' mysticism as a metaphysical type of piety
; [5] the practical

y I
conception of religion

; [6] the consequent contrast between

religious and theoretical knowledge
; [7] the emphasis laid

on the historical revelation of God in Christ as opposed to

any natural revelation
; [8] the use of the idea of the

kingdom of God as the regulative principle of Christian

dogmatics
; [9] the tendency to limit theological investi-

gation to the contents of the religious consciousness. To
this school belong Herrmann, Kaftan, Harnack, Wendt,

Schultz, Bornemann, and others less noted. The differences

in the school, which are as marked as the agreements, will

claim our attention in the subsequent discussion.

(3) Ritschl and his school have enjoyed very great

popularity in Germany, and no other theological tendency

can compare with the Ritschlian as regards activity and

v/ influence in the present day.^ This is undoubtedly due to

its adaptation to the age, for it meets many needs, enlists

'tion in Christ as the one source of true reHj^ious knowledge ; the central

. position they all assign to the doctrine of the kingdom of God, and their

/ making of this conception determinative of every other notion in theo-

' / logy, e.g. of that of God, of sin, of the Person of Christ, of redemption
;

I I the vigorous exclusion from theology of everything which lies outside

'
' the earthly manifestation of Christ {e.g. pre-existence, eschatology) ;

and, finally, the distrust of, and antagonism to, everything of the nature

of mysticism in religion. Partial exception must be made in the case

of individuals."

^ Prefatory Note by R. Flint in Kaftan's T/ie Truth of tlic Christian

Religion., i. pp. v, vi : "This theology has been dominant in Germany
during the last fifteen years, and is still gaining adherents and growing

in influence. In fact, no other German theological school or movement
can at present compare with it in strength and vitality." " It claims to w
be thoroughly evangelical and Lutheran. It aims steadily at the pro-

motion of piety, the satisfaction of spiritual wants, and the further-

ance of the practical work of the Church. It is intensely sincere and
alive."
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many interests, and removes many difficulties.^ But it has

not been greeted with a chorus of approval alone. The

opposition it has met with is as great as its popularity.

Ritschl's controversial methods, in which he has unfortun-

ately been followed by some of his disciples, were somewhat

lacking in consideration and courtesy for his critics, and

consequently the conflict is very keen and bitter. The

narrowest orthodoxy is found in alliance with the broadest

theological liberalism in denouncing and resisting this

" new " theology, which condemns and rejects alike the

confessional positions of the one and the philosophical

principles of the other.^

1 Schoen's Lcs Origines Historiqucs dc la Theologie dc Ritschl ("The

Historical Origins of the Theology of Ritschl"), pp. 8, 9: "To those

who are disheartened by the attacks of criticism, it affirms that faith

and salvation are independent of the results of our historical researches.

To theologians weary of dogmatic controversies it presents a Chris-

tianity freed from all foreign metaphysics. To scholars trembling to

see theology fall before the attacks of the positive sciences, it shows a

way by which all collision with the natural sciences becomes impossible.

To students devoted to history, it unfolds the development of the primi-

tive Church. To timid Christians it says, God has never been angry

against you ; He declares to you that you may return to Him. To

worn-out Pessimists it cries, Work for the advancement of the kingdom

of God ; unite yourselves for the common work—doctrine without Chris-

tian life is nothing. To an enthusiastic youth it shows the means of

acting on the men of our time. In an age greedy for liberty and

equality, it establishes a 'social theology' which makes the individual

disappear in the mass."

2Stahlin's Kimt, Lotzc, and Ritschl. Preface, v: " During;^ the last

fifteen or twenty years a controversy has been going on in Germany,

which, like some Indian cyclone, has had for its pivot the theological

system of Albrecht Ritschl. From year to year, as the number of his

pupils and disciples increased, and as others became aware of the true

tendency of his teaching, it has grown alike in compass and intensity.

Things have looked, in fact, as though the German theological world

were destined to split into two great camps, whose respective cries

would be—' Here, Ritschl !' ' Here, Anti-Ritschl
! '"

L
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VIII

(i) Although Britain is now very ready to borrow

theology from Germany/ and many British students have,

while in Germany, come more or less under the influence

of teachers belonging to the Ritschlian school,- yet it is

only within the last five or six years that the Ritschlian

Theology has attracted general attention in this country.

Nearly thirty years ago the first volume of Ritschl's great

work on Justification and Reconciliatio7i^ which gives the

history of the doctrine, was translated into English, but

seems to have had little, if any, influence on English theo-

I

logical thought. In 1889 Principal Simon introduced in an

English translation a criticism by Stahlin {Kant, Lotze,

a7id Ritschl) * of Ritschl's theology, with special reference

to its philosophical principles ; but this work, however

acute it may sometimes be, is so disfigured by its violent

polemical tone that it is an altogether untrustworthy guide

to the study of this movement, and one cannot but regret

that Ritschlianism should have had so unfriendly a herald

in English theological literature. The translation in 1894

of Kaftan's TJie TrutJi of the Christian Religion^-* with a

friendly prefatory note by Professor Mint, enabled English

readers to gain some understanding of the apologetic atti-

tude of the Ritschlian school ; and a like service as regards

its distinctive type of piety was rendered by the publication

in 1895 of Herrmann's Tlie Coinnmnion of the Christian

' Stahlin, op. cit. vii : "What Germany thinks today, liritain will

begin to think to-morrow."
- Flint's Prefatory Note in Kaftan's The Truth of the Christian

Rclii;;io7i,^. v: " Young men from this country who study theology in

(jcrmany almost inevitably come more or less under its influence."
•" Williams & Norgate, 1870.

' T. & T. Clark, 1889.
"' T. tS: T. Clark, 1894. Translated from the German, under the

author's supervision, by George Ferries, B.D.
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ivitJi God} Harnack's History of Dogma, which faithfully

represents the Ritschlian attitude towards the development

of Christian theology, is still in course of translation,

although the first volume was issued in 1894, and the

sixth has just appeared.^ The publication in English of

Wendt's The Teaching of Jesus, 1893, ^"^1 of Schultz's

Old Testament Theology, 1892,^ enable the English reader

to estimate the services being rendered to the study of

the Scriptures by scholars in general sympathy with

Ritschlianism. A lecture by Harnack on Christianity and

//^z>/^;j/ translated in 1896, is very valuable as a distinct

statement of the Ritschlian attitude in regard to historical

criticism. More important for the English student of Rit-

schlianism than any of the publications already mentioned,

is the promise that has recently been made of a translation

of the third volume of Ritschl's Justification and Reconcilia-

tion'^ in which Ritschl develops his own theological system.

(2) Professor Orr, of Edinburgh, has probably done

more than any other scholar in this country to acquaint

those who cannot read German with Ritschlianism. Eirst

in articles in the Thinker and Expository Tiines^ then in

numerous allusions in his work. The Christian Vieiv of God
and the World} and, lastly, in his handbook. The Ritschlian

^ Williams & Norgate, 1895. Translated from the second thoroughly

revised edition, with special annotations by the author, by J. Sandys
Stanyon, M.A.

- Williams & Norgate, 1894- 1899. Different translators are engaged
on tlie work, which will be completed in seven \-olumes.

' T. & T. Clark, 1 892, 1 893. The former work is translated by the Rev.

John Wilson, M.A. ; and the latter by Rev. Professor J. A. Paterson, D.D.
•* Adam & Charles lilack, 1896. Translated by Thomas Bailey

Saunders.
'' T. & T. Clark. The translation is under the joint editorship of the

Rev. W. R. Mackintosh, D.Phil., and the Rev. A. B. Macaulay, ALA.
It is hoped that the volume will be ready in a few months.

^ Thhiker, August 1892 ; Expository Times, v. p. 534, \i. p. 252.
'' The C/iris/ian View of God ami the World, pp. 29-36, 45, 59-60,

273, 275, 276, 199, 206, 208, 209, 225, 268, 352-5, 387, 434, 440, 44i> 445,

448, 462, 513-4, 519, 498-9, 506, etc.

\^

^
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Theology and the Evangelical Faith, he has presented a

mass of information on tliis movement which is simply

invaluable to the English student. The present writer

makes this acknowledgment of the worth of this work most

heartily now, although he feels himself compelled, by an

independent study of the original literature, to differ some-

times in what follows from Professor Orr's judgments. A
still less sympathetic tone towards Ritschlianism than

Professor Orr's is adopted by Professor Denney in his

Studies in Theology^ in which the criticisms are unduly

severe. More kindly in spirit than either of these writers is

Professor Bruce in several allusions he makes in his Apolo-

getics.- While he does not accept the philosophical prin-

ciples of the school, he is attracted by the stress laid on the

person of Christ. His criticism of these principles may
be found in an article on " Theological Agnosticism " in the

American Jotu'tzal of Theology? Dr. Forsyth, of Cambridge,

acknowledges indebtedness to Herrmann in his essay on

"Revelation and the Person of Christ,""^ but also disassociates

himself from " the philosophical position which is the negative

side of that school." Professor Mackintosh, in his Essays

towards a Neiu Theology, accepts some suggestions from,

but also expresses censure of, the teaching of Ritschl.^

Mr. Forrest, in his book, The Christ of History and of

Experience, gives a brief exposition and a condemnatory

criticism of Herrmann's Connntmion of the Christian zvith

God {-pY^. I 58- 1 66); and yet some of the positions stated

in dealing with the relation of faith to historical fact show

marked affinities to Ritschlian views. Mr. Somerville, in

his work on .S7. Panfs Conception of Christ, acknowledges

^ Studies m Theology, pp. 10-12, 14, 18, 49,63, 80, 93-4, 137-9, 14 •»

143, 145, 156, 181, 220.

- - Apologetics, pp. 155, 399, 355, 405, 502.

^ Americnn Joiiriial of Theology, i. pp. 1-15.

* Faith and Criticisvi, pp. 97-144.
* Essays towards a New Theology, pp. vi, viii, 88, 139.
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" Special obligations to Albrecht Ritschl, by whose theo- ' !

logical method Ac /s conscious of having been largely
(

influenced in /lis treatment of the subject " (Preface, viii-ix).

A severe criticism, both of the presuppositions and also the

conclusions of the Ritschlian school, is offered by Professor

Wenley in his Contemporary Theology and Theism} but the
{

force of the reasoning is lessened by the smartness of the

language used. Professor Pfleiderer, in his English work,

The Development of Theology^ gives a very unfavourable

account of Ritschl's theology, rejects his theory of the origin

of the Old Catholic Church, and condemns severely the treat-

ment of Church history in Harnack's History of Dogma. In

the English translation of his German work on The Philosophy

of Religion,^ there is found a searching examination of

Herrmann's pamphlet, Metaphysics in Theology, and his book.

The Relatioft of Religion to our Knowledge of the World and
to Morality, and also of Kaftan's Essence of the Christian

Religion. Mr. Morgan, in the Expository Times (ix. 485),

gives a very appreciative account of the Ritschlian teaching

regarding the relation oi Faith and Revelation. Dr. Stucken- ,

berg, in the American fonrnal of Theology} gives a sym- I

pathetic presentation of the Theology of Albrecht Ritschl. In

the Critical Reviezv ^ there are a number of reviews of books

of the Ritschlian school by some of our leading theologians,

any of which it will repay the student to consult. The
only work in English hitherto published by one who is said

' Conteinp07'ary Theology and T/idsin., pp. 82-125.
- The Development of Theology, pp. 183-195, 235-237, 298-299.
•"' The Philosophy of Religion, ii. pp. 188-209.
"• American fournal of Theology, ii. pp. 268-292.
5 Critical Review, v. 270, vii. 210, Oir's review of Ritschl's Collected

Essays (German) : iv. 175, Iverach, Kaftan''s The Truth of the Christian
Religion: iii. 401, Orr, Herrmann's The Co)nmrinion of the Christian
with God (German): vi. 121, Candlish, /^J/V/. (English): v. 115, Rainy,
Harnack's History of Dogma, i. (English) : i. 273, Candlish, Harnack's
History ofDogma, iii. (German) : ii. 179, Laidlaw, Herrvuvm's Certainty

of Faith (German) : viii. 407, Paterson, Kaftan's Dogmatik.
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to be an avowed adherent of the Ritschlian school is

-/; M'Giffert's History of Christianity in the Apostolic Age, the

subject of which, however, does not allow of any prom-

inence being given to a distinctive theological position.

One work has, however, appeared in English, Balfour's

The Foundations of Belief, which has been warmly welcomed

by Kaftan as displaying an affinity to the Ritschlian

position in its restriction of the sphere of science, its distrust

of speculative philosophy, and in its constructive basis in

man's practical needs.^ At an earlier date there appeared

in England a work, which, independent of Ritschlian in-

fluences, approached the history of the origin of dogma

with similar intentions and in a kindred spirit. Hatch's

Hibbert Lectures on TIic Influence of Greek Ideas and Usages

upon the Christian Church set the problem of the contrast

between the Sermon on the Mount and the Nicene Creed,

and presented a solution, vividly expressed in the sentence,

" The one belongs to a world of Syrian peasants, the other

to a world of Greek philosophers," - May we not even in

this connection recall Hampden's Eanipton Lectures on TJic

Scholastic Philosophy considered in its relation to Christian

Theology ? Has not this sentence a Ritschlian ring, " The

Church became unawares Aristotelic " ? ^ Dr. Dale's argu-

ment in his book, The Living Christ and the Four Gospels, has

a distinct affinity with the Ritschlian position on the relation

of the certainty of faith to the results of historical criticism.

These brief notes by way of historical introduction are

offered in the hope that they will afford needed guidance

to the English student of the Ritschlian theology in his read-

ing. For those who are familiar with German a discussion

of the more important literature is added in an /\ppendix.

^ See George Ferries' review of Kaftan's article on the German
translation of Ualfours book, Critical Rcvieif, vi. p. 289.

- Hatch's llibbert Lectures, p. i.

' Hampden's Bainpton Lectures, j). 12.
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IX

As the writer wishes to avoid repeating what has been

adequately stated by others before him, so far as that is

possible without giving to this discussion too fragmentary a

character, he will not attempt to give a systematic exposi-

tion of the teaching of Ritschl and his school. That has

been already excellently done by Professor Orr in the book

formerly mentioned. What seems most necessary, and

therefore will be most profitable, is to concentrate attention

on the distinctive principles of the Ritschlian theology, so

that as definite a conception and as accurate an estimate of

these as is possible may be gained. The Ritschlian theology

has a critical as well as a constructive aspect. It clears the

ground of a theological structure that seems to it built on a

wrong plan, in order that it may build up a theological

edifice of the right pattern. Its critical aspect may be de-

scribed by the phrase tJieology without iiictapJiysics. The
examination of this principle will (occupy the second chapter.

Three special applications of this principle demand separate

treatment—(i) the rejection of speculative theism, (2) the

condemnation of ecclesiastical dogma, (3) the antagonism to

mysticism, to each of which a chapter (third, fourth, and

fifth) will be devoted. After this examination of the critical

aspect of the Ritschlian theology, the constructive will

invite scrutiny. What the older theologians called the^

formal principle of tflieology, the source of its data, is pre-

sented to us in its subjective reference in the Value Judg-
ments of Religion, and in its objective reference in the

Historical CJiaracter of Revelation, to each of which a

chapter (sixth and seventh) must be assigned. The data

having been obtained, there arises the question of the

regulative principle to be adopted in arranging these into a

system. This for the Ritschlian theology is the idea of the I
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1/ kingdom of God ; and accordingly the eighth cliapter will

discuss tJie Regulative Use of the Idea of the Kingdom of

God. In regard to the dogmatic system, there is not

general agreement among the members of the Ritschlian

school ; but as' until quite recently, when Kaftan published

his volume on Dogmatics, Ritschl alone had dealt in a full

and orderly way with Christian doctrine, his treatment of

the contents of Christian dogmatics will receive almost

exclusive attention, although no attempt will be made to

offer an exhaustive discussion, but only to present the

features of his system that are most distinctive. The test

of the genuinely and adequately Christian character of any

system of theology is the Doctrine of the Person and the

Work of Christ, and this, therefore, must first claim our

^' attention in the ninth chapter. But as the work of Christ

cannot be discussed without at once raising the question of

what is the Christian salvation, and that in turn cannot be

understood without a knowledge of the Christian view of

sin, the next chapter (tenth) must deal with the Doctrine of

Sin and Salvation. The sinner as saved is introduced into

a community in which he secures privileges, but also incurs

obligations. How the relation of the individual believer to

the Christian community is conceived, will be shown in the

eleventh chapter under the heading the Doctrine of the Church

and of the Kingdo)/i. In the last chapter the writer will

venture to give tentatively a critical estimate oi \\\.q. Ritschlian

theology as a solution of the problem stated in the earlier

parts of this first chapter.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER I

It seems desirable, for the sake of those who may wish

to give the subject further study in the original German
literature, to give some account of the writings, books, and

pamphlets of which use has been made in preparing this
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volume, (i) Ritschl's great work, Die cJiristlicIic LeJii-e von /

der RecJitfertigting utid Vejsohjmng- (" The Christian Doc-

trine of Justification and ReconciHation "), consists of three

volumes. The first volume deals with the history of the

doctrine, beginning with Anselm ; the second discusses the

biblical data for the doctrine ; but it is the third alone

which gives Ritschl's own exposition that is of primary

importance for the subject here dealt with. As he discusses

not only the idea of justification and its relations, but also

the presuppositions, including the doctrine of God, of sin,

and of the Person and Vocation of Jesus, as well as the

proof of the necessity of justification, and of its being

grounded in the working and suffering of Christ, and the

consequences of justification in the religious life, the volume

offers us an almost complete dogmatic system, although

there are doctrines that do not receive adequate treatment.

This Volume may be supplemented by two smaller works,

one of which, Untevj'icJit in der christlichen Religion (" Instruc- ,

tion in the Christian Religion "), is didactic, being intended

for use in higher classes of schools, and gives a brief outline

of Christian truth and duty under four headings—the King-

dom of God, Reconciliation through Christ, Christian life,

and the common worship of God ; and the other of which,

Theologie und MetapJiysik (" Theology and Metaphysics "), is ^

controversial, and discusses criticisms of Ritschl's position

by several of his theological opponents. Although the

latter may be described as an occasional writing, it is of

very great importance for an understanding of Ritschl's

philosophical principles. Several pamphlets also claim

notice. Under the title of Fides Iniplicita, Ritschl in one i

discusses the common faith of Christian believers, the

relation of knowledge and faith, and of faith and

the Church. In another. Die CJiristliche Vollkominenheit /

(" The Christian Perfection "), he shows in what sense

the Christian believer may claim perfection, qualitatively

as regards his religious standing, but not quantitatively as

regards his moral character. In a third, Ueher das Geivisscn /

(" Concerning Conscience "), he analyses the conceptions

of the condemning and of the legislating conscience,
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and asserts that the former is only a lower stage of the

latter.

(2) Herrmann, one of Ritschl's earliest disciples, and

now one of the foremost leaders of the school, in his work,

^ Die Religion im VerJidltniss sum Welterkennen und zur

SittlicJikeit (" The Relation of Religion to our Knowledge

of the World and to Morality "), examines the philosophical

basis of the dogmatic system which he advocates. After

discussing the scientific knowledge of nature to prove its

necessary limitation by man's practical impulse, he dis-

tinguishes two kinds of practical explanations of the world,

—the dogmatically metaphysical and the religious,—and

admits the possibility of a conflict between them. After

condemning the mixture of metaphysics and religion in the

traditional theology, he analyses the relation of morality to

religion and metaphysics in order to insist on the intimate

relation of morality and religion, and to advocate this as

the basis of the dogmatic proof of the Christian view of the

world, the moral law being the condition of the universality

which the dogmatic proof is intended to claim for Christ-

ianity. In an earlier writing, a pamphlet entitled Die

MetapJiysik ifz der Theologie (" Metaphysics in Theology "),

he had discussed the general relation of metaphysics and

theology, and had indicated the evil consequences that had

in his view resulted from their traditional alliance. Of
another and more attractive type is his book, Der- Vet'kehr

des Christen mit Gott (" The Communion of the Christian

with God "), in which, after stating the contrast between the

Christian religion and mysticism, he discusses God's com-

munion with us, or the revelation of God given in Jesus

Christ, as the condition of our communion with God, with

which he deals in the second part of the volume. This

work, which is marked by intense religious fervour, suffers

greatly from lack of proper arrangement, a defect which the

English translator by abundant subdivision of the three

chapters into sections, and by a continuous marginal

analysis, attempts to correct. A pamphlet, Der Begriff der
^ Offenbaning (" The Conception of Revelation "), deals with

y the true character of revelation ; a second, Warum bedarf
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iinscr Glaube gescJdcJitlicJier TJiatsachen ? (" Why docs our y

Faith need historical Facts ? "), shows that we who Hvc in

history must by facts of history be convinced of God's care

for us ; but a third, Warmn Jiandelt es sick in deni Streit uiii -y

das Apostolicum ? (" What is involved in the Controversy

about the Apostles' Creed ?
"), maintains that acceptance of

any of these facts must not be enforced as a condition of

either membership or ministry in an evangelical Church. A
fourth pamphlet, Die Bedeutiing der Inspirationslclirc fiir /
die evangelische Kirclie (" The Significance of the Doctrine of

Inspiration for the Evangelical Church "), argues that the

traditional doctrine of inspiration is not a help but a

hindrance to a true understanding of the Christian revela-

tion. A fifth pamphlet, Die GeivissJieit des Glanbens und
^

die Freiheit der TJieoIogie (" The Certainty of Faith and the

Freedom of Theology "), shows how deliverance from the

distress in which theology now finds itself can be attained

by securing certainty of faith without sacrificing the freedom

of theology. The worth of these pamphlets is not to be

judged by their size.

(3) Kaftan, as noted a follower of Ritschl and a leader

of the school as Herrmann, has written two companion

volumes, Die Wahrheit der ckristlicheii Religion (" The Truth
'

of the Christian Religion ") and Das Wesen der cJiristlicJien

Religion (" The Essence of the Christian Religion "). In the

first, which, as already noted, has been translated into

English, ecclesiastical dogma as an erroneous method of

Christian apologetics is condemned, and a proof of

Christianity grounded on the primacy of the practical

reason as opposed to the traditional speculative method

is offered. In the second, a definition of religion in its

varied aspects and relations, and of revelation, is given

;

and is followed by a discussion of Christianity as the true

religion and revelation. One pamphlet, Glaube mid Dogma J
(" Faith and Dogma "), argues, against an advocate of an

undogmatic Christianity, for the need of dogma, but asserts,

as against traditional theology, that this must be a new
dogma. Another, BraucJien ivir cin ticiies Dogma ? (" Do j

we need a new Dogma?"), indicates some of the changes
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in theology that are now imperative. Recently Kaftan has
'^ essayed to supply his own demand by issuing his Doginatik

(" Dogmatics "), which has, however, not been made use of

in the preparation of this volume.

(4) Harnack's writings are of great importance for the

student of Church History ; but in order to understand why
he is to be reckoned as an adherent of the Ritschlian

school, it is quite sufficient to study his Grundriss der

^ DogmeiigeschicJite (" Outlines of the History of Dogma "), in

two small volumes, in which he gives a summary of his

great work, TJie History of Dogma, which is being translated

into English, From this work, or from the first two

volumes of the translation of the larger work, one can learn

Ills distinctively Ritschlian ideas of religion and revelation
;

his attitude, which is more advanced than that of many
Ritschlians, on questions of the historical criticism of the

New Testament; and his estimate of the theological de-

velopment of the Church, in which he is in agreement with

the Ritschlian school generally. His views of the relation

of historical criticism to religious faith are briefly and

clearly set forth in a lecture which has been translated

under the title of Chnstianity and History. The same
problem is discussed by another member of the school,

Reischle, in a pamphlet, Des Glaube an Jesus Cliristus iind

die gescJiicJitlicJie Ei'forschiing seines Lebens (" Faith in Jesus

Christ and Historical Inquiry regarding His Life "), in which

the difficulties for faith due to historical inquiry are frankly

recognised, the claim and assurance of faith in opposition

to historical inquiry are firmly asserted, and even the ad-

vantages of historical inquiry to faith are freely admitted.

(5) The value-judgments of religion form one of the

most distinctive and yet most difficult features of the

Ritschlian theology ; and therefore great importance attaches

J to the pamphlet, Ueber WertJiurtJieile (" Concerning Value-

Judgments "), which Otto Ritschl, the son and biographer

y of the founder of the school, has published. This writing

should serve to obviate some of the objections that are

brought against this Ritschlian position, and to explain

some of the difficulties that are felt regarding it. The use of
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the idea of the kingdom of God in the Ritschlian theology-

will be better understood after reading Wegener's A. Rz^sc/i/s

Idee des Retches Gottes iin LicJit der GescJiicJite kritisck unter-

sucJit (" A. Ritschl's Idea of the Kingdom of God critically-

examined in the Light of History"). Wegener is a severe

critic of Ritschl ; but the historical information which he

brings together is of use even to those who do not alto-

gether share his judgment. In this connection mention

may be made of a French work, Schoen's Les Origines

Historiques de la Theologie de Ritschl (" The Historical

Origins of the Theology of Ritschl "), in which all the dis-

tinctive features of Ritschl's theology are shown to have

been anticipated in previous theologians, Ritschl's claim to

originality being made to rest on his synthesis of these

elements. His dependence on Kant and Lotze has been

separately dealt with in the German work by Stahlin,

Kaiit^ Lotce, und Ritschl^ the English translation of which

has already been noticed. A French work covering the

very same ground is Favre's Les Principes Philosopliiques

de la TJieologie de Ritschl (" The Philosophical Frinciples

of the Theology of Ritschl "). Esslinger in dependence

on Pfleiderer offers, in a short pamphlet, Eine Studie zur

Erke7intnistheorie Ritschls (" A Study concerning Ritschl's

Theory of Knowledge "). A more exhaustive treatment

of the same subject is Steinbeck's Das Verhdltnis von

Theologie und Erkenntnis - Theorie (" The Relation of

Theology and Theory of Knowledge"), in which Sabatier's

as well as Ritschl's theory of knowledge is subjected to a

close scrutiny. The epistemological foundation of the

Ritschlian theology is critically expounded by Pfleiderer in

the first of three essays which he has published in one volume

under the title, Die Ritschl'scJie Theologie. The second

essay is a very searching examination of Ritschl's use of

the Holy Scriptures, in which it is shown that Ritschl's

claim of a biblical foundation for his theology is deprived

of its worth by his arbitrary methods of exegesis. The
third essay deals with the Ritschlian school in its opposi-

tion to the ideas of religion and morality and their mutual

relation, which are characteristic of idealistic philosophies
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of religion. From a much more conservative standpoint

than Pfleiderer, Frank (Znr TJieologie A. Riisch/s, " To
A. Ritschl's Theology ") discusses the significance of the

theology of Ritschl for the Church as a divine visitation

for its discipline, condemns his dogmatic methods, gives

special attention to his doctrine of God, and finds no im-

provement in the successive phases of his thought. A
sympathetic and judicious, full and thorough study of the

Ritschlian movement is Ecke's Die TheologiscJic ScJiule

AlbrecJit RitscJds (" The Theological School of Albrecht

Ritschl "). It deals with the individual peculiarity of

Ritschl as a dogmatic theologian, the foreign elements in

Ritschl's theology, the origin and development of the

Ritschlian school, the true content of the Ritschlian

theology in its new dogmatic method, its opposition to

rationalism, and its criticism of unsound piety, the note-

worthy attempts of the disciples to transform the theology

of Ritschl in approach to the unmutilated biblical and

Reformed confession as regards the doctrine of sin, of the

work of Christ, of the divinity of Christ, of the Holy

Spirit, and of prayer. To this work the writer very

cordially acknowledges his great indebtedness, although

he had studied the Ritschlian literature independently,

and had in many cases for himself reached similar con-

clusions before this book came into his hands. This list

of literature makes no profession to be exhaustive, as

only those books have been mentioned which have been

thoroughly studied in the preparation of this volume ; but

it is believed it will be quite sufficient to enable any
student of this movement to gain such an understanding

of it as will enable him fairly to judge its merits or its

defects.
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CHAPTER II

The Exclusion of Metaphysics from Theology

I

(i) Ritschl's position on the relation of metaphysics to

theology is by no means consistent. Some of his utter-

ances justify the charge that he desires to exclude meta-

physics altogether from theology, while in others he

defends himself against the charge, and maintains that it

is only the wrong metaphysics he wants to expel. A
careful examination of his statements on the subject will

probably lead to the conclusion that he was not quite

clear in his own mind upon the question, and that there-

fore, without any deliberation or intention on his part, his
,

statements represent the attitude of the moment rather

than any consistent position. One cannot but feel that

he was on unfamiliar and uncongenial ground whenever

he attempted to deal with philosophical principles, as alike

his interests and his capacities were predominantly, nay,

almost exclusively, those of a systematic theologian.

(2) " Every theologian," says Ritschl, " as a scientific

man, is under necessity or obligation to act according to a

definite theory of knowledge, of which he must himself be

conscious, and the right of which he must prove. Ac- /
39

U.- <v ^r.^^^.
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(cordingly, it is an inconsiderate and incredible assertion,

that I exclude all metaphysics out of theology. For if I

am scientifically qualified in theology,—and that has not as

yet been generally denied me,—then I shall follow a theory

of knowledge, which in the determination of the objects

of knowledge will be regulated by a conception of ' thing,'

accordingly will be metaphysical. Therefore the dispute

between Luthardt (one of his opponents) and myself is

rightly expressed only in this way, which metaphysics is

justified in theology. The right of possession in the

theological tradition, which I have abandoned, and which

my opponents advocate, belongs to the Platonic theory of

knowledge." ^ This emphatic statement of the necessity

of a definite theory of knowledge for every theologian as

a scientific man, must, however, be accepted with the

qualification supplied by another passage which is separated

from this by only five pages. " As Christianity," he says,

" is neutral in regard to the differences of Jewish and

Hellenic morals, so also as a religion it is indifferent in

regard to the different theories of knowledge by means

of which its intellectual contents may be scientifically

arranged."^ In comparing these two utterances, one

cannot but raise the question whether, if the right theory

of knowledge is so important to theology as a science,

Christianity as a religion can be altogether neutral as

regards the theory of knowledge, by means of which

theology, as its interpreter, seeks to set forth in order its

intellectual contents ; or, if Christianity as a religion is

neutral as regards all theories of knowledge, any one

theory of knowledge can be of so very great value to

theology. Surely the relation between religion and theology

is too intimate to allow that what is indifferent to the

^ Ritschl's TJicologic inui Mctaphysik\ Zwcitc Auflage, pp. 40, 41

("Theology and Metaphysics," 2nd ed.).

^ Op. cit. p. 46.
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1

former can be important to the latter. Ritschl here shows

the uncertainty of his own judgment. While the question

which the contrast between these two passages raises is

too large for treatment here and now, the qualification of

the former passage by the latter must be kept in mind in

the discussion to which we now turn. The former passage

raises the four questions to which an answer must. now-

be sought, (i) What is Ritschl's own theory of knowledge,

or to use the technical term, epistcmology ? (2) What is

the relation of epistemology to metaphysics ; can they be

identified as by Ritschl? (3) What is the metaphysics

Ritschl rejects ? (4) What is the effect of this rejection

on his theology ?

II

(i) The first of these questions must be answered by a

quotation, in which Ritschl not only states his own theory

of knowledge, but also indicates the theories of knowledge

which he rejects. " In European culture we have to deal

with three forms of the knowledge of a thing, (i) The

first has arisen from Plato's impulse, and is at home in the

circle of scholasticism. So far as its influence extends,

one meets the representation, that the thing indeed acts

upon us through its changeable signs, and excites our

sensation and representation, but that the thing rests

behind its signs as a unity of attributes which remains

unchanged." (2) " The second form of epistemology has

been produced by Kant, in that he confines the knowledge

of our understanding to the world of appearances, but

declares unknowable the thing-in-itsclf, or the things-in-

themselves, in the reciprocal changes of which also the

changes in the world of appearances will have their origin."

(3) " The third form of epistemology has been set up by

Lotze. We recognise in the appearances, which change
u
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in a limited space in a limited range and a definite order

the thing as the cause of its signs which act upon us, as the

end to which these serve as means, as the law of their

regular changes." ^ It is the third theory which Ritschl

accepts.

(2) Against the first theory he brings three objections :

(i) the pretence of knowing the thing-in-itself before its

activities; (2) the confusion of the thing-in-itself with the

image of a thing formed by the memory
; (3) the contradic-

tion involved in thinking of the thing-in-itself as resting,

and yet as acting in its apparent signs, and as placed in a

space behind that in which its attributes are. All these

objections may, however, be included in one charge against

the Platonic theory : it separates the thing from its

\ attributes and activities, in which alone it is known by us.

Against the second theory he objects, that the objects

of our knowledge can be described as appearances only

" on the assumption that in them something real, namely,

the thing, appears to us, or becomes the cause of our sensa-

t
tion and perception." Kant rejects the scholastic error of

i claiming a knowledge of the thing-in-itself; but he is at

fault, even as scholasticism is, in separating the thing in

itself from its appearances. The merit of the third theory,

according to Ritschl, is that it attempts no such separation,

'^ but claims to know the thing in its appearances and

activities.

(3) In criticism of Ritschl's statements it may be

pointed out that Plato's and Kant's theories can hardly

be placed side by side ac they are, since their intentions

and methods are different. Plato's theory is, strictly speak-

ing, a metaphysics. It is an attempt to discover what are

the ultimate principles of existence. These it finds in the

universal ideas, of which individual things are the partial

' Ritschl's Rechifcrligioig uiui Versohiiiing, Drittcr Hand, Vierte

Auflagc, pp. 19, 20. ("Justification and Reconciliation," iii., 4th ed.).
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and imperfect images. These universal ideas it reaches by

a logical method of induction and definition. Kant's theory

is, strictly speaking, an epistemology. It endeavours to find

out the necessary factors of human knowledge. These it

discovers to be the data of sensation, the forms of time and

space, the categories of quantity, quality, relation. Its

method is a criticism of the act of knowing to distinguish

its variable content from its necessary form. Even Lot/.e s

view, with which Ritschl claims to be in agreement, is not

correctly stated ; for Lotze agrees thoroughly with Kant,

that the objects of our knowledge are appearances ;
but he

differs from Kant in not regarding the things in themselves

as altogether unknowable, as he considers himself warranted

in making the metaphysical inference from our own self-

consciousness, that things must be soul-like beings. On

the one point Lotze clearly declares that " sensible properties

are neither directly the content of ' the Existent,' nor are

they phenomena which, although in an indirect manner, do

nevertheless express the true nature of this Existent
;

they

are rather events which indicate, indeed, the fact and the

manner of the affection or action of things, but never

specify what the things are': ^ On the other point he

asserts that " either we ascribe to all ' things '
as soon as

they are assumed to 'be' rcaliter outside ourselves the

most common characteristics of spiritual life—to wit, some

form or other of ' Being for .self
'

; or else if we do not want

to concede such an ' animating of all things,' we must deny

that they can be realiter outside ourselves.'"- In other

' Lotzc's Outlines of MctapJiysks, translated and edited by George

T Ladd, p. 26. Professor Henry Jones has published the first volume

of a work, A Critical Account of the Philosophy of Lotze, in which he

deals with The Doctrine of Thought ; and promises a second volume,

in which he will deal with Lot/.e's metaphysical doctrmes. I he volume

already published may, with advantage, be consulted by any who wish

to understand Lotze.

2 op. cit. p. 14T. The writer may be excused for here quotmg, in

illustration, a sua mary statement of Lotze's epistemology in an article
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words, tlic phenomenalism of our knowledge, which Lotze

admits, must lead us to subjective idealism, or the denial of

any reality save our subjective states of consciousness, unless

we supplement the results of our epistemology by a meta-

physical assumption that reality is ' soul-like '
' being for

self These two features of Lotze's theory Ritschl here

ignores, although elsewhere, as we shall see (p. 48), he

accepts Lotze's theory, that the conception of a thing

is formed on the analogy of our own self-consciousness.

He can, however, for his protest against the separation

of "a thing" from its attributes and activities claim the

support of Lotze, who says :
" While we require that the

' Thing ' shall be thinkable before its properties, we, for all

that, never achieve the actual thought of it otherwise than

by means of its properties. While we further require that

it must first ' be ' in order afterwards to experience some-

what or to enter into relations with other things, we, for all

that, never in experience find a ' Being ' whose apparent

rest does not itself rest upon uninterrupted motions and

actions ; nor are we able even in our thoughts to discover

a perspicuous conception of what we mean by such ' Being

'

as this." ^ But while Lotze follows this statement of the

contradictions of the common view by a thorough analysis

on Lotze, contributed by him, to \\\t. Expository Times (iv. pp. 540-543) :

" That materiality is a sensible manifestation of supersensible elements

of reality
; that only soul-like beings can claim l/tinghood, which

reflection shows cannot be conceived otherwise than as selfhood ; that

all else is but the immediate action of the absolute substance ; that

all things have their unity only in that substance, and their apparent

interaction is the self-modification of that substance ; that individuality

is not existence distinct from that substance, but a mode of that sub-

stance which enjoys its own states ; that time, space, and motion are but

sym])olical representations of the intellectual relations of things ; that

the world is completed by the spirits, by whom it is subjectively

apprehended, and for whose self-realisation—beatitude— it exists as a

means,—all these conclusions arc very far removed from materialism

or monism, and belong to a thoroughly spiritual view of the world."
' Op. cit. p. 17.
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of our knowledge of a thing, Ritschl is content by a tour de

force to unite what human thought hitherto has been

compelled to distinguish.

(4) Ritschl's distinct intention, however much his

argumentation (in his work, Theologie wid MctapJiysik,

to which he after this statement refers his reader for a

further exposition of his theory of knowledge), which moves

backwards and forwards, hither and thither, obscures it, is

to affirm the proposition, " wc know the thing in its appear-

ances," or things-in-themselves are as they are for us.

This is the position of vidgar as distinguished from pJiilo-

sopJiical realism, which is either ignorant of, or indifferent

to, the problem of knowledge and existence. As Pfleidercr .

justly remarks regarding the position which Ritschl affirms,

" That seems very simple and evident, so simple, that one

might only wonder that so sensible people {gescheidte Leute)

as Plato and Kant could not even already reach it."
^

Ritschl assumes the unity of knowing and being; but the /
manifest contrast between knowing and being which

presents itself even on very slight reflection shows that this

unity cannot be an assumption, but must rather be the

conclusion reached by a thorough analysis of knowing and

being, if such an analysis justifies it. In Plato this con-

trast presented itself as a contra.st of individual objects and

general ideas ; in Kant, as a contrast of the subjective

and objective elements of knowledge. To suppose that

their efforts have no meaning and no value, is to show one-

self incapable of philosophical thinking ; and in this respect

Ritschl does certainly justify the charge brought against

him that he was no philosopher, A theoretical justification

of his own position he has not attempted, but has been

content with exposing the contradictions involved in the view

which he so strenuously opposes. As against an abstract

M^fleiderer's Die Ritschrsche Theologie, p. 2 ("The Ritschlian

Theology").
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dualism between subject and attribute, to which it must be

acknowledged scholastic theology has been prone, his

polemic is not without justification ; but, on the other hand,

the absolute monism of subject and attribute which he

would set up involves an assumption, which is disproved

by the whole course of philosophical thought.

(5) But it seems to the writer that we must not take

too seriously Ritschl's claim to be guided by an epistem-

ology of which he is fully conscious, and which he has fully

justified to himself. What he does rather present to us is

an empirical method in theology, for which he seeks justi-

fication in an epistemology with which it is brought into

external connection, but with which it has no necessary

relation. There is justification for Pfleiderer's remark :

" We may conjecture that Ritschl did not make this theory

of cognition the basis of his theology from the first, but

rather propounded it subsequently, in its defence." ^ The

aim is sincerely and intensely practical. He seeks to lay

stress on those relations of the objects of theological know-

ledge which seem to him of immediate significance and

value for Christian experience, and to divert attention from

those aspects of these objects, with which theology has

busied itself not a little, but which seem to him to be re-

mote from Christian experience. Our immediate empirical

perceptions of spiritual realities, such as God and the soul,

are the data with which theology is to occupy itself; and

it is to leave alone these secondary rational inferences from

the data, which seek to determine what God is for Himself,

and what the soul is in itself. It may be frankly conceded

that theology has often yielded to the fascination of specu-

lation, and has separated itself from the contents of the

religious consciousness ; and in so far as Ritschl seeks to

keep theology in close touch with Christian experience we

cannot but thoroughly sympathise with him. In this

1 Pfleiderer's Development of Theology^ p. 183.
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respect, however, he has himself been unfaithful to his own
intentions. In his construction of the personality of God
his deduction of the kingdom of God from the love of Ciod

his conception of the divine attribute of eternity, which

accounts for his contradiction of Christian conscience in his

doctrine of God's wrath, he has himself forsaken the safe \

ground of Christian experience, and wandered on to the i

shifting sand of theological speculation. These incon- y)

sistencies, however, themselves show that his method is

inadequate ; for what he ignores is this, that completeness

of determination of its objects is a necessity of thought •

that theology cannot be content with presenting its objects

only in the relations immediately experienced in the

Christian consciousness, but is compelled to satisfy an inex-

tinguishable desire for certainty by interpreting these

objects as a unity in which these relations find their ex
planation. Although Ritschl professes " to know the thifig

in its appearances," yet what his practical method amounts
to is rather exclusive attention to the appearances, without

any attempt to rationally interpret the thing through its

appearances. While he thinks he is maintaining the unity

of the thing as " the cause of its signs," to use his own
words, "which act upon us, as the purpose which these

serve as means, as the law of their regular chano-es," he is

really ignoring the thing, and is fixing his exclusive

attention on the signs. This is an inadequate theological

method which seeks to justify itself by an epistemology

which simply ignores the problem which it professes to ^
solve, the relation between knowledge and existence.

(6) Before leaving this subject it will be necessary to

call attention to a serious misconception into which many
of the critics of Ritschl have fallen, it cannot be added
without any justification, for he is very far from making
his meaning plain. The passage on which this miscon-
ception rests must, in justice to Ritschl and his critics
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alike, be fully quoted.^ " The word (absolute) in the sense

assigned to it by Frank (one of his most decided opponents),

signifies the thing which is represented only as the unity

of its internal relations, accordingly incompletely. For one

knows completely a self-sufficient thing first in its qualities,

namely, its activities on our perceptions and on other

things. The appearances which are perceived in a limited

space in the same position or succession, and their changes

in a definite limit and order, are combined by our faculty

of representation in the unity of the thing after the analogy

of the cognising soul, which in the change of its corre-

sponding sensations feels and remembers itself as a per-

manent unity. Accordingly, the thing which we represent

\
for ourselves is an existence in itself (inseity). And as the

soul affirms itself as the cause of its changing sensations

'under the stimulus of the appearances of the thing, and in

these perceptions becomes aware of itself as end of itself,

1 Ritschl's Tlicologic taid Aleiaphysik, pp. 19, 20 ("Theology and

Metaphysics"). This passage is so important that the German is

here given. " Das Wort in der von Frank beigefuegten Deutung

bezeichnet das Ding, welches nur als Einheit seiner Bezichungen in

sich, also unvollstiinding vorgestellt wird. Denn vollstiinding erkennt

man ein in sich selbstaendiges Ding erst in seinen Qualitaeten naemlich

seinen Wirkungen auf unsere Wahrnehmungen und auf andere Dinge.

Die Erscheinungen, welche in einem begrenzten Raumbilde in der

immer gleichcn Lagerung oder Reihenfolge, und dcren V'eraenderung

in einer bestimmten Grenze und Ordnung wahrgenommen Averden,

fasst unsere Vorstellung zu der Einheit des Dinges zusammen nach der

Analogie mit der crkcnnenden Sccle, welche in dem Wcchsel ihrer

entsprechendcn Empfindungcn sich als dauernde PZinheit fuehlt und

erinnert. Demgemaess ist das von uns vorgestellte Ding Insichselbst-

sein. Und wie die Seele sich als Ursache ihrer wechselndcn

Empfindungcn unter dem Reize der Erscheinungen dcs Dinges

behauplct, und sich in diesen Wahrnehmungen als Zweck ihrer selbst

inne wird, so stellt sich auch das isolirte Ding in seinen Merkmalen als

causa sui und als finis sui vor. Demgemaess wird das isolirte Ding

auch als Durchsichsein und Fuersichselbstsein gedacht. So gedacht

aber cntbehrt das Ding aller besondern Qualitaeten. Es ist ein rein

formeller Begriff ohne Inhalt. So geringfucgig ist der Begrifif des von

I'rank mit so grossem Gewichte als Gott proclamirten Absoluten !

"
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SO the isolated thing appears in its attributes as causa sui

and Jinis sui. Accordingly the isolated thing will be thought

as its own cause (aseity) and its own purpose (proseity).

But so thought the thing is lacking in all special qualities.

It is a purely formal conception without content. So

insignificant is the conception of the absolute proclaimed

by Frank with so much stress as God."

Looking^ at the passage as a whole, it becomes clear at

first sight that Ritschl is here engaged in controversy, and

that he is here giving an account of the way in which he

conceives that the idea of the absolute, as his opponent

understands it, is formed. But when we look more closely

it must be admitted it is not quite clear whether he intends

us to regard the analysis he gives of the formation of the

conception of a thing as a critical statement of Frank's

position, or as a positive exposition of his own views. In

favour of the latter position another passage in which he

refers back to this passage may be quoted :
" The impres-

sion," he says, " that the perceived thing in the changes of

its marks is one, arises, as has been remarked above (p. 19),

from the continuity of the feeling of self in the succession

of our sensations excited by the thing. Further, the con-

ception of the thing as cause and as purpose of itself arises

from the certainty that I am cause and I am purpose in

the activities due to me." ^ The reference given to Lotze's

writings also lends support to this interpretation ; for, as

Ritschl claims to follow Lotze's epistemology, it is not

likely he would appeal t*) him in support of views which

he was ascribing to an opponent. But even if this is

Ritschl's own view of how the conception of the thing as

a unity, its own cause and end, arises in us, it does not in

anyway prove that Ritschl regarded this conception as a

pure fiction which the mind imposes upon itself In the

sentence preceding that last quoted he definitely accepts

1 0/>. cii. p. 38.

4
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this representation as true to reality, and makes the

positive statement that " the thing is cause in its opera-

tions, and purpose in the orderly succession of its manifest

changes." Granting, then, that it is Ritschl's own view that

is given in the first part of the passage, there can be no

doubt whatever that the last sentence but one, " It is a

purely formal conception without content," does not refer

to the view of tJie thing Ritschl holds as his own, but to

the perversion of that view of which Frank is guilty, in

Ritschl's judgment, when he thinks of " the isolated thing,"

that is, as defined in the next sentence, " lacking in all

special qualities," " as its own cause and its own purpose."

Whether Ritschl's analysis of the representation of the

unity of a thing is psychologically correct or not is not

here the question ; nor yet whether he gives a just account

of Frank's position or not. The simple issue is. Does

Ritschl regard this representation of the unity of a thing as

a mental fiction ; and does he apply to it the description of

a " purely formal conception without content " ? If the

careful examination of the passage has proved anything,

it has surely shown that a decided denial can be given to

both suggestions. Yet Stahlin represents Ritschl as de-

scribing the unity of the thing conceived on the analogy of

the soul " as a represented, not an actual unity," ^ although,

as we have seen, Ritschl assumes a correspondence and not

a contrast of representation and reality ; and he actually

claims without a trace of hesitation that the phrase, " a

purely formal conception without content," is Ritschl's own

account of the conception of a thing. " How," he goes on

to say, " a purely formal conception without content can be

an analogy of the soul, which is regarded as the real unity

of its perceptions, is quite unintelligible." - In this case,

however, the lack of intelligibility is n'ot in Ritschl, but in

^ Stahlin's Kant, Loize, and Ri/schl, p. 173.

2 Op. cit. p. 175.
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his critic. These two misunderstandinq-s of Ritschl are,

however, used by Stiihlin to convict him of reducing all

reality to illusion. Having got to this conclusion, again

and again in the course of the subsequent discussion it is

used to justify such charges as that " it follows from

Ritschl's principles, that God Himself has no reality";^

that " the object of Christology is resolved into a repre-

sentation generated in the believing mind by its own

religious life "
;
- and that " even the religious subject itself

is mere representation, and wholly lacks reality." ^ Accord-

ingly in his work, which the translator commends on the

author's own testimony " as in the strictest sense critical,"

many of the condemnations of Ritschl's theology draw

their apparent justification from " the logical application of

principles," ^ which happen not to be Ritschl's at all, but are

statements by Ritschl of an opponent's supposed position.

Robert Favre also, who acknowledges his indebtedness to

Stahlin, asserts on the strength of this same passage that

Ritschl must be reckoned with those who ascribe to " our

notions of things only a subjective import " (portee sub-

jective).^ The temper of Stahlin's book is such that one

understands his misunderstanding of Ritschl ; but it is to

be regretted that Professor Orr, who is deservedly an

authority on the Ritschlian theology, should lend counten-

ance to this misunderstanding, when he says in a note,

" In the other passages ' the thing ' is described as only a

mental fiction." ^ A sympathetic scrutiny of the passage

referred to will, the writer is persuaded, bear out his con-

tention that in this respect Ritschl has been grievously

misjudged ; for, as if to guard against such a misconception

he expressly says, " For the doctrine of ' the thing,' it is

1 Op. cit. p. 198. 2 Op. cii. p. 226.

3 Op. cit. p. 238.
'' Op. cit. Preface, vi.

^ Favre's Lcs Principcs PhilosopJiiqucs dc la Thcolo^ic dc Ritschl.,

p. 100 ("The Philosophical Principles of the Theology of Ritschl").

•= Orr's The Ritschlian Theology, p. 63.
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assumed that our I is not of itself the cause of sensations,

preceptions, etc., but that these distinctive activities of

the soul are excited in coexistence with things, to which

even the human body also belongs." ^ Ritschl, then, is not

a subjective idealist in the sense of reducing all reality to

representation. This question has been so fully and

thoroughly dealt with because the first introduction of

Ritschl to English readers was in this work of

Stahlin's, in which this misconception plays so prominent

and important a part, and which has therefore given

to it an extensive currency in English theological

thought.

(7) While this passage has been misunderstood, yet on

the other hand it must be admitted that Ritschl in discuss-

ing the objects of the religious consciousness does not

consistently maintain his own theory, that the thing is

known in its attributes, but lapses from time to time,

probably under the influence of Kant, from which he never

entirely delivered himself, into what may be called, in

distinction from subjective, critical idealism, a recognition

of the unknowableness of things-in-themselves (but not

denial of their existence, which is subjective idealism), and

a limitation of our knowledge to appearances. In dealing

with the doctrines of God, of Christ, of the soul, and of

sin, this tendency to limit attention exclusively to what

may be called the phenomenal aspect of reality must be

recognised. With some justice, if undue severity, Pfleiderer

declares that " the whole Ritschlian theology moves in this

Hither and Thither, this swing-play, this absolute confusion

of idealistic and realistic judgments of objects."- While

this tendency to critical idealism in Ritschl must be con-

' Ritschl's Rcchi/erfiginiQ und Versoluiuug, iii. p. iS ("Justifica-

tion and Reconciliation ").

2 Pfleiderer, 'Z^/V KitschVschc Theohgic, p. 6 ("The Ritschlian

Theology "').
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ceded, yet the epistemology he deHberately adopted was

what has been called vnlgar realism.

(8) Was Ritschl right, however, in insisting on the )

necessity of a theory of knowledge to the theologian ?

The question " whether a preliminary (^dorausgescJiickte) \

philosophical epistemology is necessary for theology or

not " is dealt with by Steinbeck as the first part of his

work on The Relation of Theology and Epistemology ; and

lie comes to the following conclusion :
" This demand

cannot be fulfilled for this reason, because thereby, in the \

first place, theology is brought into dependence on philo- ;

sophy ; secondly, it cannot reach any universal validity in
\

this respect ; and, thirdly, the difficult and always uncertain

solution of the problem of epistemology forbids its being

placed at the beginning in a position which controls all

subsequent discussions." ^ With this conclusion the writer

most cordially concurs. Just as a well-trained mind will

reason logically without adopting any theory of the

syllogism, and an educated man will write grammatically

without being conscious of all the rules of grammar ; even

so the objects of knowledge can be distinctly and correctly

known by an intelligence that has been disciplined by

gaining knowledge, without any acquaintance with any

philosophical theory of knowledge. Attention to, interest

in, occupation with, the objects of knowledge will do far

more in leading a man to correct methods than an)-

epistemology can. A vivid Christian consciousness and a

vital Christian experience will make the better and truer

Christian theologian. With reason even it may be said

that it would have been better for Ritschl himself if he had

not formally adopted an epistemology, as his theology does

suffer from the tendency to determine the form and limit

the range of Christian experience and consciousness, not by

^ Steinbeck, Das Verhdltnis von Thcologie und Er-l-cnntnis-Tlieorit\ -^

p. I.
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actual facts, but by formal theory. Another circumstance

that confirms this conclusion is that while Ritschl and his

followers are agreed in many of their theological positions,

not one of them has followed him exactly in his theory

of knowledge. Herrmann accepts the Kantian theory of

knowledge.^ Kaftan expounds empiricism in his chapter

on Knowledge in the Proof of Christianity he offers.- Yet

both of them from standpoints so dissimilar confess them-

selves to be followers of Ritschl in his theological method

generall)^ if not in his dogmatic conclusions particularly.

Ill

(i) So much space has necessarily been giv^en to

answering our first question regarding Ritschl's epistem-

ology, that the other questions must be dealt with in the

briefest possible compass. The second question, " What
is the relation of epistemology to metaphysics ; can they

be identified as by Ritschl ? " can be dealt with ver)'

shortly. Ritschl assumes that a discussion of the regula-

tive conceptions of human knowledge is metaphysics ; but

having made this assumption he himself only discusses the

question what is a thing, or the category of substance.

There are many other categories, such as causalit)',

organism, development, personality, which, even if meta-

physics were only a discussion of the ultimate principles

of knowledge, would claim scrutiny ; but we do not find

a recognition of this fact in what Ritschl says about meta-

physics. Like every other thinker, he must assume these

categories, as they are necessities for our thinking, but it

cannot be maintained that in his use of them he satisfies

^ See Wo.rrms.nn, Die Relij^ion tm VcrJuit/tii'ss ziiiii ]]'clierkcnjieiiund

zttr SittlicJikcit, pp. 16-22 ("Religion in Relation to our Knowledge of

the World and to Morality").

^ Kaftan, The Truth ofthe Christian Religion, vol. ii. chap. i.
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his own tests of the theologian as a scientific man ; he is

not himself conscious of all that they involve, and he does

not attempt to prove their right. He has not a complete

and consistent theory of knowledge.

(2) But, further, Ritschl has no right to claim that his

epistemology is a metaphysics. In a system of absolute

idealism, such as that of Hegel is generally understood to

be, in which the dialectical movement of thought is claimed

to be an exact reproduction of the actual evolution of

being, in which the unity of know^ledge and existence is

asserted, and in which, according to one interpretation at

least, the ultimate existence finally realises itself only in

human consciousness, an epistemology is also a meta-

physics. But in any other system, in which a relative

dualism of knowing and being is recognised, in which the

range of possible existence is not measured by the reach

of human knowledge, and in which the mind of man claims

only to possess partial indications of what the ultimate

secret of existence is, imperfect anticipations of the final

solution of its problems, epistemology cannot be identified

with metaphysics. It is undoubtedly an introduction to

metaphysics, for human intelligence is most certainly one

of the approaches to the ultimate reality and final purpose

of the universe ; but so is conscience, affection, volition.

(3) A metaphysics is not, then, simply a discussion of

the regulative conceptions of knowledge, unless these be

claimed as affording an exhaustive report of the ultimate

principles of existence. A metaphysics is an attempt,

with all the evidence that is afforded by nature, history,

intelligence, conscience, personality, to frame an inter-

pretation of the meaning of the world, to form an estimate

of the worth of life, to forecast a goal for the course of

history. A metaphysics is what the Germans call Weltan- '

schaimng, a world-view. Such a world-view Ritschl does \

not offer us. (He does maintain that there is a Christian
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world-view, but it is received by faith from the Christian

revelation, and is not established, as a metaphysics must

be, on a rational investigation of all intelligible reality.)

On the one hand, the vulgar realis)ii of his epistemolog)''

bars at the very outset the path of inquiry into the

relation of knowledge and existence, along which such a

world - view must be sought. On the other hand, to

.
anticipate the results of a subsequent discussion, Ritschl's

separation of knowledge into two parts, the theoretical

judgments of science or philosophy, and the value-judg-

ments of religion, is an express refusal to entertain such a

view. If the unity of existence is not reproduced, however

partially and imperfectly, in the unity of knowledge, no

metaphysics is possible. The charge against Ritschl of

attempting a theology without a metaphysics must be held

proved, as his identification of metaphysics with epistem-

ology is invalid.

IV

(i) Although Ritschl has not been by any means

successful in presenting us with what we can legitimately

recognise as a metaphysics, we may now inquire whether

he has been more successful in his exposure of the meta-

physics which he claims to be the basis of the traditional

theology. What then is the metaphysics Ritschl rejects ?

This is our third question. Although we have seen that

Ritschl in one passage declares that it is only against a

false metaphysics in theology that he contends, yet he

seems at other times to forget this limitation of his

purpose, and to write as though no metaphysics were

legitimate in theology. This is his description of meta-

physics. " Metaphysics is, as is well known, the very

accidental title of the ' First Philosophy ' set up by

Aristotle. This discipline is devoted to the investigation
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of the universal principles of all existence. Now the

things which occupy our knowledge are distinguished as

nature and as spiritual life. In the investigation of the

common principles of all existence the distinctive features

are ignored, by means of which one represents the dis-

tinction between nature and spirit, and recognises these

groups as different magnitudes. Natural and spiritual

appearances or magnitudes occupy metaphysical knowledge

only in so far as they are generally to be regarded as

things. For in the conception of the thing there are

established the common conditions of knowledge of the

appearances of nature and spirit." ^ He then goes on to

contrast metaphysics with the philosophy of nature and

of the spirit, and expresses a preference for the latter as

of greater value, because dealing with reality more ex-

haustively. Again he continues, " the metaphysical know-

ledge of nature and of spiritual life as things is a prion ; it

fixes firmly the forms arising in the knowing spirit of man,

in which it proceeds generally to fix the objects of its

representation above the current of sensations and per-

ceptions." - Here again there is the identification, already

fully discussed, of epistemology and metaphysics. In the

first passage metaphysics deals with " the universal prin-

ciples of all existence " ; in the second, with " the forms

arising in the knowing spirit of man." Adopting now the

second definition of metaphysics, he admits the necessary

priority of metaphysics to all experimental knowledge, as

investigating the very conditions of knowledge
;
yet he

maintains that a more adequate knowledge of spiritual

" magnitudes " is gained by psychological and ethical in-

^ Ritschl's TJieologic unci Mciopltysik, p. 8 ("Theology and Meta-

physics"). The terms "discipUne," "groups," "magnitudes," are the

Hteral translation of the German terms '' Disciplhi" ''• Gnippcn" and
" Grossen,'' and ha\'e Ijecn used as con\eying the meaning more e.xactly

than any other English terms could.

- Op. cit. p. 8.
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vestigation than by metaphysical. " For," he says, " only

this kind of knowledge (psychology and ethics) is adequate

to the reality of spiritual life ; the purely metaphysical

determination of a spiritual magnitude cannot distinguish

the same from natural magnitudes ; in reference to the

nature and the peculiarity of the spirit it is insufficient,

and in that measure worthless." ^ With this neglect of the

distinction between nature and spirit, Ritschl goes on to

contrast the emphasis which religion lays upon this dis-

tinction. " The religious world-view ( Weltanschauung) is,"

he says, " in all its kinds grounded on this, that the human

spirit in some degree or other distinguishes itself in value

from the appearances of nature surrounding it, and the

activities of nature forcing themselves in upon it." For

this reason he sets himself to oppose " the assumption that

religion and metaphysics belong closely together, or are

very nearly related to one another." ^

(2) In regard to the account given, and the estimate \

of metaphysics offered, the following may very briefly be

said. In the first place, he here confuses, as has been

already indicated, epistemology and metaphysics, and so

does injustice to Aristotle, who did not intend his " first

philosophy " to be regarded as a mere catalogue of cate-

gories. In the second place, he assumes that the sole task

of metaphysics is to fix the conception of a thing as if the

reality of existence could be summed up under one cate-

gory. In the third place, he confines metaphysics, which I

surely, like all branches of human knowledge, is capable of

development, to only one of its stages. If the distinction

of nature and personality was not adequately recognised in

ancient thought, and is being more adequately recognised

in modern, metaphysics cannot be bound to the old stand-

point, and forbidden to advance to the new. An interest-

ing illustration of this point suggests itself. Canon Gore,

^ Ritschl's TJieologie and Metaphysik^ p. 9. - Op. cit. p. 9.
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in dealing with the terminology which the Christian Church

borrowed from Greek thought, points out that " Christianity-

laid all stress on the personality of God and of man, of

which Hellenism had thought but little"; and that, therefore

" even in regard to phraseology, Christianity, in its intense

consciousness of personality, had to infuse its own meaning

into the terms it borrowed." ^ But if the terms so enlarged

in meaning should prove inadequate for the new truth man

is always learning, nothing forbids that terms more adequate

should be found. Lastly, here Ritschl's absolute dualism

of nature and spirit would itself require a metaphysics to

justify it ; and it may be confidently said that no meta-

physics that reckoned with all the facts would be rash

enough to justify it ; for to mention only two facts that

contradict such an absolute dualism : first, man discovers

his own intelligence in making nature intelligible ; and,

secondly, man develops and disciplines his own personality

in the struggle with what appears a hostile nature, and so

nature even in its opposition becomes a minister of spirit.

To give Ritschl such credit, however, as is his due, it must

be added that his energetic if exaggerated affirmation of

personality in distinction from and superiority over nature

is a distinct service to Christian theology, which under the

influence of the traditional terminology is only too prone

to explain as physical operations what can be fully and

rightly interpreted only as ethical and spiritual processes.

Thus the doctrine of the union of natures in Christ, or of

the operation of the spirit on the soul, needs to be restated

with fuller recognition of all that is implied in personality.

(3) Ritschl directs his polemic particularly against the

place allowed to Plato's doctrine of general ideas in theology.

Of this doctrine he gives the following account :
" The

idea in his sense is the image left in the memory {Erin-

nei-ungsbild) of many things which are similar in the

^ Gore's Bampton Lectures^ p. loi.
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majority of their attributes, and are accordingly of the

same kind, the generic concept ; but these generic concepts

formed by us are said to be the things in the proper sense,

in relation to which the things of sensible perception only

exist in so far as they participate in the ideas. These

eternal archetypes of all individual existence are purely for

themselves, untouched by the changes of that which only

participates in them in an intelligible place, accessible only

to thinking. Things as single are only the shadowy images

{Schatteiibilder) of the ideas." ^ What Ritschl calls the

vulgar view of things, of which Plato's theory is only a

generalisation, labours in his judgment under two defects

:

(
I
) it distinguishes the thing as it exists for tis from the

thing as it exists for itself; and (2) the image formed of

the thing in the memory by distinguishing its variable

accidents from its permanent attributes is practically iden-

tified with the thing-in-itself, or the general idea is regarded

as equivalent to the reality of the individual thing, which is

distinguished from its changeable appearances to us and

actions upon us. The objections to this theory are two :

(i) these ideas are only generalised images of the memory
;

that is, they are due to an artificial and often arbitrary

mental process
; (2) the general idea does not give us a

fixed and distinct knowledge.

(4) In answer to these objections it must be said,

however, that the mind in forming these general ideas is

not acting arbitrarily, but is obeying a necessary condition

of all thought, to discover unity in variety, simplicity in

complexity ; that while many general ideas do not faithfully

represent reality, yet the object of science is so to correct

ordinary thinking as to make the correspondence as close

as possible between the general ideas of our knowledge

and the actual types to which individual objects conform
;

^ Ritschl's Theologie Jind Meiaphysik, p. 36 (" Theology and Meta-

physics ").
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and, lastly, that if spirit be the ultimate reality and the final

purpose of the universe, these types may be assumed to

be the distinctive ideas of the infinite and eternal mind.

While individual objects must be studied carefully in their

variable accidents as well as permanent attributes, human
knowledge, if mind is to get an understanding of, and

command over, nature, must advance to the recognition of

common classes and general laws. While, therefore, one

cannot sympathise with Ritschl's polemic against general

ideas, yet, on the other hand, if Plato's hypostasis of the

ideas is to be taken literally and not figuratively ; and if,

as Ritschl maintains, popular thought really intends to

separate the general idea of a thing (calling it " nature,

" substance," or " subject ") as an existing entity from the

individual thing as it is known to us and acts upon us,

then Ritschl's rejection of such a metaphysics from theology

is justified. It must be admitted that scholastic theology

did separate a nature or substance or subject from its

attributes and activities, and did fix its attention on the

former rather than on the latter, nay, even from verbal

definition of the former drew logical consequences quite

regardless of their correspondence with the reality as known
to us in the latter. A similar tendency has maintained

itself to the present day. To give only one illustration, the

two natures of Christ have been elaborately discussed and

rigorously defined without regard to, and one might say

even in defiance of, the intellectual, ethical, and spiritual

characteristics which the actual life displayed. A habit

of premature generalisation from inadequate data has

undoubtedly been a hindrance to genuine theological

progress. The facts of Christian consciousness and ex-

perience in their variety and complexity need to be

carefully studied before the laws can be safely laid down.

Much that Ritschl says about the representation of God,

the soul, sin and grace, in scholastic theology, or even
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the modern theology that follows traditional methods, is

justified, as will subsequently be shown. What is to be

carefully noted now is that Ritschl rejects absolutely the

metaphysics which distinguishes the nature, substance, or

subject from its attributes or operations.

V

(i) The violent recoil from the Platonic- Aristotelian

metaphysics has had, however, an effect on his own theo-

logy which is of very serious importance. We have now to

seek an answer to the fourth question we set ourselves :

What is the effect of this rejection on his theology ?

Although we shall be obliged again and again to notice its

effect on his theology in particular cases, yet here the

matter must be stated in general terms. An indication has

already been given in discussing his epistemology. He
fixes his regard on what may be called the phenomenal

aspects of reality, and averts his gaze from what we may in

Contrast call its ontological bases. The varied attributes

and the variable operations claim his exclusive attention to

the neglect of the permanent unity of the subject which

shows itself, and acts. While it is quite true that we have

no knowledge of the subject apart from its attributes and

operations, and here Ritschl's position is justified against

a theosophical speculation and a mystical piety, yet, on the

other hand, we keep hold for our own knowledge of the

attributes and operations only as by a rational synthesis we

bind them together in the unity of a subject ; and this

J^ Ritschl, in his exaggerated suspicion of metaphysics, often

l\ fails to do. God is, so to speak, lost in His kingdom,

/ Christ in His vocation, the soul in its activities.

I (2) In this connection there may be mentioned an

ambiguous use of the term " metaphysical," which finds

illustration in the theology of Ritschl and his school.
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Inasmuch as metaphysics seeks besides the empirical per-

ception of reality, a rational explanation of it, it is com-

pelled to go by a speculative inference beyond the data, the

sole justification of this speculative inference being the

intelligible unity which it gives to the data. Hence the

term " metaphysical " has come to be used in a very loose

sense for any idea that is not immediately given in ordinary

experience. Thus the pre-existence of Christ-, and His

exaltation in glory, may be called " metaphysical ideas."

They would be such, if they were speculative inferences

from the data of His earthly life, drawn to account for His

personality and His influence ; but if the former is an

assurance given in Plis own self-testimony, and the latter a

promise made for the encouragement of His disciples, they

cannot be rightly so described, as, if the gospel records are

accepted as correct, both come within the range of historical

reality. Probably doubtful of the gospel testimony to

these truths, some of Ritschl's followers show them the

aversion that they have for all that is " metaphysical."

Even those who do not deny, but accept the facts, make as

little of them in explanation of Christ's person as they can.

But, as has been pointed out by his critics, Ritschl has

sometimes to admit ideas that in this vague sense are

metaphysical. Thus when he assumes the Church, and not

its individual members, to be the subject of justification, he

assigns to the Church a permanent unity which is certainly,

not given in experience, but which is a speculative inference,

and so in the wide sense " metaphysical." It may even be

maintained that this " metaphysical idea " of " the permanent

unity " of the Church has less warrant in experience than

some of the " metaphysical ideas," such as the unity and

identity of the soul, which he neglects, if he docs not deny.

His practice is sometimes better than his theory.
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VI

(i) As we are concerned not only with Ritschl, but also

with his school, it seems desirable to add here as brief an

account as possible of the views held on the relation of

metaphysics to theology by Herrmann, who has devoted

special attention to the subject. An account of his pamphlet,

Metaphysics in Theology (1876), and of his book, TJic

Relation of Religion to oiw Knoivledge of the World and

to Morality (1879), is given by Pfleiderer ^ from a very

unfavourable standpoint. Herrmann's description of meta-

physics in his earlier work is this : "In it we inquire, in

what universal forms all being and happening can be

represented without contradiction. For the correctness of

these representations it does not in any way matter in

what relation to the aims of our wills, to our weal or woe,

things stand. On the contrary, for the religious view of the

world on this all depends, while those metaphysical questions

are indifferent," for " the religious view is an answer to the

question, How must the world be judged, if the highest good

is to be real ? " - Metaphysics deals with facts, religion with

aims ; the last question for the former is what is the

ultimate cause of the world, for the latter what is the final

purpose ; while the former seeks to complete science by

discovering the unity of all reality in God, the latter

endeavours to meet the needs of man's spirit b}- assuring

man that his ideals are of God, and so not vain imaginations

but assured promises. The religious man believes that

reality subserves the ideal, in other words, that the world of

fact is a means to the world of aims as an end ; but this

assurance he draws " not from an insight into the actual

^ The Philosophy of Relis^iojt, vol. ii. pp. 188-203.

*
I ' Herrmann, Die Metaphysik iti der Thcologie, p. 8 (" Metaphysics in

Theology ")•
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construction of the world, but from the power of the highest

good over his inner hfe." ^ Metaphysics with any con-

clusions about the ultimate reality of the world it may
reach, cannot reach up to the final purpose which religion

recognises in the world ; but Christianity does not need

any speculative assistance, for it has the sufficient assurance

of faith. For Christian theology to seek a basis in meta-

physics, and not in the certainties of the religious experience,

would be to lean on " an arm of flesh " and to distrust " the

spirit of the living God," for " the refusal to recognise the

irreducible difference that exists between the feeling of the

value of goodness and the knowledge of facts, may come

perhaps from the relinquishment of the supramundane

character of the Christian idea of God." - The moral and

religious life is so distinctive and unique, that it and all

that immediately belongs to it cannot possibly be viewed

from the same standpoint as existence generally. " The

consideration of this peculiarity forces us to acknowledge

that what we speak of as real in Christianity, is quite

different from what is spoken of as real in metaphysics.

Here it means the producing real, by which we explain to

ourselves the possibility of all being and becoming ; in the

former case its certainty is connected with the incom-

municable experience of the value of .Christian goodness.

To attempt therefore to mix up the two kinds of reality,

is to deny that the ethical fact in which the religious

view of the world has its root is a separate thing,

not to be grasped in the general forms of being and

becoming, not within the view of metaphysics at

^ Op. cit. p. 9 ;
" Inner life" seems the best rendering which can be

given of the word Gei)iiitJislcben.

- Quoted by Pfleidcrcr, The Philosophy of Religion., vol. ii. p. 189.

Herrmann's Die Melaphysik in dcr Theologie, p. 12. The sentence that

follows in Pfleiderer's book must be his paraphrase of Herrmann's
words, although it is marked as a quotation from Herrmann, as the

writer has failed to find in the immediate context in Herrmanli's

pamphlet any sentence corresponding to it.
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all." ^ This independence of religion from metaphysics

involves, that theology must not occupy itself with the

same problems as metaphysics, for " the task of theology

is the proof that the problems of the moral spirit are

solved, when, by appropriation of what Christianity

regards as good {des Christlich-Giiten), it participates

in the religious view of the world which belongs to Chris-

tianity." 2 There are two demands that theology must

make on metaphysics. " It should allow us to recognise,

in the first place, the modification of our conceptions in-

volved in the change of their reference to things and spirits,

and it should respect the frontier, which separates the sphere

of independent knowledge from the dominion of the con-

crete moral ideal." ^ In all other respects theology can

be quite indifferent to metaphysics. " Whether in other

respects philosophy is deistic, pantheistic, theistic, or any-

thing else, is a matter of indifference to us as theologians."^

Herrmann in the rest of his pamphlet discusses some

theological problems in which the introduction of meta-

physics has had an injurious effect, the freedom of the will

and the person of Christ.

(2) In his larger work there is a more thorough treat-

ment of the question, and accordingly what has now been

stated may in several respects be supplemented. He very

emphatically asserts that metaphysics is, even as religion

itself, due to a practical motive, the desire of man to view

the world as a whole, which he can understand and use as

a means to his ends. The results that any metaphysics

may reach can never compare in certainty with the con-

clusions regarding individual objects and events which

^ Quoted by Pfleiderer, op. cit. p. 189. Herrmann, op. cit. p. 17.

It may be remarked that the word "real" in the first sentence renders

Wahrhafiwirkluhefi, in the second the simple Rcale.
^ Herrmann, op. cif. p. 22.

•^ Op. cit. p. 21 ; see Pfleiderer, op. cif. p. 190.
* Herrmann, op. cit. p. 21.
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science can reach. It is an illusion that any metaphysics

which strives to represent the world as a whole, can claim

to be objective truth in the same sense as the sciences,

which investigate the relations of the parts to one another.

It has not, and cannot have, adequate data ; it does not,

and cannot, use any certain methods. It is " rooted in con-

victions, which neither are gained by a knowledge of the

actually given world, nor can be contradicted by this."

Yet as it tries to bring to some intelligible unity the data

of all the sciences, " the fate of individual metaphysical

attempts is influenced by the progress of the scientific

knowledge of the world." ^ As there is no finality in

science, so metaphysics must always anew be attempt-

ing the task of representing man's interpretation of the

universe as an intelligible unity. Religion also aims at

viewing the world as a whole, a means to man's ends ; but

inasmuch as it does not adopt the same method, it is not

subject to the same fate. " Religion is in a position to

satisfy permanently in a higher way the need which meta-

physics seeks in this way to meet for a short time, and

accordingly can make metaphysics as a system superfluous." -

In allying itself with metaphysics, theology is attempting to

do with inferior tools what it can do much more efficiently

and satisfactorily with the superior tools which religion puts

into its hands. Nay more, in seeking the assistance of

metaphysics in its tasks, it is subjecting itself to a foreign

authority, with laws and tests other than those that properly

belong to religion. To give one illustration, the idea of

God which the early Christian Church adopted from

Aristotle became the dominant conception of Christian

theology to the practical exclusion of the Christian idea

^ Herrmann, Die Relii^ion im Verhiiltniss sum Wc/tcfkc?incn und
ziir Sittlichkeit^ p. 78 (" Religion in Relation to our Knowledge of the

World and to Morality").

2 op, cit. p. 75-
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of God, the content of which is intelligible to faith

alone.^

(3) Herrmann's position challenges dissent as well as

invites assent. He is altogether right in maintaining that

Christian theology has suffered by the alliances it has

formed with philosophical systems, the intention and motive

and spirit of which was different from Christian faith in its

full vitality and free vigour. The contents of the Christian

consciousness have not come to an adequate and distinctive

expression. Further, he is right, too, in maintaining that

theology must be a faithful interpretation of Christian faith,

recognising no other authority than the revelation appro-

priated by that faith, and disowning subjection to any

metaphysics which claims to test and judge the truth of

Christian ideas by their conformity with speculative

principles, based on what claims to be a rational inter-

pretation of the world. Lastly, he is right also in making

plain that no system of metaphysics can claim to be

objective truth, independent of the subjective convictions of

the individual thinker, in the same sense as the facts and

laws of science ; and that therefore metaphysics has no

right to claim greater certainty for its speculations than

Christian theology may claim for the assurances and

promises of faith. But to turn now from assent to dissent,

he concedes too much to metaphysics, when he allows it to

supply theology with " the instruments of its work," - the

conceptions of things and of spirit, for these conceptions

must have a definite content, depending on the distinctive

standpoint of the metaphysics from which they are

borrowed, and so affecting the expression of the Christian

faith in the theology that borrows them. Theology

cannot borrow its materials in this way. The theologian

^ See op. cit. p. 131.

2 Herrmann, Die Mctaphysik in der Throloqic, p. 20 (" Metaphysics

in Theology") ; sec Ptleiderer, op. cit. p. 190.
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must be a metaphysician as well, in as far as he from the

Christian standpoint independently examines the signifi-

cance and estimates the value of all the conceptions he may

employ. The great contrast between nature and spirit,

things and persons, which is implied in the Christian con-

sciousness and experience, but which has not been adequately

recognised in the metaphysics of past times and in the

traditional theology depending thereon, must be rendered

explicit in a Christian metaphysics which must essay a

problem Herrmann rejects, to show the latent unity in the

patent difference. Such a mctaphysic from a distinctively

Christian standpoint is not to be assumed as impossible, for

Herrmann and Ritschl as well are unjustified in identifying

as they do metaphysics with only one stage in its develop-

ment. Theology need not adopt any metaphysics, for it

can beget its own. y



CHAPTER III

The Rejection of Speculative Theism

I

(i) RiTSCHL is, as we have seen, inconsistent in his state-

ments about the relation of metaphysics to theology. He,

on the one hand, by his words generally gives the impres-

sion that there is no place for metaphysics in theology.

The definition, in giving which he considers himself justified

by Aristotle's writings as an example, is intended to prove

that metaphysical knowledge as regardless of the distinction

of nature and spirit is opposed to religious knowledge,

which lays stress on the superiority of spirit to nature.

Again, he considers the Platonic doctrine of general ideas

as responsible for a very injurious method of theological

investigation. He, on the other hand, however, in one

passage denies that he excludes metaphysics from theology,

and affirms that his sole aim is to reject a false metaphysics

that has done harm in theology. But when we examine

more closely what he means by metaphysics, we discover

that it is theory of knowledge, and theory of knowledge

that limits itself to a definition of a "thing." This defini-

tion so completely ignores the problems involved in

any theory of knowledge, that its claim to be even

the first step towards a metaphysics must be pronounced

a vain pretension. To sum up the results of the

previous discussion, we may assert that Ritschl's attitude

to philosophy was one of estrangement and aloof-

ness ; but we cannot estimate the excellence or the
70
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1

defect of that attitude aright until we ascertain its

motive.

(2) He himself very clearly expresses that motive in

the following sentences :
" The application of metaphysical

categories as the highest rules of guidance in systematic

theology is explicable, if one conceives its task to be this,

to prove the harmony of the Christian revelation, especially

the Christian view of the world with a superior general

view of the world, which is claimed to be the universal

and the rational one." This, however, he declares to

be a mode of proceeding which is " rationalistic, and an

abuse of reason in theology, which lessens the worth of the

knowledge of God got from revelation." ^ It is not on

behalf of unbelief, but in the interests of faith, that Ritschl

thus earnestly, sometimes even violently, contends for the

exclusion of metaphysics from theology. When he rejects

speculative theism, it is not from any sympathy with atheism

or agnosticism, materialism or pantheism, but from a

passionate devotion to the Christian revelation, the dis-

tinctive significance, the unique value, and the absolute

independence of which, he thinks, are endangered by any

alliance with philosophy. In support of his position he

appeals to Luther's sayings, " that a knowledge of the being

of God as such, as undertaken by the scholastics, is without

power to save, and destructive ; that the knowledge of the

gracious will of God can be understood only as the correlate

of the knowledge of Christ, and that Christ's divinity can be

understood only in His activity, in His vocation.'"^ When we

remember, as has been already stated, that the application

of Hegelian principles and methods to Christian theology

had resulted, on the one hand, in Strauss' " mythical " theory

of the life of Christ, and, on the other, in Baur's " tendency
"

1 Ritschl's Theoloiric tind Mctaphysik^\i. 24 ("Theology and Meta-

physics").

- Op. cit. p. 59.
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theory of the history of the ApostoHc Age, we cannot be

altogether surprised at Ritschl's suspicion of philosophy.

It is even not at all improbable that the separation of theo-

logy from philosophy as attempted by Ritschl will in the

end prove profitable to both, as compelling each to define

its own functions more accurately, and to determine its own
method more exactly, and consequently enabling both to

agree on tTieir mutual boundaries, and to settle the terms of

their possible co-operation. Whether this be so or not, we

must do Ritschl the justice of recognising his genuinely and

intensely religious motive : and this recognition will enable

us to understand better the grounds on which he rejects

speculative theism,

(3) Ritschl's own words justify the prominent place here

assigned to his rejection of speculative theism in our treatment

of his attitude to metaphysics. " Apart from the doctrine of

/ God," he says, " Christian dogmatics offers no opportunity.to

set up a metaphysical idea directly as a theological." ^ He
admits here that there is a borderland common to theology

and philosophy, or at least he allows that it may be claimed

that there is such a borderland. This question demands

closer scrutiny.

II

(i) Ritschl's mind seems to have wavered upon this

question, whether there was any ground common to theo-

logy and philosophy. Of the views expressed in the first

edition of his great work on Justification and Reconciliation,

Pfleiderer gives the following account :
" The peculiarity of

the religious view of the world is, that it aims at the repre-

sentation of a whole. Everywhere the representation, how-

ever indistinct, of the divine unity involves a representation

of the zvJioleness of the world, of the cnclosedness of the

appearances of nature, in which the divine being lives, or

^ Op. tit. p. 40.
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over which it rules. The representation of the world as

a unity and as a whole expresses everywhere, where it is

reached, a product of religious knowledge, as it is not at all

attainable by actual experience and observation. On the

contrary, theoretical knowledge in philosophy and in the

single sciences aims at the universal laws of knowledge, and

of the existence of nature and spirit. With the intention

of scientific knowledge there is not combined the security

that it will find with its means of experience and observa-

tion, and the arrangement of its observations according to

law, the highest universal law of existence, from which the

differing arrangements of things could be understood.

Were this result possible, and in every case necessary, as

often as one has advanced to this in philosophy, then the

collision of science with religion would be inevitable. . . .

The collision is not in itself therefore necessary ;
it is

avoided, where philosophers abstain from the claim, which

is unjustified in their case, to possess a view of the world as

a whole. But it enters, where they aim at this, and so

trespass on the province of religion." ^

(2) In the third edition of the same work, Ritschl, while

retaining much of his previous argument, makes this state-

ment :
" The possibility of the mixture and again of the

collision of the two kinds of knowledge lies herein, that they

are directed to the same object, namely, the world. One

cannot soothe oneself with the peaceful decision that the

Christian knowledge understands the world as a whole, the

philosophical establishes the special and the general laws of

nature. For every philosophy combines with this task also

the intention, to understand the world-whole in a highest

1 Pfleiderer, Die Ritschtsche Theologie, pp. 13, 14 ("The Ritschlian

Theology "). In the translation of this passage, the words wholeness and

cnclosedness render the German words GanzJicit and GcschlosscnJicii.

As the writer has not been able to get access to the first edition of

Ritschl's work, he has been compelled to rely entirely on Pfleiderer's

representation of the differences between the first and the third edition.
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law. And a highest law is also for Christian knowledge

the form in which the world is understood as a whole under

God. Also, the thought of God, which belongs to religion,

is made use of in every philosophy that is not materialistic

in some form or another. Accordingly, in the object no

distinction between the two kinds of knowing is provisionally,

at least, to be reached." ^ As we shall afterwards see,

Ritschl explains the difference between philosophy and

religion by a difference of mental functions in the subject of

knowledge, philosophy consisting oi theoretical^\)Vi\. theology

of value - judgments. It may be questioned, however,

whether he has consistently applied his own theory.

Having accepted a fundamental distinction between the

two kinds of knowledge, that of religion and that of philo-

sophy, he should have left the latter severely alone as

altogether insignificant and valueless for him as a theologian
;

but his actual procedure seems to be controlled by the

theory that philosophy cannot of itself reach the idea of

God, as his endeavour is to show that all the attempts

which philosophy has made to prove God's existence have

invariably resulted in failure.

(3) That he has still an interest in theoretical know-

ledge, and desires to avoid a collision between it and

religious knowledge without availing himself of his own

theory of two kinds of knowledge, is made evident by the

following facts, each of which will claim our separate

notice. He examines the speculative proofs for the exist-

ence of God, the cosmological, the teleological, and the

ontological, and concludes that these do not yield the idea

of God (IH). He discusses the moral argument as given

by Kant ; and in the first edition of his great work he

dissents from Kant, and maintains that the idea of God

thus reached is not a practical belief, but an act of

^ T<\isc\\Vs Rechtfcrtigungimd Versb/tHung,\\\.Y>^. 193, 194 ("Justifica-

tion and Reconciliation").
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theoretical knowledge, thus allowing a common ground

for theology and philosophy ;
but in the third edition he,

at the close of the same argument, states the contradictory

conclusion that " this assumption of the idea of God is, as

Kant remarks, practical belief, and not an act of theoretical

knowledge " ^ (IV). He rejects alike the Socinian and the

orthodox conception of the moral order of the world, regards

conscience as not an original testimony to the existence

of God, but as a secondary product of social evolution

;

and thus condemns any attempt philosophy may make to

discover an ethical purpose in man's history (V). He

admits that the religions of the world may be arranged in

an ascending scale of value, with Christianity at the top, but

he denies at once that this judgment can be made univers-

ally valid (VI). He rejects as intellectually unverified the

two theories of the world-whole which compete with the

Christian view, materialism and pantheism, and thus, con-

trary to his own theory, allows Christianity to meet its

rivals on the same open field, instead of confining it, as

according to his theory he properly should, to its own

narrow enclosure (VII). He expels from theology the

idea of God as the absolute, which he regards as a product

of philosophy, although in his own idea of personality he

seeks to recover for theology whatever of value there was in

the idea of the absolute (VIII). In all these ways Ritschl

seeks to prove the incapacity of philosophy to reach any

idea of God that can be regarded as sufficient by Christian

faith. The admission, then, that philosophy may reach the

idea of the world as a whole, and even the idea of God in

some form or another, is an empty compliment that he

offers to it. His true attitude is one of absolute scepticism

as regards the ability of human thought apart from Christian

faith to reach any view of the world which offers any

completeness or certainty. But over against this philo-

' Op. at. p. 214.
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sophical scepticism must be placed a religious positivism.

Whatever he takes away from us as illegitimate pro-

fession of philosophy, he gives back to us as a warranted

assurance of religion. While we are observing the work of

destruction, we must always remember that Ritschl is only

preparing himself for a work of construction.^

(4) The exposition and criticism of Ritschl's positions

which follows will be made more intelligible, it is hoped, if

a brief statement be now added regarding the general

bearings of the question of the relation of philosophy and

theology. If philosophy be an attempt to give a rational

interpretation of the Universe, it must neglect no facts,

ignore no truths. Morality and religion are the most

distinctive features of human history, and for the moral

and religious consciousness have supreme significance and

absolute value. Christianity for Christian faith offers not

only a practical solution of the problem of life, but also

a theoretical explanation of the mystery of the world.

What attitude is philosophy going to assume to this claim

of the moral and religious consciousness, this certainty of

Christian faith ? Shall it occupy the same standpoint,

and recognise that the moral and religious consciousness

is the key to the Universe, and that the Christian faith,

as the truest expression and the fullest satisfaction of the

moral and religious consciousness, is the best means of

interpreting the world and life. If it did so, it would

become a Christian apologetic, an attempt to show that

^ While it is convenient thus to distinguish and contrast Ritschl's

philosophical sccpiicisin zx\di\\\^ religious positivism^ it is to be always

remembered that religion and philosophy are different functions of the

same spiritual personality, and accordingly what he denies to the

one function that he may attribute it exckisively to the other, is not

denied to the subject to which both belong. If the reason of man be

conceived abstractly as distinct and separate from rehgion, then Ritschl

may be held to teach that reason cannot discover God ; but if, as is

probably his meaning, he regards reason as exercised in religion, then

no such opinion can be ascribed to him.
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Christian ideas do really offer the best explanation possible

of the problems of existence. But is such an attitude con-

ceived as inconsistent with the impartiality towards all

distinctive moral codes or religious beliefs which philosophy

should display ? Must the philosopher divest himself of

his moral obligations and his religious aspirations, and if

he is confessedly a Christian of his Christian faith, in order

that he may assign to these as facts of human history

merely the same value as he assigns to the intellectual con-

ceptions, to which science by observation, experiment, and

induction leads him ? Is philosophy to be a general view

of the Universe, resulting from a comparison of all the facts

without any personal estimate of their relative value ? Is

Christianity to be treated by such an impartial philosophy

as one of the religions, the truth of which is to be tested by

its conformity with this general view of the Universe?

Can this philosophy yield such an idea of God as Christian

faith can recognise as adequate? Can Christian faith

consent that the truth of its contents should be made to

depend on conformity with such a philosophy ? It is

against a philosophy which does not give its due authority

to the moral and religious consciousness, which does not

adequately recognise the full value of Christian faith, that

Ritschl contends. Rightly he maintains that such a

philosophy cannot yield an adequate conception of God,

and that the contents of Christian faith cannot be sub-

ordinated to the conclusions of such a philosoph)-. Of
course it may be said that such a philosophy as a philosophy

is inadequate, and that an adequate philosophy would be a

helpful ally of theology ; but Ritschl is concerned, not

with philosophy as it might be, but philosophy as it has

been. But an appeal may be made to reason, and it may
be said that religion and morality, Christianity itself, must

be tested by reason. But what is this reason ? Did it

appear all at once full grown, as Athena from the head
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of Zeus ? Is it not rather a complex and continuous

development in human history ? And have not morality

and religion as well as science been factors in this develop-

ment ? When we assert that reason gives us an adequate

conception of God, do we mean reason, in the development

of which the Christian religion with the divine revelation

it implies has been determinative, or do we mean a reason

that recognises no dependence on, and asserts a superiority

to, the Christian religion? If we mean the former, Ritschl

would not deny this, because he does maintain that the

Christian religion can give for man's practical purposes

an adequate idea of God. If we mean the latter, then

Ritschl would deny, and rightly, that reason in such

isolation and independence can yield an idea of God which

can in value be compared with the Christian idea, or can be

used as a standard to which the Christian idea must

conform. This, be it remembered, is the question, stated

in its simplest terms, which is now under discussion.

Ill

(i) Of the speculative proofs for the existence of God,

Ritschl says that, " since the Middle Ages these have the

intention, to prove the representation of God which is

taken for granted as given in the Christian religion, to

be scientifically justified," and that " they are not capable

of proving the being of God, but only His being for

thought," 1 and even then only on the assumption of

Christian ideas. His aim is to show that these proofs

do not afford an adequate idea of God, and that when an

attempt is made to reach by these proofs an adequate

idea, the independence of these proofs is surrendered as

1 Kitschl's Rcchifcrtigung und Versdhnung,\\\. pp. 203, 204 ("Justifi-

cation and Reconciliation"). In this passage the contrast is between

real existence {Dasein) dOid ideal existence (Gedac/i/sein).
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Christian ideas are assumed. " Now usually," he says,

" the cosmological proof is so stated, that when one is

seeking a conclusion for the succession of operations and!

causes, in which things are arranged, one must think of the >

first cause as causa siii^ which is not res catisata, which

'

accordingly is God. And the meaning of the teleological

proof is, that when one seeks a conclusion for the succession

of the means and ends in which things are arranged, one

must think the final end, which is no longer means, as

God. Now, certainly the Christian representation of God
our Father in Christ includes the representation of the first

cause and the last end as subordinate attributes ; but

placed, as self-sufficient things, the conceptions of first cause

and final end do not reach beyond the conception of

the world, therefore, not to the Christian conception of

God." ^ Elsewhere he asserts that " the cosmoloG^ical

argument has its peculiarity in this, that it considers things

as causes and operations, regardless of their distinction as

nature and spirit. As a metaphysical argument it, in fact,

leads only to the idea that the world is the substance of

all things, the one thing in all appearances," - Here he

also gives the following account of the teleological argument

:

." If we in the observation of purposeful relations of things

consider ourselves justified in forming the idea of a world-

whole on the assumption of a final purpose, then Aristotle

has already clothed this idea with highest intelligence.

When one puts forward this side of the matter, then the

final purpose of the world is to be represented as world-

soul. But if one is statistically accurate with the teleo-

logical induction, then others have already proved that

in an immeasurable compass one finds relations of things

contrary to purpose besides those according to purpose,

^ Op. cit. p. 205.

- Ritschl's Thcologie und Melaphysik, pp. 13, 14 ("Theology and
Metaphysics ").
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SO that one does not reach to any goal in this meta-

physical view of the world, to say nothing of an assured

inference to a transcendent God." ^ But he goes on

to argue, even if these two proofs could accomplish what

they profess, yet the certainty of God's existence would not

be established, " for they only express the thought that if

one wants to recognise the world as a whole, one must

necessarily add to it in thought God as first cause and final

purpose. But with this no security is given that anything

real corresponds to our thought, though necessary under

the conditions indicated." - The ontological proof, alike in

the form given to it by Anselm, that the idea of the

perfect being necessarily involves the predicate of exist-

ence, and in the modification by Descartes that an infinite

reality alone can be the cause of the idea of the infinite in

our minds, is rejected as not carrying us beyond thought

to reality. " This argument is valid for our thoughts, not

for the reality opposed to our thoughts." The ontological

aro-ument thus is regarded as failing to compensate for the

manifest imperfections of the cosmological and teleological

proofs.

(2) This is not the occasion for a full statement and

a thorough vindication of these proofs in the form in which

they are still valid for human thought ; but in criticism of

Ritschl it may be pointed out : (i) that the ultimate cause

which explains the coexistence and co-operation of all

secondary causes cannot be conceived as either the sum of

all these causes, or as of the same kind as these are; (2)

that the relation of the human will to the coexistent and

co-operant activities of the human body suggests, at least,

a transcendence, as well as an immanence, of this ultimate

cause; (3) that similarly the final purpose of the universe

1 Op. at. p. 14.

- Rcchtfcrtigiing und Versbhnung, iii. p. 206 ("Justification and

Reconciliation ")•
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1

cannot be identified with any of the secondary ends, or

with the totahty of secondary ends
; (4) that the self-end

of human personahty which seeks realisation through all

lesser ends as means, suggests at least that the final

purpose of the Universe reaches out beyond, and rises above,

all the secondary ends which serve as the means of its

realisation
; (5) that any conclusion which human thought

is compelled to reach in order that it may give to its

contents an intelligible unity, cannot be dismissed as an

idea which need not have any corresponding reality, without

abandoning the assumption that there is a correspondence

between intelligence and existence,—an assumption without

which all our knowledge would be reduced to an illusion.

The polemic which Ritschl directs against these proofs is

for his own purpose exaggerated. All that he need have

shown is the inadequacy of these proofs to yield us the

full Christian idea of God on the one hand, and the injury

done to Christian faith on the other hand, when the

Christian idea is subordinated to any idea of God, formed

by means of these proofs. As regards the one point, it

needs no argument to show that the ultimate cause, the

final purpose, and the pervading intelligence of the Universe

are lower and poorer epithets for God than the Father of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. As regards the other

point, the cosmological proof suggests a conception of the

unity of the Universe in its immanent ultimate cause, which

may be used in the interests of pantheism, and may lead to

a denial of human freedom. Again, the teleological proof

suggests an idea of the invariable rationality of history as

controlled by its final purpose, which may be held to involve

the admission of the necessity of sin as a means of moral

development, and to exclude the recognition of miracles as

possible or necessary factors in the realisation of the divine

purpose. Lastly, the assumption of a correspondence

between intelligence and existence, which is implied in the

6
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ontological argument, may be pushed so far as to make the

human mind the measure of all possible reality, and so to

encourage an impatient disbelief in any mystery in God's

dealings with men. Attempts may be made, and have

been made, to discredit the Christian revelation in the

interests of such speculative constructions of the Universe,

which deny freedom, exclude miracle, and ignore mystery.

As a protest against any subordination of Christian truth

to any speculative thought of this kind, Ritschl's argument

deserves cordial sympathy. Yet it is not necessary in

making such a protest to deny absolutely all virtue and

validity to these proofs. If the speculative interpretation

of nature and history yields the idea of an infinite spiritual

unity, the ultimate cause, the final purpose, and the per-

vading intelligence of the Universe, and so advances towards

the Christian belief in God, Christian thought need not

regret that result, or refuse that approach. As the law

was for the Jews a tutor to bring unto Christ, so for some

minds may these theistic proofs prove ; and therefore

they should not be despised by Christian faith.

(3) That it is the danger of narrowing and lowering

Christian ideas which Ritschl seeks to guard against, is

shown by one of the inconsistencies on which Pflieiderer,

with a quick eye for any defect in a theological tendency

so opposed to his own, eagerly seizes. In arguing against

Strauss for a personal God, and not an impersonal Universe,

as the ultimate cause and final purpose, Ritschl declares

that " a universe which is at the same time cause and

operation, inner and outer, is by these statements with-

drawn from the conditions of scientific knowledge "
; that

" into this conception there does not enter the consideration

that a law, a thing posited, points back the understanding to

the positing spirit and will, the moral order of the world to

a law-giving and purposefully guiding first cause"; and

that " it is only a leap of the imagination, when the
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aesthetic action on our feelings of a law perceived in nature

and history is objectified into the proposition, that every

recognised law of reality, eo zpso, is the power and sufficient

reason thereof; and one must not allow oneself to be

imposed on by the accompanying assurance, that it is a

sign of a limited understanding to put before the law the

ordering will, and to derive from it also the energy in the

appearances conformable to law." ^ Here Ritschl himself

defends an inference from the world to a cause and a

purpose beyond the world, which he had. himself declared

illegitimate in the speculative theistic arguments. The

explanation, if not justification, of the inconsistency is this,

that while Ritschl denies that the world itself, viewed

from the standpoint of philosophy, can yield the idea of

God, yet he maintains that from the standpoint of religious

faith in God an inference may be drawn from the order and

law of the world to an active and rational will. What he

forbids philosophy to do, that he will allow to theology.

IV

(i) As might be expected from the emphasis with which

Ritschl is never weary of asserting the distinction between

nature and spirit, the moral argument of Kant strongly

appeals to him ; but even here there is a change of view to

be noted. According to Pfleiderer, Ritschl's argument in

the first edition of his great work is as follows :
" tie

accepted the proof for the existence of God given by Kant

in the Critique of Judgment, because it fulfils the condi-

tions under which the idea of God can be proved as a

scientifically necessary idea "
; for, on the one hand, " the

idea of God herein suffers no mutilation, as God is expressly

recognised as rational and moral author and guide of the

world "
; and, on the other hand, " the knowledge of the laws

^ Op. cit. pp. 219, 220.
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of our conduct is at the same time theoretical knowledge,

that is, knowledge of the laws of our spiritual life ; and

theoretical knowledge has also the task to seek a law of

the coexistence of the two systems of reality, the sensuous

and the moral." To put the argument in other words, even

science has to recognise as a reality the moral life on the

one hand, and the sensuous experience on the other ; it

must, unless it abandons its endeavour to find a unity in

all objects of knowledge, seek some explanation of the

relation between them ; the Christian idea of God offers

such an explanation, assuring, as it does, an ultimate

correspondence between holiness and happiness, character

and circumstance. To bring its view of the world to

completeness and unity, science in its own interests is

under obligation to accept this idea of God. "77/^ acceptance

of the idea of God is not a practical belief but an act of

theoretical knoivledge." ^

(2) In the third edition, however, Ritschl states the

same argument in almost similar terms until he reaches

the conclusion ; and now he rejects what he had before

accepted, he agrees with, instead of dissenting from, Kant.

" This acceptance," he say, " of the idea of God is, as Kant

observes, practical faith, and not an act of theoretical know-

ledge "
; and then adds, " if, accordingly, the correspondence

of Christianity with reason is hereby proved, it is still taken

for granted that the knowledge of God finds expression in

another kind of judgment than that of the theoretical know-

ledge of the world." '-^ What this means is, that he now

holds, that in the interests of knowledge as such, for the

explanation of facts, the idea of God is not sought, and

cannot be found ; but that, in the interests of the moral life,

^ Pfleiderer, Die RitschVsche Theologie,-^^. 23, 24 ("The Ritschlian

Theology ").

^ Ritschl's Rechtfcrtigung und Versohnung, iii. p. 214 ("Justifica-

tion and Reconciliation ").
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that it may be lived in the confident expectation of an

ultimate reward of virtue, the idea of God must be assumed.

To anticipate a later discussion God is known by a value-

judgjnent, not a theoretical judgment, that is, a judgment

formed by a practical impulse, and not in a speculative

interest.

(3) This change of opinion is due to Ritschl's growing

distrust of the capacity of the speculative reason apart from

Christian faith to solve the problems of existence, and to

his growing conviction that Christian faith alone could lay

hold on and keep hold of the idea of God. In the first

edition he thought that science, recognising its need of a

unifying principle for the natural and the ethical life, might

so far stretch itself beyond its usual reach as to grasp the

Christian idea of God ; in the third edition, while he still

maintains that science must recognise the same need, yet

he now denies that science can meet its own wants, unless

to its weakness religion affords some of its strength. As
has already been noticed, a growing philosophical scepticism

is accompanied by a growing religious positivism. On the

one hand, he is anxious that theology should maintain and

defend " the uniqueness of the idea of God, that it can be

represented only in value-judgments "—that is, as we shall

afterwards see, personal convictions, affirmations of faith
;
yet,

on the other hand, he wants theology to be recognised as

a science by the other sciences. The former motive would

lead him to affirm that along the path of common know-

ledge and thought no idea of God can be reached ; the

latter motive would compel him to discover some common
grounds on which theology can meet the other sciences.

In order to secure from the other sciences a recognition

of the claim of theology to be a science, he tries to show

that even science generally in carrying out its task must

recognise the object of theology, God, as a reality ; but in

order to maintain the necessity of faith to the knowledge
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of God, he is driven to deny that science by itself can

reach such a recognition. The inconsistency is evident.

Inexcusable it will appear only to those who have never

passed through an intellectual crisis, when an old standpoint

was abandoned and a new was chosen, and yet the mind

could not be kept from passing from the one to the other.

As regards the question itself, regarding which Ritschl

shows so wavering a mind, surely these mutually exclusive

alternatives are not justified. Scientific thought on the

moral life in its relation to the natural may suggest the

necessity of an ultimate harmony, the certainty of which

Christian faith may affirm. Because, as regards the idea

of God, science cannot give us all we want, need we forbid

its offering us anything at all ?

V

(i) Although Ritschl does not recognise the moral

argument, as stated by Kant, as valid for science, seeking

to find a unity for its data which is not directly given in

the data, yet may not the moral argument be accepted by

him in another form ? Conscience has been regarded bv

many as one of the most certain evidences of the existence

of God. Ritschl has published a lecture on Conscience of

which the following account has been given :
" The lecture

on ' Conscience,' " says Professor Orr, " is chiefly remarkable

for its discussion of the right of conscience to be regarded

as ' the voice of God,' and for the remarks which grow out

pf this on the idea of Revelation. It is characteristic of

Litschl, with his dread of anything that bears the semblance

)f a natural theology, that he refuses to see in conscience

in immediate witness for God, and views it as a product of

education and social environment. How this is to be recon-

ciled with the unconditioned worth which he, in common
with Kant, ascribed somewhat earlier to moral law, does
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not appear." ^ The statement on which this account is

based is as follows :
" The surprising, penetrative, and

irresistible appearance of conscience is, for him who

experiences it, illuminated by no evidence of its origin.

Accordingly, one cannot wonder that it is sought to fix

the importance and the inexplicableness of the proceeding

by describing conscience as a ' voice of God.' If the worth

of the thing is to be expressed thereby, then no exception

can be taken to the title, and no man can be kept back

from so interpreting reproaches of conscience. But should

this description make the claim to be valid as a scientific

explanation, then objection against it is to be taken for

two reasons. The divine authority of the reproach of

conscience cannot be understood as an immediate one, so

long as an attempt to explain the matter from the spiritual

essence or the moral disposition of man has not been made,

accordingly has not yet failed. Further, the reservation

must be made, that the voice of God in conscience must not

be placed on an equality with the revelation of God in the

religions, and thereby the significance of the latter con-

ception be displaced or made unrecognisable." ^ This

statement scarcely justifies the criticism which it has

evoked. Ritschl does not here deny that ultimately con-

science is to be traced back to God, and that its value and

authority is all that the best ethical thought has held ; but

he denies that no account of the process, by which it has

come to be what it is, is to be attempted, and that it is to

be regarded as equally valuable and authoritative with the

revelation given in religion. The account he endeavours

to give of the historical process by which the rebuking and

the legislative conscience, which he regards as stages of the

realisation of the moral will, have been developed, whether

^ Critical Rei'ieWy vii. p. 211.

- Albrecht Ritschl, Ueber das Gewissen, pp. 8, 9 (" Concerning

Conscience").
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correct or not, does not necessarily exclude the admission

of their divine origin any more than the scientific theory

of evolution in nature necessarily contradicts the theological

doctrine of Creation. Possibly Ritschl himself has failed

fully to recognise that his description of the process is not

an explanation of the origin of conscience ; but his too

exclusive attention to the one aspect of the subject must

not be at once understood as a complete denial of the

other aspect. Whether conscience can be immediately

ascribed to God, or can be explained by a mediating

process, does not affect its value or authority. Ritschl

expressly admits that no objection can be taken to the

description of conscience as " the voice of God," in order to

indicate its value and authority. Herrmann, who has dealt

with this question much more fully, is careful in pointing

out that the assertion of the moral law as a priori does not

depend at all on the results of any psychological observation.

" Let the psychological result be what it will,-—^what is of

exclusive importance is, that the thought of the moral law,

when we fully form it, is fully formed in independence of

all influence from motives of experienced pleasure, in the

submission of the subject to an unconditional law." ^ It is

surely a fact of common observation that the contents of

conscience vary from land to land, change from age to

age ; that these differences and developments are capable

of explanation by historical conditions
;
yet the recognition

of this fact does not involve a denial of the claim of con-

science to be obeyed. Ritschl's psychological analysis need

not, therefore, be charged with the intention to depreciate

the value or authority of conscience. As, however, he

does in this analysis deny the immediate divine origin

of conscience, and traces its development in the individual

' Herrmann, Die Reliiiion iiii \^erhiiltniss ziiiit W'eltcrkenncii uiid ziir

Sittlichkeit, p. 162 ("Religion in Relation to our Knowledge of the

World and Morality").
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subject to the ethical education and social evolution of the

race, it must be admitted that in his view conscience is not

as distinct or certain a witness for God as has often been held.

(2) But does not this ethical education and social

evolution of the race display a divine purpose ? Is there

not a moral order in the world which bears testimony to a

moral Governor? This argument Ritschl recognises only!

to reject it. "The completion of the idea of God," he'

says, " by a moral order of the world has been attempted

in theology in two ways. The one theory attaches itself

to the affirmation that God as the possessor of unlimited

power over all His creatures, from an arbitrary motive,

treats with equity {Billigkeii) mankind, which in itself has

no rights as against Him. The other determines the rela-

tion of God to man in this way, that God orders the

reciprocal relations of the mutual rights between Him and

mankind by a law and a practice of righteousness which

are a necessity for Himself." ^ The first Ritschl calls the

Socinian and Arminian, the second the orthodox theory
;

but of both he declares that " although they attach them-

selves to different elements of the biblical mode of repre-

sentation, yet they bear the stamp of natural theology
;

each of them is accompanied by the claim that it exhibits

what is self-evident in the rational observation of the moral

order of the world." ^ After a close scrutiny of the first

theory, he declares that " in so far as it expresses a moral

order of the world, it is self-contradictory, as a universal

and public order of the moral law cannot find its sufficient

reason in the indefinite moral relation of equity in private

dealings." ^ A severe criticism of the second theory is also

given ; but what alone concerns our immediate purpose is

his assertion that, on the one hand, " the idea of a double

' Ritschl's Rechtfcrtigung unci Vcrsohmatg, iii. p. 227 ("Justification

and Reconciliation").

- Op. cit. p. 228. 3 op. cit. p. 233.
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recompense (which is a necessity for God) of man's varying

actions that rules this theory is not the fundamental con-

ception in Christianity "
;
^ and that, on the other hand, " the

filling out of the idea of God by the double co-ordinated

recompense is not an innate or universal knowledge, but

has its historical place in the religion of the Greeks." - As

this view is not Christian in character, but is Greek in its

origin, it has no rightful place in theology. " The assump-

tion," he declares, " that the double recompense of God as

an innate idea, as an element of natural religion, is also the

fundamental representation of the moral order of the world,

which is to be taken for granted by Christianity, is in

reality the recognition of the Greek religious view of the

relation between gods and men as the highest standard for

all else which belongs to the Christian order of the world." ^

On these conclusions of Ritschl's it is to be remarked, that

because an idea is Greek in origin it is not necessarily

false. The Greeks in their philosophy brought to conscious

expression intellectual and moral laws of universal validity,

which were not previously made the subject of deliberate

reflection. That the forms of expression in which these

mental and ethical discoveries were presented were always

adequate, need not for a moment be maintained. That

the moral ideas of the Greeks especially needed the cor-

rection and improvement which Christianity could afford

them, must be at once conceded. Yet surely these con-

ceptions of a moral order, of reward of virtue and of

punishment of vice, were not pure invention, but were

derived from experience and observation. That either the

one theory or the other which Ritschl criticises is correct

need not be affirmed ; but we must regret that he did not

seek to discover and to display whatever truth might be latent

in them, for surely there are some facts of life which certainly

justify the assumption of some moral order in the world.

1 Op. cit. p. 247. 2 Qp cif p_ 248. 3 Op. cit. p. 249.
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1

(3) In rejecting these two theories does Ritschl offer us

a satisfactory substitute for them, for he cannot deny that

God has had some deaHngs with the human race? He

attempts to do this in the first edition of his great work,

but refuses to do so in the third edition. In the first edition,

according to Pfleidercr, " It is still the human race generally

which God loves under the aspect of its destination for the

kingdom of God, and the training of which for this forms

the content of all history. The Christian idea of the

kingdom of God is regarded in the representation of the

first edition as the JiigJiest stage of the moral community

of men, which is not more distant from the earlier stages

than these are from one another ; it is only more complete

in degree of extension, but not essentially different in its

kind, as the earlier communities also owed their existence

to love." ^ In the third edition, however, it is stated that

" God is love in that He reveals Himself through His Son

to the community founded by Him, to form it into the

kingdom of God, so that He realises in this purpose for

mankind above the world, His honour, the fulfilment of

His end for Himself" ;2 that in the kingdom of God

which is above the world mankind " reaches a supernatural

unity in the mutual and common dealings from love, which

no more finds a limit in family, rank, or nationality "
;
^ and

that " all love of men springs, according to the Christian

representation, out of the revelation of God in Christ." *

While in the first edition it is recognised that the social

communities, which are based on natural relationships,

have an ethical value, as expressing and exercising love,

and so show an affinity with, and offer an anticipation of,

the perfect community of the kingdom of God ;
in the

1 Pfleiderer, Die RitscMsche Thcologie, p. 31 ("The Ritschlian

Theology ").

-' Ritschl's Rcchtfcrtioting und Versdhming, iii. p. 268 (" Justifica-

lion and Reconciliation").

* Up. cit. p. 267. * Op. cii. p. 226.
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third edition the kingdom of God as supernatural is

distinguished from and opposed to all other social com-

munities as natural, and accordingly love of home and

kindred, country and people, is not regarded as a prepara-

tion for and a prophecy of love for mankind. God is

represented as introducing His purpose for mankind in the

kingdom of God without any previous discernible indication

of His intentions. Such a view does injustice, on the one

hand, to human history which does afford evidence of a

^ moral progress towards wider sympathies and more ex-

tended obligations ; and it shows dishonour to God, who

cannot be conceived as having rested from His labour after

the Creation throughout the ages of pre-Christian history,

as having left Himself without witness in the consciousness

. and the experience of man. This tendency to reject as

I
meaningless and worthless for Christian thought all that

i falls short of the full measure of Christian faith, is one of

i the conspicuous defects of Ritschl's theology.

VI

(i) But if human morality does not lead us to God,

surely religion must? In his controversy with Luthardt

Ritschl rejects Luthardt's assumption that a universal

consciousness of God finds its completion in the Christian

idea in words of harsh contempt. "If this alleged

natural consciousness of God is to find its truth first by

means of something else, then it has no truth in itself. It

is in itself a false doctrine of God. Or is this natural

theology to be reckoned as a half-truth, until by the

revelation of salvation it is completed to be the full truth.

Alas ! falsehood on that account still cleaves to it ; for what is

truth cannot be added together out of two different halves." ^

^ Ritschl's Theologie und Meiaphysik, p. 7 (" Theology and Meta-

physics ").
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It is true, however, that he discusses Christianity as

one among other rehgions, having common features with

them, and one of these revelation. " No religion," he says,

" can be fully understood in its kind, when the attribute of

revelation belonging to it is either denied or set aside as

indifferent." ^ But if there be no universal consciousness

of God, then it would seem that the revelation which all

religions claim must be declared an illusion, however

necessary to the very existence of religion. If we arc to

escape this conclusion, then we must assume that in the

heat of controversy Ritschl went further than he would

have ventured in calmer moments. All he needed to say

was that this universal consciousness of God is from the

Christian standpoint inadequate and imperfect ; but he

went further, and said that it was altogether false. The
image he uses of a half-truth to which another half-truth is

added cannot be otherwise regarded than as a controversial

lapse from fairness. The opponent's meaning would be

more fully represented by the figure of an organism which

develops from immaturity to maturity, and then there

would be no occasion for ridicule, for surely Ritschl would

admit that truth may grow from lower to higher stages of

thought. The judgment of Ritschl's calmer moments,

when he is not engaged in controversy, is undoubtedly

that there is a kinship and a likeness between Christianity

and other religions. " The observation and the comparison

of the several historical religions," he says, " from which the

common conception is abstracted, teach that these are

related to one another, not as kinds, but at the same time

as steps. The expression of the leading features in the

religions is always richer and more distinct, their texture

closer, their aims more worthy of man. ... In this case

they rank as members in the spiritual history of man-

^ Ritschl's Rechtfcrtigung und Versd/tnwig, iii. p. 192 ("Justification

and Reconciliation").
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kind." ^ Yet he "will not acknowledge that from any stand-

point except that of Christian faith the significance and the

value of the religious history of mankind as a testimony to

God can be recognised or appreciated, for he goes on at

once to qualify his statements. When, accordingly, we, as

Christians, determine the successive stages of the religions

in this way, that all are transcended in Christianity, that

in it the tendency of all others has come to its perfect

result, then the claim to the universal validity of this

knowledge seems to be offered up to the prejudice of one's

own individual conviction. But that intention to claim

universal validity for this succession of the stages of the

religions, which can be indicated, is aimless and unattain-

able. Can one find a way to prove scientifically to

Mohammedans or Buddhists that not their religion, but

the Christian, holds the highest place ? " - It is our

personal convictions as Christians which we express in

this judgment on the relations of the religions to one

another, for " we understand in the other religions the

attributes by which they are stages, principally by the

standard of the completeness which these appear with in

Christianity, and of the distinctness which distinguishes

the perfect religion from the imperfect religions." ^ A
philosophy of religion which claimed to prove that

Christianity is the absolute religion, as fulfilling the

promise of all other religions, would in Ritschl's opinion

be a vain assumption. While, looking from Christianity

downward, a continuity of stages can be discovered, there

is for human thought, apart from Christian faith, no outlook

from religion generally upward to Christianity.

(2) Surely the experience of missionaries of the gospel

in dealing with educated inquirers belonging to other

religions contradicts this dictum of Ritschl's. That the

superiority of Christianity to Mohammedanism or Buddhism
1 0/>. cit. p. 1S7. - Op. cit. pp. 187, 188. 3 Qp ^jf^ p 188.
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can be proved " scientifically," to use Ritschl's own word, need

not be maintained, for religion never appeals exclusively to

the understanding, never is based completely on logic. The

whole man as moral and religious as well as rational must be

dealt with. Then it is often found that, once the natural

prejudice against the religion of a foreign race has been

overcome, spiritual necessities become clamant, which find

their satisfaction only in " the truth as it is in Jesus," There

is a way, not of logical demonstration solely, but of per-

sonal development generally, which leads from Mohammed
or Buddha to Christ. Ritschl's son and biographer, in

dealing with the subject of the value-judgments, refers

to the rivalry of the religions of the world, and declares

that that one of them all will gain the victory "the objects

of faith of which will prove themselves also necessary as

the only true and real ones." " We Christians," he adds,

" anticipate, if only provisionally from reasons of subjective

validity this highest standard of objectivity in our faith, not

only in so far as this proves itself power and truth to c\cry

pious man in the practice of life, but in so far also as it

teaches us to hope for the final victory of our religion." ^

This strikes a truer note than Ritschl's own statement.

VII

(i) While Ritschl thus rejects the assistance offered to

Christian faith by speculative theism, he opposes himself

to the two theories of the world, pantheism and material-

ism, which are its rivals. In the third edition of his great

work, Ritschl admits, as has already been indicated, that

philosophy may aim at the representation of the world as a

whole under a highest law ; but nevertheless he retains

from the first edition the assertion that whenever it does so

' Otto Ritschl's Ucber Werthurtheile, p. 32 (" Concerning Value-

Judy ments"').
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" there betrays itself herein an impulse of a religious kind,

which the philosophers should distinguish from their method

of knowledge." ^ The method of scientific knowledge does

not yield the idea of a highest law, and it is an illusion

when it is claimed that it does. Accordingly, he meets the

two rival theories of the world, materialism and pantheism,

not as legitimate results of science, but as due to an obscure

religious impulse to discover unity in the world, combined

with an abuse of the imagination in assuming a highest

principle without sufficient evidence. Of materialism, he

declares that " its claim to disprove the world-view of

Christianity rests on the expectation that it must succeed

in tracing organism out of mechanism, and in the same

way the other complex stages of existence out of the always

subordinate. In the chase for these empty possibilities the

materialistic view of the world moves about." ^ Of panthe-

ism in its varied forms he asserts that " none of these laws

is the key to an exhaustive view of the world as a whole "
; ^

and of Hegelian idealism especially does he hold that it

makes an unwarranted assumption when it declares that
^

" the law of theoretical knowledge is the law of the human

spirit in all its functions," for " as certainly as feeling and

willing cannot be reduced to knowledge in representations,

the latter is not justified to impose its law upon them."

His great objection to pantheism is that here " one reaches

anything but the appreciation of the destiny and the value

of the human person, which is regulative in Christianity." ^

Both of these theories are invalid, because essaying a task

for which knowledge in itself is not fit ; and both are

inadequate, because neglecting essential elements in reality,

especially personality in its three functions of feeling,

willing, knowing.

1 Ritschl's RccJitfcrtigung und VcrsdJuiung, iii. p. 197 ("Justification

and Reconciliation").

2 Op. cit. p. 199. ^ Op. cit. pj). 200, 201.
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(2) It is doubtful whether Ritschl is justified in ruUng

tliese theories out of court as invaHd. Surely knowledge

from its own impulse and in its own interest must seek

unity in the world. lu'en Kant admitted that the three

ideas of reason—the soul, the world, and God-—had a

regulative value, although he denied to them a constitutive

validity. Knowledge must proceed on the assumption of an

ultimate unity in its objects. Herrmann, however, although

he usually follows Kant, maintains that we set a limit to

our knowledge of nature by the representation of a world-

whole by an " immanent practical impulse." " The reality

of a world-whole arranged in accordance with our purposes

is assured for us, because by a value-judgment an organic

{solidariscJie) connection between it and our individual

existence is established." ^ Without entering into the dis-

cussion of this interesting problem, the writer must briefly

express his own conviction that Kant was right in including

the three ideas of Reason in his Critique of Pure Reason,

and not in his Critique of Practical Reason, as he should

have done were Herrmann right in his position. There is
(

a theoretical necessity, as well as a practical impulse, to I

regard the world as a unity. Ritschl's criticism of the two

theories regarding the nature of this unity commends itself

as reasonable, but its intere.st lies chiefly in this, that it

shows that Ritschl does not intend his theory of value-

judgments to be a refuge for intellectual cowardice ; but is

prepared to meet any theory of the world which sets itself

up as a rival to the Christian view in the open field of

theoretical judgments. As a misrepresentation of Ritschl's

theory of value-judgments is in this respect common, his

frank and bold criticism of materialism and pantheism

is a fact to be noted and remembered.

1 Herrmann, Die Rcliirion im VcrhdHiiiss zuiii Wclterkennen und

zur Sittlichkeit, p. 40 (" Religion in Relation to our Knowledge of the

World and Morality")-
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VIII

)
(i) One last refuge seems to be left to metaphysics.

It cannot offer any proof of the existence of God ; but that

' existence having been given on the testimony of Christian

faith, may not metaphysics determine the intellectual form

i in which the idea of God must be presented ? If it has no

I
constitutive value, may it not have a regulative for Christian

' theology ? This, too, Ritschl denies. The idea of God as

the Absolute he declares to be " an illegitimate mixture

of metaphysics in the religion of revelation." " Literally,"

he continues, " it means what is set loose, what stands in no

relations to others ; and Frank (the theologian against whom
Ritschl is here writing) understands it even thus, because

he puts instead of it the expressions being through, in, for

feelf (aseity, inseity, proseity)." ^ Consequently, " the

/absolute is no product of religious reflection, but a meta-

physical conception, which is quite foreign to Christians,

and is familiar only to the mystics." - This absolute

cannot be defined by any predicates, as personality or as

love, for " if the absolute, that is, the isolated, qualityless

thing, is to be thought with such predicates, then either the

subject is denied by them, or it is impossible to keep hold

of these predicates for the assumed subject." ^ In other

words, if God be defined as personality or as love. He
cannot be thought of as the Absolute, or the Being out of

all relations ; or if He be thought of as the Absolute, per-

sonality or love cannot be ascribed to Him. Although

Plato, Plutarch, and the Neo-Platonists (to continue Ritschl's

argument) identify this Absolute with God, it is " the

universal, indistinguishable, indeterminate, unlimited exist-

ence," which is " nothing but the shadow of the world." *

^ Ritschl's Theoli\s;ie iind Metaphysik, p. 18. - Op. cit. p. 19.

3 Op. cit. p. 20. •• Op. cit. p. n.
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A few words will explain this statement. Our general

ideas may be arranged in a scale of increasing extension

and decreasing intention, as, for example, human, animal,

animate, existent. The idea of greatest extension and

least intention is the idea of existence, or the world

thought of without any definite content. With this Ritschl

holds that ancient thought identified God as the Absolute.

The introduction into Christian theology of this meta-

physical abstraction is this, that instead of God being

known as the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, He is

" subordinated to a general idea which is called the absolute,

the substance." ^

(2) This polemic is justified against the use of the idea

of the Absolute, which under the influence of Greek philo-

sophy has unfortunately been not uncommon in Christian

theology. God has been conceived as the Infinite Being

which excludes determinations and relations. The dis-

tinction and separation of the Creator from His Creation

has been so insisted on as to banish God to a transcendence

which makes Him inaccessible to human thought. Every

determination of His character has been regarded as a

negation of His absoluteness. The via negationis has been

considered the appropriate method of intellectual approach

to Him. From this standpoint it is possible to ask the

question, Can God be conceived as personal ? and to incline

to a negative answer. Some Christian thinkers have found

it difficult to combine the idea of the Absolute and the idea

of personality. But Ritschl in his polemic has been unjust

to his opponents. They meant, it is probable, a Being

abounding in determinations and relations, but self-

determined and self-related, a Being self-sufficient, and not

dependent on others. In this sense God must be regarded

by every theologian as Absolute. It is a defect of Ritschl's

theology that he does not clearly and fully recognise the

1 Op. cit. p. 41.
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need of this conception ; although it must be admitted that

in his definition of the divine personahty, and the distinction

he recognises between human and divine personahty, he

grants much that may be in tliis respect required. Another

proof this that he will allow Christian theology to bestow

what he forbids metaphysics to offer, that his philosophical

scepticism has its counterpart in a religious positivism.



CHAPTER IV

The Condemnation of Ecclesiastical Dogma

I

TliK antagonism of the Ritschlian theology to any alliance

between metaphysics and theology is maintained on the

ground that the past history of Christian theology shows

how injurious to the vitality of Christian faith, the vigour

of Christian life, any combination of Christian doctrine with

philosophical speculation is. The Ritschlians do not shrink

from appealing to facts in defence of their position ; for

they are sure that the development of dogma in the Church

is itsdlf the most convincing testimony to the value of their

theological method as opposed to that which has hitherto

been regarded as valid. They present the history of

ecclesiastical dogma as its own judgment ; for the un-

prejudiced Christian mind it pronounces its own condem-

nation. The first volume of Ritschl's work on Justification

and Reconciliation is a history of the doctrine which he is

discussing; and even in the third volume, in which he offers

his own exposition of the doctrine, he criticises as he con-

structs ; his own views are always stated in opposition to

the views of those who have gone before him ; and he

exhibits not only a difference in his results, but also an

antagonism in his method. Herrmann, in his Religion in

Relatioti to our Knowledge of the World and Morality,

devotes one chapter to a condemnation of " the mixture of

religion and metaphysics "
; and there accounts for this

combination in Aristotle as due " to the abnormal character
101
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of a nature-religidn." In his last chapter he seeks to show
that Christianity has finally separated religion from meta-

physics. Kaftan, in his work on Christian apologetics, The

Truth of the Christian Religion, before stating in his second

volume the argument for Christianity which he adopts,

seeks to justify his departure from the traditional method of

theology by offering in his first volume " the judgment of

history " on ecclesiastical dogma. It is Harnack, however,

who has given to the Ritschlian attitude to ecclesiastical

dogma its clearest and fullest expression. In his History of'

Dogma the theologian's personal convictions have controlled

the historian's conscientious labours. While the facts are

stated, yet they are so stated as to pronounce fheir own con-

demnation. This work of Harnack's may therefore now claim

our exclusive attention.

II

(i) Harnack's definition of religion generally, and of

Christianity especially, first claims notice. " Religion," he

says, "is a //'^<r//a?/ affair of humanity, for it is concerned

with blessedness and the poivers for a holy life. But in all

religion these powers are attached to either a definite faith

or a definite tuorship, which is traced back to a divine

revelation. Christianity is the religion in which the power

for a blessed and holy life is attached to faith in God as the

Father of Jesus Christ. In so far as this God is believed

in as the Almighty Lord of heaven and earth, the Christian

religion includes a definite conception of God, the world, and

the world-aim
; in so far, however, as it teaches that God

can be fully known only in Jesus Christ, it cannot be

separated from historical knowledge." ^ In this definition

^ Grundriss der Dfloinengeschichte, i. p. i (" Outlines of the History
of Dogma"). This smaller work has been used rather than the
larger, as it usually expresses more briefly and yet more clearly the

distinctive features of Harnack's treatment of the suljject.
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the following features are to be carefully noted: (i)the

practical purpose of all religion
; (2) the exclusive signifi-

cance of faith, not worship, in Christianity
; (3) the double

reference of faith to permanent elements of human thought

on the one hand, to temporary events in human history on

the other. This last feature is one that specially demands

attention ; for, as we shall afterwards see, one of the serious

problems of theology is just to determine the relation of the

permanent elements to the temporary events, or, to put it

in other words, how can facts express and guarantee truths ?

(2) Faith cannot remain long in an irreflective stage
;

it must make its own contents clear to itself, and so sure

for itself. But the impulse to this development generally

comes from without. Error or doubt compel faith to define

correctly or to demonstrate convincingly. The Ritschlian

school, however severq may be its condemnation of the

methods of ecclesiastical dogma, does not cherish the

delusion of an undogmatic Christianity in the sense of a

faith' which has not examined the significance and estimated

the value of its objects. Accordingly Harnack at once

goes on to affirm that " the impulse to combine the contents

of religion in propositions of faith is therefore just as

essential to Christianity as the effort to prove these proposi-

tions to be the truth in reference to knowledge of the

world and history." ^ Faith seeks to define as well as to

defend its objects ; it is constructive as well as apologetic.

Inasmuch as, on the one hand, faith becomes more and more

self-conscious, and, on the other hand, as knowledge of the

world and of history is always advancing, this task which

faith sets itself is a never-ending one, is never fully dis-

charged.

(3) One of the attempts to fulfil this purpose of faith

claims the pre-eminence, according to Harnack. " The

hitherto most impressive attempt at a solution is that which

1 Op. cit. p. 1

.
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Catholicism has Inacle, and which the Churches of the

Reformation took over, even though with very great quahfi-

cations. It is this : (i) the assumption of the divine origin

of a succession of Christian and pre-Christian writings, and

of an oral tradition
; (2) the abstraction from these of pro-

positions of faith logically formulated, expressed for scientific

and apologetic purposes, and mutually connected, the con-

tents of which are the knowledge of God the world, and

the divine provisions for salvation
; (3) the proclamation

straightway of this structure {dogmas) as the content of

Christianity, the believing acknowledgment of which must

be required of every mature member of the Church, and

should be at the same time the condition of the blessedness

held in prospect by religion." ^ In this description three

features of ecclesiastical dogma are brought to our view, their

authoritative source, their logical method, their religious value.

As regards the first feature, Catholicism differed from

Protestantism in recognising oral tradition as well as the

written Scriptures, thus allowing the Church in its alleged

apostolic confessions and its assumed apostolic offices a

determinative influence in the formation of dogma. The
stream thus begins to be polluted at its very springs. As
regards the second feature, the forms in which and the pur-

poses for which ecclesiastical dogma came into being were

in harmony with and subordination to Greek intelligence in

its decadence rather than Christian faith in its vigour.

Thus the current is diverted into a strange channel. As
regards the third feature, the privileges of the Church on

earth and the promises of the life in heaven were made
dependent, not, as in the Gospels, on faith in Christ, but on

^ Op. cit. p. 2 ; cf. Histojy of Doiiiiui^ Eng. trans, i. p. i. As the

language of the larger and the smaller German works is not identical,

the passages in the English translation of the former, to which references

are given, will be found to correspond with the translated quotations

from the latter work given here, generally only in substance, but not in

language.
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an intellectual assent to a creed, many of the articles of

which were either unintelligible to the mind or uninfluential

for the life of the believer. The water thus polluted in its

source and thus diverted in its course is forced on those who

have no living thirst for it, and find no refreshing taste in it.

(4) Incapable of serving the interests of faith in its

original purity, this movement served for the establishment

and the maintenance of the Church. " With this content,"

says Harnack, " the Christian community, whose character

as ' Catholic Church ' is quite essentially defined by this way

of looking at Christianity, assumed a definite, a pretendedly

immovable position to knowledge of the world and history,

brought its religious faith in God and Christ to expression,

and gave, while binding all its members to these proposi-

tions of faith, nevertheless to those who were thoughtful

material capable of further extension in an unlimited

measure." ^ The essential circumstance to be remembered

in this connection is that through its dogmas the Church

claimed an absolute authority over the thought of its mem-

bers in opposition to any other intellectual influence.

Ill

(i) The history of dogma, according to Harnack, falls

into two periods — (i) its origin, (2) its development.

" The history of the origin of dogmatic Christianity," he

says, " seems completed when first of all a proposition of

faith, logically formulated, and expressed with the means

of science, has been raised to be articulus constittitiviis

ecclesicB, and as such has been universally enforced in the

Church. But that happened at the end of the third and

the beginning of the fourth century, when the Logos-

Christology asserted itself." - At this time, then, the period

^ Op. cit. p. 2.

- Op. cit. p. 2 ; cf. Hisio7y of Dogma., Eng. trans, i. pp. i, 2.
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of origin closes, and the period of development begins.

But a more difficult question is to determine whether the

period of development has closed, and, if so, at what time.

The decision of this question by Harnack reveals his

distinctive conception of dogma. " The developviefit of

dogma," he says, " is in the abstract unlimited, but in the

concrete it is closed ; for {a) the Greek Church declares that

her system of dogma has been completed since the end of the

controversy about images
;

{b) the Roman CatJwlic Church,

it is true, leaves open the possibility of the formulation of new

dogm.as, but she has completed her dogma in the Tridentine

and still more in the Vatican decrees essentially on political

grounds and as a legal code, which before all else demands

obedience, and only secondarily conscious faith ; therewith

she has abandoned the original motive of dogmatic

Christianity, and put quite a new one in its place, maintain-

ing little more than the appearance of the old
;

{c) the

evangelical Churches have on one hand taken over a great

part of the formulations of dogmatic Christianity, and seek

to establish the same, as the Catholic Churches, from the

Holy Scriptures ; but, on the other hand, they have other-

wise conceived the authority of the Holy Scriptures, have

rejected tradition as a source of doctrines of faith, have

placed in dispute the significance of the empirical Church

for dogma, and, above all, have attempted a conception of

the Christian religion which goes back directly to ' the

pure understanding of the zvord of Godl " ^ Accordingly

Harnack holds that the history of Protestant theology can

be excluded from the history of dogma, the results of the

latter only in so far as they arc factors in the development

of the former having been indicated. Thus the history of

dogma can be treated as a completed unity.

(2) In this history there are four divisions :
" I. the

origin of dogma ; \\ a. the development of dogma in accord-

^ Op. cit. pp. 2, 3 ; cf. ///story ofDogma, Eng. trans, i. )ip. 2-4.
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ance with its original idea (the Oriental development from

the Arian controversy to the controversy about images)

;

III?, the Western development of dogma under the intlu-

ence of the Christianity of Augustine and the policy of

the Roman chair; lie. the threefold issue of dogma (in

the Churches of the Reformation, in Tridcntine Cathol-

icism, in the criticism of the Enlightenment, especially of

Socinianism)." ^ In the first period of the development,

Theology and Christology were the dominant interest ; in

the second, owing to the influence of Augustine, the

doctrines of freedom, sin, grace, and the means of grace

came to the front ; in the third, Roman Catholic dogma

was formulated in antagonism to the positions of the

Reformers, which implied a revision of all dogmas from the

new standpoint of faith then reached, a revision which

unfortunately was not thoroughly carried out.

(3) There are four lessons which the history of dogma

teaches ; and, as these are of importance for an under-

standing of Harnack's position, they may be given in his

own words, (i) "The assertion of the Churches, that the

dogmas are exclusively the exposition of the Christian

revelation alone, becau.se drawn by inference from the Holy

Scriptures, is not confirmed by historical research. On
the contrary, this shows that dogmatic Christianity (the

dogmas) in its conception and execution /s a work of the

Greek spirit on t/ie soil of tlte gospel. I'he logical means,

b}^ which the attempt was made in the ancient times to

make the go.spcl intelligible and to confirm it, have been

fused together with its contents."- (2) "As the view of

dogma as a /?/;y representation of the gospel shows itself

an illusion, even so historical research disturbs also the

other illusion of the Churches, that dogma has always been

the same in them, therefore has only been unfolded, and

' Op. lit. pp. 4, 5 ; cf. History of Dogma., Eng. trans, i. pp. 5-S

- Op. cit. p. 3 ; cf. History of Dogma., Eng. trans, i. p. 11.
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that Christian theology has never had another task than

to expound the ahvays similar dogma, and to refute the

false doctrines coming in from without. It shows rather

that theology has formed dogma, but that the Church was

compelled always to conceal with a grudge the work of

the theologians, and these were therewith put in a bad

position." ^ (3) " Although Dogmatic Christianity in the

course of development never lost its original form and

character as the work of the spirit of decadent antiquity

on the soil of the gospel, yet it has experienced a deep-

reaching transformation, first by Augustine then by Ltitker." -

(4) " The history of dogma, while exhibiting the process of

the origin and development of dogma, yields the most

appropriate means to free the Church from dogmatic

Christianity, and to hasten the unceasing process of

emancipation, which began with Augustine. But it also

bears witness to the unity of the Christian faith in the

course of its history, in so far as it proves that certain

fundamental ideas of the Gospel have never been lost, and

have bidden defiance to all assaults." ^ Such, then, is

Harnack's definition of the nature, limitation of the scope,

and estimate of the worth of dogma. Each of these

subjects claims a few remarks.

IV

(i) The definition of dogma seems to many too

narrow, as dogma has often been used in a wider sense

as synonymous with doctrine. " Harnack," says J^-incipal

Rainy, " takes dogma in a special sense. He distinguishes

dogma from doctrine, in so far as doctrine may be pro-

pounded by any Christian ; but dogma is doctrine which

' Op. cii. pp. 3, 4 ; cf. History of Dogiiia^ Eng. trans, i. p. y.

- Op. cit. p. 4 ; cf History of Dogma, Eng. trans, i. p. 8.

" Op. cit. p. 5 ; cf. History of Dogma., Eng. trans, i. p. 11.
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the Church lays down, and which she lays down as essential,

pertaining to the basis of faith, life, and fellowship. I larnack

lays stress on the point for this reason partly : he wishes

to show that, when doctrine assumes the character of

dogma, it begins to occupy a new place, and to operate

in quite a new way on the very process to which it owes

its own formation." ^ Whether the history of the word

justifies this narrower use is a question that need not now

detain us, as a mere definite sense may be assigned to a

word, if practical convenience or scientific accuracy is

thereby served. Now it does seem at first sight an

advantage to distinguish doctrine in general from doctrine

which has been invested with ecclesiastical authority, and

has been enforced as a religious obligation ; especially if,

while the necessity of doctrine to faith is admitted, the

leo-itimacy of thus imposing doctrine on faith is denied.

But, on the other hand, the relation between doctrine and

dogma is so organic, doctrine the source of dogma, and

doo-ma in turn the basis of doctrine, that it is hardly

possible to separate the one from the other. In fact,

Harnack does not succeed in doing this, as necessarily he

is oftener dealing with doctrine generally than with dogma

particularly. But while one may question the utility of his

distinction, there is one feature in the history of theology,

to which his definition does call attention, of which one

must not lose sight. Doctrine ceases to serve its legitimate

purpose as the intellectual expression of faith whenever

the Church makes it a restraint on, or a compulsion of,

theological thought. This seems to the writer a more

serious defect in ecclesiastical dogma, as Harnack defines

it, than the imperfect philosophical principles or the in-

adequate logical methods, by which reasonable form was

wiven to the contents of Christian faith. It is to be noted,

however, that this restriction of the term dogma is not a

^ Critical Review, v. p. 1 16.
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common feature in the Ritschlian school. Kaftan does

not adopt it, but defines dogma as' " a doctrine which is to

be valid in the Christian Church " ; and explains " that

the Christian faith of itself and necessarily leads to a

doctrine ; that the Christian community cannot dispense

with a doctrine, which is to be valid, accordingly a dogma

in the original sense ; that also the evangelical Church, and

she especially, in her condition must have recourse to such

a dogma." ^ He distinguishes dogma from doctrine only

in so far as the former claims a more or less general

recognition in a Christian community which the latter

may lack ; but he does not consider enforcement by

ecclesiastical authority as an essential feature of dogma,

as Harnack does.

(2) The limitation of the scope follows from the

definition of the nature of dogma. If dogma be what

Harnack defines it, then he is altogether justified in making

the close of the period of origin and the beginning of the

period of development coincide with the first Christological

decision of the Catholic Church, whose ecclesiastical

authority was enforced by the legal sanction of the imperial

power. The development of dogma, too, may be fitly

regarded as closing at the Reformation, when a large

section of the Christian Church assumed a new attitude

towards the theological tradition, the logical method, and

the ecclesiastical authority which had been combined in

doema. The Churches of the Reformation lacked the

authority to enforce dogma as the Catholic Church had

done ; and the two principles of the sole authority of the

Scriptures, and the individual right of private judgment

affirmed by Protestantism, made it impossible for believers

in the same way as hitherto to recognise the obligation

of dogma. Harnack's recognition of the fact that in

Augustine there appeared a religious vitality combined

' Kaftan's Glaube unci Dogma, p. 21 ("Faith and Dogma").
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with ail intellectual vigour, which, if it could not transform

the character, yet modified the tendency of ecclesiastical

dogma, must command ready assent, and so secure a

willing acquiescence in his separation of the Oriental or

Greek Christological development from the Occidental or

Latin Soteriological. Even if his distinction between

doctrine and dogma is not accepted, yet his distribution

of the contents of the history brings into due prominence

important features of the course of Christian theology.

(3) Harnack's estimate of the value of ecclesiastical

dogma provokes strong dissent. Pfleiderer thus expresses

his judgment of Harnack's book :
" Perhaps we can most

simply describe its character by saying that to Baur's

optimistic evolutionary theory of history it opposes a

pessimistic view of Church history, which makes this

history to consist, not in a progressive teleological and

rational development, and ever richer unfolding of the

Christian spirit, but in a progressive obscuration of the

truth, in the progress of disease in the Church, produced

by the sudden irruption of Hellenic philosophy and other

secularising influences. We can understand that such a

view is acceptable to a realistic and practical age which

has long lost all touch with the ancient dogmas ; we

cannot deny that it contains relative truth, and might, in

fact, serve as a salutary complement to Baur's optimism
;

but is it adapted to form the supreme guiding principle of

ecclesiastical history, or can it justly claim to be the only

scientific view, or the right to condemn as unscientific

scholasticism the teleological theory of evolution which in

the manifold play of individual causes, recognises the

governance of a higher Reason ? These are questions to

be seriously asked." ^ This must be admitted a just

judgment. There were human error and sin in this

development of dogma ; and therefore one cannot apply

^ Pfleiderer's Developmott of Theology, pp. 298, 299.
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to it without numerous and serious qualifications the

optimistic, ideaHstic formula, " the real is the rational."

But if one has any belief in God's guidance and guardian-

ship of the Church, one cannot hold with Harnack that

the movement was thoroughly a mistake and wholly a

wrong; for, as Principal Rainy asks, "Is it not likely

also that the Church, providentially placed in these

circumstances, did think to some good purpose?" In

accepting the philosophical principles and the logical

methods of ancient thought, the Church was following the

only course possible to it. " It is inconceivable and untrue

that she could have any right to decline to use human

thouo-ht in the best methods of it which the world had

seen." ^ Greek thought, even as Roman law, was included

in the preparation for Christianity as well as Hebrew

relio-ion.- There was surely not an accidental but a

providental relation between the Christian organism and

the historical environment, amid which it was born and

grew.

(4) Yet Harnack's estimate, although it is unduly

pessimistic, has undoubted value as a corrective of a

tendency, only too prominent in English theology, to

regard this ecclesiastical dogma as universally valid and

permanently authoritative. The progress of theology

depends on our always maintaining the distinction between

" the heavenly treasure " of Christian faith and " the

earthen vessels" of ecclesiastical doctrine in which it has

been handed down to us. The Creeds of the Councils

are not altogether and only " the faith once delivered to

the saints." One illustration of this tendency may be

given. " What the Church," says Canon Gore, " then

1 Critical Review^ v. p. 118.

'- See on this subject Wenley's The Preparation for Christianity in

the Ancient World. The passage quoted in chapter vii. from Herr-

mann's The Certainty of Faith and the Freedom of 'Jhtology, makes

due acknowledgment of this fact.
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borrowed from Greek thoui^ht was her terminology, not

the substance of her creed." ^ But terminology and

substance are not so easily held apart ; the terminology

chosen to express the substance modifies it. " The phrases

' hypostasis ' and ' persona,' " he goes on to sa)', " used to

express personality, have an altogether new shade of

meaning given to them to meet new needs of thought."

But are not the old shades of meaning likely to show

themselves so as to hide the new thought ? But Canon

Gore makes even a bolder claim for " the earthen vessel."

" Its language is permanent language, none the less

permanent because Greek. The Greek language was, in

fact, fitted, as none other ever has been, to furnish an exact

and permanent terminology for doctrinal purposes. The

ideas of substance or thing, of personality, of nature, are

permanent ideas ; we cannot get rid of them ; no better

words could be suggested to express the same facts." He

does admit that " we need always to distinguish the per-

manence from the adequacy of our dogmatic language.

It is as good as human language can be, but it is not

adequate " ; but then he neutralises the admission by

saying that " human language can never express adequately

divine realities." - Of course, if modern philosophy can do

no more than add critical and exegetical notes to Plato's

Republic or Aristotle's Ethics, this judgment must be

accepted as final. But if experimental psychology, and

critical epistemology, and idealist metaphysics have taught

us something ; if Bacon, and Kant, and Hegel have not

lived altogether in vain, we may venture to believe that we

can now give a fuller content to, and a clearer expression

of, the categories that control our thought than e\en the

Greeks could. We must dissent from llarnack, and hold

that the alliance of Christian faith with Greek thought in

the centuries when ecclesiastical dogma was being formed,

' Bamptoti Lectures, p. loi. - Op.cit. p. 105.

8
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was not only inevitable but even desirable and profitable;

but we should learn from his treatment of the origin and

development of ecclesiastical dogma that there is not an

essential and so permanent and universal unity presented

to us in dogma, but only an historical, and so temporary

and local union between two elements, one of which.

Christian faith, needs that it may win mankind, to enter

into new alliances, to meet new dangers and new duties.

V

(i) Having thus considered and estimated Harnack's

position in dogma generally, we may now confine our

attention to that feature in the history of dogma in

estimating which llarnack shows himself most distinctly a

Ritschlian, namely, his attitude towards metaphysics. In

doing this wc need no longer take into account the two

latter parts of the history ; as, although scholasticism

flourished during the Middle Ages in the Latin Church,

yet the problem which claimed special attention was a

genuinely religious, practical one, the plan of salvation and

the means of grace, and the spirit of the solution, too, was

in some measure controlled by the vital spiritual experi-

ence of Augustine; and, further, even although at the

Reformation scholasticism survived in the Protestant

Churches (to some instances of which we shall return at a

subsequent stage of the discussion), yet the force and the

fulness of the religious revival did bring back theology

to the control of a living faith, as the Ritschlians frankly

acknowledge in claiming to be in their theology more

faithful in their application of essential Protestant prin-

ciples than the Reformers, owing to their position in a

transition age, could possibly be. The metaphysical

interest is most prominent in Christian theology in the

second period of the history of dogma, the Christological
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development of the East ; but already begins to assert

itself in the first period, the preparation for dogma. While

the second period will claim a passing glance, yet it is the

first period on which attention must be specially fixed, for,

on the one hand, as being the nearest to the origins of

Christianity, it possesses greatest interest for us ; and, on

the other hand, the Ritschlian estimate of the earliest

development of Christian doctrine has for us most im-

portance, as affording the surest test of the soundness of

the position generally.

(2) As presuppositions of the history of dogma,

Harnack deals with the following: (i) "the gospel of

Jesus Christ according to His own self-witness "
; (2) " the

common preaching of Jesus Christ in the first generation

of believers in Him"; (3) "the current exegesis of the

Old Testament and the Jewish hopes for the future in their

significance for the oldest expression of the Christian

preaching"; (4) "the religious conceptions and the

religious philosophy of the Hellenistic Jews in their signi-

ficance for the transformation of the gospel"; (5) "the

religious disposition of the Greeks and Romans in

the first two centuries, and the current Greco - Roman
religious philosophy."^ In a note he adds, "The right of

distinguishing 2 and 3 may be contested. But if we

surrender this we therewith surrender the right to distin-

tinguish kernel and husk in the original proclamation of

the gospel. The dangers to which the attempt is exposed

should not frighten us from it, for it has its justification in

the fact that the gospel is neither doctrine nor law." -

Thus is indicated the attitude of the writer even to the

apostolic preaching and teaching ; he claims the right to

distinguish kernel and husk.

' Grundriss der Do^mengeschichte, i. p. v ("Outlines of the History

of Dogma"). See History of Dogma, Eng. trans, i. p. 57.

- History ofDogma, Eng. trans, i. p. 57, note.
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(i.) The content of the gospel is described as embrac-

ing three moments, the dominion of God as Father and

Judge, the better righteousness or the command of love,

and the forgiveness of sins ; and this content is said to be

inseparably attached to Jesus Christ as Son of God who

knows the Father ; it is recognised that Jesus at the end of

His life assigned a special significance to His death in

relation to the forgiveness of sins, claimed a unique dignity

as Saviour and Judge, regarded His death as His passage

to glory, and was able to persuade His followers that " He

was still living, and was Lord over the living and the

dead." ^ (ii.) The common preaching about Jesus included

His Messiahship, His second coming, the possession of the

grace of God, and the participation in the coming glory by

all who believed in Him, and surrendered themselves to

Him. The ground on which the certainty of Christian

faith rested was the resurrection of Jesus ; and the

guarantee of the fulfilment of all God's promises to the

Christian community was, on the one hand, Christ's sacri-

ficial death, on the other, the gifts of the Spirit. But

already in the Apostolic Age the study of the Old Testa-

ment in order to find proofs for Jesus' Messiahship, the

self-testimony of Jesus regarding His relation to the

Father, the belief of the disciples in His exaltation, and the

extension of the gospel to the Gentiles, introduced specu-

lation, which found expression in new statements about

the Person and the Dignity of Christ. This speculation

included an expansion of the Jewish idea of the theocracy,

an interest in the beginnings of His existence, an estimate

of His significance for all mankind, an examination of His

unique relation to God. At this stage already Harnack

detects a false and a foreign element introducing itself into

the gospel. "It is evident," he says, " that hereby a

^ Griindriss dcr Dogiiiengeschichtc, p. lo ("Outlines of the History

of Dogma"). Sec History ofDogma, Eng. trans, i. p. 66.
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serious displacement for the future was brought about ; for,

although the important matter is the appropriation of the

person of Christ, yet personal life cannot be appropriated

by judgments about the person, but only by the tradition

of the concrete picture," ^ In other words, the apostles

should have been content to be reporters of Jesus' words,

recorders of His deeds, instead of becoming, as they did,

interpreters of the significance and the value of His person :

an error was committed when explanation took the place

of testimony. But the original apostles did not go very

far in theological interpretation. " Paul," he says, " was

the first on the basis of the death and resurrection of Jesus

to develop a theology as a means of separation from the

religion of the Old Testament." - (iii.) The apostles

accepted the Jewish exegetical method, and the result of

their application of it to the Old Testament was that " a

foreign meaning was given to many Old Testament

passages," and that "the life of Jesus was enriched with

new facts, while attention was directed to single events

which often were unreal, and seldom pre-eminently im-

portant."^ They were influenced, too, by Jewish apoca-

lyptic literature, and " consequently the reproduction of

the eschatological sayings of Jesus must needs become

uncertain
;
yes, even what was quite foreign was mixed up

with them, and the true aims of Christian activity and hope

in life became vacillating." •* But the most important

foreign element introduced even into apostolic Christianity

was the doctrine of pre-existence. " Already long before,"

he says, " one had in the Jewish religion assigned an

existence in the divine knowledge to all being and happen-

ing, but one had applied this representation, as was

1 Op. cit. p. 12. See History of DoQvia, En<^-. trans, i. p. 82.

2 Op. cit. p. 12. See History 0/ Dogma, Eni,^ trans, i. pp. 86-96.

' Op. cit. p. 14. See History 0/Dogma, Eng. trans, i. p. 100.

* Op. cit. p. 14. See History 0/Dogma, Eng. trans, i. pp. 100, loi
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natural, in fact only to what has great worth. Advancing

religious thought had before all drawn into this speculation,

the sole aim of which was to glorify God, individuals also,

that is to say, the pre-eminent ones, and accordingly pre-

existence was assigned to the Messiah, but such an one that

in His earthly appearance He abides with God. On the

contrary, the Hellenic representations of pre-existence were

rooted in the distinction of God and matter, spirit and

flesh. According to these the spirit pre-exists, and the

sensuous nature is only a veil which it assumes. Here was

given the soil for ideas about the incarnation, the assump-

tion of a second nature, etc. In the time of Christ these

Hellenic representations influenced the Jewish, and so

widely extended were both, that the pre-eminent Christian

teachers even accepted them." Accordingly the conclusion

was reached that " Jesus had pre-existed, especially that

in Him a heavenly being, equal in position to God, who

is older than the world, yea, its creative principle, had

appeared and assumed flesh." ^ This idea was accepted

by the fourth evangelist ; but other conceptions were also

current, such as " a communication of the Spirit at Baptism

for the qualification of the man Jesus for His vocation," or

" a miraculous birth in which was posited the germ of His

unique existence." ^ (iv.) Still another modifying influence

was the Jewish-Alexandrian philosophy of religion, which

had " its most important representative in PJiilo, the com-

plete Greek and the convinced Jew, who developed the

religious philosophy of the age in the direction of Neo-

Flatonism, and prepared for a Christian theology which

could enter into rivalry w^ith philosophy." •' The most

prominent feature of his philosophy was his doctrine of the

Logos, a personal-impersonal existence, bridging the gulf

' Op. cit. p. 15. See History 0/ Dogma, Eng. trans, i. pp. 102-104.

- Op. cit. p. 16. See History 0/Dogma, Eny. trans, i. p. 105.

2 Op. cit. p. 17. Sec History 0/Dogma, Eng. trans, i. p. 108.
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between Creator and creature, nature and history, the

explanation of the world as well as religion. " At the

beginning of the second century," says Harnack, " the

philosophy of Thilo, especially his doctrine of the logos as an

expression for the unity of religion, nature, and history, and

above all his hermeneuticalprinciples
,
gained influence among

Christian teachers." ^ (v.) The last factor in this process

of development, or degeneration, as it should be called

from Harnack's point of view, was the religious disposition

and philosophy of the Greco-Roman culture. " Out of the

decay of political cults and out of Syncretism there was

developed under the influence of philosophy the disposition

for Monotheism "
; for " philosophy in nearly all its schools

had more and more pushed ethics to the front, and had

deepened it," and " common to all " the schools, " was the

high value set on the Soul.'' - But these schools could

offer only an aspiration, and no assurance. " One pos-

sessed no certain revelation, no embracing and satisfying

religions communion, no potent religious gcjiius, and no

view of history which could take the place of the political

history which had lost its value ; one possessed no certainty,

and one did not escape from the vacillation between fear of

God and deifying of nature." ^ Nevertheless an alliance

was made by the gospel with this inadequate and defective

philosophy, and hence there is an exact correspondence

between the development of dogma and the course of the

Hellenic philosophy of religion. Thus did the gospel pass,

to use Hatch's words, from " a world of Syrian peasants
"

to " a world of Greek philosophers." ^

^ Op. cit. p. 18. See History ofDogma, Eng. trans, i. pji. 1 13, 1 14.

- Op. cit. pp. 19, 20. Sec History 0/ Dogma, Eny. trans, i. |). 116-

iiS.

^ Op. cit. pp. 20, 21. See History ofDogma, Eng. trans, i. pp. 124,

125.

* Hatch's Hibbert Letttins, p. l-
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VI

(i) The origin of ecclesiastical dogma, according to

Harnack, was marked by two stages, the preparation and

the foundation, (i.) In the course of the second century

the idea of salvation was deprived more and more of its

apocalyptic character, and assumed an intellectual and

ethical form. Salvation was thought to consist of a

certain and complete knowledge of God in contrast to the

errors of heathenism, combined with the hope of life and

every good ; but the fulfilment of this hope was made

to depend on good works, and so the gospel itself came

to be regarded as a new law. Christianity finally separated

itself from Judaism, and found a home in the Gentile

world. Gnosticism, on the one hand, attempted to create

an apostolic doctrine and a Christian theology, an attempt

described as " the acute secularisation of Christianity."

Marcion, on the other hand, tried to separate the gospel

from the Old Testament, to purify tradition, and to reform

Christianity on the basis of the Pauline gospel. While

Jewish Christian sects continued in existence, Jewish

Christianity, as distinguished from, or opposed to, Gentile

Christianity, ceased altogether to be a factor in the history

of the Church, (ii.) " The secularisation of Christianity
"

(for in this phrase Harnack describes the establishment and

defence of the Christian faith and life which took place in

the second and third centuries) assumed two forms, one

ecclesiastical, the other doctrinal. Christianity was steadily

and surely secularised, conformed to the world, as Church

and as creed. It was assumed that the Christian character

of both was being preserved by an apostolical rule of

faith, an apostolical collection of writings, and an apostolical

office. Protests in favour of the older order of faith and

life were vainly made by Montanism and Novatianism,
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and served only to strengthen the tendency to ecclesiastical

organisation. Christian ministers came to be regarded as

priests, and the Christian ordinances as sacrifices. This

ecclesiastical development was accompanied by a doctrinal

of the same tendency and intention. The efforts of the

apologists to commend Christianity to ancient thought

resulted in a transformation of Christian truth. " The

whole positive material of Christianity," says Harnack,

"is changed into a great institiinent of proof \ religion does

not receive its contents from historical events,—it receives

this from the divine revelation, which evidences itself in

the innate reason and freedom of man,— but the historical

events serve for a confirviation of religion, for its greater

distinctness over against partial obscurations, and for its

universal extension." " While the Gnostics," he continues,

" sought in the gospel a Jiczv religion, the apologists used

it as a confirmation of their religions ethics." ^ " The

apologists," he again states by the way of summing up

their position, " held these doctrines of God, the Logos,

the world and man as the essential content of Christianity." -

The attempt of Irena^us and his followers to arrest this

Ilellenisation, by the prominence which they gave to the

Scriptures, faith in Christ as Saviour, the reality of Christ's

human life, was made ineffective 1)\- " the superstitious view

of salvation," which gave it a physical character, and by

the stress laid " on the natures instead of the living person

of Christ." ^ These theologians themselves were " double-

minded," and so " unstable in their ways." Themselves

attached to the older and simpler views, they were com-

pelled to adopt the Logos doctrine in controversy with

Gnosticism. In Clement's theology "the religious philoso-

' Grundriss dcr Dogmcugcschichtc, i. p. 66 ("Outlines of the History

of Dogma"). See History ofDogma, Eng. trans, ii. p. 172.

- Op. cit. p. 71. See History ofDogma, Eng. trans, ii. p. 203.

•' Op. cit. pp. 74, 75. See History ofDogma, Eng. trans, ii. p. 247.
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phy of the Greeks serves not only apologetic and polemical

purposes, but is tJie vieans of first openmg up Christianity

for tJiiiiking men "
; for while " faith {iriarii) is given, it is to

be transformed into knowledge {'yvwaL'i), that is, a doctrine

has to be developed which will meet the scientific demands

for a philosophical view of the world and ethics." ^ In

Origen's theology " the Christimi religion is the only

I'eligioji, which also in the mythical form is truth" that

is, it is true as pistis for the multitude, even although for

the thoughtful man it must be translated into gnosis, which

" neutralises all that is empirically historical, if not always

in its historicity, yet throughout in its value " (that is,

without denying the facts is indifferent to them as facts),

for " behind the historical Christ rests the eternal Logos

;

he who appears at first as physician and saviour appears on

deeper consideration as teacher ; but also the teacher is at

last no longer necessary to the perfect man ; he rests in God.

Thus here the Christianity of the Church is slipped off as a

veil and cast away as a crutch," - In spite of the opposition of

the monarchian schools, whether adoptionist or modalist, the

Logos Christology was enrolled " in the faith of the Church—

and that as a fundamental article " about the end of the third

century, because it " allowed an alliance of faith and science,

corresponded with the formula, that God became man that

we might become gods, and so supported Christianit}-

both outwards and inwards." Yet the result was very

serious to Christian faith and life. " It meant the change

of faith into a doctrine of faith with a Greek philosophical

character ; it pushed back the old eschatological represen-

tations, yes, pushed them out ; it placed behind the Christ

of history a logical {begrifiiicheti) Christ, a principle, and

changed the historical into an appearance ; it referred

the Christian to ' natures ' and natural magnitudes

' Op. (it. p. 84. .Sec History ofDogma, Eng. trans, ii. ]). 324.

- Op. cit. p. 87. See History of Dogma, Eny. trans, ii. p. 342.
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{Grossen) instead of to the Person and the Moral ; it

gave the faith of Christians decisively the bent towards the

contemplation of ideas and doctrines, and therewith pre-

pared, on the one hand, the monkish life, and, on the other,

the Christianity under guardianship of the incomplete active

laity ; it made legitimate in the Church a hundred ques-

tions of metaphysics, of cosmology, of secular science, and

demanded a definite answer on pain of loss of blessedness

;

it led to this, that one preached instead of faith rather faith

in the faith, and it burdened religion, while it seemed to

widen it."
^

(2) That the pursuit of metaphysical ideas drew awa.}'

interest from historical facts, that the cosviical relations

of the Logos obscured the soteriological activities of the

Christ, that doctrine claimed an exaggerated importance in

comparison with practice, that orthodoxy came to be more

highly prized than piety or morality, that, in short, the

expression of Christian faith in Greek modes of thought

meant its modification, nay, even in some respects its

perversion, we are with Harnack compelled to admit,

although with modifications and qualifications. But then,

on the other hand, it is to be noted how inadequate is his

account of the self-testimony of Christ ; how suspicious,

and even censorious, is his attitude to the apostolic interpre-

tation of Christ ; how many features of the evangelical

record, such as the pre-existence, the miraculous birth, the

baptismal endowment with the Spirit, the heavenly exalta-

tion, the " Logos " incarnation, he is compelled to exclude

from the original testimony, and to attribute to foreign

influences ; how inappreciative he is of the necessary impulse

of faith to define and verify its objects, and so clarify and

justify itself; how forgetful he generally is of the fact,

which he at times admits, that the doctrinal development

' Op. cit. pp. 93, 94. See History of Dogma, Eng. trans, ii. p. 35io,

and iii. pp. 2-4.
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served to guard religion from dangers at the time threaten-

ing it, and to commend it to thoughtful and earnest men
in the Gentile world who had been formed by Greco-

Roman culture. That the metaphysics the Church used

was inadequate, and that an exaggerated importance was
assigned to it, that he has proved

; but he has not proved

what it was his intention to prove, that Christian faith may
do without a metaphysics, and that the Christian Church

erred in having anything to do with a metaphysics. The
necessity he is under of justifying his position by excluding

from the objects of faith so many elements hitherto in-

cluded in them, shows conclusively that the expulsion of

metaphysics from theology would involve a narrowing and

a lowering of its objects. On the ground, then, that

ecclesiastical dogma admits metaphysics into theology

we cannot accept the Ritschlian condemnation of it, for the

indictment which Harnack with all his learning and his

great skill has drawn up is not convincing.

(3) Harnack's account of the presuppositions of the

history of dogma, and of the origin of dogma, raises one

of the most serious problems which Christian thought is

called to face. It is nothing less than the significance and

value of apostolic Christianity, and the authority of the

New Testament as its record and interpretation. Historical

and literary criticism cannot be condemned, or even treated

with suspicion by the Christian Church. That there is

a temporary, local, and derived element in the New
Testament as well as a permanent, universal, and original

element, and that the former has only a relative interest

while only the latter has an absolute importance, must

be admitted. Further, that it is a legitimate endeavour to

distinguish these two elements, so that the Churcli may
hold fast only what is essential to Christianity, and may
not be burdened with what was only accidental in the

period of its origin, must also be conceded. But is the
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meaning and worth of Jesus Christ for the world adequately

expressed in Harnack's statement of " the Gospel of Jesus

Christ according to His self-testimonj;^" :" Can He be

recognised as all that Harnack admits Him to be without

being also confessed a great deal more than Harnack

states? The explanations of His nature (the miraculous

birth, the anointing with the Spirit at Baptism, the prc-

existence, the " Logos " incarnation), all of which Harnack

excludes from essential Christianity, and derives from

Jewish or Gentile thought of the age, are, to give them

even their lowest possible value, at least witnesses that the

Person of Christ offered a problem which the first century

was conscious needed solution, and which the nineteenth

century cannot afford to ignore or neglect, liut if this

be acknowledged, more will be conceded ; instead of

treating these explanations with suspicion, the Christian

thinker may be led to assign to them a very high value

indeed, as affording an interpretation of Christ as necessary

and as authoritative now as it was then. To the apostolic

experience, including even what some are pleased to call

the speculations of a John or a Paul about the person and

work of Christ, the Christian thinker may find himself

constrained to assign a normative authority for Christian

thought and life in every land and age. Put if, without

the assumption of any doctrine of inspiration, such a

position is assigned to the New Testament, the Ritschlian \

assumption that metaphysics can and should be excluded

from Christian theology is disproved ; for John and Paul

alike, the two greatest thinkers of the apostolic age, re-

cognise that the historical can be clearly seen only in the light

of the eternal, that the phenomenal is unintelligible without

the noumenal, that Jesus the Christ on earth is completely

apprehended only as the Word and the Lord in heaven.

The Ritschlian position as regards metaphysics in theology

is not independent of criticism ; for it is only wlien criticism
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has done even more than wliat many will regard as its

necessary and legitimate work on the New Testament, that

the exclusion of the metaphysical elements from primitive

Christianity is made possible. May not Harnack's aversion

to metaphysics have influenced even his critical conclusions ?

It must be added by way of caution that Harnack is more
' advanced in his critical attitude to the New Testament

than Ritschl himself was, and other members of the school

even now arc.

VII

(i) Although the most important question raised by

Harnack's History of Dogma emerges in the first period,

yet his treatment of the subsequent period is not without

interest or importance, and may be very briefly indicated.

At the end of the third century the Holy Scriptures and

Neo- Platonic speculation were united in the Church of the

East. Doctrine, Cultus, and Polity were all traced back

to " apostolic " origin ; but in reality Hellenic speculation,

pagan superstition, and Roman imperialism found a home

in the Church. Athanasius, although on the basis of Greek

speculation, arrested the process of deterioration by his

insistence on " the redemption of humanity by God Him-

self, the God-man, of the same substance as God." ^ (i.) The

first controversy of this period dealt with the divinity of

the Redeemer, and ended in the adoption of the doctrine

of the liomoousia of Father and Son, the value of which

Harnack recognises to be this, that the " Logos " doctrine

fell into the background, the soteriological rather than

cosmical interests were pushed to the front, and expression

was triven to " the faith that in Christ God Himself has

saved man, and brought him into fellowship with Himself."-

^ Griindriss der Dogmengeschkhlc, i. p. i i i (" Outlines of the History

of Dogma"). See History of Dogina^ Eng. trans, iii. pp. 140, 141.

2 Op. fit. p. 141. Sec History of Dogi/ia, Eng. trans, iii. pp. 290-295.
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Although this result was in the interests of religion, yet

Athanasius, as much as Arius, placed himself on the

ground won by previous metaphysical speculation ; and

therefore the creed adopted by the Church suffered from

an alliance of Hellenic metaphysics vvitli Christian faith.

As an authoritative confession enforced by ecclesiastical

allied with imperial power, it became, not an expression of

faith, but a legal obligation as the condition of salvation,

(ii.) The second controversy of this period was concerned

with the humanity of the Son of God. The so-called

heresy of Apollinaris aimed at securing the unity of the

person of Christ, and at the same time the full humanity;

yet the latter had to be sacrificed in order to make the

former intelligible on tlic presuppositions of the previous

dogmatic development. The Church affirmed the complete

humanity, but did not show how this was to be imited in

one person with the complete divinity, (iii.) This w^as the

problem of the ndxt great controversy. The Antiochians

surrendered the unity of the person for the distinctness and

completeness of the two natures
; but their merit was to

keep before the Church the picture of the historical Christ,

which it was fast losing. The Alexandrians started " from

the God who became man," ^ and asserted an assumption

of a humanity (not of an individual man) by the unchanrre-

able Logos. The picture of the real Christ disappeared

from view, and docetic explanations were accepted.

Eutychianism was the logical result of this position; the

humanity was affirmed to be absorbed in the divinity.

The Council of Chalc'edon affirmed the two natures and

the one person; and so virtually asserted three distinct

magnitudes. It did not do justice to the interests of piety
;

it excluded any concrete conception of the historical Jesus

;

as a political compromise it alike sacrificed faith and

intelligence. (iv.) A fourth controversy was the result.

' Op. tit. p. 159. Sec History of Dot^tna, Eng. tran.s. iv. p. 175.
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The monophysitt^s in the interests of the unity of Christ

tried to combat, evade, or explain this duahstic formula
;

but the fortunes of this unworthy warfare need not be

noted. In the nioiiergist and Dionotlielitc controversies

theology drifted further and further away from piety, and

became a scholasticism, which instead of apprehending

realities, manipulated formulae. The subtle Christology of

John of Damascus marks the last stage of this dogmatic

development. He not only gave the Greek Church its

orthodox system, but afforded also the basis for the

Mediaeval theology. He was a thorough scholastic.

" Every difficulty," says Harnack, " was for him only a

demand, skilfully to divide conceptions, and to find a new

conception, to which nothing in the world corresponds,

except just that difficulty which is to be removed by the

new conception." ^ As theology drifted to scholasticism, so

piety moved towards ritualism and mysticism. It may be

that Harnack, in his aversion to all speculation in theology,

has not been altogether fair in the account he gives of this

Christological development in the East ; but the writer

cannot but express his general agreement with Harnack's

estimate of the decisions of the Councils in regard to the

Person of Christ. Probably in the historical conditions no

other decisions were possible, and these given were, in the

existing circumstances, the most desirable
; but it were a

grievous misfortune if Christian theology held itself bound

by the letter of any of the creeds, and Harnack has

rendered a service in helping us to free ourselves from

these dogmas by showing us their origin and development.

(2) With the piety of the Western Church, more practical

and less speculative than that of the East, Harnack shows

greater sympathy. He does justice to Augustine as the

disciple of Paul, who fixed the attention of the Western

Church on man's individual relation to God, on the doctrines

^ Op. tit. p. 182. See History ofDogma, Eng. trans, iv. p. 264.
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r

of sin, grace, and the means of grace. Yet his speculative I

tendencies, his ecclesiastical sympathies, and his sacrament- 1

arian beliefs are shown in large measure to have neutralised

his efforts as a reformer of piety. While in the Middle

Ages the old dogmas became petrified, the teaching of

Augustine was the beginning of a theology still fluid,

neither condemned nor approved by the Church. The

problems raised by Augustine continued to be discussed
;

and while Augustine's authority was still recognised, the

doctrine of the Church gradually moved away from his

positions. The doctrine of the atonement and of the

sacraments came into prominence. The Aristotelian

logical method appeared as a rival of the Platonic specula-

tive philosophy. Scholasticism set itself the task of

(i) "scientifically manipulating the old articuli Jidei"

;

(2) " developing the doctrine of the sacrament ; and,"

(3)
" reconciling the principles of the ecclesiastical practice

with Augustinianism." ^ While scholasticism recognised

the absolute authority of the Church, it nevertheless

attempted an independent activity. The result was

nominalism, in which theology came in conflict with piety.

This period also, even as the preceding, showed that the

methods and intentions of the theology approved by the

Church were distinct from, where not opposed to, the

interests and demands of piety. This, too, is a conclusion

with which general agreement must be confessed.

(3) This history of dogma had a threefold issue,

Roman Catholicism, Anti-trinitarianism and Socinianism,

and Protestantism. " In these three formations," says

Harnack, " there present themselves issues of tJic history of

dogma ; the post-Tridentine Catholicism surely finally com-

pletes the neutralising of the old dogma as an arbitrary

papal legal ordinance ; Socinianism breaks it up by the

understanding, and takes it away ; the Reformation, while

^ Op. cit. ii. p. 79. See History of Dogma, Eng. trans, vi. pp. 23-44.

9
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it at the same time has set it aside and kept it up, points

beyond it, backwards to the gospel, forwards to a new

formulation of the evangelical confession, freed from

dogma, and reconciled with reality and truth." ^ Of these

three issues that which concerns us most is the last, and

of the characteristics of this Harnack gives the following

description :
" The Reformation, as it is represented in

the Christianity of Luther, is in many respect an old

Catholic, especially a mediaeval appearance ; but judged, on

the contrary, by its religious kernel, it is not this, rather a

restoration of Pauline Christianity in the spirit of a new

time." - While Luther kept the old dogmas, he put a new

meaning into them. He saw in them only " a divine deed

througJi Jesus CJirist for the forgiveness of sins and for

eternal lifeI' and " all else in them he overlooked." ^ Luther

met the old Church with these four positions: (i) "he set

up the zvord of God according to its pure sense as the

foundation of the Church"; (2) "he restored the gospel in

the gosper'
; (3) "he led back the Church to faith" as its

sphere and its charge
; (4) " he restored their independent

right to the natural ordinances in marriage, family, vocation,

and State." * Yet he kept Catholic elements, and so " he did

not render anything final, but only made a scanty beginning

\ of reformation according to his peculiar principles!' ^ He
confused the gospel and the doctrines of the gospel, the

evangelical faith and the old dogma, the Word of God and

the Holy Scriptures, Grace and the Means of Grace. His

greatest error, however, was his doctrine of the Lord's

Supper, involving a Christology which outstripped even

Mediaeval Scholasticism in its unintelligibility and its

incredibility. Thus the later Lutheran Church " threatened

1 Op. at. ii. p. 105. The seventh volume of the English translation

of the History of Dogma has not yet appeared.
2 Op. cit. p. 123. 3 Op. cit. p. 125.

* Op. cit. p. 127. ^ Op. cit. p. 134.
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to become," in many respects, only " a pitiful repetition of

the Catholic Church." ^ The conclusion of the whole

matter is that " the form which the Churches of the

Reformation received in the sixteenth century was no

consistent and no conclusive one ; that the history of

Protestantism to the present day shows. Luther placed

the gospel again on the candlestick, and subordinated

dogma to it. Our task is to maintain and continue what

he began."- In dealing with individual doctrines, it will

be shown in subsequent discussions in what respects the

Ritschlian school claims not only to continue, but even to

correct the work of the Reformation. That the return to

primitive Christianity was not thorough cannot be denied,

that Protestant principles demand more faithful application

must be admitted ; but whether Ritschlianism has made

the return, and so has applied these principles, remains yet

to be shown.

' Op. cit. p. 138. - Op. at. p. 138.



CHAPTER V

Till-; Antagonism to Ri;lu;ious Mysticism

I

{I) While many Christians might view with indifference

//ic exclusion of iiietaf^liysics from theology, if that were

possible, and, confident in their own religious experience,

might be in no wa)' troubled, even if Christian thinkers

agreed \.o the rejirtioii of s[^cculative theism ; nay even,

holding the Scriptures to be the sole and sufficient source

of Christian doctrine, might welcome tlie eofidcninatio?i of

ecclesiastical dogiiia ; while all these concessions to the

Ritschlian position might be made by many believers with-

out any sense of spiritual loss, yet it is not at all unlikely

that the a7ita^onisin to inysticisiii of the Ritschlian theology

would excite suspicion, as appearing to threaten what is

the most precious possession of the Christian life, personal

communion with God in Jesus Christ our Lord. While, on

the one hantl, it ma)', at the very beginning of this inquir)-,

be admitted that the language in which this antagonism

to mysticism is expressed often appears to justify a charge

of the denial of any " direct spiritual communion of the

soul with God," yet, on the other hand, the results of this

inquiry may show that such a statement needs to be so

largely qualified as to be deprived of much of its force as

an objection to Ritschlianism in the interests of piety.

(2) What first of all demands our close attention is the

direct connection between this antagonism to mysticism and

the exclusion of metaphysics from theology. Ritschl and
13J
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his followers are opposed to mysticism, because they

regard it as an intrusion of metaphysics into religious life.

While the term " mysticism " is often used in a vague sense

for any individual religious experience in which there is an

intense consciousness of God's Presence, and a passionate

desire for communion with Him, the Ritschlian school uses

the term in its strictly historical meaning, as the name of a

very distinct type of religious life, which (i) was inherited

by Christianity from decadent paganism
; (2) was most

evident and potent when the truest and best souls turned

away from the superstitions and corruptions of the mediaeval

Catholic Church ; and (3) has appeared, but in a greatly

modified form, in some religious movements in Pro-

testantism. Using this term in this restricted application,

the Ritschlians cannot, merely on account of their anta-

gonism to mysticism, be condemned as rejecting all direct

spiritual communion of the soul with God, although, of

course, the grounds on which they base their opposition

may justify, or appear to justify, this charge. This type

of religious life which they condemn is, they contend,

based on a false metaphysic, which has been allowed

to invade the. religious life to the subordination in all

cases, and the exclusion in some cases, of the historical

element, which is essential to Christian faith ; for if, on

the one hand, this antagonism is but one among other

expressions of their unfriendly attitude to metaphysics, it

has, on the other hand, had a deeper motive, even a

genuinely religious and Christian one—their desire to

assert the value for, and maintain the authority of, the

Christian revelation over the Christian life. All these

elements in the Ritschlian antagonism to mysticism, which

have been thus briefly indicated in their mutual relation,

demand a more thorough separate treatment.
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II

(
I
) " Mysticism," says Ritschl, " is the practice of the

1 Neo-Platonic metaphysics ; and this is the theoretical rule

of the alleged mystical enjoyment of God." " Between

mysticism and tJiis metaphysics," he says again, " there

exists so close a kinship that it is quite the same whether

one attributes certain propositions to mysticism or to false

metaphysics." "In the mystical method," he continues,

" the intention is to transcend the individuality of the

spiritual life, which maintains itself in discursive know-

ledge, and in moral activity, socially beneficent, and to

retire to one's own real actual self. This is said to be

reached when, either through theoretical speculation or

through extinction of one's own will, one is dissolved in

the universal Being, which is reckoned as God. The

intellectual framework in which alone this task is intel-

ligible is the Neo-Platonic depreciation of all individual

definite Being and Life in comparison with universal

existence, according to the standard of judgment, that the

former is predominantly illusive and unreal, but the latter

is the reality in the true sense." " The Neo-Platonic God "

(to complete his description with one other quotation) " is

Himself the idea of the world, the universal vague form in

which all the peculiarities and mutual relations of things are

excluded, but which is declared to be, as the Idea in the

Platonic sense, the actual, real thing." ^ The character-

istic feature of Neo-Platonic mysticism, to put Ritschl's

statement in a few words, was the effort to get rid oi

individual consciousness by absorption into the universal

I

existence, which was conceived, according to the Neo-

Platonic metaphysics, to be God. A single sentence may

^ Ritschl's Theologic mid Mciaphysik, pp. 27, 28 ("Theology and
Metaphysics ").
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be added to confirm Ritschl's description. " This mystical

absorption into divinity," says Schwegler, " or the One, this

trance or swooning into the Absolute, is what gives so

peculiar a character to Neo-Platonism as opposed to the

Greek philosophical systems proper." ^

(2) This mysticism, although necessarily in a form more

or less modified, as it was more or less strongly affected by

Christian ideas and habits, was inherited by the mediaeval

Catholic Church. What it then and there became a few

sentences of Harnack's will show :
" Mysticism is the con-

scious, reflective. Catholic piety, which just by reflection

and contemplation wishes to intensify itself; CatholicisiTi

knows only it or fides implicita " (the unquestioning, sub-

missive acceptance by the laity of the doctrines and ordi-

nances of the Church). " The type," continues Harnack,

" is due to a combination of Augustine and the Areopagite,

vivified by the self-committal to Christ, taught by Bernard.

Mysticism has many shapes, but it is little distinguished

nationally or confessionally. As historically it has a

pantheistic starting-point, so also it has a pantheistic

(acosmic) end. In the measure in which it more or less

attaches itself to the historical Christ and the directions

of the Church, this aim becomes less or more strongly

evident ; but even in the churchly form of mysticism there

is never altogether lacking the inclination to go beyond the

historical Christ; God and the soul, the soul and its God
;

Christ the brother ; the birth of Christ in every believer

(the last thought conceived, sometimes fantastically, some-

times spiritually)." " The instructions of mysticism," he

says further, " move in the framework, that the soul distant

from God must return to God by picrification, illuinma-

tion, and essential utiioii ; it must be ' unformed,' ' informed,'

and ' transformed ' {cntbildct, gebildet, iiberbildety.' " The

sacrament of penance especially plays a great part, as a

^ Schwegler's History of Philosophy, p. 140.
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rule, in the ' purification.' In the ' illumination,' the Con-

templations of Bernard are much in evidence. Besides

very dubious instructions about the imitation of Christ,

there are found also evangelical thoughts—believing trust

in Christ." " In the ' essential union,' finally, there appear

the metaphysical thoughts (God as the All-One, the indi-

vidual nothing ; God the ' abysmal substance,' ' the silent

silence,' etc.)." " But dubious as these speculations were,

the highest spiritual fj-eedom was, in fact, intended, which is

to be won in full separation from the world in the feeling of

the supramundane." " The mystics taught that the soul

already here on earth can so absorb God that in the fullest

sense it enjoys the vision of His essence, and already dwells

in heaven." " The Thomist Mysticism had the Augustinian

confidence that it could free itself by knowledge, and

mount up to God ; the Scotist had this confidence no

longer, and sought by discipline of the will to reach the

highest mood : unity of ivill with God, submission, resigna-

tion!' ^ In Roman Catholic Mysticism there still remain,

according to this account, as a lurking danger, an indiffer-

ence to the historical revelation, a tendency to an acosmic

denial of the reality and the value of our present earthly

life, and a pantheistic affirmation of God as the exclusive

existence which absorbs all other forms of being.

(3) This mysticism survives in Protestant theology in

the form of the doctrine of the unio inystica, which may be

described in the words of Luthardt, as quoted by Ritschl

:

" The Father and the Son are to be the element in which

believers live and move : unio inystica. ... In God and

Christ believers are not only according to their wills and

disposition, but according to their real actual self, without,

nevertheless, ceasing to be creaturely and sinful." Of this

^ Harnack's Griindriss der Doginengeschichtc, ii. pp. 64-66 (" Out-

lines of the History of Dogma")- See History of Dogma, Eng. trans,

vi. pp. 97-108.
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statement Ritschl gives the following historical explana-

tion ;
" Doubtless, he means the conception which in the

seventeenth century was introduced into Lutheran dog-

matics as a predicate of every single believer, in whom,

after justification, the Trinity assumes a place with this

qualification that this unio cinn patre,filio ct spiritu sancto

is not sicbstantialis, and not personalis, but even inystica—
that is, undefinable." " This means," he adds, " that one

must not with Philip Nicolai so think this unity as that the

believer is fused together with God into one cake or lump,

and participates in divine nature ; nor yet with Stephen

Pretorius, so that the believer becomes deified, and can say

with right he is Christ." ^ Calvin and his followers, accord-

ing to Ritschl, knew the unio inystica as " the union of

Christ with the community, which embraces and condi-

tions the justification of the individual." But this idea

Calvin borrowed from Luther, " who describes the idea of

justification in the form of a marriage of Christ with the

community, in accordance with which a mutual exchange

of possessions lawfully takes place, which in the present

case comes about in this way, that Jesus takes the sins of

the members of the community on Himself, and transfers

His righteousness to them." Not until the seventeenth

century did Nicolai and Arndt, regardless of the true

intentions of the Lutheran theology, which places justifica-

tion by faith in the forefront, and influenced by mediaeval

modes of thought, introduce the idea of unio mystica as

defined by Luthardt. " At last," he says, in finishing his

historical sketch, "John Arndt, and after him Christian

Hohburg and others, interpreted this practice of union with

God as the tender, loving intercourse with the bridegroom." -

The importance for Ritschl of this historical argument is,

^ Theologic inid Metaphysik, pp. 25, 26 (" Theology and Meta-

physics ").

2 Op.cil. pp. 52, 53.
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that here as elsewhere he claims to reject only later

scholastic developments of Lutheran theology, and to

apply faithfully the essential principles of Luther as a

Reformer.

Ill

(i) Ritschl's argument against mysticism must now be

sketched in outline. He rejects, as might have been

expected, the Neo-Platonic idea of God as Being without

determinations or relations, and also the personal absorption

in God which the mystic sought, as the dissolution of his

individual in the universal existence of God. With this

rejection of mysticism in its extreme form no Christian

man will surely have any desire to find fault. But Ritschl

goes much further than this. In his rejection of the unio

inystica as taught by later Lutheran dogmatics, he appears

in the opinion of some critics to be rejecting all personal

communion with God ; and, therefore, his statements need

to be very closely and very carefully examined.

(2) In this controversy he starts with a negative and a

positive statement. The negative statement is this :
" Of

my (according to Luthardt) real and actual, that is, meta-

physical, being I know nothing, I experience nothing;

according to it I cannot, therefore, be guided. And
Luthardt cannot teach me anything about it, for he, too,

knows nothing about it." ^ His positive statement is that

" in a personal life reality attaches to the spiritual activity

and nothing else," - His opponents, however, are as

opposed to the one statement as to the other. " Weiss and

Luthardt," he says, " declare their inclination to meta-

physics in their common statement that the reality of the

human spirit is not grasped in its willing (which naturally

includes knowledge and the guiding feeling of self), but that

we must think behind, under, and over these functions the

1 Op. cit. p. 25. -Op. cit. p. 30.
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actual real being in a form of objectivity, which is also

distinctive of nature." ^ The metaphysics which their

position betrays is one which he is never weary of con-

demning, the Platonic doctrine of ideas in its scholastic

form, in which substance is separated from its attributes,

and subject from its operations.

(3) Now Ritschl does well in protesting against such

separation of the two aspects of reality, each of which is

unintelligible without the other. The permanent unity of

self or thing cannot be mentally represented apart from its

varied relations and its manifold changes, although it may

be formally abstracted ; far less can it be believed to have

a separate and independent existence of its own. But,

on the other hand, attributes and operations cannot be

rationally construed unless on the assumption of such a

permanent unity, which is manifest and active in, but is not

exhausted by, these attributes and operations. Accordingly

Ritschl's statement goes beyond the psychological facts.

There is a mental latency, an organic basis, which must be

taken into account in a rational construction of personality

as well as the conscious functions and empirical variations.

The unity of the self in all its functions is not simply the

totality of these functions ; the identity of the self through

all its variations is not simply the succession of these

variations. With some show of reason, then, does Pfleiderer

bring the following severe indictment against Ritschl's view :

" It explains," he says, " the unity of the ego as appearance,

and only the manifoldness of the functions as the reality

;

but how this appearance could even be brought about, how

the actual consciousness of an identity of the ego, how the

continuity of the consciousness, how recollection from one

day to another, is to be possible if there were in us only

changing functions, and not a permanent unity, from which

they proceed, and into which they return, depositing

1 Op. cit. p. 47.
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there their results ; that is, and remains hereby wholly-

incomprehensible." ^ Ritschl, as we shall see, attaches

great importance to a self-sufficient moral character ; and

Pfleiderer justifiably asks :
" Where, then, does there re-

main the possibility of such a character, if our being were

nothing else than the ever-changing current of the conscious

activities and appearances, if behind this manifold and

changeable there were not to be assumed an existent tmity

as the ground of the unity of consciousness, and as the

ordering and ruling power in the surging chaos of the

appearances of consciousness ? " A still more important

question does he press home, " whether a doctrine of the

soul which wishes to do without a soul, could keep hold of

the immortality of the soul ? " While we must admit that

Ritschl has expressed himself very incautiously, and has

laid himself open to such an attack, yet when we ask our-

selves whether he really intended to deny such a permanent

unity of the self, we are led to recognise that his language

here does injustice to his thought ; for, first of all, let us

recall his definition of a thing (which with the necessary

modifications is applicable to "self") "as the cause of its

signs which act upon us, as the end to which these serve as

means, as the law of their regular changes "
;
- secondly, let

it be remembered that Ritschl acknowledges his agreement

with Lotze's epistemology, and, so it may be assumed,

shares his views of personality ; and, thirdly, as will be after-

wards shown (chap, viii.), he gives a valuable and significant

analysis of the idea of personality in proving the personality

of God, which very conclusively shows that he did not

favour the phenomenalism which his words in controversy

at least suggest. One sentence may here be quoted.

" The truth of the idea of the divine personality is proved

^ VdLCxdiQrer, Die Ritschl''sche Thcologie^^)"^. 11, 12 ("The Ritschlian

Theology").
^ See the discussion of this question in Chapter II. Section II.
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just in this, that by means of it as a standard we recognise,

whether and in what degree the same predicate belongs to

us." 1 We are only becoming persons, and are destined for

personality ; God is personality without any contradiction

of the idea.

(4) While, then, we must so far modify Ritschl's state-

ment as to recognise that consciousness does not exhaust

personality
;
yet surely we are ready to agree with him

rather than with the mystics, that what is of greatest worth,

and has most meaning for us, is not the subconscious con-

dition of our personality, but the conscious. Not through

the unconscious self does God approach us ; but in the

conscious self God reveals Himself to us. The abstract

possibility of such an approach through the unconscious we

may admit ; but for the simple reason that we have no

certain knowledge of it, we must hold the revelation in the

conscious self as alone significant and valuable. " In this

circle of the reality of the spiritual life," says Ritschl, " can

the operations of God, which establish religion, alone be

understood. But even as we also can recognise God only

in His operations on us, which correspond with His open

revelation, even so do we in these operations recognise the

presence of God for us "
; for " the religious evidence of the

presence of God depends on a combination of religious

community and education with moral self-culture and self-

judgment." - The presence of God must be revealed within

our consciousness ; but this consciousness has a varying

and a varied content ; how shall we distinguish the operation

of God upon us, which are the proofs of His Presence with

us, from the movements of our own spirits ? We must have

a standard of objective validity as well as of subjective

1 Ritschl's Rechtfertigung utid Versohuoig, iii. p. 225 ("Justification

and Reconciliation ")•

2 Ritschl's Theologie unci Metaphysik, p. 48 ("Theology and Meta-

physics ").
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value. The mystic, who seeks an individual subjective

revelation, dispenses with this test of his experiences ; but

then he cannot possess the security that it is verily God

that is with him, and working in him. But the Christian

believer (according to Ritschl, and this is another feature

in which he contrasts Christian faith with mysticism) re-

cognises God's Presence with him only in those operations

on him which correspond with the objective Christian

revelation, which is mediated for each believer by the

Christian community, which not only bears testimony to

the content of that revelation, but also gives to the moral

and spiritual faculties of each man the training which

makes him capable of appreciating and appropriating that

testimony. The communion between God and the soul

is thus mediated alike in its subjective and objective

reference. Subjectively it is mediated by the exercise of

the spiritual functions of the soul ; and objectivel}- it is

mediated by the historical revelation of God in Christ, and

by the Christian community, by which the revelation is

made accessible to, and available for, the individual believer.

The mystic, on the other hand, claims both an immediate

receptivity of the self apart from its conscious functions,

and an immediate communication from God apart from His

historical revelation. At first sight it might appear as if

mysticism offered nearer access to God than Christian

faith ; but on closer view we discover that, as the alleged

religious experience is without any content, so the assumed

divine contact is without any evidence.

IV

(i) Yet there is a desire for a close present communion

with God in the living Christ ; and to this desire mysticism

is a witness. It is thought by many critics that Ritschl

shows himself ignorant of, or indifferent to, this genuine
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spiritual necessity in his antagonism to mysticism. Pro-

fessor Orr, for instance, says, " Ritschl will hear nothing of :

direct spiritual communion of the soul with God, Pietism ^

in all its forms is an abomination to him. The one way of .'

communion with God is through His historical manifesta-
,

tion in Jesus Christ, and experiences due to a supposed ^

immediate action of the Spirit in the soul can be regarded as

only illusion. This is the side of Ritschl's teaching which

has been specially taken up and developed by his disciple

Herrmann. It will be difficult, we fancy, to persuade most

people that this is a nearer approach to the primitive type

of Christianity than is found in the ordinary theology." ^

With all possible respect to the author of this indictment

both as a scholar and a thinker, the present writer feels

bound in the interests of truth and justice, however re-

luctantly, to challenge it both as a misunderstanding of the

Ritschlian position, and, what is still more serious, as an

ambiguous use of language, where definiteness is necessary.

(2) The second objection may be dealt with first of all.

What is meant by " direct " as an adjective qualifying

" spiritual communion "
; and what is to be understood by

" immediate " as a predicate applied to the " action of the

Spirit " ? Principal Simon appears to attempt an answer.

" I believe," he says, " that as we are endowed with a

sensitivity through which the material world finds access

to the mind, so are we endowed with a sensitivity through

which the invisible sphere, especially God, finds access to

the mind." " As we perceive the outward world by eye,

ear, and the other senses, so have we an eye and ear for the

invisible and divine—we perceive them by our ' reason.'

In the one case, as truly as in the other, there is perception." -

' Exposit07-y Tillies^ \. p. 539. -

2 Stahlin's Ka7it, Lotze, a7id Ritschl^ xvi, xvii. This work, from the

preface of which this passage is a quotation, has been consulted only in

the English translation.
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Let US venturc to assume that this passage at least

approximately describes what the adjectives " direct " and
" immediate " are intended to convey ; for we ordinarily

assume that our perception of the external world is " direct
"

and " immediate " ; at least, it would not be generally

claimed that our knowledge of God was more " direct " and
" immediate." But this directness and immediacy of

sensuous perception are proved on closer examination to

be only apparent. Although we are not conscious of the

process, yet psychological analysis of the act of perception

shows a very complicated process, in which the connection

between mind Knowing and thing Known is by no means

as direct as it seems, being mediated by the physical pro-

perties of the object, the physical medium between it and

the body, the organs of sense, and the mental activities

responding to the stimulation of these organs. There need

be no objection whatever to the admission of a spiritual

perception in man, provided it is recognised, as on closer

inspection we are bound to recognise in regard to sensuous

perception, that here too there is a process of mediation,

media of communication on the part of God, the object of

knowledge, appropriate to the media of receptivity on the

part of man, the subject of knowledge. Just as in sensuous

perception there is necessarily no consciousness of the

process of mediation, so in spiritual there need be no

consciousness. In this sense we may speak of a direct

spiritual communion and an immediate action of the Spirit.

But if, on the contrary, these adjectives are intended to

deny, not the subjective consciousness, but the objective

reality of such a process, then it must be said that we can

know nothing about any such " direct " communion, nor can

we experience any such " immediate " action ; for our

knowledge and our experience are so complex processes,

that such adjectives taken literally are inapplicable to any

object or any operation that comes within their range.
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These adjectives cannot mean that a "self" without any

faculties or activities can " commune " with a " God " without

any operations or attributes ; or that a " Spirit " that uses

no means " acts " on a soul that is subject to no conditions.

Admitting that there is a process of some kind, it cannot

be an objection to the Ritschlian theology because it seeks

to distinguish and define the features and the factors of this

process, and to exclude from it whatever seems injurious

to it. On the contrary, our religious life would be more

healthy as our religious thought would be more clear, if all

Christian theologians paid as much attention as Ritschl

does to the process of communion with God, or of the

Spirit's action.

(3) If, however, the critic means that Ritschl's analysis

of this process is such as to exclude a real Presence and an

actual operation of God in communion with God, or the

Spirit's action, then it can be shown that while isolated

statements of Ritschl give an apparent justification for the

charge, his general intention, taken along with specific

statements, contradicts it. In answer to just such an

objection, Ritschl affirms that " when one rightly thinks

operations, then one thinks the cause in the operations. It

is only the false application of the common understanding,

that one represents the causes in the plane behind the

plane in which one sees the appearances, which one repre-

sents as the operations of these causes, or that one sets the

causes in an earlier point of time than the operations.

—

Accordingly, what we religiously affirm as the operation of

God or Christ in us, that assures us not of the distance, but

of the presence of these authors of our salvation. And,

in fact, in the form of a relation of person to person." ^

These words expressly affirm that God or Christ is really

present and actually operative in our religious experience

;

^ Ritschl's Theologic unci Meiaphysik^ pp. 49, 50 (" Theology and
Metaphysics").

10
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and unless it can be proved that Ritschl was so stupid that

he did not know the meaning of the words he used, or that

he was so dishonest that he did not intend the words to

mean what they must be taken to mean, his assurance may
be accepted against the objections critics may bring forward.

Two observations may here be added to obviate further

criticism. In the first place, what is here generally affirmed

of the relation of operations and their causes is surely in a

fuller sense true of God than of any finite agent. Only

deism can so detach second causes from the First Cause, as

to make even conceivable the assumption of an operation

of God in the absence of God Himself. The manifest

imperfection of the analogy does not weaken, but strengthen

Ritschl's position. In the second place, we must not

distort Ritschl's words " think " " assures " to mean merely

a subjective representation. In a theological statement of

the spiritual process we do logically separate the factors

of the process, and then logically combine them ; but in

religious experience they are a vital unity. This here

is a theological statement, and not the report of religious

experience. As if to anticipate further objections, Ritschl

is careful to show that the process of mediation does not

make the Presence of God less real, or the operation of

God less actual. " Accurate and copious memory is for

the human spirit the form of the appropriation of all opera-

tive and valuable motives, by following which our life

attains its distinctive content. In this the self-feeling

of our spiritual reality is the sufficient evidence of the

reality of all that which contributes to our reality as a

valuable and operative existence. By accurate remem-

brance particularly are reciprocal relations in life mediated,

namely, that the one person works on in the other, accord-

ingly is present herein, when this one acts from education

or impulse experienced from that one. And in the most

comprehensive sense this is valid of the religious attach-
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ment of our life with God through the accurate remembrance

of Christ." But this mediation by the remembrance of

Christ does not lessen the reality of the communion with

God, " for," Ritschl goes on to say, " without much media-

tion there is nothing real. The personal relation of God or

Christ to us, however, is and remains mediated by our

accurate remembrance of the word, that is, the law and the

promise of God, and God works on us only through the

one or the other of these revelations." ^ The word

" remembrance " {Erinnerung), unless carefully explained,

may mislead. It does suggest distance and absence ; but

Ritschl does not intend this. What he means may be put

thus. The intercourse which others have with us, and the

influence they excite upon us, would be transitory and

ineffective, unless by the exercise of memory their teaching

and example became absorbed into our spiritual substance,

and continued to be active in us as purpose or as motive.

Whatever is to be potent and effective in us must first of

all be appropriated by us. But this is not all. The

intercourse which we on any occasion enjoy with another,

or the influence we receive from another at any given

moment, depends, on the one hand, on our own past, so far

as that survives in our memory, but it also depends, on the

past of the other, on the relations which he has already had

with us. The words of a friend and of a stranger may be

the same words ; our intelligence may apprehend, and our

conscience approve both utterances alike ; but the speech

of the former has a power, the speech of the latter has not,

because the memory recalls the close relationship of many

years with the one, but has no testimony to offer regarding

the other. Memory gives a larger content, and so a

stronger influence to our relations to others than belong

to present words or deeds. Christ is not distant or absent

from us, but His communion with us and action on us arc

1 Op. tit. p. 50.
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conditioned by what we have learned regarding Him from

the Gospels, and by what He has already done for and in

us. This, as it seems to the writer, is the meaning to be

given to Ritschl's words ; although it must be frankly

conceded that his language does admit of serious misunder-

standing. In giving an account of the subjective process

of communion with Christ, he does allow the objective

cause of that process, Christ's communion with us, to fall

out of sight ; but he does not intend to ignore or deny it.

(4) What we remember is Jesus as He is presented to

us in the Gospels. The history gives content to our com-

munion. But it may be said that God has a more direct

and immediate mode of presence with us, and operation on

us, in the living Christ than in the historical Jesus. But to

this suggestion Ritschl, too, has a reply :
" In this respect

no change is effected by the consideration that Christ is at

present in His exaltation. For the representation which

one has to form of this case can only contain the content,

which is assured by the historical account of Christ." If

the attempt is made apart from this historical account to

represent Christ as risen, ascended, and glorified in the

actual present conditions of His exaltation, fancy can in no

way be distinguished from fact ; for we do not here and

now know, we have no means of knowing, a mode of exist-

ence so different from our own. The extravagances into

which mystics have run in trying to imagine the unimagin-

able should be a warning. While we know Christ present

and operative, the content we give to His personality and

activity must be derived from the history of His earthly

life. Ritschl therefore is quite justified in concluding that

" without the means of the word of God, and without the

accurate remembrance of the personal revelation of God in

Christ, there is no personal relation between a Christian

and God." ^ If this conclusion is to be challenged, then, on

1 Op. cit. p. 51.
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the one hand, it must be shown that the personal revela-

tion of God in Christ has not exclusively permanent value

and universal validity; and, on the other hand, it must be

shown that valuable and valid revelations of God have been

received in Christendom apart from .any illumination or

influence from the personal revelation of God in Christ.

Can any mystic claim that he has gained an}' knowledge

of the Father apart from the Son ? Has any new truth

about God been added to the store of wisdom given by

Christ? Is not all progress in 'Christian knowledge simply

a clearer understanding and a keener insight of " the truth

as it is in Jesus." If there is an immediate communion

with Christ, or a direct action of the Spirit, unconditioned

by the historical revelation, why contend so earnestly for

the defence of the New Testament, why preach the gospel

in all the world, why maintain the Church and its means of

grace? If Christ needs no mediation, and the Spirit uses

no agency, why all this effort and testimony ? The truth

is, that Ritschl and his school are contending for what is

recognised practically in all the Christian Churches, the

dependence of Christianity on the historical revelation of

God in Christ, as recorded in the New Testament. Its

antagonism to mysticism, it cannot be too often insisted on,

is due to its appreciation of the permanent value and

universal significance of the historical revelation. One

might have expected that such an attitude would have

commanded the sympathy and support of all Christian

theologians instead of their criticism and censure. That

this expectation has not been fulfilled is due to the fact,

that Ritschl fails to give due attention to a feature of

Christian experience whicli is rightly regarded as of very

special importance. The Christian recognises, on the one

hand, that he cannot picture to himself Christ as He is in

His exaltation ; and, on the other, that the Gospels give the

content to his conception of Christ ; but, at the same time,
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he has a vivid and intense consciousness of Christ's presence

with and action in himself. His own religious experience,

with its growth in grace and truth, is quite inexplicable to

him as a psychological process, of which all the factors can

be measured and weighed. He can understand it only as

the result of Christ's presence and action. There are some

Christians in whom this consciousness is less distinct and

potent, while there are others in whom it is found in excep-

tional vividness and intensity. Nevertheless, no account of

Christian experience can claim to be accurate and complete

that does not recognise this feature of it. Ritschl, owing to

the peculiarity of his religious experience and character,

failed to do justice to this fact of Christian life. His

logically reflective, rather than spiritually intuitive, mind

fixed on the psychological process and the historical

mediation, instead of grasping the Person who lives and

works in both.

(5) Another question still remains. It may be urged,

why then this desire for direct and immediate communion,

to which mysticism witnesses ? The history of mysticism

affords the answer. The origin of mysticism is due to the

insufficiency and imperfection of the current, authoritative

means of communion with God. Mediaeval Catholicism

had separated God in Christ from the faith and life of the

individual believer ; it had transformed the truth of Christ

into unintelligible dogmas, and had changed communion

with Christ into burdensome cultus. " The Catholic

conception of Christ," says Herrmann, " is so formed, that

its content cannot accompany any pious man in his

communion with God." " Catholic piety," he says again,

" shows itself incapable of holding fast faith in the revela-

tion of God in Christ, so far that it could decisively

determine religious practice." When the historical media-

tion of Christian faith and life is so perverted and

corrupted, it is inevitable that genuine and intense piety
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should seek to get beyond. " The desire for God," says

Herrmann, " presses out beyond the historical. Accord-

ingly in Catholicism all that belongs to positive Chris-

tianity is degraded to be a means of preparation for the

highest stage of the religious life." ^ As a temporary

protest against the superstition and corruption of the

Church, mysticism has its historical justification, but as a

permanent tendency in Christian piety it is without

warrant ; for the revelation of God in Christ is itself

sufficient for the whole of man's religious life, and the

aim of Protestantism is to make the historical mediation

of that revelation in the teaching, worship, and life of the

Church so adequate and so complete, that there will be

no sense of God's distance, but ever and only an assurance

of His presence and activity in Christ. Mysticism is a

demand for the purification and the elevation of the

historical mediation of the Christian revelation, but not a

reason for its rejection. It must not here be forgotten

that Ritschl and his followers seek so to interpret the

historical revelation, that it will afford to the religious

experience the certainty and satisfaction that mysticism

vainly sought.

(6) An objection to Ritschl's theology, which is based

on his antagonism to mysticism, must be briefily noticed

before we leave this subject. " An immediate Revelation

of God to the soul of Christ," says Professor Orr, " would

come under the ban of mysticism, and would be exposed

to all the philosophical objections which Ritschl urges

against the view that God and the soul can come directly

together." Accordingly it is argued that according to

Ritschl, " however great the worth of the Revelation

of Jesus, it does not imply an origin outside of, or

transcending, the inherent laws of the human

^ Herrmann's Verkehr des Christen mit Gott, pp. 16, 22 ("Communion
of the Christian with God," pp. 20, 25).
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spirit." ^ This cl-iticism is an excellent example of a theo-

logical method which Ritschl very strenuously opposes.

Here a deduction is made from a general idea, without due

consideration whether the general idea does correspond to

any reality, or whether, granted that the general idea is true,

it is applicable to this particular instance. As regards the

first point Ritschl does not, as far as the writer is aware,

commit himself to any positive statement as to what is or

what is not possible in the relation of the soul to God.

: Probably he would condemn such a statement as an

I instance of the Platonic metaphysics which he opposes.

I The recognition of revelation in all religions, and especially

' his acceptance of the Old Testament as the necessary

i preparation for the New Testament, are evidence that he

I admits modes of relation between God and man other than

that which is distinctive of Christianity. What in his

i antagonism to the mystics he is exclusively concerned

I
about is to show that the genuinely Christian experience

' is dependent on the historical revelation in Christ. He is

not defining general laws about the relation of God and

the soul ; he is describing particular facts of the Christian

experience. It is his intense conviction of the significance

and the value of this Christian revelation, which leads him

at times to use language that may be construed into a

denial of any relation between the soul and God except

that which is mediated by the Christian revelation ; but

we have always to beware of hasty generalisation of his

statements, and to supply the necessary qualifications

which a sympathetic interpretation in view of his distinct

purpose legitimately suggests. But even granting that

Ritschl is intending to deal in his statements w^th the

relation of the soul to God generally, yet the criticism

may be shown to be invalid. As will afterwards be

^ Orr's T/ic Ritschlian Theology and the Evangelical Fnilh, pp. 212,

213, note.
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proved, Ritschl and his rollowcrs do not put Christ into

the common category of humanity, but expressly recog-

nise His unique relation alike to God and to man. Their

aim and end in their controversy with mysticism is to

magnify and exalt Christ by claiming for Him, and Him

alone, the sole and sufficient mediation between God and

man, which can be legitimately recognised by the Christian

Church. Surely the statements which are so fervently

and frequently made regarding the Christian's constant

and complete dependence on Christ, cannot be regarded

as equally applicable to Christ in His relation to God.

Just because our relation to God is mediated by Christ,

Christ's relation to God cannot be .regarded as subject

to the same conditions and limitations as ours is. " The

ban of mysticism " has no application to Christ at all

;

for the Ritschlians affirm so unique a relation of Christ

to God, that every Christian is altogether and always

dependent on Him.

V

Herrmann is included by Professor Orr in the same

condemnation as Ritschl ; he is even described as having

" specially taken up and developed this side of Ritschl's

teaching." What justification do Herrmann's statements

afford for the charge against the Ritschlian position which

we arc now examining? "We are agreed," he says, " in

this, that the inner life of religion in the last resort is some-

thing secret and incommunicable. Every man to whom

religion is more than a store of knowledge or a burden of

commandments, does, in fact, experience at times an excite-

ment of feeling, in which he can first appropriate for him-

self the result of all that has meaning for religion. This

possession by God is of such a kind that he must find his

God in it, who makes himself felt by him, and translates him
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into that inward -state which makes him blessed." ^ This is

a feature common to all religion ; but this is not mysticism

the distinctive feature of which is thus described. " When
the working of God in the soul is sought and found ex-

clusively in an inner experience of the individual ; when an

excitement of feeling is taken without further question as a

proof of God's possession of the soul ; when nothing external

is at the same time grasped and held with clear conscious-

ness ; when no thoughts which elevate the spiritual life are

produced by the positive contents of a contemplation which

rules the soul,—then that is mystic piety." - An individual

internal communion with God without any definite intel-

lectual content, without direct spiritual result, without any

external historical mediation— that is mysticism. One

result of this is that " in the Highest, which it seeks to

reach, it leaves Christ and His kingdom behind it." This

is inevitable and explicable when, as in Catholicism, " the

historical in Christianity has been transformed into an

unintelligible mystery." Even in Protestantism this

tendency must continue so long as " the historical in

Christianity is preserved by us as something unintelligible

in the form of the slightly modified Catholic dogma."

But as the evangelical conception of Christ is made distinct,

there will be no desire to press to God beyond Christ, for

the Christian will " find nothing else in God Himself than

Christ," for he " has in the personal life of Jesus a positive

view of God." ^ Now this personal life of Jesus belongs to

the historical reality to which the Christian himself belongs
;

and therefore in it alone does God really reveal Himself

Any other revelation, such as the mystic claims in his

individual internal experience, can offer no conclusive

^ Herrmann's Verkehr des Christen mit Gott, p. 13 (" The Communion
of the Christian with God," p. 17).

- Op. cit. Ger. pp. 15, 16 ; Eng. p. 19.

'^ Op. cit. Ger. pp. 16, 17, iS, 23, 24 ; Eng. pp. 19, 21, 22, 26, 28.
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evidence of its reality. The evanirelical Protestant position

is this :
" Our certainty of God has its roots in the fact that

in the historical sphere, to which we ourselves belong, we

meet the man Jesus as an undoubted reality. Inasmuch as

Jesus lifts us to communion with God, He becomes the

Christ to us. The confession that Jesus is the Christ is

the true Christian confession. But, rightly understood, it

means nothing else than this, that we through the man

Jesus are first lifted up to a real communion with God." ^

It is Christ Himself, and not the tradition about Him, that

is part of our present reality. While mediated by that

tradition, Jesus Himself presents Himself to us " as the free

revelation of the Living to the living." He Himself

"becomes for us, while His inner life is unveiled for us, a

real power, which we experience as the best content of our

own existence." - These words have no meaning at all if

they do not mean that God in Christ Himself is present

and active in our religious experience. It is said, however,

by critics that all that Herrmann means is that we have a

present remembrance of the historical life of Christ which

belongs to the past, but not a present experience of the

living Christ Himself who is with us now ;
that His teaching

dissevered from His person exercises on us a posthumous

influence, but that there is no present continuous activity

of Christ. Herrmann himself notices such criticism, and

describes it as " the very contrary of what he seeks to

prove," adding, " I myself should feel myself only as an

opponent of a theology which taught what is ascribed to

me." ^ The late Professor Candlish, who could not possibly

be charged with any bias towards Ritschlianism, well states

what seems to the writer to be the truth of the matter.

" Great stress," he says, " is laid in this work on the asser-

^ Op. cit. Ger. p. 47 ; Eng. p. 52.

- Op. cit. Ger. p. 59 ; Eng. p. 62.

3 Op. cit. Ger. p. 82, note (Eng. trans, p. 84, omits this part of the note).
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tion that it is through a historical fact that God communes

with us ; and at some points the suspicion is apt to arise

that he means merely that in an event of the past we get a

conviction of God's Presence without recognising Christ as

present to us now. But ere long we find that that would

be a very unjust suspicion, and misrepresent the author's

meaning. He expressly teaches that the inner life of Jesus

is now present before our souls, and that God works on us

by the spiritual power of Jesus. While, therefore, he con-

templates almost exclusively the earthly life of Jesus, he

avoids the fatal error of a merely humanitarian view, that

of making our Saviour a mere departed man. He believes

that He is living now, able to help and bless us. Only, he

insists that we should always look at Him through His

earthly life, because as to His present activity we have only

general statements, and those actions of His that reveal

His character and will all belong to His life on earth. It

is perhaps an excessive dread of an unreal mysticism that

prompts to so strong an assertion of our communion

with God being through a historical fact ; but the position

seems on the whole a sound one, and favourable to a due

appreciation of the value of the gospel records. He has

some very true and beautiful remarks on the difference of

true love to the real Jesus, and an emotional sentiment." ^

It must be reserved for a subsequent discussion to deal with

the Ritschlian doctrine of the action of the Holy Spirit,

which is condemned in Professor Orr's criticism of the

Ritschlian antagonism to mysticism ; but meanwhile it

may be hoped that enough has been said to justify Ritschl

and Herrmann against the charge that the vital interests of

Christian piety are endangered by the condemnation which

they pronounce on, and the opposition they offer to, religious

mysticism.

^ Critical Review, vi. pp. 123, 124.
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VI

Kaftan, witli^Ritschl and Herrmann, condemns mys-

ticism in the two types which they describe, both as an

attempt to secure union with God conceived as the

Absolute, and as an endeavour to be joined through the

imagination and the affections to Christ in His glorified

state. But in his antagonism to mysticism he is not led,

as Ritschl is, to deny that there is in Christian experience

a mystical element, a real communion of the soul with

Christ, which cannot be fully expressed in any psychological

analysis of the religious consciousness. As we have already

seen, Herrmann too acknowledges that " the inner life of

religion is in the last resort something secret and incom-

municable." Kaftan, however, goes beyond Herrmann even

in not only acknowledging an element of truth in mysticism,

but in also using the term mystical to express an essential

feature of the Christian experience. He justifies his use of

the term, in opposition to Ritschl and Herrmann, in words

worth quoting. " The word ' mystical ' has for a long time

been recognised among us in a less definite signification, and,

so far as I know, there has not been hitherto any dispute as

to how it was meant. The innovation lies on the side of

those who contend against this usage, not of those who

accept it, and the confusion would be soon set aside if one

simply allowed the recognised usage." ^ What he under-

stands by the term " mystical " will clearly appear, if we

consider his conception ' of the kingdom of God. " The

highest good of Christianity," he says, " is the kingdom of

God above the world. What that means can only be recog-

nised if at the same time the moral ideal of the kingdom

of God in the world is kept in view." In other words, the

^ Kaftan's Das Wesen der christlichen Religion, p. 263, note (" The
Essence of the Christian Religion ").
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kingdom of Gocf is a hope to be fulfilled beyond this world,

and a duty to be done in this world, and the fulfilling of

the hope is dependent on the doing of the duty. " To this

religiott" he continues, " tJiere is accordingly equally esse?itial

a mystical side, turned away from the world, and an ethical

side turned totvards the world. The former is the life of

the soul hidden with Christ in God, a blessedness which

lifts above the world ; the latter is the moral activity for the

realisation of the kingdom of God in ourselves and others,

a system of duties which fetter us to the world." ^ While

he calls attention to the fact that neither in the Synoptists

nor in John does Jesus give His disciples any " instruction

regarding mystical contemplation" yet he states regarding

the disciples after the Ascension that " the preaching of the

kingdom became in their mouths a proclamation of the risen

and transfigured Jesus "
; and, regarding Paul, " one can

exactly say that the glorified Christ here fills the place which

in the teaching of Jesus the kingdom of God above the world

holds, which has appeared in His person, and zvIiicJi tJirough

faith in Him is accessible to the possessiofi of His disciples."

"

This he does not regard, as Harnack does (see page i 16),

as a wrong direction given to Christian faith even in the

apostolic age ; but considers that only by combining the

evangelical testimony and the apostolic interpretation can

we get a complete view of " the highest good of the Christian

religion." Even as " the exalted Christ is the highest good

of the Christian faith" so "in participation in His glorified

life the blessedness of Christians consists." But Kaftan is

just as distinct and emphatic as Ritschl or Herrmann in

asserting the value of the historical Jesus. " The predicate

of the revelation of God in the sense of making known

attaches to the historical activity of Jesus, as it closes with

the appearance of the Risen One among His disciples ; the

predicate of the highest good, on the contrary, attaches per-

^ Op. cit. pp. 262, 263. - Op. cit. pp. 242, 262, 251, 253.
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manently for the community to the glorified Christ. And
that claims attention. No man has a right to make bold

to receive through the exalted Christ new revelations, which

should complete or even transcend what has been given in

the historical Jesus. And just as little can or dare the

Christian artfully put himself into the position of the

disciples of Jesus during His earthly course ; but he who

would do this, would with such intimacy sin against the

heavenly Head of the community." ^ In this statement it

is clearly and firmly asserted that the Christian now enjoys,

as his highest blessing, communion with the living Christ
;

that the historical Jesus alone, however, is the revelation of

God to man ; that, consequently, no man has a right to

claim that he has received new revelations from the living

Christ other than those given in the historical Jesus ; and

that as a further consequence the exaltation of the living

Christ forbids such familiarity of intercourse with Him as

the disciples enjoyed in the earthly life, or as many of the

mystics strove to indulge in. Accordingly Kaftan seems to

the writer to grant all the legitimate demands of Christian

experience, and in so far to correct Ritschl, where correction

is necessary, while at the same time guarding against the

exaggerations and extravagances that Christian pietism has

sometimes fallen into, and in this respect agreeing with

Ritschl where his criticism is just. If such criticism of

pietism is necessary in Germany, there can be very little

doubt that it is as much, if not more, needed in Britain.

There is a great deal said and written about " fellowship with

the living Christ," which very much needs intelligible

explanation and judicious examination. Individual vagaries

and eccentricities of creed and conduct take shelter under

cover of communications from the living Christ. Some of

the methods for the deepening of the spiritual life, which

find a confident and even censorious advocacy among us,

1 op. at. pp. 334, 336.
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would scarcely stand the test, if tried by the standard given

in the historical revelation in Christ. Even in the

" Keswick " movement, however valuable has been its per-

sistent testimony to the need of holiness, and of the Spirit's

presence and power in the Christian life, there is sometimes

seen a mysticism of the illegitimate type, which challenges

censure. The Ritschlian antagonism to mysticism for these

reasons deserves careful attention from religious thinkers

and leaders of our own land, as, although not free altogether

from defects, it does bring to view dangers in common

tendencies of pietism which are often overlooked, and

suggests considerations which very much need to be

emphasised.



B.—C O N ST R U CT I V

E

CHAPTER VI

The Value-Judgments of Religion

I

The critical enterprise of Ritschlianism is but a prepara-

tion for its constructive endeavour. It takes away much

that has hitherto been thought significant for Christian

thought and Hfe, only that it may offer what it deems to

be very much more valuable. It rejects metaphysics from

theology, speculative theism, ecclesiastical dogma, religious

mysticism, not merely as helps so slight in themselves as

not worth keeping, but altogether as hindrances so great that

they must by all means be set aside. There is a better

method in theology than that in which an alliance with

metaphysics finds recognition ; there is a truer idea of God
than can be reached by any of the proofs which speculative

theism can offer ; there is a more faithful expression of the

contents of the Christian faith than has been eiven in

ecclesiastical dogma ; there is a worthier type of piety

than that which is presented in religious mysticism. On
the principle that the good is the enemy of the better is

the polemic against the traditional theology, the prominent

features of which we have been considering, carried on with

so much zeal and labour. How far the polemic is justi-

1

1
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fied, this must depend on how great is the success of

Ritschlianism in offering us a new theology which will

take the place of the old. But, on the other hand, accept-

ance of the new theology must involve rejection of the old.

The contrast, and even the contradiction, between the two

types as regards method, purpose, and results have been

stated so plainly and so strongly by the Ritschlian school,

that a policy of compromise, although it dignify itself with

the title of a mediating theology, or a theology of con-

ciliation, is entirely excluded. The British people is

prone to congratulate itself on the fact that it is so

successful practically, because it is so inconsistent logically
;

the Ritschlian tendency does not claim any such excel-

lence. Its intention, if not always its execution, is

" thorough." The new patch will not be put on an old

garment, nor will the new wine be poured into old bottles.

Let us then be prepared for much that at first sight may
appear not only unfamiliar and new, but uncouth and

strange.

II

(i) The starting-point of an inquiry into the character

and value of this " new " theology must be the view taken

of religion. " In all religion," says Ritschl, " the endeavour

is made, with the help of the exalted spiritual power which

man adores, to solve the contradiction in which man finds

himself as a part of the natural world, and as a spiritual

personality, which makes the claim to rule nature." ^ In

another place his definition is :
" All religion is interpre-

tation of the course of the world, in whatever compass it is

recognised, in the sense that the exalted spiritual powers

(or the spiritual power), which rule in or over it, maintain

or confirm for the personal spirit its claims or its inde-

' Ritschl's Rechtfertigung und Versohnung, iii. p. 189 ("Justification

and Reconciliation").
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pendence against limitation by nature or the natural

operations of human society." ^ As these definitions appear

at first sight to bring the intellectual factor in religion into

undue prominence, it is necessary to add two sentences

which indicate its coexistence with and subordination to

other elements. Ritschl says that " it can be easily shown

regarding all other religions, that the knowledge of the

world, which is made use of in them, is constituted not

theoretically without interest, but according to practical

objects " ; and that " the historical religions lay claim to

all the spiritual functions, knowledge for the doctrinal

tradition, that is, for the special view of the world, willing

for the common cultus, feeling for the change of satisfaction,

or dissatisfaction, in which moods the religious life is dis-

tinguished from ordinary relations." Only one other trait

needs to be added to this description ; and it is that " the

historical religions are always a social concern, belonging

to a number of men." -

(2) In what way are we to regard this description ?

Is it an attempt to describe what is the common element

in all religions, or is it intended to be the universal ideal

to which all religions tend? It is, on the one liand, not

merely the first, for Ritschl himself tells us that " for this

purpose it is not indefinite enough," and " language doef^;

not offer a sufficiently indefinite or neutral expression to

convey the desired general idea of religion." Nor is it, on

the other hand, altogether the second ; for while, on one

hand, "the religions are related to one another not only

as kinds, but at the same time as stages," so that " the

expression of the chief features in the religions is always

richer and more definite, their connection closer, their aims

more worthy of man " ; and Avhile " we as Christians

determine the successive stages of the religions in this

way, that all are transcended in Christianity, and that in

> 0/>. cit. p. 17. - Op. cit. pp. 186, 1 88, 1 89.
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it the tendency of all others comes to a perfect result "; ^

yet, on the other hand, this description is not intended as

a standard by which Christianity may be measured, for it

falls short of what Christianity actually is, and Christianity

gives the ideal as a reality. The common element in

religion is in many religions in so indefinite a form that it

cannot be even understood there, unless as interpreted by

the more definite form assumed in other religions. In any

description there must therefore be intelligible interpreta-

tion. But this must not, on the other hand, go as far as

an ideal presentation of religion, for that would be to ignore

the great difference there is between the one religion in

which this ideal is realised, and all the others in which it

can be discerned only as an imperfect tendency. To Chris-

tianity we must turn to discover what religion in its ideal is.

" Christianity," says Ritschl, " is the monotheistic, completely

spiritual, and ethical religion, which, on the basis of the life

of its author as Redeemer and as Founder of the Kingdom of

God, consists in the freedom of the children of God, includes

the impulse to conduct from the motive of love, the inten-

tion of which is the moral organisation of mankind, and in

the filial relation to God as well as the Kingdom of God

lays the foundation of blessednesss." -

(3") Herrmann is thoroughly in agreement with Ritschl,

but he renders an undoubted service in laying greater stress

than Ritschl does on the fact that the human personality

which finds itself in contradiction with nature, and seeks in

religion to escape that contradiction, is determined in its

desire and effort by a moral law, recognised as of absolute

authority and universal validity. " Every religious view of

the world," he says, " is an answer to the question : how

must the world be judged if the highest good is to become

real? With his hopes and strivings the personal human

spirit finds himself in an unceasing conflict with nature,

i Op. cit. pp. 185-187. - Op. at. pp. 13, 14.
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His dependence thereon inevitably forces itself upon him,

but just as strongly the conviction that this relation' does

not in any way mean for him the regular furtherance of his

good {Guetei'). The removal of this contradiction man

seeks in his religion, which, while it puts the natural world,

either partially or totally, into a position of dependence on

a deity favourable to us, in the same measure causes that

hostile contradiction against us to disappear. Against the

appearance that what his heart clings to will go down in

the course of nature, the religious man affirms that the

whole of his good is hidden in the hand of his God.

Everywhere, where real religion exists, there will be no

denial of this its fundamental feature. Clearest of all this

comes to the front in Christianity, which completely

removes that contradiction of the personal spirit and

nature, in that it combines the completely supramundane

character of the highest good with the thought of the

Almighty God as Father." ^ On this important matter,

although not on all others, Herrmann is a true disciple

of Ritschl.

HI

(I) Kaftan differs both from Ritschl and Herrmann.

It is important to notice that, under the heading of " A

Critical Statement" {Kritisches), he devotes a number of

pages of his book on The Essence of the Christian Religion

tot discussion of their views, in order to express his dis-

sent from them. His criticisms are well worthy of mention.

(I) "First and before all," he says, Mt is wrong to speak

of a contrast or a contradiction in the position of man in

the world, which on emerging in experience becomes the

motive of religion," for {a) "the consciousness of a specific

dignity in man is altogether lacking in some subordinate

1 Herrmann's Die Metaphysik m der Thcologic, p. 8 C' Metaphysics

in Theology")-
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stages of religion "
; and {b) " if they were right, then rehgion

—so to express it, the actually religious in religion—would

consist in a new relation to the world," and " who will set

that forth as the distinctive content of religion ? " and

(r) " the core of Christianity is the life of the soul hidden zvith

Christ in God, and the relation to the world an aspect, a

further determination of this life in God." (2) Secondly,

in these formulae " the reference to theoretical knowledge

plays too great a part." " But this does not correspond

with the real fact of the historical religions," for " they are

concerned about life and not about knowledge—about

knowledge only in so far as it is a means of life, or itself as

a good is reckoned as a part of life." (3) "Thirdly and

lastly, I have to object that the ideas employed in these

formulas do not correspond to the fact," for " the con-

ception of a spiritual sense of self appears to me too

ambiguous to allow me to think Ritschl's and Herrmann's

use of it correct." This third objection leads Kaftan to

notice a difference in method between him and Ritschl.

While Ritschl has, on the one hand, objected to Kaftan's

description, which aims, as we shall see, at defining the

common element of all religions, " that so conceived it is

too universally and indefinitely described " ; and has, on

the other hand, " defined as the right method, to start from

the knowledge of Christianity as the perfect religion, and

to draw the other religions into comparison in such a

way that one perceives in them imperfect attempts to

secure that which Christianity alone really secures," Kaftan

holds that his is the scientific method, as its validity does

not depend on personal conviction, and that it serves "to

bring to expression an essential and distinctive peculiarity

of religion." ^

(2) " Regardingpiety " says Kaftan, " zve say in attaching

^ Kaftan's Das IVescn tier cliristlichen Religion, pp. S3-94 ("The
Essence of the Christian Rehgion").
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ourselves to Schleiennacher, that before all else it is ex-

perienced in peculiar emotions, that it has therein its core and

centre." "It is true that there is no piety without represen-

tations and theoretical judgments, but only on account of

the practical feelings combined with them do these repre-

sentations and judgments belong to piety"; and "to every

form of piety some kind of action belongs," but " pious

feeling is the soul of piety." ^ But what does Kaftan mean

by feeling? Me holds, as a result of psychological

analysis, that it is correct " to reduce the number of the

fundamental elements which are to be assumed to two.

These may be provisionally called Representations and

Feeling"; and "their difference is this : representation is a

picture of another, in feeling- we become conscious of oiirselves

as living beings "
; or " first we grasp the world as it offers

itself to us, and next we take up a position to it as living

beings with the interest always active in us." ^ What interest

of ours as living beings does religion express ? " To put it

briefly," he says, " the concern of all religion is life, and not

—at once to name the contrary—perfect life, goods or a

highest good, and not ethical ideals." ^ It is this that

distinguishes religion from morality. But what distinguishes

it from the other desires of life ? " Need," he says, " always

becomes the special motive of religion, but not need alone,

but even also the universal feeling which in need is most

bitterly experienced, the feeling of ina}i regarding the

insecurity of his life and of the goods zvhich he values highly,

the consciousness drawn from experience of the limits of

his own capacity to secure this life and these goods." The

distinctive religious impulse in man accordingly is this,

" that he finds no desirable satisfaction in his earthly

enjoyment of life in the goods zvhich the world offers him." ^

The religions of the world may be distinguished from one

^ op. cit. pp. 29, 30. 2 Op. cit. pp. 39-41-

3 Op. cit. p. 52. * Op. cit. pp. 65, 70.
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another in two respects, (i) '' EitJier it is the manifold

goods of the world, the maintenance and the increase of zuliich

is sought in religion, or it is a highest suprammidane good,

in the enjoyment of ivhicJi zvith the resignatio7i of all other

goods blessedness is found" (2) The other difference is,

" whether in any religion the possession and enjoyment of

natural or moral goods is chiefy striven fori' ^ The rehgion

that combines a supreme desire for a supramundane good

with the dominant pursuit of moral goods is to be regarded

as the highest ; and Christianity does this. "It teaches us

to seek and find our highest good in the supramundane

Kingdom of God, it gives us in our participation by means

of faith in this Kingdom the blessedness of eternal life, a

blessedness which cannot be enjoyed without a zealous striv-

ing for the mundane realisation of the Kingdom of God." -

IV

(i) Such are the views of Ritschl, Herrmann, and Kaftan.

The criticism of Ritschl and Herrmann by Kaftan must be

regarded as valid, (a) The consciousness of a contradiction

between personality and nature is one possible only in our

own age, when human thought has reached an advanced

stage as regards both the idea of personality and the idea

of nature. To ascribe such a consciousness to all religions

is an anachronism. (/8) If Ritschl and Herrmann were

^ Op. cit. p. •]•]. Natural goods are life, health, wealth, pleasure,

power, fame. " Moral good are such goods, as the correlate of which

certain duties are known to us," such as family and state.

^ Op. cit. p. 81. The German term ucbcrivcltUch literally means
overworldly, but as English is losing its power to form such compounds,
the term supramundane has necessarily been used instead ; it would be

more correct to render the contrasted term inne7-iveltlich by intra-

mundane, but the simpler ferm mundane will convey the meaning with

sufficient accuracy. The meaning- of the German terms ncba-welilk/i

and innerweltlicJi very nearly, if not quite, corresponds with the sense

of the English terms supernatural and natural.
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interpreting to us the ideal religion, this charge would

not be justified, but another would take its place. We
might justly maintain that the ideal was altogether inade-

quate, first as regards the prominence given to man's

relation to the world, and secondly as regards the sub-

ordinate and secondary character assigned to the relation

to God. God cannot be conceived as a means towards

man's ends, as making man's ends His own ; but man must

be conceived as a means towards God's ends, but not as

merely a means, but as a means in such sense that he

fulfils his own ends in realising God's. The world cannot

be conceived as having a more immediate relation to man

than God, so that man can be thought as falling back on

his relation to God when he fails to find satisfaction in the

world. The conception is altogether too subjective and

utilitarian. In their desire to deliver the idea of religion

from the exaggerated intellectualism assigned to it by the

Hegelian school, Ritschl and Herrmann have gone to the

opposite extreme of an inadequate practicality. (7) These

two objections might be set aside on the ground that this

description is not intended to be a general definition, or an

ideal presentation of religion, but something more definite

than the former and less developed than the latter ; but

even from this standpoint it must be urged, that the

element in religion on which stress is laid has too little in

common with the universal characteristics of religion, and

does not faithfully represent the tendency which in the

ideal religion finds its perfect result. In their definition of

Christianity both are led by the evidence of history to a

more adequate conception, and yet both are compelled by

their view of religion to give, as we shall see more clearly

afterwards (chap, viii.), an undue prominence to the idea

of the Kingdom of God. To this narrowness of outlook

may we not also ascribe the unsympathetic attitude which

is assumed towards all other religions except Christianity ?
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(8) While Herrmann more emphatically than Ritschl lays

stress on the ethical content of the personality which finds

nature a hindrance to its self-realisation
;
yet in assigning

to morality an a priori origin, while for religion he seems

to claim only an empirical derivation, he subordinates

religion to morality, and so does not reach a satisfactory

conception of their relation. Religion must be regarded

as just as essential and original an element in man as

morality ; and morality must be viewed as the expression

in social human relations of a necessary relation of finite

to infinite personality, to which religion gives a still more

definite and adequate expression.

(2) As regards Kaftan's own view of religion, it cannot

command an unqualified assent. In the first place, his

method seems to be too empirical ; the religious impulse

finds too indefinite and imperfect an expression in most

religions to allow us by a consideration of what is common
to them all to get any definite idea of religion. Ritschl is

so far right that we must interpret the imperfect stages

by the perfect result. But secondly, the mere desire for, or

dissatisfaction with, life is not a sufficient motive of religion
;

nor even is the recognition that the world cannot yield

permanent or adequate satisfaction. Is not man's failure

to find in the world what he seeks a proof rather of a real

though latent consciousness of relationship to a God beyond

and above the world ? A result of man's destination for

religion is mistakenly regarded as the cause of his capacity

for it. While stress is rightly laid on the practical rather

than the theoretical character of religion, yet it seems a

mistake to isolate one element of man's consciousness as

of primary importance. Even if feeling be used as the

appropriate term for man's reaction on his environment, it

must be maintained that undue prominence is given to the

influence of environment in religion. The complete separa-

tion of religion and morality is a further proof that religion
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has not been conceived in its essential nature as the bond that,

binding each man to God, binds all men to one another.

(3) The Ritschlian account of religion might be
j

generally described as a pathology and not a biology.
\

Religion is not a function of man's health as a spiritual

personality, but rather a remedy for his disease. With-

out denying that the view is seasonable, as it proposes

relieion as a relief from a burden that weighs on many

modern minds, it must still be held that a temporary

phase of religious thought and life distinctive of a small

class should not be described as though it were the per-

manent and universal character of religion. In very many

cases it may be true that religion begins with a sense of need

and an assurance of relief, but it does not and should not

end there. As soon as the consciousness of satisfaction of

desire and dominion over the world in God is reached,

the centre at once, so to speak, shifts from man, who

seeks satisfaction and dominion, to God in whom that

satisfaction and dominion are found. Then religion

becomes conscious dependence on, voluntary submission to,

and blessed communion with God. God ceases to be in

the religious consciousness a means for man's ends, and

Himself becomes the absolute end, in which man's finite

ends are fulfilled. Yet, on the other hand, it must be

admitted that the religion of many men has its centre

in self and not in God. The passage from the higher to

the lower stage is very clearly and simply expressed in

Francis Xavier's hymn

—

"My God, I love thee, not because

I hope for heaven thereby,

Nor because they who love Thee not

Are lost eternally.

Not with the hope of gaining aught.

Not seeking a reward,

But as Thyself hast loved me,

O ever-loving Lord.
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E'en -so I love Thee, and will love,

And in Thy praise will sing,

Solely because Thou art my God
And my eternal King."

If, however, this be the last stage of reHgious develop-

ment, then, on the principle that what is last in execution

is first in intention, we may contend that man's religious

disposition has this relation to God as its end and aim,

and whatever other phases it may assume must be

regarded as provisional and temporary, and this alone as

essential and final. The Ritschlian view of religion

accordingly stops at one of the lower stages, instead of

pressing on to the highest development of religion in man
;

and accordingly it must be pronounced defective and

inadequate. As we shall afterwards see, other faults and

failures in the Ritschlian theology can be directly traced to

its view of religion.

V

(i) Such is the Ritschlian view of religion, in which

great prominence is given to knowledge, not because the

other factors in religion, feeling and willing, are ignored,

but because theology as the intellectual exponent of

religion must necessarily give special consideration to this

factor. Religion implies knowledge, a view of the world in

relation to man on the one hand, and to God on the other.

This knowledge all the Ritschlians are agreed has a dis-

tinctive character of its own. It consists of value-judg-

ments. As was shown in the third chapter (see p. 73),

Ritschl at first sought the distinction between religious

and philosophical or scientific knowledge in a difference of

object, the former dealing with the world as a whole,

the latter with the world in its parts ; but he afterwards

found the difference in the intellectual functions of the

subject. " Now," he says, " to seek the difference in the
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sphere of the subject, I recall the double way in which the

spirit further appropriates the sensations excited in it.

These arc determined in the feelings of pleasure and pain,

according" to their value for the ego. On the other hand,

the sensation is in the representation judged in respect

of its cause, of what kind it is, or what is its relations to

other causes." The former function of the subject yields

value-judgments ( Werthurtheile), the latter theoretical judg-

ments ; in the one case the object is regarded solely as it

affects the subject, in the other as it exists in its own
nature and relations. But one cannot altogether separate

feeling from representation, or representation from feeling.

Even in theoretical judgments there is an accompanying

feeling of interest in knowledge as such. " Accordingly

one must distinguish between accompanying and independent

vahie-jtidgmentsy The former are found even in science,

for the man of science delights in the observation of

phenomena and the induction of laws. " But independent

value-judgments are all knoiuledges {Erketintnisse) of

moral purposes, or hindrances to such purposes {Zzveck-

zL'idrigkeiten), in so far as the}' excite moral pleasure or

pain, especially as they set the will in motion to appropriate

goods, or to protect itself against what is hostile." When
an action is judged good or bad, a person praiseworthy or

blameworthy, this is an independent value-judgment
; this

however, is in the moral sphere, and the range of valuis-

judgments is still wider. " Another class of ijidependcnt

judgments of value is formed by religious knowledge.

This, namely, cannot be derived from the conditions of the

knowledge of the moral will, as there is religion which

actually exists without reference to the moral order of

life." As there is a distinction between morality and

religion, and as in human history the two are not always

found in alliance, nay even are sometimes found in

antagonism, the value-judgments of religion must have
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another content ' than the value-judgments of moraHty.

" Religious knowledge moves in independent value-judg-

ments, which refer to the position of man in regard to

the world, and excite feelings of pleasure or pain, in which

he either enjoys his dominion over the world accom-

plished by God's help, or grievously lacks the help of God

for that end." ^ Whatever proposition either affirms or

contradicts man's faith in God's help over against the

world is a religious value-judgment. Such is Ritschl's

account.

(2) We may now turn to Herrmann. " The interest

of religion," he says, " does not attach itself to the repre-

sentation of the actually given existence of the world as a

connected intelligible unity," but " rather the concern of

religion is to regard the multiplicity of the world as the

orderly whole of means, by which the highest value of the

pious man, which is expressed in feeling, is realised." In

religion man " makes himself with his purposes the

standard " of judgment, and so in religion " there is involved

a value-judgment in which man is compared with the

nature surrounding him, and the latter is defined as the

means for the former as the valuable end." Objects are

not regarded in their relation to one another, but solely

in their relation to man, who has " a sense of his own

dignity," and accordingly makes himself " the centre round

which the world closes as a circle." But inasmuch as

man knows himself to have an absolute value as the subject

of an unconditional moral law, this judgment of objects in

their relation to himself is not an arbitrary or fictitious

process, but expresses the conviction that " the inmost

essence of the world is in harmony with his own demand

for self-preservation," and so the determination of objects

as means to himself as an end does correspond with the

1 Ritschl's Rechtfertigimg und Versbhgung, iii. pp. 194, 195 ("Justi-

fication and Reconciliation").
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essential purpose of these objects. I lere Herrmann

indicates, as Ritschl does not, an objective basis for the

value-judgments, which otherwise might appear to rest on

a merely subjective foundation. To put the subject in

another way, the theoretical judgments arc concerned with

causes, the value-judgments with purposes. Accordingly,

the former relate each object to its conditions in the

world-whole, the latter relate it to the ends which man sets

before himself; the former answer the question how, the

latter the question why ; the former end in a metaphysic,

the latter in a theology. " When I seek to represent a

world-whole," says Herrmann, " because I wish to compre-

hend the multiplicity of things in a never-failing context

of law, then I go in the way of metaphysics. When I

seek to represent a world-whole, because I do not wish to

lose myself as a person conscious of my highest good in

the multiplicity of things, then I receive the impulse to

religious faith. Whether the world-whole sketched for

this purpose is regarded as theistic, pantheistic, or

materialistic, does not alter its universal religious char-

acter. Religion remains the conviction of such a world-

whole in all these forms," Of course, Herrmann does not

mean that it is a matter of indifference what form this

representation of the world-whole from the religious stand-

point assumes ; all he means is that a religious as well as a

scientific impulse may lead to any of these theories. While

no religion can be indifferent to the view of the world-whole

which belongs to it, it may be altogether indifferent to any

metaphysical theory, for " that unity of the world, which

has only a religious interest, is altogether indifferent to the

order established by the scientific explanation of the

world "
;
^ and " it is a matter of indifference to us as

^ Herrmann's Die Religion im Verhciilniss cum Wetlerkcnnen und
cur Sittlichkcit, pp. 80-82, 85, 86 (" Relig^ion in Relation to our Know-
ledge of the World and to Morality").
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theologians whether philosophy is deistic, pantheistic, or

theistic, or anything else." ^ This does not mean, how-

ever, that the mind may or must entertain two contradictory

theories of the world-whole on the conclusion of meta-

physics, the other the conviction of religion ; for on closer

investigation it is discovered that along the path of

theoretical judgments no valid conclusion regarding the

world-whole, such as metaphysics assumes, can be reached

while the valuable conviction of religion alone holds the

field. " Only on the highest stage of religion is this

demand with which the dogmatic metaphysic seeks to

comply satisfied by a religious judgment. And, in fact,

this satisfaction takes place in such a way that not only

the occasion for the mixture of dogmatic metaphysics with

religion is removed, but that even the former straightway

appears as an altogether vain sport of fancy, which can

assert a higher value only for the crowd which is irreligious

or does not understand the significance of religion." - The

investigation of causes can never lead to the discovery

of the secret of the universe, but the interpretation of

purposes may. The theoretical judgments cannot give

an intelligible unity to the world-whole, but the value-

judgments can. Herrmann does not leave us in the end

with an unreconciled dualism in knowledge, but with a

subordination of theoretical to value-judgments.

(3) From Herrmann we now pass to Kaftan, who

states, that " all our simple judgments ai'C of a double kind.

Either they express a state offact whicJi we represent, or they

express a relatioji which ive as human beings assume to the

represented. The tJieoretical judgments express a fact ; the

valuefudgments give expression to o?ir attitude to the same.

A more accurate consideration shows at once that the

^ Herrmann's Die Metaphysik in der Theohgie, p. 21 (" Metaphysics

in Theology").
2 Herrmann's Die Rvligio/i, u.s.w., p. 85 note (" Religion," etc.).
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theoretical propositions of religious faith are of another

kind than the usual theoretical judgments. They are

distinguished from these just in this, that they are the

result not of an objective comprehension of the events and

changes in the world, and just as little of an intelligent

manipulation of the judgments so gained, but rather that

value-judgments are their basis." ^ This last sentence

expresses an important difference between Kaftan and

Ritschl. Ritschl holds that " religious knowledge is con-

stituted by value-judgments."- Kaftan, on the contrary,

asserts, to put the distinction as briefly as possible, that

religious knowledge consists of theoretical propositions

which are based on value-judgments. " Nowhere have I

affirmed," he says, " that the religious judgments are value-

judgments, but I hold this expression itself at least open to

misunderstanding; nay, value-judgments are their basis,

but they themselves are theoretical propositions, are this so

essentially that even the judging of the worth of the world

in connection with religious faith, while it is attached to

the thought of God, is constituted by theoretical propositions

of objective validity, which are derived or demonstrated

from the conception of God." ^ At the same time, however,

he strictly maintains the distinction between the theoretical

propositions, based on value-judgments, which are character-

istic of religion, and the theoretical judgments of science or

philosophy. " They historically arise in another way, the

1 Kaftan's Das Wesen der christlichcn Religion, pp. 42, 45, 46 ("The

Essence of the Christian Religion ")•

- Ritschl's Rechtfertigiiiio und Vcrsd/iniing, iii. p. 201 ("Justification

and Reconciliation")-

3 Kaftan's op. cit. p. 49. Attention may be called to the German

terms used in this passage. " Value-judgments " is a translation of Wcr-

thurthcilc; "theoretical propositions,'' oi theoretischc Sdtzc
;
"judgmg

of the worth," of Wcrlhbcurthcilung ; "theoretical judgments," of

theoretische Urlheile. As Werthurtheik is so distinctly a technical

term in the Ritschlian school, it seems desirable to render it as hlerally

as possible "value-judgments" rather than "judgments of value."

12
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conviction of their truth is otherwise founded subjectively,

objectively too they have another measure of truth. And
when we investigate this their peculiarity, then we find it

based on this, that they are not the result of observation

of facts and reflection on them, but have as their founda-

tion value-judgments." ^ Without anticipating the fuller

discussion which will follow, it may be remarked that the

difference seems to be this. According to Ritschl, religious

knowledge never gets beyond the consciousness of its

subjective certainty, whereas according to Kaftan it may
attain a consciousness of objective validity, although reached

only by subjective evidence ; or to adopt a traditional

distinction, according to Ritschl 7riaTi<i remains iriarci to

the end, while according to Kaftan iriaTi'^ may become

ji/wai'i, which, however, can never disown its beginning in

TTiari^. It is to be understood, of course, that as used

above, the terms subjective and objective are not equivalent

to imaginary and real respectively, but are intended to

distinguish the knowledge in which we have a personal

interest and that to which we are individually indifferent.

Accordingly, in Ritschl's view our religious knowledge must

always be accompanied by a more or less intense feeling of

I the relation that the objects of that knowledge bear to us

' as either helping or hindering the end of all religion.

Knowledge must never advance further than this feeling

can go. If there be aspects of an object of religious

knowledge which excite an intellectual curiosity, but do

not arouse a practical interest of this kind, these aspects lie

beyond the range of the knowledge that can claim to be

religious. In Kaftan's view it would seem, however, that

while the starting-point must always be acknowledged in

which this personal interest is present, yet the relation of

the objects of knowledge to individual ends may fall

altogether into the background, and what may be called

' 0/>. tit. p. 50.
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the scientific impulse to know the objects, so to speak, for

their own sake, in their distinctive features and general

relations, may be allowed free play. Herrmann, who speaks

of our positing " objects as real, exclusively on the ground

of their value," ^ appears to be nearer Kaftan than Ritschl.

Kaftan's view, however, has been strenuously contested by

Ritschl's son, who has dealt very fully with this subject in

a pamphlet Conceriting Value-Judgments, which may now

claim our attention.

VI

(i) In this pamphlet Otto Ritschl first of all gives a

historical sketch, in which he traces the origin of this

conception to Luther, who " discovered the characteristic

feature of religious knowledge or faith in this, that the

objects of the Christian religion, which are to be known or

to be believed, necessarily are at the same time the objects

of an incomparable interest for the religious subject." - He
confirms this statement by a quotation from Luther, which

deserves to be reproduced. " It is not enough that a man

believes, that God is, that Christ has suffered, and such-

like ; but he must steadfastly believe, that God is his God

for his blessedness, that Christ suffered for him, died, was

crucified, rose again, that he bore his sins for him." The

name " value-judgments," however, must be traced to

another source, even to Kant, who distinguished " relative

value, that is, a price," from " inner value, that is, worthi-

ness "
; and declares that " talent has a commercial price,

temperament an emotional price, • character 'an inner

worth, and is raised above all price
'

" : for " any man calls

agreeable what delights him ; beautiful, what simply pleases

him
;
good, what is esteemed, approved, that is, in which

' O. Ritschl's Ueber WcriJiurthcile, p. 12 ("Concerning Value-

Judgments").

-Op. til. p. I. "Objects" is unavoidably used to render two

different German words, Objccic and Cegenstaiuic.
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he places an objective value." Although he coined the

term " taste-judgment," he did not use the term " value-

judgment," for the good reason that " moral judging, and

the good conduct determined by it, are for Kant not com-

plicated, but thoroughly simple psychical processes," that

is, do not imply any feeling whatever.^ Herbart distin-

guished " theoretical representations " from " aesthetic

judgments." " He called those representations theoretical,"

says O. Ritschl, " the subject of which is regarded as an

indifferent one ; sesthetic, on the contrary, are, according to

his view, the judgments which, in virtue of a ' spontaneous

involuntary preference or rejection,' ' add the predicate of

preferableness or rejectableness to the subjects immediately

and spontaneously, that is, without proof, and without

partiality or repulsion.' " Herbart, according to O. Ritschl,

also declared that " religion makes an aesthetic impres-

sion in addition to the moral, and that is so essential to

it, that if it did not act at all ssthetically it could not

act at all morally. For behind the moral conceptions

there necessarily lie hidden, as the first fundamental pre-

suppositions, aesthetic conceptions." ^ Kant's ideas about

the true worth and worthiness of man were familiar to

Schleiermacher ; and he too laid great stress on the dis-

tinction, which has already met us in Kaftan's account of

value-jucjgments, between man's receptivity and activity ; but

he made no use of these ideas in his theory of religion.

De Wette developed Kant's thoughts. " We recognise," he

said, " not only the existence of things, we also assign them

a value, and it is this assigning of value that drives us on to

action, inasmuch as the value becomes our purpose. This

judging of things according to value and purpose is of different

1 Op. clt. pp. 2, 3.

^ Op. Clt. pp. 6, 7. The word rejectableness in one of tlie translations

must crave the indulgence of the reader as expressing more accurately

than any phrase could the sense of the German term.
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kinds, and rises in stages or different feelings of pleasure

and impulses from the sensuous to the spiritual. Only in

combination with the highest and purest feeling of value is

faith complete and perfect, and can be separated from it

only by an abstraction." Although De Wette went beyond

Kant in combining feeling with " this assignment of value

by reason," and " formed the expressions feeling of value

and judging by value," yet he did not hit on " the term

value-judgment." ^ Rothe was for a moment drawn into

this advancing current of thought when he acknowledged

that " we also know with our feeling, that the function of

feeling is also a knowledge," especially with regard to

" these things without the knowledge of which an existence

worthy of man is not at all possible." - Lotze carried this

development a stage further. " There is," he says, " no

value or valuelessness which could belong to a thing in

itself; both exist only in the form of pleasure and pain,

which a spirit, capable of feeling, experiences." " In the

feeling for the value of things," so O. Ritschl continues

the exposition of Lotze's view, " reason possesses " (here

exposition passes into quotation) " ' a revelation as seriously

intended as it has in the fundamental propositions of

logical inquiry an indispensable instrument of experience.'

Accordingly, Lotze finally distinguishes the world of figures

or of forms from the world of values, which he once also

identifies with the world of ends." ^ Although use of these

ideas, and even of the term " value-judgment," has been

made in more recent philosophical literature, yet it has not

generally affected theological thought. Ritschl, in the first

edition of his great work, uses this point of view in two

ways,—with reference to "the distinctive value which the

Christian subject assigns to itself in its religious judgment

of self," and with regard to " the representations of the

divinity of Christ," which " have their religious character in

1 Op. cit. pp. 8, 9.
2 Qp ^j{ p g

3 Qp cit. p. 10.
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this, ' that they define the vahie of Christ in the world-view

introduced by Him, and for the self-judgment that attaches

itself to this.' " ^ In the third edition, as we have already

seen, Ritschl expresses definitely the theory of value-

judgments, but not he, but Herrmann, introduced the term

into contemporary theology. What O. Ritschl says about

Herrmann's and Kaftan's views need not be reproduced, as

the subject has already been dealt with, but it may be

noted that he states that Scheibe, attaching himself to

Kaftan, regards " the judgments of religious knowledge " as

" postulates on the basis of value-judgments."
"

(2) This historical sketch is followed by a psychological

analysis of value-judgments, the main points of which are

these, (a) The unity of the soul involves that none of

its functions, thinking, feeling, or willing, is ever exercised

in absolute isolation, (l?) Most men are not called to, or

fitted for a purely intellectual activity, to the exclusion, as

far as possible, of feeling and will. (<) Children do not

begin with theoretical judgments about the objects around

them, but with judgments that express the pleasure or

pain they experience with regard to these, that is, convey

their value for them, (d) Familiarity with objects lessens

our sensibility regarding them, and so what may be

called customary judgments supersede the value-judg-

ments, (e) Theoretical judgments are formed from these

customary judgments by a further process of abstraction,

which involves a considerable self-discipline in the exercise

of the intellectual to the exclusion of all other functions.

(/") The loss of sensibility is, however, compensated for by

the gain in moral self-control ; the change from value-

judgments to theoretical judgments indicates not only that the

mind is being taught, but also that the will is being trained.^

^ Op. cit. pp. 10, 1 1. - Op. cit. p. 12.

^ Op. cit. pp. 13-18. The German term translated " customary judg-

ments " is Gewolmheitsurtheile.
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(3) This psychological analysis leads to a closer con-

sideration of the value-judgments of religious knowledge.

O. Ritschl starts with Luther's statement that " whatever

the heart clings and trusts to, that is really God," faith and

God being inseparable correlates. He then shows that

" no one directs his confidence to any object from the

activity or method of operation of which he does not also

anticipate a justification of his confidence "
; and that *' that

confidence is by no means only the content of a theoretical

judgment, but there is assigned to one's own intellectual

capacity, on account of one's feelings, a definite value." To

put it in other words, the expectation of help from God

which faith cherishes gives to that faith a value for the

person exercising it. " This value-judgment," he continues,

" is now the actual foundation on which the further

expression of confidence are raised to become knowledge

and ability." ^ Whatever I know or whatever I can do

as a religious subject depends ultimately on the value I

attach to my faith as justifying the expectations of help

from God which I cherish.

As in the psychological analysis it was shown that

"the facility to form value -judgments is found "in the

closest connection with the first and original susceptibilit\-

for new impressions," so now it must be noted that " such

a susceptibility is, as is well known, an essential condition

for the beginning of religion in any subject " ;
- for the

words of Jesus regarding the children, " of such is the

kingdom of heaven," indicate this, and it is also proved

that a disproportionate development of the intellectual facul-

ties lessens the capacity to receive religious impressions.

Hence it may be concluded that value-judgments are the

appropriate form of religious knowledge ; for its basis must be

faith, and its characteristic must be an accompanying emotion,

a personal interest, and not an indifferent intellectualism.

^ Op. cit. pp. 19, 20. - Op. fit. pp. 20, 21.
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(4) But the important question remains, Has " this

knowledge gained by value-judgments any objectivity?"

O, Ritschl condemns the distinction of value-judgments

from existence-judgments. " To set in opposition to one

another value -judgments and so-called 'existence-judg-

ments,' and now to identify the theoretical judgments

with the so-called ' existence-judgments,' as if the value-

judgments expressed a non-existence, is a quite senseless

misrepresentation of the mental process which really takes

place "
; for " all human beings regard as also genuine and

real the objects they perceive, which they in fact first

recognised in value-judgments," inasmuch as these objects

meet all the practical tests of reality. Man will not and

cannot cease to exercise religious faith, and to affirm in

value -judgments the objects on which it is fixed. The

progress of theoretical knowledge in science cannot dis-

prove the reality of these objects, for " science as such is

not at all competent to judge or to decide regarding the

existence or non-existence of the supersensuous magnitudes

of Christian faith"; and, on the other hand, "religious

knowledge in Christianity is self-sufficient and independent

of every legislation foreign to it. And for this reason also

the reality, which it assigns to the objects of its faith, is

not to be controlled by the signs of actuality, by means of

which things belonging to quite different realms of being

are recognised as real or unreal." Christian faith does not

need any theoretical evidence of the reality of its objects,

for the Christian experience is always verifying and vital-

ising the evidence which is expressed in its judgments of

value. Hence it is a mistake to separate, as Kaftan does,

the content of religious knowledge, as expressed in theo-

retical propositions (see p. 177), from the evidence as given

in the value-judgments ; for these religious-judgments " are

always a direct synthesis of faith with the object recognised

by it and trustfully grasped, accordingly always synthetical
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judgments." To put it in other words, personal conviction

is not only a preliminary condition of religious knowledge,

but its distinctive form. Hence this personal conviction

can never be so transformed as to become universally

valid evidence, intelligible to and authoritative for those

who have not themselves this personal conviction. " The

inference from the value to a reality of the object declared

valuable could never compete in universal validity with the

scientific objectivity." ^ But we can get a step further if

we turn from the religious subject to " the values objectively

given " in history.

(5) What, then, is the testimony of history? "Of all

spiritual values it is just religion, or what in some indi-

viduals apparently is a substitute for it, which is that value

which consciously or unconsciously is recognised by all

men as the highest." But of all the religions, which can

claim the supremacy? "It is that religion the objects of

faith of which will of necessity prove themselves as the

onl}' genuine and real ones." " We Christians anticipate,

if only provisionally for reasons of subjective validity, that

highest standard of objectivity in our faith, in so far as this

not only shows itself in the practice of life for every pious

man as power and truth, but also teaches us to hope for

the final victory of our religion." - It lies in the very

nature of the Christian religion, which justifies its claim

and verifies its truth only in experience and practice, that

only an experimental and practical proof of the reality of

the objects of its faith can be offered. There would be less

demand for theoretical evidence of the truth of Christianity

if the life of Christians exercised a more convincing power

over others.

(6) One other misunderstanding O. Ritschl seeks to

remove. " That finally the Christian view of the world

and human science, which according to the previous ex-

1 Op. cit. pp. 22, 24-27. - Op. cii. pp. 31, 32.
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positions are apparently to go alongside of one another,

but not any more to interfere with one another, must just

on that account form a double truth, that is a conclusion

for which neither in the one nor in the other there exists a

sufficient reason. The other religions and world-views, but

not science, which confines itself to the provinces of nature

and history which belong to it, are the rivals and opponents

of Christianity." ^ Religion and science may be, on the

contrary, mutually helpful,—religion to science in enforcing

and encouraging the moral qualities which its pursuit

demands, science to religion in supplying the Christian

with a knowledge and a skill that enables him to discharge

his moral task in the world. As science can neither

confirm nor contradict the world-view which is distinctive

of Christian faith, and as that world-view does not interfere

with any conclusions of science, there is for the Christian

only one truth.

VII

(i) So full an account of O. Ritschl's pamphlet has

been given, as it answers many questions that may be .

asked about the value-judgments. It disproves, first of all,v

an objection that has been very generally brought against

the Ritschlian position. Ritschl and his followers do 'not

mean, as some of their critics suggest, to distinguish the

value-judgments as less from the theoretical judgments as

more certain. They do not hold that while science and

philosophy are dealing in their theoretical judgments with

objective reality, theology is dealing in its value-judgments

with subjective illusion. It is not their intention to sug-

gest that man by his thinking makes God and all other

objects of Christian faith, because for his life he needs

them. If we arc to deal fairly with Ritschlianism, we

must fully and frankly admit that its advocates are as con-

1 Op. cii. p. II.
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vinced of the existence of the objects of Christian faith as
|

of the reaHty of physical phenomena. The value-judg-

ments are as true as the theoretical judgments ; as Kaftan

expressly says :
" The truth of the propositions of faith '

means nothing else, and can mean nothing else, than that

they are objectively true." ^ Yet this is what a critic thinks

himself justified in stating without any qualification.

'• Though Jesus," says Professor Denney, expounding the

Ritschlian position, " has for the Christian consciousness

the religious value of God, He has for the scientific con-

sciousness only the common real value of man. He is, in

truth and reality, to the neutral consideration of science,

mere man like any other ; it is only the WertJiitj-tJicih

the subjective estimate of the pious Christian, that gives

Him the value of God." - Here is a double misconception.

In the first place, the Ritschlian would deny, and rightly,
)

that " the scientific consciousness " can affirm or deny any-
,

^^

thing as regards the divinity of Christ. That truth lies in
'

a region which cannot even be reached by the methods

and with the instruments of science. Sensuous perception

or observation, logical induction or deduction, are quite

useless here. In the next place, the Ritschlians would

deny, and again rightly, that " the neutral consideration of

science " corresponds more closely with " truth and reality
"

than " the subjective estimate of the pious Christian."

They do not respect science less than Dr. Denney, but

they recognise the limits of its province. They respect

" the pious Christian " more than Dr. Denney seems to do,

and regard his " subjective estimate " not as an illusion,

but as a revelation, to use Herrmann's phrase, " of the

Living to the living." When it is said that divinity is

predicated of Christ by a value-judgment, what is meant is 1

' Kaftan's Das IVesen dcrchristlichen Religion, p. 102 ("The Essence

of the Christian Religion").

^ Denney's Studies in Theology, p. 14.
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not that Christ is merely imagined God, but that the

evidence of His divinity is such that it can be appreciated

only by one who has a personal relation of faith to Christ.

Other instances of the same misconception of the Ritschlian

position abound in recent theological literature, but this

may be regarded as the most flagrant, and so most de-

manding correction.

(2) Another objection is this, that the value-judgments

alongside of the theoretical judgments involve a dualism of

knowledge. This has been stated very moderately by

Professor Qrr. " We cannot have two kinds of truth with

no sort of relation to each other. The mind cannot be

divided into compartments, with its theoretic knowledge on

the one side, and its religious knowledge hermetically

sealed off from contact with the theoretic on the other." ^

Professor Wenley, however, lets his wit run riot in ridicul-

ing what is but a caricature of his own creation. " From

Monday to Saturday, knowledge dances among its pheno-

mena, which it knows are not knowledge ; on Sunday the

other power moons among its realities, which cannot fail to

impress it, but which may or may not exist. The knower

of the lawful days doubts and cannot dream : the dreamer

of the Sabbath believes and can never know. There is no

possible appeal from Philip sober to Philip drunk. For

this classical gentleman is now so constituted that he

cannot but be always drunk and always sober at one and

the same time." - There is a great deal more in the

same strain. Now, while it may be frankly conceded that

some statements in the Ritschlian literature may afford

some justification for this objection, yet a closer study will,

the writer is persuaded, disprove it. The Ritschlians are

not dividing the mind of man against itself. All that

they seek to do is to make clear that there are different

' Orr's " Albrecht Ritschl," Expository Times, \. p. 537.
- Wenley's Contemporary Theology and Theisvi, p. 119.
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modes of knowing appropriate to and corresponding with

different objects. Material objects are known by sensuous

perception, irrespective of moral character or religious con-

dition. Kant's Critique of the Puj'C Reason, or Hegel's

Logic, can be understood only by a man with some apti-

tude for metaphysical inquiry, and are unconvincing to

many men of keen perception, and even good reasoning

power. Beauty is not equally appreciated by all men, but

appeals strongly only to those of some aesthetic sensibility.

Moral ideals even are authoritative only as the conscience

is developed. The perception of spiritual realities is not as

common as sensuous perception. The confidence with

which a man accepts as true the statement that God is

good, that duty must be done, or that death does not end

all, depends on individual conviction, and that is deter-

mined by personal character. The higher the object of

knowledge, it may be said confidently, the more does the

personal factor affect the mode of knowing it. In art,

morality, religion especially, the personal interest is import-

ant. Ritschlianism has laid hold on a valuable truth

when it thus distinguishes the kind of evidence on which

our common experience of the world rests, from that which

underlies our moral and religious beliefs in goodness, God,

immortality. This theory of value-judgments is but a new

way of putting the truth, that if a man does the will

he will know whether the doctrine be of God or not, that

the pure in heart shall see God, that what is spiritual is

spiritually discerned. The organ of science, sensuous per-

ception and logical demonstration, can never reach the

unseen and the eternal. The organ of philosophy, analysis

of human consciousness and synthesis of its elements,

cannot give certainty of the existence of those ultimate

principles of existence and intelligence that it is led to

assume by a more or less stringent mental necessity. In

the organ of religion, faith, the value-judgments, the object

\
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and the subject of knowledge, are in such close contact, in

so inseparable relation with one another, that faith can soar

where science cannot follow, and where even philosophy

can essay only a fluttering flight. As the objects and the

purposes of knowledge vary, so must the organs and

methods; and to recognise this is not to divide the mind,

but to enlarge man's consciousness of the varying possi-

bilities of his thought. These modes of knowledge are

complementary, and not contradictory. While Herrmann

and Ritschl in the abstract admit a possibility of the

opposition of theoretical and value-judgments, yet when w^e

examine the theory of the former and the practice of the

latter more ciosely we shall see that the admission is

superfluous. Ritschl meets science and philosophy on its

own ground ; and either disproves conceptions of the

universe opposed to the Christian, such as materialism and

pantheism, or shows the insufficiency of the evidence for,

or the inadequacy of the idea of, God, offered by meta-

physics. Herrmann too shows that metaphysics, in offering

a solution of the problem of the universe, forsakes the firm

and sure ground of science, and has less claim to be be-

lieved than the religious consciousness. Kaftan so limits

the sphere of science, and so defines the task of philosophy,

as to subordinate both to the religious consciousness. We
shall afterwards see how the Ritschlians deal with the

relation of the theoretical and of the value-judgments

respectively to the one province of reality, which is common
ground for them, namely, the historical facts of the

Christian revelation ; but let it now suffice to say that they

do not hold that what is false for the theoretical judgment

is true for the value-judgment. It could have been de-

sired that Ritschlianism had made plainer than it has

attempted to do, that, as there must needs be unity in

existence for the believer in a God as ultimate cause and

final purpose of the universe, so unity must be the ideal of
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knowledge, and that accordingly the theoretical judgments

of science and philosophy by their necessary limitations not

only leave room for, but even show the need of, the value-

judgments of religion, the contents of which complete and

certify our knowledge. The world-view which science may
suggest, or which philosophy may infer, may appear at

first sight inconsistent with or contradictory of the world-

view, which is distinctive of Christian faith. What Christian
\

theology has to do is to show that science and philosophy '

have either altogether ignored or only partially recognised

the most important data, the testimony of conscience and I

the witness of religion ; and that as morality and piety are '

the supreme interests of man, so no world-view can be true

that does not accord them their due recognition. By dis-

tinguishing theoretical from value-judgments, Ritschlianism

does appear to shirk this task ; it does seem to withdraw

religion into a small province of its own, and abandon to

irreligious science or philosophy the wider realm of human
knowledge. This is, however, not its intention, nor even as

we have seen is it its practice, although its terminologx'
'

does lay it open to this objection.

(3) This theory, that religious knowledge consists of

value-judgments, involves in the theological method of

Ritschl and some of his followers a limitation of the ranee

of theology. The objects of religious knowledge are not

as completely defined and described as to gratify the

desire of knowledge to be full and thorough ; but only

those aspects are dealt with to which a distinct religious

interest attaches. Thus, as we shall see, much is affirmed

in the New Testament which the Ritschlian dogmatics

practically ignores. But if, as Ritschl admits, the theoretical '

judgments of science even are not altogether disinterested,

that is, there is pleasure in the pursuit of knowledge for its

own sake, then why should there not be the theoretical

impulse in religious knowledge, that is, why should not the
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objects of faith be investigated as thoroughly as the con-

ditions will allow? In his deduction of God's love from

His personality, and of the Kingdom of God from God's

love, Ritschl himself, it seems to me, goes beyond the

narrow bovmds he sets the value-judgments of religious

knowledge in, for instance, his treatment of the person of

Christ. When Herrmann narrows the range of divine

revelation to what a man has himself actually experienced,

he is pressing unduly this theory of value-judgments. Let it

be recognised that the value-judgments of religious know-

ledge may have for their content not only what a man has

individually verified in his own experience, but all that is

verifiable for him in the typical and normative experience

that is presented to us in the New Testament. Nay, let

there be included also in religious knowledge all those further

inferences which offer an explanation of, and give certainty

to, the contents of the value-judgments. Theology may obey

a theoretical impulse as well as gratify a practical interest.

(4) Lastly, now we face the question. Does religious

knowledge lose in truth and certainty by being thus con-

fined to value-judgments? Is personal conviction, in which

the conscience and the spirit in man assert themselves, less

trustworthy than sensuous perception or logical demon-

stration or metaphysical necessity ? A writer, who does

not acknowledge any indebtedness to Ritschl and his

school, yet shows likeness to and kinship with the

Ritschlians, answers this question admirably. " Personality

is, as a matter of fact, our tacitly acknowledged standard

of reality ; and other things are accounted real in pro-

portion as they are related to, and so embraced within, the

sphere of personality. . . In a word, what affects me per-

sonally, and thereby becomes part of myself, is real for

me ; while what affects me most persistently and most

powerfully is most real." ^ Accordingly, as the value-

' lUingworth's Divine Imviaticncc^ pp. 53, 54.
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judgments of religious knowledge express most clearly and

fully the relation between the object and the subject of

knowledge, relate most closely the existence of these

objects to the existence of this personality, they express
[

reality not with the least, but with the greatest certainty
[

and truth.

13



CHAPTER VII

The Historical Character of Revelation

I

(i) The value-judgments of religion indicate only the

subjective form of religious knowledge, as the Ritschlians

understand it. But it is not to be supposed that this

subjective form accounts for, or explains, its objective

content. Faith does not imagine or invent its contents
;

it does not practise a deceit upon itself for its own satis-

faction : it simply apprehends, appreciates, and appropriates

revelation, the historical character of which describes the

objective content of religious knowledge, even as the

value-judgments define its subjective form. Historical

facts, composing this revelation, exist actually and really,

quite independent of the wishes or the hopes of the indi-

vidual believer; all that in his value-judgments he does is

to claim for his own need and trial the help and the comfort

that are offered to him in the revelation presented in these

facts. With justice has the Rev. William Morgan, in the

most appreciative article in the English language on

Ritschlianism which the writer has yet seen, described

" Faith and Revelation " as " the two fundamental principles

of Ritschlianism "
; and said of the relation of these two

conceptions in Ritschlian thought, that " the correlative of

faith is revelation. Each supposes the other ; and our con-

ception of the one will necessarily determine our conception

of the other." ^

(^Expository Tiiiirs^ ix. pp. 485, 537.
194
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(2) Just as the Ritschlians, then, have an original and 1

independent conception of faith which is expressed in

their doctrine of value-judgments, so correspondingly have

they their own distinctive presentation of revelation, the

characteristic feature of which is the exclusive emphasis

laid on its historical character. The historical person \ 1 ^,^^

Jesus Christ is the divine revelation ; this sums up their
j \ x^'

position. The negative consequences of this treatment '''^'

of the subject -we have already had occasion to notice.

They will hear nothing of a natural revelation ; they

reject not only as inadequate, but as injurious to Christian

faith, all the traditional arguments for the existence of
;

God, hitherto discovered in nature or in man's conscience

and reason ; they regard any attempt to bring into con-

tinuity and harmony of thought the results of metaphysical

speculation, and the contents of Christian revelation as

an obscuration and distortion of the distinctive features

of Christian faith ; they oppose themselves to any form of

piety that even in appearance claims to be independent of

the historical revelation in Christ. It is well always to

recall the fact that the whole of their negative criticism

has as its positive motive this estimate of the absolute

and exclusive value of the Christian revelation.

(3) The positive contents of their treatment of the

subject of revelation now invite our attention. While all

the Ritschlians are led to indicate their views on this

subject in the course of their theological labours, it is

Herrmann more than any of the others who has dealt with

it, not only with greater clearness and fulness, but also

with keener feeling ; and it is to him we must now turn,

although we cannot fix our gaze on him alone, but may

here and there glance at some of the others. The nature
^

of religion determines the object of revelation, and the
^

object fixes the limits. If the motive of religion were an

intellectual curiosity merely, a verbal communication would
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suffice ; as it is a practical necessity, it must be met b)-

actual assistance in the sphere of history, in which man

experiences this necessity. The revelation must be

sufficient for, but need not extend beyond, what is de-

manded by religion. On the object and the limits of

revelation depends the evidence for its truth which needs

to be produced. As the revelation is intended to do

something for man, the proof of it is this and this only,

has it done its work ? On each of these subjects Ritsch-

lianism has its own independent contribution of thought

to offer. To sum up in a few words what it will be the

aim of this chapter to show at length, the object is

practical, to make men " wise unto salvation "
; the limits

are historical, Christ and all that explains and interprets

Christ historically ; the evidence is experimental, the

experience possessed when the revelation is received, and

not arguments external to that experience. We shall

deal then in order with the objects, limits, and evidences

of revelation.

II

(i) " If we want to see what revelation is," says

Herrmann, " then we must give heed to this, how the

revelation becomes certain to us, and helps us. It is

not difficult to say what is to be generally understood

by revelation, by the biblical terms airoKaXv-jneiv and

(^avepovv, the uncovering of something hitherto covered,

the bringing out of something hitherto hidden. But the

true sense of such words we first grasp only when we

experience in ourselves, how that which wc have long

called revelation changes for us out of something old and

familiar into something incomprehensibly new." ^ Thus

from the outset of Herrmann's treatment of the subject

^ Herrmann's Der Begriffder Offenbarutig, p. 4 (" The Conception of

Revelation ").
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attention is fixed on the subjective individual experience
;

and the objective universal revelation comes into con-

sideration only in so far as it directly and potently affects

this experience. What is the occasion of this contact of

revelation and experience ? " Accordingly," he continues,

" we must for ourselves look at the struggle of temptation

in us, if we want to know what revelation is. The essence

of temptation lies in this, that we feel ourselves unhappy." ^

But man is not only miserable, he is sinful as well.

Accordingly, " to temptation from need there is in the

Christian allied temptation through the inner self-judgment

of guilt ; to disgust with the world there is in us added

disgust with ourselves. If anything whatever were to

bring us out of this state of death, then we could greet

that truly with the prophetic word :
' the people that

walketh in darkness secth a great light.' Whatever

should appear to us in such a situation and in such

a manner as something never experienced, that we

could with sincere truthfulness call revelation." - The

individual subjective experience of passing " from darkness

into God's marvellous light," together with its objective

historical cause, but not that cause itself, is called revela-

tion, even as Paul speaks of the time of his conversion in

the words " when it pleased God to reveal His Son in me."

Revelation is thus conceived, not as a historical event of

the distant past, but as a personal experience in the

immediate present.

(2) Granting, however, for the present the legitimacy

of so using the term revelation, what is the relation of the

personal experience to the historical event ? " When we

now wish to bring into the frame of this universal con-

1 Op. cit. p. 4. The word rendered temptation is Anfechtung \ no

more accurate or appropriate term could be thought of ; but the word

temptation must be taken in its wider sense, as in Jas. i. 2.

Op. cit. p. 5.
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ception of revelation that which is offered to us as

revelation, then the difficulties begin, and perhaps the

differences. Daily one may hear among us the following

:

the Holy Scriptures embrace the fulness of revelations,

which are given to us ; their doctrines and narratives are

the means whereby God desires to enlighten our dark-

ness." 1 To this, which may be described as the traditional

attitude, Herrmann very strenuously opposes himself.

" These narratives are naturally something new to us when
we read them for the first time, but the newness of

revelation they do not have. They increase the circle of

that which we regard as real, but they do not transplant

us into a new reality. For we ourselves remain the same,

whether we accept them or reject them "
; and " woe to the

Christian who imagines that the sum of these scriptural

ideas composes the revelation, which could make all new
for him " ; for " those scriptural ideas do not form the

content of the revelation, but they are the thoughts which

a man is first enabled to grasp in the right way by
this, that revelation allows him everywhere to see some-

thing new."- While this protest is useful and lawful

against the view that the mere belief of the facts and the

truths recorded in the Holy Scriptures can save a man, it

surely ignores the fact that the Holy Scriptures are the

writings of men who themselves experienced a revelation

of God, and are on that account not at all unlikely, if

sympathetically and reverently studied, to bring a man
just into that spiritual condition in which he may have

that experience which Herrmann chooses to call revelation.

As we shall afterwards see, Herrmann himself is compelled,

as regards the picture of Christ in the Gospels at least, to

recognise this dependence of Christian experience on the

Holy Scriptures.

(3) If the Holy Scriptures are not the revelation of

1 Op. cit. p. 6. 2 Qp^ cn pp -,_g
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God, as is currently believed, where is the revelation to be

found ? " All revelation is the self-revelation of God,

Any communication whatever we can call a revelation

only when we have found God therein. But we find and

have God when He so undoubtedly touches and seizes us,

that we are compelled to submit ourselves entirely to Him.

We experience the revelation of the Almighty in the

moment in which we bow ourselves with deep joy under

His power," which " is His love." ^ Is revelation, then,

merely an individual experience frequently repeated, yet

having no permanent value or universal validity? It

would so appear at first sight ; but Herrmann, as soon as

he has duly insisted, as he thinks it needful to do, on the

relation of God to each soul in revelation, is careful to

explain that he contends for a historical manifestation of

God, and not a mystical communication from God as the

universal cause of this experience. " Revelation is there

as an undeniable element of our world. It is the historical

appearance of Jesus, which belongs to our own reality as

the coat which we put on, or the house in which we

dwell." But if we were to press strictly the language that

Herrmann has just used, then we should not allow him to

speak of Jesus as the revelation of God, but only, to

imitate Mill's phrase about matter, as "the permanent

possibility " of revelation ; for it is only in the actual

experience of the believer that He becomes to each one

individually the revelation of God. What, then, is the

character of this experience? A man "gets into circum-

stances in which he thinks he can discover nothing but an

irrational violence which crushes his happiness ; or to the

sinner his unfaithfulness, which he has long hidden from

himself, becomes suddenly uncovered." ^ Can he help or

save himself by believing in God's providence or Christ's

salvation ? If he could, then he would already be out of

^ Op. cit. pp. 10, II. - Op. cit. pp. 16, 17.
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his trouble and misery ; for the very capacity to beheve

implies already deliverance and relief. Again, is he to

wait for the spirit that shall enable him to believe to be

given to him, and to pray for that gift ? But prayer needs

faith, and it is that he lacks. Yet " the man struggling^

with temptation becomes aware of Jesus Christ a!'s some-

thing real," without any effort to believe or attempt to

pray. What is the effect upon him ? While " to the

man hardened in sin, who would be glad if God were not,

the thought forcibly presents itself that there might, in fact,

be a God in whom the good has power and by whom the

evil is judged," yet " to the unfortunate man who would

gladly escape from sin and become blessed in goodness, in the

appearance of Jesus there draws near the God who takes

pity on him. One must have experienced this in Christ,

then one can speak about God's revelation." Thus God

finds a man and makes Himself known to him in " the

appearance of Jesus, which touches us as a real fact in the

world, whether by the Gospels or by the Christian life of

saved men around us." ^

(4) This revelation in Christ has in itself such vitality

and vigour, that it inspires and sustains the very faith

which apprehends, appreciates, and appropriates it. A
strenuous effort to believe , need not be made ; there needs

to be simply submission to a potent influence. Let us see

how Herrmann describes this process. Jesus " becomes " a

revelation of God to us " through all whereby He compels

us to trust Him " ; and " all that can be traced back to

two facts. Jesus reveals to us the Good, and makes the

claim that He makes the Good real in the world ; that is

one fact. The other fact is : He lives in undisturbed

confidence in the love of a God whom He has recognised

as the holy power of the Good." In proportion to the

perfection of His moral ideal was the sensitiveness of His

^ Op. cit. pp. 20, 21.

• \
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conscience ; and " nevertheless there does not fall on this

soul a shadow of guilt ; no memory of transgression puts

itself between Jesus and His God, whom He has yet

learned to know as the consuming omnipotence of the

Good." *' He said that all men after Him, in looking

back on His person, would discover the knowledge, that

by His death the new covenant of grace and forgiveness

was provided for them." ^ These are the plain facts of

the revelation of God in Christ. How are we brought to

believe them ? " The image of Jesus we have received can

act upon us as something indubitably real. We need not

make any effort to regard it as true, in order that we may

grasp it as something historically real. Neither do we

need any apologetic arts to protect these facts against

doubt. But the simple matter is, whether we wish to pass

the real, or to remain standing before it. And God be

praised that it is so. For a revelation which is to save us

cannot be first established as a revelation by our own

exertions." - What is assumed in this statement must be

carefully noticed. The man to whom Jesus thus becomes

the revelation of God for salvation is assumed to be a

member of a Christian society, in which not only the

Scriptures have been preserved, but in which also are

found " living epistles known and read of all men," so

that Christ meets him as a reality in its literature and its

life. But if this man were of a critical or sceptical turn

of mind, inclined to question whether the Christian society

were right in accepting this literature as at all historical,

or to suggest other reasons for the lives of Christians than

that which they themselves assign, would the image of

Christ necessarily present itself to him as " something

indubitably real " ? For many an earnest inquirer it would

.seem even a treason to truth to yield himself unhesitatingly

to such an impression before certain questions that doubt-

1 Op. lit. pp. 2 2, 23. - Op. cit. pp. 23, 24.
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less would force themselves on his attention had got some
sort of an answer. It is to be feared that there are some
men at least for whom a preliminary process of inquiry

and argument is an intellectual necessity. For those,

however, for whom no such necessity exists, this conscious-

ness of Jesus as a reality involves, according to Herrmann,

further consequences. " The certainty of God is established

and maintained for the Christian by Jesus Christ," and
" thus Jesus becomes to us a redeeming revelation of

God." This position, he holds, is much more satisfactory

than that which could be reached by the traditional

method, for " we are now in a position to give witness to

our brethren of a reality which makes us happy and free,

not only of doctrines, which we laboriously support with

proofs from Scripture and reason." ^ It is by this process,

Herrmann holds, that the historical event becomes the

personal experience of revelation.

(5) The characteristic feature of this view of revelation

is this, not only that the historical facts of the life and

work of Jesus are regarded as the revelation of God, but

that the experience of each individual believer, as Jesus

appears to him and saves him, is also included in the

revelation. Thus Christ is brought into the same relation

to every believer as He bore to His first disciples. As He
revealed God to a Peter or a John, so He reveals Him to

each one of us. Although the medium of revelation is the

life and work, which belongs to the past, yet the process of

revelation is continued into the present. God does not, so

to speak, finish His self-revelation, and then leave us as

best we can to make it our own ; but He so carries on

that revelation, that our faith is not of our own making,

but the response to His presence, the result of His power.

There can be no doubt that two very valuable truths in this

view find due recognition : (i) that, inasmuch as the object

1 Op. cit. pp. 24, 25.
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of revelation is to save and bless each man, that object has

not been attained in the case of any man until he has been

thus saved and blessed
; (2) that the revelation of God

which thus saves and blesses must be presented to each

man with such convincing and converting power, that not

by his own works, but by faith, and faith alone, he is saved

and blessed ; not by his independent activity, but by his

obedient receptivity docs the revelation become real to

him. But nevertheless it is altogether doubtful whether so
'

ambiguous a use of the term revelation is at all desirable.

Confusion can only result, if we do not distinguish what

may be called the objective presentation of the mind, heart,

and will of God in Christ, from the subjective appropriation

by the faith of man ; and do not reserve the term revelation

for the former instead of applying it, as Herrmann does, to

the latter also. One result of this confusion especially

demands a few words of caution. In Herrmann's treatment

of the subject there is a tendency to limit revelation by

individual experience, and so make every man a measure

of revelation. But every believer ought to recognise that

not only what he has already himself appropriated by faith

is God's revelation for him ; but that in Christ there is a

fulness of revelation, beyond the measure of his experience

hitherto, which others have been enabled to appropriate in

larger measure than he as yet has, and which it 'should

be his aim to appropriate ever more and more fully for

himself

HI

(i) As the object of revelation is so practical, the limits

of revelation must be determined not by any theoretical,

but only by utilitarian considerations, and therefore very

differently from the current method of traditional theology.

Christ is the revelation of God ; but is it every word and

deed, every doctrine and event, that is recorded regarding
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Him? Herrmann very clearly and firmly says that it is

not. The limits of revelation are to be more narrowly

drawn than the bounds of Christ's life on earth. " The
way of salvation for a Christian," he says, " is to learn to

see Christ. But we do not help men to do this, if on the

strength of the reports and doctrines of the New Testament

we relate about Jesus, that He was born as the Son of God
of a virgin ; that He taught this and that, wrought many
wonders and also raised the dead ; that He Himself rose

again, and now after His ascension to the Father reigns

almighty. Such a tale, however impressively presented, is

not a Gospel :
" for " in our time by this means a hindrance

is, as a rule, prepared for men, most of whom cannot take

these things for granted any longer in childlike simplicity." ^

. These things, it is true, are not to be ignored or denied
;

I
but " one should communicate them as part of the New

1
Testament witness regarding Jesus, but one should not put

them before men with the demand that they should, above

all things, assent to them "
; for we must not try to persuade

ourselves that " what acted on the disciples as indubitably

real must also so act upon us." Tlie true method is this :

" We are to allow ourselves, as the disciples did then, to be

I

seized and uplifted by that which in our position touches us

as something indubitably real. That is, in the first place,

the testimony of the disciples to the power and majesty of

Jesus. The second is the inner life of Jesus, which from

the testimony of the disciples meets us as something real

and active in the world. In this we have Jesus Himself as

the source of our salvation." - While in the subsequent

discussion Herrmann limits himself to the second of the

two realities, the " inner life of Jesus," it is here worth

noting that he does recognise that there is a significance

^ Herrmann's Vcrkehr des Christen mit Gott, p. 63 (" The Communion
of the Christian with God," pp. 65, 66).

- Op. a'/. Ccr. p. 64 ; Eng. pp. 66, 67.
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and value for us in the impression Jesus made on, and the

influence He exercised over, His first disciples; but to this

point wc must afterwards return.

(2) What, then, are the contents of this inner life of

Jesus which is God's revelation to us ? " The fact is

undisputed, that the Christ of the New Testament shows

a firmness of religious conviction, a clearness of moral

judgment, and a purity and force of will, as these are not

found united in any other figure in history." He claims to

be Messiah, and yet He is humble, does not push Him-

self forward, is modest in speech. While He claimed to

establish the kingdom of God, yet " by the kingdom of

God He understands God's dominion in the inner life of

personal beings, and in their intercourse with one another.

To the kingdom of God, as He understands it, belong the

men who are fully surrendered unto God in boundless trust

in Him, and unbounded love to their neighbours." While

He comes in conflict with pious Judaism in regard to its

Messianic hopes. He cherishes a wonderful confidence in

the face of this opposition, and the ruin with which it

seems to threaten Him. He " shows us the image of a

man who is conscious that He does not fall short of the

ideal for which He offers Himself"; and that, not only in

isolated sayings about sinlessness, but most convincingly in

the claim He puts forward for Himself at the Last Supper.

Not only is He conscious of His own innocence and per-

fection, but what is still more wonderful, " He has the

confidence that He can lift men to such a height that they

will partake of the highest good in their full surrender to

God, and therefore in a life of love." Thus He offers

Himself to mankind as Saviour. " It is a fact for us

that within history stands Jesus with the claim that He
exclusively is Himself salvation for all men," for He " founds

in us by the fact of His personal life a certainty of God
which lies beyond all doubt," inasmuch as in our " con-
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fidence in His Person and Cause there is contained the

thought of a power over all things, which takes care that

the Jesus who has gone under in the world gets the

victory over the world. The thought of such a power gets

as firm a hold of us as the overpowering impression of the

person of Jesus. It is the beginning of the consciousness of

a living God, the only real beginning of an inner surrender

to Him." But how does this God, who we are convinced

cares for Jesus, become our God caring for us ; for is there

not this great difference between us and Him, that He is

perfect, we sinful ? Here is the answer. " The same man

through whom the reality of God becomes comprehensible

and certain to us, deals in a friendly way with the men

who are conscious of their distance from God," and " this

personal bearing of Jesus raises us to the confidence that

His God is our God, and therewith into the reach of the

love of God." In this experience " God enters into com-

munion with us in such a way as that He thereby forgives

our sins at the same time," for the restoration of personal

relations between God and man is the forgiveness of sins,

" The attitude of Jesus towards us lifts us to the confidence

that the divine power, which must be with Him and His

work, actually accepts us and makes us sharers in His

work, the sole aim of which is the realisation of the moral

purpose in a kingdom of God. Therefore the impression

that God has intercourse with us in Christ transplants us

into the inner disposition, in which we overcome the

contradiction between our natural life and the moral

demand. Now there becomes possible to us the faith that

whatever in our surroundings and in ourselves resists the

good, by God's power becomes serviceable to the good." ^

(3) It is clear at first sight that what Herrmann aims at

is to bring to the front those elements in the life of Christ

that are likely to prove most effectual in meeting the need,

' Op. cit Gcr. pp. 67-79; Eng. pp. 70-Si,
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and so winning the faith of the men of our own age, and to

cast into the background those that arc h'kely to awaken

doubt, and so to be a hindrance to the soul's approach to

God. Although in a practical interest he draws thus

sharply a line of distinction between what will and what

will not prove a revelation of God to the present age, yet at

the same time it must not be taken for granted that he

does not recognise the value and significance of much that

he desires should at first be held back, (a) He maintains,

to give a few instances, that no man can confess Jesus as

God until he has come to know Jesus in his own living

experience, and until in Jesus he has come to know God.

" The true teaching of the Church about the meaning of the

person of Jesus," he says, " can be made his own, it goes

without saying, only by the man to whom Jesus Christ

means everything." ^ (/3) In the same way the doctrine of

the Atonement, as taught by the Church, can be only a

hindrance to the man whom Christ has not yet saved. But
[

the man w^ho has found salvation in Christ can understand

it. " When the believer," says Herrmann, " has once seen in

the message from God which comes to him in Christ the

divine forgiveness as made his very own, then his faith has

a presentiment that God could again enter into communion

with sinners only through the fact of the moral personality

of Jesus as made perfect in suffering. Yes, still more. The

believer says to himself, involuntarily looking back on the

life of Jesus, what we should have suffered, He suffers." -

The contrast which Herrmann draws between his method

of presenting God's revelation in Christ to save and bless

men, and that of others, is worth noting. " According to the

Socinian and rationalist teachitig; Christ proclaimed the

divine forgiveness of sin ; according to the orthodox doctrine,

He made it possible, in truth He carried it out iji usT In

^ Op. cit. Ger, p. 102 ; Eng. p. 102.

2 Qp^ ^if Qer. p. 107 ; Eng. pp. 106, 107.
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Other words, while, according to the orthodox doctrine,

Christ by His sacrifice secured forgiveness for us, leaving

us by faith to claim the gift He has thus won for us (we

need not now pause to consider whether this is a fair

statement or not) ; according to Herrmann, Christ by our

faith in Him restores us directly into that personal com-

munion with God which is the actual forgiveness of sin.

This difference in the representation of the work involves a

difference in the conception of the Person. " For the first,"

continues Herrmann, " it is sufficient to see in Jesus the

man who proclaims a divine truth ; for the second, it

suffices to represent a divine essence as united with Him
which is something else than Himself; the third we experi-

ence only, because we, as a fact, look at God Himself

in the historical Christ," ^ Only when forgiveness has in

this way been realised can any doctrine of its possibility

have any meaning or worth. (7) Again, a man can get to

the exalted only through the historical Christ, " One finds

the true Christ, and experiences the direct working of

the exalted Christ, while one understands the historical

Christ." - (S) Once more, " for the birth from the virgin,

surely none among us, who uses his words with care, can

come forward as a witness. He can only report it. It

forms a part of the tradition, in which the power of

salvation is for all of us enclosed. He who has found

Jesus Himself will also find the right attitude to this."

But that " the spiritual life of Jesus has not proceeded from

the sinful race, but that in Him God Himself has stepped

into the history of this race, of that we can be witnesses,

for this knowledge forms a part of that which we have our-

selves experienced." -"^

(e) That Herrmann accepts a real

^ Op. cit. Ger. pp. no, in; Eng. p. no.
2 Op. cit. (jcr. p. 151 ; Eng. p. 146.
•"' Herrmann's VVoruvi Jiandclt es sich in devi Streit um das Apos-

tolicutti, p. 13 ("What is involved in the dispute about the Apostles'

Creed").
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pre-existence of Christ will afterwards be shown (see Chap.

IX.) ; now a sentence may be added to prove his belief in the

resurrection. " It is certainly incomprehensible to me how

the faith, that His Person in its whole existence and activity

is the revealed action of God for our eternal salvation, and

along with this the revelation of the essence of God Him-

self, can surrender the conviction that He actually rose

from the dead,—a conviction on which the community, after

He had parted from it, was raised up, and which is placed

in the way even of the indifferent by historical evidences

of undoubted, impressive weight." ^ As frankly are the

miracles of Jesus accepted. Only it is maintained that

belief in them is a consequence of faith in Christ, and must

not be regarded as a condition of membership in the

Christian Church. To sum up briefly the general position

indicated in these special cases : the Christian believer,

starting from his experience of salvation through Christ,

gradually comes to understand and make his own the facts

and truths offered for his intelligence and appropriation in

the New Testament ; but not the whole New Testament

as such is a revelation to him, only what his faith can

make its own nourishment. It may be acknowledged that

Herrmann has put in the forefront of the Christian revela-

tion what undoubtedly is most likely to commend Chris-

tianity to most modern men, and has thrown into the

background what might at first be a hindrance to faith.

Of course any estimate of, so to speak, the irreducible

minimum in the object of faith, which is to be insisted on,

will depend ultimately on individual subjective conditions.

Probably not a few modern men could begin with more

than Herrmann insists on. He is right, however, in main-

taining as he does, that all that is believed should be

* Herrmann's Die Religion iiii Verhdltniss sum Welterkennen und
ziir Siitlichkeit, p. 387 (" Religion in Relation to our Knowledge of

the World and Morality ")•
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brought into vital, organic relation to the personal experi-

ence, whatever be its beginning, or however it may develop.

From the fixed centre in Christ the gradually expanding

circumference of revelation must be drawn.

(4) That the Christian revelation has very much wider

relations than the life and work of Jesus, Herrmann fully

recognises in a passage so noteworthy that it deserves to

be quoted in its entirety. " Jesus is certainly historically

possible only at the place where He is historically real. He
came when the time was fulfilled. That means that the

history of Israel belongs to His existence. The history of

this people, the eternal right of its law, and the knowledge

of God of its prophets, nourished Him. There belongs

thereto in smaller measure also Greek culture, which, besides

all other products of a spirit of astonishing freshness and

liveliness, included as its best the moral consciousness, which

has been reached in the Socratic school—above all, in

Plato's Goj'gias. Although many seek to discover in the

natural grace of the words of Jesus something of the Greek

spirit, yet it is still more important that the work of Jesus

found a humanity raised by the power of this spirit.

Lastly, there belongs to the historical existence of Jesus

also the organisation of society by the Roman State. For

the new life that is awakened by Him needs for its unfold-

ing an environment so set in order : in a horde its seeds

would have been choked," ^ We may call all this revelation

if we will, he admits ; but what we must beware of is giving

it the same value or significance as the original, supreme,

and unique revelation in Christ, and thereby dimming its

glory. The Church, he holds, has erred in putting the Old

Testament alongside of Christ, instead of keeping Him
apart and above all ; for in Him alone all that is true meets,

^ and finds perfect expression. Yet revelation at a lower

1 Herrmann's Die Gewissheit dcs Glaubcns unci die Freiheit der Theo-
logie, p. y:^ (" The Certainty of P'aith and tlic Freedom of Theology ")•
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stage, and so of lesser worth, there has been, not only in

Israel before Christ, but even outside of Israel. " We by rio

means wish," says Herrmann, " to deny altogether that the

savages of New Holland have a knowledge of God and the

stirrings of real religion, accordingly a communion with

God. But how that is brought about for them we do not

know. We cannot even transplant ourselves into the

religious life of a pious Israelite with a complete understand-

ing. For the facts which acted on him as the revelation of

God have for us this power no longer." ^ This revelation,

he elsewhere strenuously maintains, is not to be explained

as a purely subjective process. " The bearers of revelation,"

he says, " who in a definite moment of their life receive the

certainty that God has worked on them, and through them

on others, in order to regulate the communion of men with

Him, distinguish this event of their inner life, to which their

religious certainty is referred as to a revelation, from them-

selves, in so far as they desire such a message from God,

The inner experience, if it is more to them than a pleasant

hour, for the repetition of which they carry the conditions in

themselves, if it really means a revelation of God to them,

becomes for them also an outer event." - Accordingly,

while almost exclusive attention is given by Herrmann to the

revelation in Christ, he does not deny a revelation to Israel,

and even beyond Israel, as an objective communication from

God, and not merely a subjective consciousness of God.

(5) The positive significance and supreme value of the

New Testament for Christian faith has been stated more

definitely by Ritschl than by Herrmann, and we may there-

fore turn for a time from the disciple to the teacher. With

Jesus as the founder of the Christian religion, we must,

1 Herrmann's Verkclir dcs Christen mit Got/, p. 49 ("'The Com-
munion of the Christian with God," p. 53).

- Herrmann's Die Religion iin Verhdltniss zuni Welterkenncn und
zur Sitilic/tkeii, p. 365 (" Religion in Relation to our Knowledge of the

World and iMorality ")•
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according to Ritschl, associate the apostles as the oldest

representatives of it, if we are to get the Christian revelation

in its original and so authoritative form. The life and the

words of Jesus are not a sufficient source of the Christian

revelation ; for " the full compass of His historical reality-

one can reach only from the faith in Him of the Christian

community ; and even His intention to found the same

cannot be understood historically in its completeness if one

does not subordinate oneself to the Person as a member of

that community." For this reason " it would be a falsely

understood purism, if one were to prefer the less developed

indications of Jesus in this respect to the forms of the

apostolic representations. Further, one will be justified

not to level down the most developed forms of the

Pauline structure of thought, but to maintain them erect in

their theological use, because they serve the purpose of ex-

pressing most distinctly the contrast of Christianity and

Judaism." ^ In this statement there is offered a necessary

correction of the position of Herrmann, who at least appears

to represent Christ as in historical isolation, having relations

N only to the individual believer. Here it is recognised that

I
Christianity is not only a historical person, but through His

I
instruction and influence a historical movement, the earliest

/ stages of which must be known and understood, if its

significance is to be duly appreciated ; the earliest repre-

sentatives of which as nearest to the founder must be

regarded as typical, and so normative in their thought and

life. The consequence of this estimate of the apostolic

age as regards the authority of the New Testament is

accepted by Ritschl. In his handbook of Christian doctrine

he formally accepts " the fundaniental__jpriiicjple of the

Evangelical Church, that Christiandoctrine is to he. dr^^M-

only from the Holy Scriptures "
; and explains that " this

* Ritschl's Rcchtfertigung und Versohtmng, iii. p. 3 ("Justification

and Reconciliation ").
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fundamental principle refers directly to the original sources

of Christianity gathered together in the New Testament, to

which the original sources of the Hebrew religion in the

Old Testament are related as indispensable auxiliaries for

their understanding." The meaning and worth of the New
Testament is thus explained. " These writings afford a

foundation for the appropriate understanding of the Christian

religion from the standpoint of the community for this

reason, because the Gospels let us- recognise in the work of

its founder the nearest cause and destination of the religion

of the community ; but the letters, the original state of the

common faith in the community, and that, indeed, in a form

which is not yet troubled by the influences which already

in the second century put Christianity into the Catholic

shape." ^ These influences were Greco-Roman, and these

the Ritschlian school agrees in condemning as foreign to

the genius of the Christian religion. The Hebrew influences

which through the Old Testament moulded the religion in its

infancy, are recognised as legitimate, and Ritschl even uses

agreement with the religious ideas of the Old Testament as

a test of the canonicity of the New Testament writings.

This acceptance of the Holy Scriptures as the historical

witnesses of the Christian revelation is in Ritschl's use of

them qualified in two ways. First of all, Ritschl accords to

the apostles a very much limited authority, and freely claims

the right to differ from them. To give only one illustration :

he says, for instance, that " certainly Paul traced the validity

of the universal destiny of death to the sin of Adam.

Nevertheless, just for this reason that the apostle has formed

this idea, it is not yet suited to be a theological rule." -

In the next place, Ritschl's exegetical method is often

1 Ritschl's Uiiterricht in dcr Christlichen Relioion, p. 2 (" Instruction

in the Christian Religion ").

2 Ritschl's Rechtfertiguns und Versohnung, iii. p. 341 ("Justification

and Reconciliation").
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very arbitrary. With good reason Pfleiderer gives the

following description of it :
" But I miss in it one thing

which I certainly hold as an indispensable condition of

every sound exegesis, the unbiassed objectivity which, with-

out squinting to right or left, looks simply on the text and

allows the biblical writers to say what their words accord-

ing to the plain grammatical sense are intended to express.

Ritschl's exegesis stands throughout in the service of his

dogmatics, he twists and trifles at the passages of Scripture

so long, until they yield a result which fits his purpose." ^

These defects, however, are unfortunately not peculiar to the

theology of Ritschl. To the attitude towards the traditional

doctrine of inspiration held by the Ritschlian school we must

later return ; here be this noted that the limits of the Christian

revelation are so drawn as to include the Holy Scriptures.

(6) With the pre-eminence in the Christian revelation

which is accorded by Herrmann (to return again to him) to

Christ, no Christian can have any desire to quarrel. We
cannot but share his zeal for the glory of Christ, his sus-

picion of aught that would in anyway hide that glory.

But even if we start, as he does, from the inner life of Jesus,

His perfection and His grace, as the centre of God's revela-

tion, and valuing that as highly as he does, we should be

less exclusive in our appreciation and reverence than he

seems to be. In the first place, the life of Christ is an

organic unity, and therefore no feature of, no factor in it,

can be insignificant and valueless. The evangelical testi-

mony should therefore command a greater reverence, and

allow a narrower liberty than Herrmann admits. In the

second place, the preparation for Christ in the Old Testa-

ment, especially in the faith and hope of the godly, and

' Pfleiderer's Die Ri/scJtPsche Theoloi^ic, p. 37 (" The Ritschlian Theo-

loo'y")- The second of the three essays in this book deals with "the

Theology of Ritschl according to its biblical foundation," and very

effectively exposes the defects of Ritschl's exegetical method.
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the activity of Christ by His spirit in the typical religious

experiences which are presented to us in the New Testa-

ment, stand in more vital relations to Christ Himself than

Herrmann seems to acknowledge, and therefore both belong

to God's revelation in Christ in a fuller sense than he is

ready to admit. From Herrmann's own historical stand-

point, without assuming any doctrine of inspiration, these

criticisms seem both necessary and legitimate.

IV

(i) Since Christ is recognised as the revelation of God

in individual experience, it may be asked whether this con-

fession of Him may not be merely a subjective illusion

without any objective validity. While, as far as the writer

has been able to make himself familiar with Ritschl's

writings, he does not attempt to prove the reality of the

Christian revelation, and occupies himself with it as one,

who writes within, and for the Christian community, as he

expressly says, " One can know and understand God, sin,

conversion, eternal life in the Christian sense only in so far

as one includes oneself consciously and intentionally in the

community which Christ has founded "
;
^ Herrmann and

Kaftan, both of whom recognise clearly and fully the

apologetic function of Christian theology, attempt proofs

of the trutli ( WaJirJieif) of the Christian religion as well as

statements of its essence ( IVesen), to adopt the distinction

which Kaftan has expressed in the titles of his chief works.

Kaftan devotes the first division of his book on the Truth of

the Christian Religion to a criticism of ecclesiastical dogma

in order to show that the traditional method of apologetics

has proved a failure. That method, briefly put, was this,

to render by means of the general knowledge and thought

^ Ritschl's Rechtfertigiing iind Verso/mung, ill. p. 4 ("Justification

and Reconciliation").
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of each age each article of the Christian creed intelHgible

and credible ; and was possible only as long as the Church

could so control secular culture as to make it serviceable

for its purpose ; but the independence, nay, authority, now
claimed by science and philosophy has necessarily terminated

this alliance. A new method of apologetic, better adapted

to this age, must be adopted. After indicating the neces-

sary limits of human knowledge (chap, i.) on the one hand,

and the primacy of tJic practical reasoii (chap, ii.) on the

other, the traditional speculative method (chap, iii.) is rejected

on the ground that it assigns too great importance to know-

ledge, and does not sufficiently recognise the practical

purpose of man's existence, whereas " the guiding idea of

speculative philosophy must be an idea of the chief good."

Instead of it there is offered \\\\?, proof of Christianity {q\\2.^.

iv.). (i) "Only tJie Christian idea of the kingdom of God
as the chiefgood of hujuanity, dins-wQxs to the requirements

which must be made of the true, rational, absolutely valid

idea of the chief good." (2) There has been " a special

revelation of that kingdom of God in JiistoryT (3) As these

two postulates of the practical reason have been fulfilled in

the Christian revelation, " tJie reasonableness and the absolute-

ness of the faith reposed in it " ^ have been proved. He
admits, on the one hand, that " if it can be demonstrated

by means of historical investigation beyond the possibility

of doubt that the Person of Jesus Christ is not of that

nature which is assumed in the Christian faith, the faith

must be held in that case to be refuted, to be untrue "
; but

he maintains, on the other hand, that " that case will

^ Kaftan's The Truth of the Christian Religion, ii. pp. 325, 383, 384.

Tliis work, Harnack's Christianity andHistory^ and Stiihlin's Kant, Lotze,

a?id RitscJd, are the only German works quoted in this volume which
have not been consulted in the original, and the quotations from which
are not independent translations. As very little use has been made of

this work of Kaftan's, the writer has thought himself justified in referring

only to the English translation.
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certainly not occur, since from the nature of the subject the

argumentation in question can never take the form of that

which involves compulsion ; and the inward certainty of

faith itself appears as decisive evidence against its correct-

ness" : and further concludes that " he who cannot allow

himself to despair of the highest ideals of humanity and of

the reason in history, will have to decide for faith in the

revelation of God hi Christ^ ^ To sum up in a few words

the whole argument, Christianity is so inseparably involved

in all that has any ideal significance or absolute value for

man in his history, that if the race gave up Christianity it

must give up its most precious possession, it must entirely

change all its standards of worth. In the name of historical

truth that demand can never be made, as historical science

is under no necessity of denying the reality of the Christian

revelation. This argument suggests several comments.

First, it has been objected that this proof is in a circle, as

the idea of the chief good which is realised in the Christian

revelation as the kingdom of God is itself a product of

Christianity. But even if the form of the argument be

defective, its substance is true, and it is briefly this, that the

Christian revelation is the highest, truest, and best satis-

faction of man's religious need as approved by the reason

and conscience of man in history. Secondly, the criticism

of the speculative proof illustrates what has already been

noted, the one-sided practicality of the Ritschlian position,

with its disregard of the due claims of the intellect.

Thirdly, the possibility of a double truth, with the assump-

tion of which Ritschlianism has been charged, is expressly

excluded in the recognition of the validity for the religious

consciousness of the theoretical judgment of history, even

if it destroyed the supreme object of faith.

(2) Herrmann puts the argument in a somewhat

different form. " There are," he says, " two objective bases

1 Op. cit. pp. 405, 407.
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on which the Christian consciousness of communion with

God rests. First, the historical fact of the Persori of fesus.

This fact is a part of our own reahty. Secondly, the fact

that the moral demand lays claim to ourselves. Christ brings

it about that the Good ceases to be a grievous problem

for us, and begins to be the element in which we live.

Other objective bases there are not for the truth of the

Christian religion." ^ The moral law, on the one hand,

presents itself to us with an absolute authority, regardless

of our wishes ; Christ, on the other, presents Himself to us

with the positive assurance that He can put us in accord

with this moral law. The moral law is timeless ; Christ is

in time. How can a historical person meet the demands

of an eternal law ? This problem Herrmann deals with

in one of his pamphlets, What need has ottr Faith of

Historical Facts ? His answer is briefly this. While in

the moral law, on the one hand, " the eternal law of our

will takes possession of us " ;
yet, on the other hand, we

are living in time ; we belong to history, and it is in time

and through history that this eternal law must be realised

in our temporal existence. " God is for us the power

which joins the temporal with the eternal, which makes it

possible for man who lives in time to cleave to the eternal

law, which turns to him as the law of his own inner life."

As the moral law is to be realised in history, so God, who

makes that realisation possible, must be manifest in history.

" In the history of mankind* there is one event " that so

manifests God ;
" that is the appearance of Jesus Christ as

it is handed down to us in the books of the New Testa-

ment." - This argument is a good one so far as it goes.

Christ is His own self-evidence; and conscience does

' Herrmann's Vcrkehr dcs Christen mit Gotf, pp. So, 8i ("The Com-
nuinion of the Christian with God," pp. 82, 83).

- Herrmann's Warum bcdaifimscr Glaubegeschichtlicher Thatsachen,

pp. 24, 28, 30.
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respond to His appeal, and finds its satisfaction in Him,

But Kaftan's argument, too, is good, while neither can be

said to exhaust the possibilities of proof. Christ meets

man's needs, and so commends Himself to man's faith in

other ways than these. Each of these writers has borne

witness to what it is in Christ that claims his faith ; but it

would be folly and wrong to claim that either or both of

the statements give all the evidence for the truth of the

Christian revelation.

V

(i) According to both writers the revelation of God,

because it is in Christ, is inseparable from human history.

It is necessary at this point, then, to ask how in the

Ritschlian view historical criticism affects the evidence for

revelation. Harnack, himself one of the foremost his-

torical critics, has answered this question in a lecture on

Christianity and History. First of all, he states the con-

nection. " The whole substance and meaning of religion,

life in God, the forgiveness of sins, consolation in suffering,

—the Church couples with Christ's person ; and in so

doing she associates everything that gives life its meaning

and its permanence, nay, the Eternal itself, with an historical

fact, maintaining the indissoluble unity of both." ^ Against

this connection these objections are brought by modern

thought, (i) "It is just because the Christian religion is

a part of history, and consequently of that development of

which all history consists, that it is no more than a link

in that development, and therefore its founder cannot be

allowed any peculiar or unique position." (2) " Even

though the founder of the Christian religion may have

been an incomparable man. He lived many centuries ago
;

and it is therefore impossible to go to Him with our

' Harnack's ChrisiiatiUy and Histoty, pp. 17, 18. This work also

has been consulted only in the English translation.
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troubles and sorrows, and to lay hold of Him as the rock

of our life. It is not the pe7'son which we have any longer

to consider, but the doctrine, the principled (3)
" We may

speak of Jesus Christ as we will, and He may have been

all that we say, but we cannot be certain of it ; for where

our idea of Him has not been destroyed by historical

criticism, it has been rendered doubtful ; and, even though

it were more trustworthy than it is, still the facts of history

can never be known with a certainty that would entitle us

to make them the foundation of our religious belief." ^ After

showing, in answer to the first objection, the part that per-

sonality has played in human development, and the absolute

uniqueness of the part played by Jesus, he concludes that

" this fact, which lies open to the light of day, is unique in

history ; and it requires that the actual personality behind it

should be honoured as unique." ^ The second objection is

met by an appeal to Christian experience, which testifies

that " the personality of Christ may save us " from doubt,

darkness, despair. " As surely as everything depends on the

soul finding God and becoming one with Him, so surely is

He the true Saviour, Guide, and Lord who leads the soul

to God." ^ As regards the results of historical criticism,

Harnack makes this reassuring confession : "It is true that

His clothes—the outward form of His doctrine—were part

of the heritage ; but the great and simple truths which He
came to preach, the personal sacrifice which He made, and

His victory in death, were what formed the new life of His

community ; and when the Apostle Paul with divine power

described this life as a life in the Spirit, and again as a

life in love, he was only giving back the light which had

dawned upon him in and through Jesus Christ his Lord,

This is simple matter of fact, which no historical criticism

can in anyway alter." ^ He adds, as regards the external

1 Op. cit. pp. 26, 27. - Op. cit. p. 38.

2 Op. cit. pp. 47, 49. * Op. cit. pp. 57, 58.
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details of the life of Jesus, that " much that was formerly-

rejected has been re-established on a close investigation, and

in the light of comprehensive experience." He also asks :

" Who in these days, for example, could make such short work

of the miraculous cures in the Gospels as was the custom

of scholars formerly ? " ^ Even what cannot be proved as

a fact may be valuable as a lesson, significant as a symbol.

(2) Harnack, be it remembered, represents probably

the most advanced critical opinion in the Ritschlian school,

and his critical views are not to be regarded as in any

sense necessary consequences of his Ritschlian tendency.

Another Ritschlian, Reischle, has in a short pamphlet. Faith

in Jesus Cludst mid the Historical Investigation of His Life,

dealt with the same problem. He states that " it is not alone

the result of this historical investigation which can make

faith anxious, but the ivJiolc attitude which this assumes."

He maintains, however, that faith is independent of his-

1

torical investigation, for " we feel how God draws us to \

Himself through Him, and imparts divine life to us"; and

"it is this that makes faith quite certain that this Jesus

Christ is not a human invention." - Nay, while faith

maintains its independence, it may even make this his-

torical investigation subservient to its desire to know

Christ more fully and clearly; and the Christian theologian,

in dealing with the life and the teaching of Christ, requires

its assistance. Only if historical investigation attempt so

to draw Jesus into the limits of human history as to

exclude His absolute uniqueness, will faith be bound to

protest against its pretensions.

(3) These writings show that the Ritschlian school is

not so blindly confident in its value-judgments as to be

foolishly indifferent to the theoretical judgments of historical

^ Op. cit. p. 63.

^ Reischle's Dcr Glaiibe an fesus Cliristus unci die gescJiichtliche

Erforschung seines Lebeiis, pp. 8, 1 9.
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criticism, as it is often represented that it is. One great

question that cannot at this stage of the discussion be

entirely passed over, is what the RitschHan school has to

say about miracles and the supernatural generally. Pro-

fessor Denney v^ery confidently informs us that " it is doing

no injustice to the whole school of writers to say that in

point of fact they reject miracle altogether, in any sense

which gives it a hold on man's intelligence or a place in

his creed." ^ In a note he quotes a passage from Ritschl,

in which Ritschl states the dependence of belief in miracles

on faith in God's providence ; denies any necessary oppo-

sition between this belief and " the probability of a con-

tinuity of the whole world according to natural law "

;

maintains that " when certain records of miracles in the

biblical books appear to come into conflict with this rule,

it is neither a scientific task to remove this appearance or

to establish it as fact, nor is it a religious task to recognise

these recorded events as divine actions against the laws of

nature "
;
- and concludes, finally, that as each man will have

experience of miracles himself, he need not be always dwell-

ing on the miracles which others have experienced. On

this statement Professor Denney bases the criticism, " Then

comes the virtual surrender of the biblical facts." In another

1 Denney's Studies in Theology, p. lo. Two clauses have been

omitted in the sentence quoted which have no bearing on the subject

immediately under discussion. Notes, pp. 258, 259, 262.

- Ritschl's Unterricht in der christliclmi Religion, p. 1 5
(" Instruction

in the Christian Religion ")• The important sentence may be here given

in the original, "Wenn jedoch gewisse Erzahlungen von Wundern in

den biblischen Biichern gegen diese Regel zu verstosscn scheinen, so

ist es weder eine wissenschaftliche Aufgabe, diesen Schein zu losen

oder ihn als Thatsache festzustellen, noch ist cs eine religiose

Aufgabe jene erzahlte Ereignisse als grittliche Wirkungen gegen

die Naturgesetze anzuerkennen." With regard to this last clause, be

it carefully noted that Ritschl does not say that "it is not a religious

task to accept these recorded events" as having actually happened, but

"as divine actions against the laws of nature," which is not a matter of

fact, but a question of theory.
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note he draws from this assumption the further conclusion,

that " to admit Christ's resurrection as the New Testament

teaches it, would, of course, be inconsistent with his teach-

ing on miracle." Before producing the proofs that Ritschl

accepts not only the resurrection of Jesus, but also the

miracles wrought by Him, the writer cannot refrain from

pressing the question whether Ritschl's statement affords

justification for the far-reaching conclusions that are so

confidently drawn from it. All that the statement, when

carefully examined, can be held to prove about Ritschl's

position is this. He refuses to commit himself to any

theory about the relation of miracles to the order of

nature. It is quite possible that they are consistent with

such an order. There are events recorded in the Scrip-

tures which w^e cannot see the way to reconcile with that

order ; but it is not necessary for science, so that it may be

justified in its assumption of such an order, either to prove

that these events are quite consistent with the order of

nature, or that they are inconsistent. Religion, in accept-

ing these events, is under no obligation to regard them as

divine interferences with natural laws. " The continuity of

the whole world according to natural laws " is a " prob-

ability "
( WahrscJieinlicJikeif) ; it is a " scientific assumption "

{ivissenscJiaftlicJie AnnaJune). That continuity has not

been so exhaustively and absolutely demonstrated as to

necessarily exclude the possibility of such events as from

the religious standpoint are described as miracles. Science

with its present limitations can say nothing either for or

against such events. If, then, science cannot claim to

have given any such demonstration of the inconsistency of

miracle with natural order, it is by no means necessary for

religion so to define miracles as to assert this inconsistency.

Surely other Christian thinkers, who had no thought of

denying the biblical miracles as facts, have, before Ritschl,

refused to describe them as breaches of natural law^ or
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interferences with natural order. Have not some Christian

thinkers even gone so far as to suggest that miracles are

revelations of higher laws, operations of latent forces in the

universe ? Without in anyway committing oneself to any

of these positions, it is surely mere justice not to charge

, Ritschl with the denial of miracles as facts, when all he

1 does is to refuse to accept a particular theory of miracles.

But there is positive evidence to disprove this charge. He

describes " the Christian view of the world " as of a " teleo-

logical and especially miraculous character " ; he shows

the insufficiency of " the mechanical view of the world

"

j
which excludes purpose and miracle ;

lastly, he claims that

" a teleological, and in single features even miraculous, view

of the world, which corresponds with man's need of religion,

1 which guarantees him his position as a spiritual and moral

1 whole in his connection with nature and human society, is

I anything but irrational in comparison with the knowledge

i of nature and its laws." ^ In answer to the charge that this

religious view of the world is subjective, he goes on to argue

that it is not more subjective than the scientific view, which

equally involves the exercise of man's own faculties. Of

the resurrection of Christ, Ritschl says that " it is the com-

pletion of the revelation made in Him, which not only

absolutely corresponds with, but necessarily results from

{folgerechte) the worth of His Person.'"- The miraculous

cures of Jesus are taken for granted, when Ritschl explains

that these did not imply " that Jesus had the whole con-

tinuity of nature, according to its laws, at His arbitrary

disposal "
; that He Himself in " His sensible existence was

dependent on all the regular conditions of man's life "
; that

" His miraculous power did not extend so far as to make

1 Ritschl's Rcchtfcrtigung iitid Vers'dlmung, iii. p. 582 ("Justification

and Reconciliation ")•

" Unterricht in der christlichen Religion, 'p. 21 ("Instruction in the

Christian Rehgion ").
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trial of itself in the alteration of the great mechanism of the

world "
; but that " the exercise of the miraculous power, of

which He was conscious (Mark vi. 5, 6), and which He
reckoned as part of His equipment in His calling (Matt,

xii. 28), has a far narrower scope." He goes on to argue

that we hav'e insufficient material in the records to allow us

to form any theory as to " the extent of the power of the

will of Christ over external nature," or, in the absence of

any analogous experiences, as " to the psychical and physical

conditions of the miraculous power of Christ." ^ This surely

is sufficiently distinct testimony ; but as it seems to be a

rule in the interpretation of Ritschl by some of his critics

that he can never mean what he appears to say, one more

passage may be added. " Meanwhile our ifisight itito the

matter is so limited that one cannot even affirm that God is

fettered by the laws of tiature, of which we know the smallest

part. In this respect it is to be noted that our zvhole vieiu

of Christianity assumes the recognition of the resurrection of

Ch^'ist as a fact in zvhich is most directly proved the preroga-

tive of God to create, and to create life out of death. We tvould

sui'render the zvhole Christian viezv, if zue zverc to surrender

this key to our zvhole mental attitude zvith the argument that

the restoration of a dead man to life coiitradicts natural lazv."

He makes still more definite what he means by the resur-

rection when he says: " // is self-evident, according to

analogy, with what Paul expresses in i Cor. xv., that

CJirist made Himself known to His disciples in the bodyI'
-

Herrmann's acceptance of the miracles of Jesus generally,

and of His resurrection particularly, has already been

indicated ; but the following further explanations may be

with advantage added. He says that " we do not share

^ Recht/ertigting unci Versohnung, iii. p. 430 ("Justification and
Reconciliation").

- Quoted from Ritschl's Lectures on Dogmatics in Eckc s Die T/ieo-

logische Schule Albrecht Ritschls, pp. 198, 199 ("The Theological

School of Albrecht Ritschl").

15
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the belief common to the apologists and their opponents,

that nature for our knowledge is a closed whole. For our

representation it is endless manifoldness, and that belief in

a cognisable whole of nature, by which one allows oneself

to be confused on the question of miracles, is nothing more

than the sediment of a dogmatic metaphysic, which has

no concern with Christianity. For this reason every

miracle of God is for us in immeasurable degrees naturally

mediated. God works through nature, which He has

created as a means for His final purpose. But we must

decline it as a superstitious undertaking, when one wishes

distinctly to give a decision regarding the possibility or

impossibility of any recorded events on the ground of any

representation of the whole of nature for which the results

of knowledge of nature have hitherto furnished the materials.

If the life of Jesus, according to the account of the Gospels,

shows a series of miraculous facts, then it is dogmatic pre-

judice to declare these impossible on account of their sur-

prising character." ^ Ecke, who is by no means a partisan

of the Ritschlian school, sums up the matter convincingly

when he declares that " all the rcprcseiitatives of the

Ritschlian school are of one mind ivitJi their master in their

acceptance in principle of the belief in miracle, whether they

assume a more positive or more critical attitude to the

single miracles recorded in the Holy Scriptures. In any

case tJie resurrection of Christ is recognised by all the

theologians of this tendency as a fact of religious faith,

and the conviction of the disciples that they had seen the

Lord is universally traced back to real miraculous appearatices

of Christ; by some it is true according to Ritschl's example

to attestations of the bodily Risoi One, by others, Harnack

for instance, to objective visions in which the exalted Lord

' Jlcrnnann's Die Rcl/'i^iou iin VcrJidltniss zudi ]Velterkenncn tind

zur Sittlichkcit, p. 386 (" Religion in Relation to our Knowledge of

the World and Morality").
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made known to His disciples His continued life in glory." ^

The extreme importance of this question, and the almost

universal misconception of the Ritschlian position upon

it, have necessitated this long statement. It is evident

that, recognising the legitimate uses of historical criticism,

the Ritschlians will not surrender to an assumption which it

sometimes makes the miraculous element in the Christian

revelation.

VI

(i) One other question, important not from the Ritschl-

ian standpoint, but from the point of view of the traditional

theology, still remains to be dealt with. It is the subject

of the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures. On this subject

Herrmann expresses himself very frankly. " When faith

receives the first revelation of God from historical events, it

does not allow itself to be sundered from them in anyway.

But that happens through that dogma. For the Scripture,

which on account of its inspiration claims to be the revela-

tion, thereby hides the work of those events, and lets us

forget that the historical continuity, which unites us to

them, produces the divine deed of our salvation. We do

not build on the inspired Scripture, but on the Scripture,

which is the original source of the revelation which has

been operative in the Christian community since its begin-

ning." ^ As against the traditional theory of inspiration

this is a sound position ; God has not merely dictated a

book. He is a living and a working God. In the facts of

history, pre-eminently in the Person of Christ, lie reveals

Himself It is still He who reveals Himself to us because

He lives and works in us, when through the impression

^ Ecke's Die Theologische Schule Albrecht Riisch/s, pp. 199, 200
(" The Theological School of Albrecht Ritschl ").

2 Herrmann's Die Bedeuiinn;; dcs InspirationslcJirc fiir die evaii-

gelische Kirche, p. 30 ("The Significance of the Doctrine of Inspiration

for the Evangelical Church ").
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these facts make upon us, and the influence that they

exercise over us, all things become new for us. The record

of the historical revelation which has come to us in the

Holy Scriptures must always be dependent on, and subor-

dinate to, the revelation itself The traditional doctrine

practically reverses this relation. Pushing that doctrine to

its ultimate consequences, Jesus need never have lived, or

wrought, or spoken ; for God might have composed and

dictated a revelation, if the verbal communication is all

important. If, however, facts are essential to a real

revelation to men, then the history is more than the record.

It is this view that Herrmann is rightly contending for.

By the revelation of which the Scriptures are the record,

he means an objective communication from God, not a

subjective product of human development. A passage has

been already quoted in which Herrmann asserts that for the

bearers of revelation, the revelation is always something

distinct and distinguishable from their inner life. He

opposes himself entirely to the position of those who

" desire to transfer revelation entirely into the subject, in

that they allow the same to be contained in the subjective

process of religious exaltation."^ Accordingly, he asserts

what is equivalent to an inspiration of the persons, if not

of the writings. If, however, the waitings are, as he holds

them to be, trustworthy and authoritative as regards the

contents of this objective divine communication to the human

persons, who are the bearers of the revelation ; if, as he

maintains, Christ Himself meets us, and acts on us in

the image of Himself presented to us in the Gospels : then

it seems to the writer in this admission there is the basis of

a doctrine of the Holy Scriptures which Herrmann himself,

however, does not develop, but which, from the historical

^ Herrmann's Die Religion im Vcnuiltiiiss zum IVcIicrkruitcn iind

sttr Sitilichkfit, p. 365 (" Reliyion in Relation to our Knowledge of tlie

World and Morality").
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standpoint, which Herrmann rightly holds, would be

entitled to affirm that the means for perpetuating and

diffusing this historical revelation must needs be included in

the same divine operation. If the record of the revelation

is to be at all adequate and authoritative, it cannot be a

merely human product. Along such lines of thought a more

satisfactory doctrine of the Scriptures might be reached.

(2) While Ritschl also rejects " the dogmatic doctrine

of verbal inspiration," which he describes as " a perilous

means " of establishing the authority of the New Testament,

yet he insists as strongly as he can on the distinctive

character of the New Testament as the sole means of " an

authentic knowledge of the Christian religion and revela-

tion," inasmuch as it consists of " the original sources which

are near to the period of the foundation of the Church,"

when the " spiritual power gives expression clearly and

completely to its peculiarity at the beginning of its

operation," which is not to be confined to " the personal

activity of Christ," but includes also " the first generation of

His community." ^ If, then, the New Testament belongs to

this initial movement of the Christian religion, distinguished

by its fresh vitality and full vigour, it may again be urged,

it will display qualities that set it apart from all subsequent

literature. From this historical point of view again we

might work out a doctrine of inspiration, which, recognising

fully the historical character of the Christian revelation,

would at the same time justify the estimate of the Holy

Scriptures, which is not merely advanced in the interests of

theological dogmatism, but actually expresses the demands

of religious experience. The Ritschlian school has not

reached such a doctrine of the Holy Scriptures, but such

an advance is in no way forbidden by its distinctive

teaching of the historical character of revelation.

' RilscliFs Rcc]itfcriigung mid Vcrsd/niiiiii^, ii. pp. i i, 13 ^'Justifi-

calion and Reconciliation").



* CHAPTER VIII

The Regulative Use of the Idea of the Kingdom
OF God

I

(i) Although, as we have seen, Ritschlianism condemns

ecclesiastical dogma as an illegitimate mixture of heathen

metaphysics and Christian faith, yet it is very far removed

from the undogmatic Christianity which has its advocates

in this country as well as in Germany. It maintains not

only the legitimacy, but even the necessity of a systematic

exposition of the value-judgments of religion in which the

contents of revelation find expression, so as to exhibit

their organic unity as related to one principle. Before we

pass on to inquire what this principle is, let us pause to

consider very briefly the defence of dogmatics offered by

the Ritschlian theology. As far as the writer is aware,

Harnack stands alone in giving the restricted sense to the

term dogma, which we have already had occasion to

discuss. The other Ritschlians arc not unwilling to use

the term in its wider sense for any definite statement of

Christian truth which finds general acceptance in a Chris-

tian community.

(2) Using this term in the wider sense. Kaftan has

published two small books, Faith and Dogma, and Do we

need a new Dogma ? which in this connection will repay

closer study. The first of these books is directed

against Dreyer's Undogmatic Christiatiity, and the second
230
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1

justifies against criticisms positions maintained in the

first.

(c?) In the former work Kaftan states first of all what

can be said against Dogma. He shows that the develop-

ment of positive science has resulted in a growing

antagonism to dogma, which has consequently become a

hindrance instead of a help to the Church. While he

admits that this opposition to dogma is in some cases due

to a habit of mind to which even faith is an offence, and

maintains that the Christian Church must not attempt a

compromise with this intellectual mood by sacrificing any

distinctive feature of the gospel
;
yet, on the other hand, he

argues that the Church must do what it can to heal the

wound from which not only our culture, but our whole

spiritual life even is suffering, and reminds us that the

dogma from which modern thought is so estranged

was in its own origin an attempt to reconcile faith and

knowledge. " The same need," he says, " which we now

represent in advocating the necessity of an accord between

science and faith, even this and no other need led to the

origin of dogma." ^ Ilis conclusion is that as the antagon-

ism of science and dogma exists, there is nothing else to

be done but to give up the dogma.

{b) But he does not stop here. He goes on next to

show all that can be said in favour of dogma. By dogma

he understands a doctrine which is to be valid in the

Christian Church ; and affirms (i) " that the Christian faith

of itself and necessarily leads to a doctrine; (2) that the

church-community cannot dispense with a doctrine which

is to be valid, accordingly a dogma in the proper sense

;

(3) that the evangelical Church also, and it exactly with its

condition, is directed to such a dogma." - The first position

he proves by showing that faith alwax's involves knowledge
;

1 Kaftan's GUmbe mid Dogma, p. 20 ("Faith and Dogma").
- Op. cit. pp. 21, 22.
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that this knowledge is knowledge of God ; that faith knows
God as the personal Spirit transcending the world ; that

what faith knows it must acknowledge in a doctrine. The
second position, that in the Church doctrine becomes dogma,

is maintained on the following grounds, that what keeps the

Church together by binding its members to one another is

its common faith, and that this common faith must needs

find expression in a doctrine, the validity of which is

generally recognised, and which, therefore, becomes a

dogma of the Church. The third position, that dogma
is of special importance for the evangelical Church, follows

necessarily from the contrast between Roman Catholicism,

in which the sacramental cultus and the ecclesiastical polity

are of primary importance ; and Protestantism, in which

" cultus and ecclesiasiastical organisation fall into the back-

ground," and " faith, and therefore doctrine, and therefore

dogma, is all." ^ As the members of the evangelical

Churches are kept together by their common faith, the

expression of that common faith in a doctrine which

commands general acceptance and exercises general

authority, or, in other words, in a dogma is of supreme

importance. The Protestant Churches must have a

dogma.

(<f) In the third part of his book Kaftan shows what is

the reconciliation of his antagonism to, and his advocacy

of, dogma. " What we need is a nezu dogmas I low are

we to get it ? This is his answer. " One cannot make a

dogma, it must come into being- {zverdoi). God preserve

us from the folly of wishing to make something in this

realm !
" " We do not want," he continues, " any other

dogma than such as corresponds with the faith of the

Reformation."- This faith, he argues, did not, in the

theology of the Protestant Churches, come to a direct and

an adequate expression, for that theology never fully freed

' Op. cil. p. 28. 2 Qp^ ^it. pp. 30, 31.
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itself from the fetters of Roman Catholic dogma. The

dogma we need must not be a mere compromise with

science, but a pure confession of faith ; and this, he main-

tains, will in nowise come in conflict with science, for

" it does not meet with science on its own ground." There

is only one point at which science and faith do come into

contact, and so may be brought into conflict. We must

admit the possibility, although we need not anticipate the

reality, " that historical research may destroy the living

image of the Saviour to which the faith of the Christian

clings." ^ Many of the ideas which are supposed to be in

conflict with Christian faith are not the results of science

proper, but are conclusions due to a view of the world,

which finds support at some points from science, but which

can be shown to be not strictly scientific, but philosophical
;

and no philosophy can claim for its conclusions greater

certainty than faith can for its contents.

{d) In the last part of his book. Kaftan expresses him-

self as in no way concerned to maintain the term dogma
;

but what he does desire to put beyond all doubt is that

what we are dealing with in the knowledge of faith, in

doctrine, is tfiit/i, and tlic only tiiitJi about the objects with

which faith is concerned ; that there is no other way, b}'

science or philosophy, to a knowledge of God, but the way

of faith ; and that as there is only one God, so there is

only one truth about Him. This knowledge of faith,

however, is not of the same character as the knowledge of

science ; for it is a law of our knowledge that the more

important its object, the more does our knowledge assume

the character of personal conviction, the certainty of which

depends on our interest in the object, its value for us. " Quite

simpl)'," he says, " the highest can be got only at th.c highest

price. Thou canst not know God unless tlliou givest thy

whole manhood as the pledge." Hence, " our faith and our

' Op. cit. p. 42.
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confession of it always has something of the character

of obedience^ ^ It is not merely intellectual assent to a

proved proposition, it is always moral consent to an

acknowledged authority. But a truth which meets faith

as an authority, to which submission is due, is a dogma. If

such a truth has not yet presented itself to the faith of the

present age, yet it is being surely, if slowly, formed ; and

there must be no impatience with the delay of its coming,

and no premature effort to hasten its approach, for " tJic

truth can zuait." In this statement of the contents of

Kaftan's book, a subject already dealt with, the value-

judgments of religioD, has again been brought to our notice,

but from a fresh point of view, which may prove useful in

enabling us to understand better this distinctive feature

of the Ritschlian theology.

(3) In his second small book, Do zve need a new

Dogma ? Kaftan comes back to the subject, in order to

remove misconceptions of, and objections to, his position

by indicating the directions in which the new dogma he

desires will move. First of all, it will make plainer than

ever the distinctive character of Christian knowledge, that

it is the obedience of faith. Secondly, it will show more

clearly than has been shown before that Christian life is

essentially a life " hid loith Christ in God." Thirdly,

it will bring to full growth the living germs of the

Reformation, the true doctrine of the Holy Scriptures, and

the sole sufficiency of faith. Fourthly, it will face the

question. What think ye of Christ? and, in its answer,

will have regard only to the essential and necessary con-

tents of Christian faith. " Faith," he says, " moves about

these two points, about the glorified Mead of the community

and the historical life of the Loril. It rounds itself off in

affirming and confessing the origin of Jesus from God."

" The evangelical faitlil' he continues, " and the old dogma

' Op. cil. \>\>. 54, 57, 60.
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have 110 internal ccnnection" ^ This new dogma, by the

very nature of the objects with which it deals, need fear no

conflict with science, and so meets the greatest spiritual

need of the age.

(4) The size of these works is no measure of their

significance and value ; and before going any furtlicr in our

inquir}-, we may pause briefly to note some considerations

immediately suggested by Kaftan's statements, and then to

glance at the subject he deals with generally. That the

old dogma of the Church and modern science are in

conflict on several questions needs no proof, nor docs the

grievous effect of this in the spiritual life of many men

in the present day. Tlic need of an intellectual expression

for faith, on which Kaftan insists, must be fully admitted,

even although one may be inclined to maintain that

genuine religious sympathy may exist where there is very

little intellectual agreement in matters of belief. That

Protestantism especially needs a common understanding

of the contents of faith in the absence of the other bonds

of unity which Catholicism possesses, is a position that

seems unassailable. The need of a new dogma which will

not come into conflict with science will be generally

admitted ; but there remain not a few theologians who

still so define the contents, and so determine the limits of

this new dogma, that it seems an impossibility to avoid

a conflict between science and even the new dogma. So

long as science, on the one hand, claims the right to

pronounce a judgment on the possibility or impossibility

of certain supernatural events recorded in the Holy Scrip-

tures, which Christian faith must, by necessity of its very

nature, maintain to be facts ; so long as, on the other, Christian

faith attaches to all the statements of Scripture, even when

dealing with the subjects of common knowledge, which

' Braiichai wir cin luucs Doj^iiia ? pp. 59, 63 ('' Do we need a new
Dogma ?").
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have no immediate connection with the reh'gious Hfe, an

authority which demands an unquestioning intellectual sub-

mission : so long will there be a wide field of common
possession, which will again and again be the occasion of

mutual conflict. But if it be recognised that certain

assumptions of science regarding natural law and order,

which are useful in the very highest degree in the investiga-

tion and explanation of our common experience, are not

universal principles to be applied beyond the range of that

experience, if it be acknowledged that certain tendencies

and habits of mind, that are of the greatest possible value

in scientific inquiry, may become positive hindrances to the

exercise of other spiritual faculties in their respective

spheres, then much of the conflict, in so far as it is pro-

voked by science, will be avoided. On the other side, too,

the lust of battle may be restrained, if Christian faith can

be brought to admit that all the contents of the Holy

Scriptures are not the truth of the living God, are not

essential or necessary to the life and growth, health and

strength of faith. Even on what, with all due self-restraint

on both sides, remains common ground of science and faith,

it does not seem impossible to come to a mutual under-

standing. Kaftan's confidence that the new dogma may
avoid conflict with science, does not appear at all un-

warranted. The last part of the first of his works, now

under examination, puts in a new light the theory of value-

judgments, and shows how unjustified is the objection of

Ritschlian critics, that the theory involves a double truth, or

suggests the untrustworthiness of our religious knowledge.

In the indications Kaftan gives in his second book of the

character of the new dogma he desires, he is for the most

part in agreement with the other members of the Ritschlian

school. I lis positive position, that the germs of the

Reformation need, and will find development in the new

dogma ; and his negative position, that the ecclesiastical
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dogma of tlie Person of Christ must, in tlie interests of

faith itself, be superseded by a new doctrine of the

divinity of Christ, the interests of which shall be

distinctively religious,—both are common to Ritschlianism.

So also is the general principle that religious know-

ledge is the obedience of faith. Only when he insists

that the Christian life must be exhibited distinctively as

a life hid with Christ in God, he betrays a mystical

tendency which distinguishes him from Ritschl and Herr-

mann, With his contention generally, that we need a

new dogma, the writer in his first chapter has already

expressed cordial agreement. With his more special

conviction that this new dogma, if science and faith

severally observe the limits of their spheres, need not

come into conflict with science, he finds himself also in

thorough accord ; but he would add, conflict can be

avoided only if the old dogmatic use of the

Scriptures as infallible oracles on all questions be

abandoned.

II

(i) If the Christian faith needs a Christian dogmatics

as its expression, what is to be its regulative principle

that it may appear, not as a sum of separate doctrines,

but as a system of truth possessing organic unity ? As
the Ritschlians are agreed that we need a new dogma,

so they are agreed as regards the truth that is to bind all

its parts into one whole. This is the idea of the kingdom

of God. So prominent is this idea in the Ritschlian

theology, that one of its critics ventures to affirm that,

" should it appear that one of the adherents does not

assign its full value to the idea of the kingdom for the

teleological construction, and accordingly does not accord

to it the central position in the system, then he has separated

himself from Ritschl, and has no claim to belong to his

II
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school." ^ To this statement it must, however, be added,

that as all the Ritschlian writers have not given us

a systematic theology, we cannot with equal distinctness

in all indicate the application to all Christian doctrines of

this regulative principle. In this case, as in others, general

statements about Ritschlianism require modification and

qualification in individual instances.

(2) Herrmann, in his book on TAc Conimimion of the

Christian with God, gives almost exclusive prominence to

the " inner life " of Jesus as the revelation of God indi-

vidually to every believer, and makes only casual mention

of the kingdom of God. Yet this is due to his special

apologetic purpose, and not to any formal dissent from

this distinctive position ; for in his work. Religion in

Relation to 07i7' Knoivledge of the U^orld and Morality, he

says :
" An invaluable moment of Christian faith is the

idea of the kingdom of God, the universal moral com-

munity, the aspect under which humanity is included in

God's purpose for Himself. The reality of the kingdom of

God must in some way or another have seized a man, and

positively influenced his thinking, if he is to be capable of

trusting God in the Christian sense. In this moment of

Christian faith itself there lies for us both the point for

the organisation of the Christian view of the world, and the

germ of the dogmatic proof of the same." " The circum-

ference," he says again, " of the truly legitimate and

soluble dogmatic problems is described by the question,

how is it possible that man, sinful and subject to the

power of nature, can seek his blessedness in the form of

personal life, expressed in the moral law, or in the moral

community of the kingdom of God, and can be sure of the

same ? Dogmatics takes the answer from the historical

revelation of God ; if this had not such a content, then

1 Wegener's A. Ritschls Idee des Reiches Gottes, p. 122 ("A, Rjtschrs

Idea of the Kingdom of God"),
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neither our faith nor dogmatics would exist." ^ Ti\is

involves a limitation of the range of dogmatics. "The

dogmatics demanded by us will, in the first place, turn out

shorter than the traditional," for " the biblical representa-

tions will be utilised in it onl}' in so far as we can honestly

say to ourselves, that, as belonging to the solution of

the fundamental question of dogmatics as defined above,

they have already become intelligible to us." - The

regulative principle is thus seen to involve a formal

method. Theology is concerned only with the solution

of a practical problem, how sinful man may be saved

in the kingdom of God. Only he who has personally

experienced this salvation is in a position to understand

the terms of the problem and its solution. The statements

of the Bible are to be used by dogmatics only as they are

clearly understood to relate to the personally experienced

solution of the practical problem.

(3) In neither of the small books which we have been

considering does Kaftan, in his indications of the content of

the new dogma, give any prominence to the idea of the king-

dom of God ; but it will be remembered that in his work. The

TrutJi of the Chi'istiari Religion, he offers, as a proof of the

reality of the Christian revelation, the agreement betwen the

Christian idea of the kingdom of God and the Practical

Reason's Postulate of a Chief Good. In his other large work.

The Essetice of the CJiristian Religio7i, he begins the discussion

of Christianity with a chapter on the Kingdom of God,

followed by chapters on Reconciliation and the Revelation of

God in Jesus Christ. The essence of a religion he states is

to be discovered in one feature, " What is the character of the

good which it desires to offer to its adhei-ents ? " The answer

^ Herrmann's Die Religion im Vcriiciltniss ztiin Welterkeniun und
zur Sittlichkcit, pp. 431, 432 ("Religion in Relation to our Knowledge
of the World and Morality ").

2 Op. cit. pp. 439, 440.
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to this question for Christianity is to be found in this way :

" Wc must take the preaching of Jesus regarding the kingdom

of God as our starting-point, and with the knowledge that

this offers approach the apostohc writings, and search out

in them the corresponding propositions." ^ Jesus, according

to Kaftan, preached the kingdom of God " as our highest

good and as our supreme ideal^' and as a heavenly, not an

earthly good, the possession of which, however, depended

on human moral activity in the world. He admits that

" the preaching of the kingdom becomes in the moiUh of the

apostles the proclamation of the risen and glorified Christ "
;

and that in the case of Paul " the glorified Christ fills the

place zuhich in the teaching of Jesus the snpramundane

kingdom of God holds, zuhich has appeared in His Person,

and has become accessible for possession by His disciples

through faith in HimT'^ While he does not venture with

Harnack to describe this difference between Christ's and

the apostles' preaching as a mistake on the part of the

apostles, yet he does not seem to recognise that this change

may make the theologian pause before accepting the idea

of the kingdom of God as the regulative principle of

Christian dogmatics ; for surely there was a good reason

why the apostles, Paul especially, ceased preaching the

kingdom of God, as Christ Himself had done, and began

instead preaching Christ Himself. But this remark is an

anticipation of subsequent criticism.

(4) In the introduction to the third volume of his

Justification and Reco?tciliatiofi, Ritschl lays down the rules

by which the Christian theologian must be guided, {a)

First of all he must be himself a believer, one who has

claimed for himself the good Christianity offers, and who

is discharging the duty to which it calls, " The full range

^ Kaftan's Das IVesen dcr Christlichen Religion, pp. 226, 229 ("The

Essence of the Christian Religion ").

2 Op. cit. pp. 235, 251,253.
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of the historical reahty of Jesus can be learned only from

the faith of the Christian community in Him, and even

His intention merely to found the same cannot be

completely understood from the historical standpoint,

unless one subordinates oneself to His person as a member

of this community " ; and again, " one can know and

understand God, sin, conversion, eternal life in the sense

of Christendom only in so far as with consciousness and

intention one includes one's self in the community which

Christ has founded."^ (l^) In the next place, as we have

already seen, from this standpoint " the authentic know-

ledge of the Christian religion and revelation can be drawn

only from the original sources, which stand near to the

period of the foundation of the Church, and from no .

others," and " the original sources are the books of the i

New Testament," and not any oral tradition.- (c) In the

third place, however, even from this standpoint in the

Christian community, and with these original sources in

the writings of the New Testament, the theologian's method

needs to be further defined, for he must possess some

regulative principle in " the comprehension, tlic selection,

and the construction of his dogmatic material." ^ Express-

ing this principle in general terms, Ritschl affirms that " in

the Christian religion Jesus Christ is the standard in the

view of the world, and the judgment of themselves, which

marks believers," and accordingly " in dogmatics His Person

must be taken into account as the standpoint of knowledge,

from which the limits of every doctrine are regarded." *

(5) But as Jesus is both redeemer from sin and founder

of the kingdom of God, further definition of the principle

* Ritschl's Rechtferiigung unci Verso/imtng, iii. pp. 3, 4 ("Justifica-

tion and Reconciliation ").

- Op. cit. ii. p. 13.

" Steinbeck's Das Verhalinis von Thcologie ttud ErkcKntnis-Thcoric,

p. 27 ("The Relation of Theology and Kpistcmology ").

* Ritschl's op. cit. iii. pp. 313, 314.

16
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is necessary. It is curious that in Ritschl himself we do

not find the same certain sound in his statements on this

subject as we find in his disciples. His great work is

called, TJie Christian Doctrine of Jnstijication and Recon-

ciliation, and treats all the Christian doctrines as pre-

suppositions, or evidences, or consequences of this one

leading doctrine. Nevertheless, in the Introduction he

criticises Schleiermacher's definition of the Christian

religion as " the monotheistic mode of faith belonging to

the teleological tendency, in which all is referred to the

redemption effected by Christ," in the following terms

:

" The position of this particular attribute as the specific

definition of this religion lacks the desirable distinctness.

For if the divine final purpose is expressed in the kingdom

of God, then it should be anticipated that, besides, the

redemption through Jesus would be also brought into

relation to this final purpose as a means. As this relation

does not come to expression, it results that Schleiermacher

brings all Christian consciousness of God in relation, at

one time with the redemption through Jesus, at another

time with the idea of the kingdom of God, without coming

to a decision about the mutual position of this purpose and

that attribute. It corresponds with this indistinctness,

therefore, that in the exposition of the doctrine of faith,

justice is done to anything but the recognised teleological

character of Christianity." ^ This passage shows that

Ritschl subordinates the doctrine of redemption to the

doctrine of the kingdom of God on account of " the

teleological character of Christianity," by which he means

that Christianity is not only a good already gained, but still

more an ideal to be yet realised. He justifies the place he

gives to the doctrine of the kingdom by an appeal to

Jesus Himself. For him there is no doubt that " the purpose

recognised by Christ of the universal moral kingdom of

^ Op. cit. p. 9.
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God ev^oked in Him the recognition and the resolution for

the kind of redemption which He accomplished by main-

taining His fidelity to His vocation, and His blessed

communion with God in suffering unto death." It is

important for us to grasp just what this means. To put

the antithesis strongly, so as to bring into bold relief just

what is implied in Ritschl's words, the redemption of

Christ was determined in its form and character, not by man's

actual condition as sinner, but by his possible destination

as citizen of the kingdom. Evangelical theology, he asserts,

has not kept to the right standpoint, for " all that concerns

the redemptive character of Christianity has been the

subject of the closest consideration ; and accordingly one

finds in the redemption by Christ the centre of all Christian

knowledge and conduct, while at the same time the ethical

conception of Christianity under the idea of the kingdom

of God fails to get justice. But, so to speak, Christianity

is not to be compared to a circle which should run about

one centre, but to an ellipse, ruled by two foci." ^ Here

he himself abandons his own position, and co-ordinates

the two doctrines, instead of, as formerly, subordinating the

one to the other. This is not a casual lapse, for in the

subsequent argument he in varied forms asserts this co-

ordination. " Assuredly," he says, " all in Christianity is

* brought into relation ' with the moral organisation of

humanity by conduct from the motive of love, but in the

same way and at the same time all is ' brought into

relation ' with the redemption through Christ, the spiritual

redemption, that is, the freedom from guilt, and over the

world which is to be won in the relation to God as Father.

For the lifework of the founder of this religion is at the

same time to redeem and to establish the kingdom of

God." - Yet in the first chapter, when he comes to define

the conception of justification, he distinguishes it from the

* Op. cit. pp. 10, II. - Op. cit. p. 13.
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idea of the kingdom of God, only at once to deny the

distinction, and to' assert that the two sets of ideas are of

the same kind, for human activity is included in divine

grace, and divine grace implies human activity. As the

conception of justification expresses the one aspect—the

divine grace,— and the idea of the kingdom of God
expresses the other aspect—the human activity—of the

one spiritual process, both are of the same kind. Without

now seeking an answer to the question whether we can so

identify divine grace and human activity, we must now
note that here again a further modification of his position

emerges. First of all, the one doctrine is subordinated to

the other ; next, the two doctrines are co-ordinated ; and,

thirdly, they are declared to be practically identical.

These changes show that his own mind was moving from

one standpoint to another, and yet was not fully conscious

of this movement. He starts from the traditional position

of Christian theology, for w'hich the doctrine of redemption

is of primary importance ; he is drawn by influences which

cannot now be discussed towards the new position, for

\ which the doctrine of the kingdom is of supreme interest

;

and he does not altogether abandon the old before he

' assumes the new standpoint. Here as elsewhere his mind

,

is still passing through a crisis.

(6) When we turn to his small book. Instruction in the

Christian Religion, we find that the new position has been

finally assumed
; and the idea of the kingdom of God has

become without qualification the regulative principle of his

theology. It has, however, been enriched in its content,

and has absorbed much that belonged formerly to the con-

ception of justification. " The kingdom of God," he says,

" is the highest good assured by God to the community

founded by His revelation in Christ
;

yet it is regarded as

the highest good, only inasmuch as at the same time it is

reckoned as the moral ideal, for the realisation of which

f
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the members of the community bind themselves to one

another by a definite mode of reciprocal action."^ The

religious aspect as contrasted with the moral is here put in

the forefront of the definition, whereas in his great work the

moral aspect of the Christian life is specially included in the

idea of the kingdom of God, and the religious in the con-

ception of justification. The fact, however, that this more

complex idea gets the name of the kingdom, is not without

effect in giving the moral clement a predominance over the

religious, in putting in the forefront human activity instead

of divine grace.

Ill

(i) It may be seriously questioned whether our Lord's

use of the term kingdom of God in His public preaching,

according to the Synoptists, warrants the prominent

position and the dominant function in Christian theology

which the Ritschlian school assigns to it. Whether the

term itself sufficiently indicates the contents of Jesus'

teaching may even be doubted ; even although so suggest-

ive and sympathetic an interpreter of His words as Pro-

fessor Bruce declares that " no higher idea can be formed

of salvation than to make it consist in citizenship in the

divine commonwealth ; nor can Christ's importance as

Saviour be more conspicuously magnified than by repre-

sentincf Him as one to whom citizens owe their admission

to the privilege " ; and therefore, he adds, " I have no

hesitation in regarding the kingdom of God as an exhaust-

ive category."- Even if the term be an adequate

description of the contents of Jesus' gospel, it must never-

theless be remembered that, on the one hand, it was

necessary for Jesus to adapt His teaching to the religious

1 Ritschl's UittcrricJit in der christlichcn ReUi^ion, p. 3 (" Instruction

in the Christian Religion").

- Bruce's The Kingdom of God, p. 41.
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needs of those to whom He spoke, by using the language

that was famihar to them ; and that, on the other hand,

until He had finished the work that His Father had given

Him to do, in His death, rising again, and reign in grace

and glory, the whole gospel could not be spoken to men.

When we find, further, that, according to Kaftan's own
statement, the idea of the kingdom, except in its eschato-

logical aspects, falls into the background in the apostolic

testimony, and Jesus Himself as Saviour and Lord is

preached instead of it, we cannot but think that the idea of

the kingdom of God is a provisional conception, not uni-

versally significant. Lastly, here, by way of general

criticism, it may be noted that where the attempt has been

made to construct a system of theology with this as the

exhaustive category, the result has been, to use Professor

Orr's words, " either the doctrines are viewed only in this

relation, in which case many aspects are overlooked which

belong to a full system of theology ; or a mass of material

is taken in which is only connected with this idea in the

loosest way." ^ The use of the idea of the kingdom of God

\
as the regulative principle of theology is not justified

either by theory or practice.

(2) Setting aside these objections, however, although

the Ritschlian school which claims to accept the Reforma-

tion principle of the authority of the Holy Scriptures as

the sole source of Christian doctrine cannot reject the

testimony of the New Testament on this subject, we shall

find our doubts about the lawfulness and profitableness of

this use of the idea confirmed by considering further the

results as presented to us in the Ritschlian theology. To
the use of the idea of the kingdom of God in this way may
be traced, first of all, what may be described as the ideo-

logical character of the Ritschlian theology, in other words,

the prominence given to the conception oi purpose. To
^ Orr's The Christiati View of God and the World, p. 404.
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this also, in the second place, we may attribute what for

want of a better term wc may call the covinmnistic aspect

of many Ritschlian doctrines, the emphasis put on the i

Christian community in contrast to the Christian individual.

On the same grounds, too, may we explain the very defective

and inadequate exposition of the nature and action of God

found in Ritschl's writings. Each of these results demands

separate treatment. , /,

IV /

(i) In one of the passages already quoted, RitschI

himself speaks of " the teleological character of Chris-

tianity." Not many Vv'ords are needed to indicate what is

meant by this. Christianity has a forward as well as a

backward look ; it looks backward to the revelation of God

in Christ, and the redemption of man by Christ ; it looks

forward to the realisation of a moral ideal through man's

duty, and of a divine purpose for man's destiny. Chris-

tianity has hitherto looked backward more than forward.

RitschI and his followers bid it look forward. But this

looking forward may mean, either that the glance is fixed

on the divine purpose for man's destiny, or that it is

turned to the moral ideal for man's duty. The former,

which may be called the cscJiatological view, was char-

acteristic of the early Church ; and it still survives in

sometimes very grotesque forms in \.\\q futurist interpreters

of Daniel and the Revelation, and those who blindly follow
'

their leading ; while, apart from such morbid growths, in

every genuine and intense Christian experience there must

be hope as well as faith and love. The latter, which may

be described as the teleological view, is a distinctive feature

of the Ritschlian theology, although it is by no means an

exclusive possession of the school. It looks to the reKo^i

or end which has been appointed to the human race in

Christ. Accordingly, in dealing with the objects of the
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Christian consciousness, the Ritschhan theology does not

ask what is their' nature or their origin, or their relation

each to the other, but what purpose do they serve—how

do they further this re\o<; or end, the kingdom of God ?

The position and the function assigned to the kingdom

of God involves a distinct theological method, or prob-

ably we should be more correct in saying that the

idea is adopted in order to justify that method. It may
here be remarked in passing that this method is right and

fit in Christian ctliics, where human duty is the subject of

inquiry, and all else may be regarded as means to enable

and impel man to do his duty ; but in Christian dogmatics

which deal with what God has done for man, the necessary

and appropriate questions are wJiat and hoiv, not, exclu-

sively or even predominantly, ivJiy.

(2) One of the critics of the Ritschlian theology,

Wegener, has made A. RitscJirs Idea of the Kbigdom of God

the subject of an exhaustive examination " in the light of

history." He shows that in the eighteenth century this

idea was brought into prominence for three reasons: (i)

it was Jesus' own teaching; (2) it served to combine in a

unity moral and dogmatic ideas; (3) it could be repre-

sented as proving the harmony of reason and revelation.

It stood in close relation to other ideas favoured in the

thought of that century, such as purpose and develop-

ment, providence as an education of the human race, and

revelation as a means of that education. Use was made

of the idea more or less tentatively by several Christian

theologians ; but to Kant was due the assured position

that it gained, and the important function that was

assigned to it. " The kingdom of God," writes Wegener

in stating Kant's position, " as the highest good which is

revealed by the legislative reason in the doctrine of the

will (Critique of practical reason) as the final purpose for

the moral will, is described in ' the doctrine of religion ' as

(^ . -^ snj^^.. ^-^---\^ 1
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historical revelation, how it arises in Jesus Christ out of

the billowing war of the hostile principles of good and evil

as the victory of the good in principle, and how it com-

pletes itself at last as the dominion of the good in an

endless process of becoming. This ethical state, this

kingdom of God, is the invisible Church." This idea was

utilised in various forms by several thinkers ; but it was

Theremin who in 1823 attempted "to shape a dogmatic

according to this idea," for " in his doctrine of the divine

kingdom he made the attempt to represent the kingdom of

God as a union of all good men both with Christ and I lis

Father, and also among themselves. It exists already com-

plete in heaven, incomplete here on earth through the bond

of love." This attempt, according to Wegener, is not

successful, for the kingdom of God is used to express two

distinct ideas, the combination of which under one name

serves only to produce confusion. It is, on the one hand,

" an ideal state, of which each individual is to become a

citizen "
; and it is, on the other hand, " the right condition

of the subject, in whom love works as the highest prin-

ciple." ^ This confusion is the more serious, because it is

unavoidable in the use made of the idea. History thus

shows that the idea of the kingdom of God is employed as

a regulative principle of theology only when teleological

conceptions dominate.

(3) This teleological method has been described by

Wegener pointedly and briefly. " Such a way of looking

at nature and history, which fixes its gaze on, not the

being but the becoming of things, not their truth but their

worth, not their explanation but their destination, not their

ultimate cause but their final purpose, we provisionally call

a teleological." - What this involves may be indicated by

^ Wegenci-'s A. Rifsch/s Idee dcs Rciches Goths, pp. 32, Zl>^ 57, 58

("A. Ritschl's Idea of the Kingdom of God").

- Op. cit. p. 71.
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a few examples. Creation is to be considered only in so

far as it is a means towards God's final purpose, the king-

dom of God. Revelation is the historical realisation of the

kingdom of God. Christ's Person and Work are to be

investigated only in so far as He is founder of the kingdom
of God, and by His redemption makes it possible for men
to become citizens of the kingdom. God Himself is not

to be otherwise thought of than as the love which makes
the world's end, the kingdom of God, His own self-end.

The value-judgments of religion are not simply confined to

the objects that have value for the religious subject, but

are, as we have already seen, limited to those relations of

the objects to the subject which give them value. While

the mind aims at a complete determination of the objects

of its knowledge, and as thorough an account of its re-

lations to other objects as possible, this teleological method

would restrict it to a consideration only of those relations

of the objects in which they appear serviceable. The theo-

retical judgment, according to the Ritschlian school, deals

with causes, the value-judgments with purposes ; and re-

ligious knowledge is excluded from the former, and

restricted to the latter. But this seems to be an absolutely

arbitrary assumption, for one fails to see how purposes can

be accurately and adequately determined, unless the objects

to which these purposes are assigned are investigated as

thoroughly as can be, that is, as regards their causes.

We shall have occasion again and again to notice the

insufficiency of the Ritschlian treatment of the objects of

the religious consciousness ; but what at this point demands

attention is the close connection between this teleological

method and the value-judgments on the one hand, and

the use of the idea of the kingdom of God as the regula-

tive principle of theology on the other hand. There is

unity and consistency in human thinking, and we shall

therefore find that the distinctive features of the Ritschlian
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theology are not accidentally combined, but organically

united.

V

(i) While the kingdom of God is conceived by Ritschl

as not only a moral ideal, a social organisation of mankind

from the motive of love, but as also a religious good, an

individual possession assured to faith
;
yet the immanent

logic of the term is stronger than its formal definition, and

what wc practically find is that the moral duty pushes

itself to the front, and the religious good falls into the

background. The individual's religious position is made

dependent on his moral function ; his value is not in

himself, but in his service to society ; he enjoys his

religious good as he discharges his moral duty. A man

is not justified by God, and as a result he loves his

neighbour. It is as he loves his neighbour that he is

justified by God. This is, as far as the writer can judge,

what is involved in a number of Ritschl's statements, which

have caused not a little perplexity to his exponents and

critics. The object of God's love is not individual man,

but humanity as organised in the kingdom of God from

motives of love ; the forgiveness of sins belongs to the

community, and is appropriated by each believer only as

a member of it ; the purpose of the Christian missionary

should be, not to win isolated persons for Christ, but to

convert nations to Christianity ; God does not know men

singly, but in their relations to others in family and

people.^ This way of regarding the individual man not as

a person, an end in and for himself, but as a member of

society, a means towards its end, has been described by

Wegener as a " species-individualism," as contrasted, on the

^ Sec, for instance, Ritschl's IxecJit/ertigjtng utid Vcrso/itintii^, ill.

sec. 20, pp. 104-109, and sec. 22, pp. 115 -132 ("Justification and
Reconciliation ").
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one hand, with " pancosmism," which denies all distinctions,

and on the other with " personal individualism," for which

each man is a distinct unity .^ He maintains, and rightly,

that personal individualism alone is consistent with the

Christian view of man ; for we need not go further than

the twin-parables of the Lost Sheep and the Lost Coin

to learn the value to God of each soul.

(2) This " species - individualism " is, however, quite

consistent with the place assigned to the idea of the

kingdom of God in the Ritschlian theology. If God's

final purpose is a society, then individuals are of account

only as they are serviceable to that society. Here the

value-judgment in its restrictive form again presents itself.

Man is to be considered only as he is of value for the

realisation of the kingdom of God. There is a legitimate

socialism which insists on man's duty to his fellows, as

there is a legitimate individualism which asserts man's

debt to himself; or rather there is a commendable ethical

idealism, in which man's debt to himself and his duty to

his fellows are seen to be an organic unity, for " man
dies to live." But this Ritschlian position, although it

corresponds with dominant tendencies of the age, is an

exaggerated communism, in which the individual is ab-

sorbed in the society.

(3) Such being the origin of the Ritschlian statements

about the relation of the individual to the society, it

becomes evident that Ritschl cannot be charged with

chuj'cJdincss. The society for which he makes these claims

is the kingdom, and not the Church, which he sharply

distinguishes from it. The Christian community as wor-

shipping is the Church ; as acting from the motive of love,

and so producing the social organisation of humanity, is

the kingdom of God. To this conception of the Church

^ Wegener's op. at. p. loi. " Gattungsindividualismus" is the word

which is translated " species-individualism."
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we must again come back ; but meanwhile it may be said,

without doing Ritschl any injustice, that the Christian

community as kingdom of God is of far greater interest

and importance for him than as Church, even as his -

tendency is to subordinate rehgion to morahty, the good

to be gained to the duty to be done.

VI

(i) While the discussion of other doctrines in subse-

quent chapters will afford us illustrations of the injurious

influence on the theology of Ritschl of the use of the idea

of the kingdom of God which we are now dealing with,

there is one doctrine, that of God, which may now be

noticed in order to complete the argument ; both because

in this doctrine the evil effects are most strikingly shown,

and because the idea of the kingdom of God itself in this

connection receives a fuller and clearer exposition than in

any other part of Ritschl's system. While rejecting meta-

physics from theology, Ritschl himself here gives us a

speculative deduction of the kingdom of God from the

love of God ; and deals with the personality of God not

as a biblical or an experimental theologian, but altogether

as a philosopher under an impulse imparted, and with the

guidance afforded by Lotze. This lapse into speculative 1

philosophy Ecke describes as " a foreign element in the

Ritschlian theology," ^ irreconcilable with the method of

Ritschl ; and points out that none of his disciples has

followed him in this course. Whatever opinion one may

hold as regards the success or failure of this attempt of

Ritschl's, it must be pronounced an inconsistency in him.

But, as has already been remarked, such an inconsistency

neither needs to excite great surprise, nor deserves to incur

J Ecke's Die Thcoloo^iscJic Schiih: Albrccht Ritschls, pp. 44-46 ("The

Theological School of Albrecht Ritschl").
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severe condemnation, if it be remembered that in many

respects Ritschl's own mind experienced the transition

from old to new principles and methods in theology,

which he sought to effect in the thought of his age.

(2) Refusing to begin with the conception of God as

"infinite, indeterminate existence," he asserts that " theology

begins, as with the fundamental truth, with the full concep-

tion of the personal God, who establishes the kingdom

of God as the final purpose of the world, and therein

guarantees to everyone who trusts in God his position

over the world." He concedes, however, what according

to his own principles it was not necessary for him to con-

cede (and this is the first step on the slippery path of

speculation), that " the scientific right of theology is, how-

ever, yet to be grounded on the proof that the conception

of personality is applied to God without contradiction." ^

In seeking to prove that God and personality can be

combined in one conception, he first of all argues against

Strauss' aesthetic pantheism, that the Universe cannot be

its own ultimate cause and its own final purpose, but that

we must infer a legislative and purposeful author ; and in

the next place against Straus^' objection, that personality

and absoluteness are mutually exclusive predicates, he

develops his own conception of personality, which he

maintains is being progressively realised in men, but can

be thought without any contradiction as perfect in God.

While our human personality develops in dependence on

our environment, and accordingly is not self-existent or

self-sufficient, the divine personality contains in itself all

that is necessary to its existence. " Nothing," he says,

"that acts on the divine spirit is originally foreign to Him,

and He does not need first to make anything His own, to be

self-sufficient; rather is all that the world means for Him

^ Ritschl's Rechtfertigung ivid Versohmtng , iii. p. 217 ("Justification

and Reconciliation '").
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fundamentally an expression of Mis own self-activity ; and

what reacts on Him from the movement of things, He
knows as the circular course of the reality which is

through Himself possible." This is the ideal of personality,

and " we by it as a standard recognise whether and in how

far the same predicate belongs to us." ^ Without now dis-

cussing the more general question whether our human

thought is capable of forming such a conception as that

which Ritschl presents to us in the words quoted, or the

more special question whether his definition is as good

as such a statement could be made, let these two points

alone be meanwhile noted, first of all that Ritschl here

practises a speculative method with a thoroughness and

boldness that is in marked contrast to the limitation in

dealing with the objects of faith \\hich he elsewhere not

only rigorously imposes on himself, but vigorously demands

from others ; and, secondly, that he practically admits here

all that theologians have contended for when the}' insist on

the application of the predicate "absolute" to God, and

accordingly his polemic against Frank is due to a not

altogether blameless, because in some measure wilful,

misunderstanding of his opponent's position,

(3) As Ritschl's method is to construct as he criticises,

the next step of his argument is an attack on the Socinian

and orthodox conceptions of the moral order of the world,

which we have already had occasion to notice (see page 89),

and which, therefore, need not now detain us. Having,

as he believes, disproved the error in regard to the relation

of God to the world, he seeks next to exhibit the truth.

The question that must first of all be asked is, " What
purpose has God in common with the human race, or can

He have in common ? " The answer given is that " if the

destination of the human race includes spiritual and blessed

communion with God, then this purpose cannot stand

^ Op. cit. pp. 224, 225.
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out of relation with the purpose of God for Himself;

between the creation of men for that purpose and the

creative will of God there cannot be thought an accidental,

but there must be thought a necessary relation." ^ This is

the first step in the speculative deduction of the kingdom

of God from the love of God, and ultimately from the

personality of God. The starting-point of theology along

this path can be only " the conception of God, in which

the relation of God to His Son our Lord is expressed, and

by His mediation is also extended to His community."

This conception is expressed in the name " the God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," and this means nothing

else than that " God is revealed to the Christian com-

munity as love." But this does not mean that to the

general conception of personality there is added the special

conception of love, but that, unless " the formal conception

of the personality of God is just as useless as a pantheistic

formula," personality must be predicated of God '' only as

the form of the particular content of love." - At this point

we must pause to notice, first of all, that Ritschl does not do

justice to his own conception of personality in thus reduc-

ing it to be a mere form of which love is the sole content,

for personality means self-possession as well as self-com-

munication, distinction from as well as union with others

;

secondly, that he does not treat seriously his own statement

that the love of God is directed primarily and originally

to His Son our Lord, and only secondarily and mediately

to the Christian community ; for had he done so, he would

have been necessarily led to a more adequate recognition

of the significance and the value for Christian thought

of the doctrine of the Trinity, and to a less ambiguous

statement of the difference between the filial relation

to God which belongs to Christ by nature, and the filial

relation which the Christian gains by grace ; and, thirdly,

1 Op. cit. pp. 257, 2 58. -Op. cit. pp. 259-261.
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that in his haste to get from God to the kingdom of God

in his speculative deduction he neglects and ignores all

that is not at once serviceable for his immediate purpose,

however important and even necessary it may be for

Christian theology.

(4) Having thus leaped rather than walked from per-

sonality to love, Ritschl next tries to get from love to

the kingdom of God. The will of God can be the source

of any reality only as it receives a particular determina-

tion. The purpose of God determines the direction of

the will of God. The purpose of God expresses the love of

God. Hence the love of God is the ultimate cause and

final reason of the world. But this love of God needs

closer definition, and this definition may be given in four

particulars. (i) ''First of all, the objects of love are

necessarily of the same kind as the loving subject, that

is, spiritual persons. (2) Secondly, love is a will steadfast

in its direction. (3) Thirdly, love is directed for the further-

ance of the recognised or surmised purpose which another

sets himself. (4) FourtJily, love will only then be a stead-

fast will, and there will be no separation and alternation

between the appropriation and the furtherance of another's

purpose for himself, but a union in every act, if the will

of love assume into its own personal purpose for itself

the other's purpose for himself." ^ As regards the first and

second features of love, according to this description no

objection need be made ; but as regards the third feature a

qualification, which we shall yet see is of utmost import-

ance, must be insisted on ; and it is this, that the recognised

or surmised purpose of another can be furthered only if the

loving subject is able to regard it as consistent with the

end he sets himself; or, in other words, love is not the

surrender of one's own personal ideal to another's purposes,

but in all self-communication there must also be self-

1 pp. cit. pp. 263, 264.

17
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maintenance. This qualification must be applied to the

fourth feature as well. The purpose of another can be

assumed into one's own purpose for one's self only if the

one be consistent with the other, for the latter must not

be sacrificed to the former. No personality is at liberty to

surrender its individual independence and its moral respon-

sibility, even for the sake of furthering another's purposes.

Keeping before us this necessary qualification, let us

note how this definition of love is applied to God. " Only

in one or in many spiritual persons can we represent the

object, which corresponds with His essence as love."

But while " reflection on the world offers the thought, that a

number of spirits united in a genus can be the correlate of

the love of God," yet so united as a genus, subject to

natural conditions, humanity lacks the affinity to God

that is necessary in love ; and therefore the correlate of

the love of God, in which all the necessary conditions are

met, can be only " the Christian community, which makes

the kingdom of God its task." As this community, how-

ever, owes its existence to the fact that " the Son of God is

its Lord, and it is obedient to Him, the community of

Christ is consequently only the point of reference of the

love of God, because the love in which God embraces

His Son, and assures to Him His uniqueness (Mark i. 11,

ix. 7 ; John xv. 9, xvii. 24 ; Col. i. 13; Eph. i. 6),

through Him becomes operative for those who belong

to Christ as His disciples or as His community." The

conclusion of the argument may be summed up in the

words, "God is love, inasmuch as He reveals Himself

through His Son to the community founded by Him, in

order to develop it into the kingdom of God, so that

He realises in this supramundane purposeful destination

of men His honour, or the fulfilment of His purpose for

Himself" ^ The argument, thus briefly indicated, provokes

Op. tit. pp. 264-268.
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two questions : (i) First, if God be God, that is existence by,

in, and for self, how can an ideal for the human race which

has a local and temporal existence, an ideal, too, which

is being only progressively realised, be identified with

God's purpose for Himself? This is to bring God into

dependence on, nay, even subordination to, His creature,

llegelianism appears at least to represent God as coming

to self-consciousness in the intelligence of finite man
;
and

so Ritschl seems (although probably he does not mean)

to present to us God as reaching the goal of His own being

only in the social organisation of finite mankind. It is

true that the conception of God as love suggests the

necessity to His very existence of the objects of His

love; 'and the deduction from His love of the being and

end of mankind, if carried out with any logical rigour,

raises the problem of what God was or did before man was

made. In seeking thus to show the dependence of man on

God, the thinker is prone to insinuate into the mind the

idea of the dependence of God on man. While this

difficulty must be fully admitted, yet it must be frankly

added that Ritschl has not been as careful as he might

have been in stating distinctly the limitations which must

necessarily be imposed on any such argument as he

employs ; and the result of the discussion is simply that

God is identified in thought with the kingdom of God.

(2) Secondly, there is a way of escape from the difficulty

which is involved in this mode of argument from which

Ritschl turns aside, even although he has taken the first

step along it. In recognising that the Son of God is the

immediate object of the love of God, and the Christian

community only mediately through His dominion over it,

and its dependence on Him, Ritschl admits an object

for the love, a purpose for the will of God, which if

construed as in the doctrine of the Trinity, is not external to

God Himself, and so does not represent God as dependent
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on any created existence. Why, we may well ask, if

Ritschl will soar into these sublime heights of speculation

regarding the nature and purpose of God, and His relation

to the world and man, why does he not soar just a little

higher into the more open sky and clearer light of this

doctrine, based on scriptural testimony, and confirmed by

religious experience ? Ritschl has gone too far to turn

back without imperilling the logical consistency of his

thought.

(5) Unfortunately, however, Ritschl is in thorough

earnest in limiting the doctrine of God by the idea of the

kingdom of God-. All the attributes of God are confined to

their relation to the kingdom of God. {a) The righteousness

is the consistency with which in spite of all hindrances he

carries out His purpose in the kingdom. " By righteous-

ness," he says, " there is described in the Old Testament the

consistency of the guidance of God unto salvation, which

is partly proved in the case of the pious and upright

adherents of the old covenant, and partly anticipated for

the community, in which the dominion of God will be

completed for its salvation. In so far as the righteousness

of God for this purpose is carried through, in spite of all

the hindrances caused by the Israelites, in accordance

with His guiding purpose to save, it is fidelity. For this

reason also is the righteousness of God also recognised in

the New Testament as the measure of the distinctive action

by which the community of Christ is brought into exist-

ence, and is led on to its completion ; accordingly it cannot

be distinguished from the grace of God." ^ iU) Again, no

attempt is made to do justice to the conception of ho/iness,

but it is dismissed from consideration in a few words.

" Beside love," he declares, " no other conception of equal

value comes into consideration. Especially is this the case

1 Ritschl's UnicrricJit in dcr christlichai Religion, pp. 13, 14

("Instruction in the Christian Religion").
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1

in regard to the conception of holiness, which in its Old
\

Testament sense for various reasons is not valid in Chris-

tianity, and in its New Testament use is indistinct." 1

(r) The tvrai'/i of God he holds to be an eschatological con-

ception, and to mean God's intention to destroy those,
,

if there be any such, who persistently oppose themselves to

the realisation of the purpose of God in the kingdom of

God'. "According to the authority of the New Testa-

ment," he says, " the wrath of God means the resolve of

God to annihilate those human beings who finally set

themselves against salvation and the final purpose of the

divine kingdom." ^ The term, accordingly, has no applica-

tion whatever to the sinners, whom God has appointed

to share in the kingdom of God, and the salvation from

sin which it includes. The consciousness of the change

of divine wrath into divine mercy of which the sinner

is often the subject, is a human representation, but not

a divine reality. To this very important subject we

must, however, again come back at a later stage of the

discussion, id) The omnipresence and omnipotence of God

mean that " the providence and gracious presence of God

is assured to pious men for this reason, that the world-

creating and sustaining will of God is directed to the

highest good of men." =^ {e) The attribute of God which,

however, suffers most distortion, with wide-reaching and

serious results for other parts of Ritschl's theological system, '

is eteriiity. Rejecting the conception of eternity as
|

" existence without beginning or end," he defines it as \

" the steadfastness and the sameness of the intention of

God's will in itself." As " the steadfast and unchangeable \

1 Ritschl's RechtfcrH^ung tind Versohnung, iii. p. 260 ("Justification

and Reconciliation").

- Op. cit. p. 306.

3 Ritschl's Unterricht in der christlichen Religion, p. 13 (" Instruc-

tion in the Christian Religion").
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direction of His will to His purposes for Himself and

within the same to the kingdom of God," it presents a

contrast to " the changing activity of God in time, of the

assumption of which one can as little get rid in theology as

in religion." ^ This admission of a changing activity of

God in time, without which our relation to God because

our consciousness is conditional by time, would lack reality,

is, however, practically ignored ; and God is represented as

if He had exercised His freedom only in one choice of will,

in adopting the kingdom of God as His own purpose, and

were henceforth bound by that purpose, so that He could

not vary His method of dealing with men according to

their attitude to Himself. The atonement of Christ, the

forgiveness of sin, the sense of guilt of the sinner, the

punishment of sin by God, all these doctrines are affected

very injuriously by this narrow conception of God's

eternity. All God's relations to men are ignored or denied

practically except His destination of them for the kingdom

of God. To sum up briefly, the highest object of Christian

theology is not dealt with in order that man may as fully as

his powers allow know God in His infinite and eternal

perfections, but always and only as a means towards an

end. God's value for the kingdom of God, that is the

exclusive standpoint from which the being of God is

regarded. Justly does Wegener say in regard to the use

by Ritschl of the idea of the kingdom of God, that " the

worst is this : all urges on to this to unite kingdom and

God by a sign of equation." - If the wortJi of a religion

depends on the truth of its conception of God, then the

theology that does not give an adequate and satisfactory

conception of God, so far as human powers allow, is not

' Rechtfertigung unci Versohniing^ iii. pp. 282-284 ("Justification

and Reconciliation ").

- Wegener's A. Ritschls Idee des ReicJics Gottcs, p. I26(" A. Ritschl's

Idea of the Kingdom of God ").
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likely to exercise the best possible influence on religious

faith and life. For this reason, most of all, must one

deplore that Ritschl (for it is against Ritschl alone that

the criticism is here directed) has fallen so far short in

the supreme task of theology, to set forth the grace

and glory of " the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ."



CHAPTER IX

The Doctrine of the Person and the Work
OF Christ

I

(i) As the name itself shows, the central fact and the

determinative truth in the Christian religion is the person

and the work of Christ; and, therefore, the significance and

the value of any theology that claims the acceptance of the

Christian Church must be tested by the accuracy and the

adequacy of its doctrine of Christ. This test we must now
apply to the Ritschlian theology. To anticipate in a few

sentences the results of the discussion on which we are

entering, it may be stated that at first sight the doctrine

» Christ as expounded by Ritschl himself appears very

defective, but that a closer view shows that it .does not

deserve the unmeasured condemnation that it has sometimes

received. Some of the charges brought against it cannot

on a thorough examination be justified, although they may
be explained by isolated statements of Ritschl's. The
difference of principles and methods between the Ritschlian

and other schools of theology must always be taken into due

account in estimating any of its positions. What appears

from another standpoint even foolish or false, may from the

point of view of the school have some meaning and truth.

This general consideration must be insisted on. It is not

the intention of any member of the Ritschlian school

to depreciate the person or the work of Christ, to lessen

His glory, or lower His position, or weaken His claim. All
261
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arc as jealous for His honour and dignity,- as zealous for

His cause and dominion, as the most orthodox champion of

the ecclesiastical dogmas. It may be argued rightly that

the principles and methods of the school do not allow it to

offer us an accurate and adequate doctrine ; but when we

are estimating this doctrine itself we must not ignore, as has

been done, the distinctive position of the school, in relation

to which primarily the doctrine must be judged. It may

be added that, as will afterwards be shown, the disciples in

their writings advance beyond Ritschl's positions in many

respects, and some even show a tendency to approach very

nearly the Church's confession concerning Christ.

(2) " Christianity as a universal religion," says Ritschl,

" is so constituted that in its viezu of the world, a place is

made for its historical foimder" The two other universal

religions, Islamism and Buddhism, do not accord the place to

their founders which the Christian religion does to Christ ; but

Christianity is fulfilling its founder's intentions in assigning

to Him a unique value, " Without doubt," he continues,

" Jesus experienced a religious relation to God that had not ^
previously existed, and demonstrated it to His disciples

;

and it was His intention to introduce His disciples into the

same religious view of the world and judgment of them-

selves, and under this condition into the universal task of

the kingdom of God, which He knew to be assigned to His

disciples as to Himself." Jesus constituted a new relation

between God and man in His own person, and by His own

action on His disciples He reproduced it in them. This

new relation was, on the one hand, a fresh estimate of

themselves and of the world ; and on the other, a fresh

task, the fulfilment of the divine purpose of the kingdom

of God. He was not only the organic type, but also the

vital principle of the new religion. But not only is religion

realised in Him and reproduced by Him. " He founds,"

says Ritschl, " His religion with the claim to reveal God
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fully, so that beyond it there is no further revelation think-

able, and to be expected." In Him, then, the absolute

revelation and the perfect religion are united ; and this

union is described by the predicate of divinity which is

assigned to Him. This connection between the predicate

of divinity and the functions of Christ as regards His

Church is expressed in the Greek formula that " God

became man (the absolute revelation) that man might

become God " (the perfect religion) ; but, although this

formula was accepted in the Latin Church also, yet it was

always so construed as to separate and distinguish Christ

from the members of His community. The worth of Christ

Himself seemed to be made greater by making His work in

and for man less : an exclusive was preferred to a com-

municative divinity. Luther, while accepting the traditional

doctrine of the two natures in the one person, attempted to

restore the religious valuation of Christ, which is expressed

in the predicate of His divinity. Faith or confidence in

Christ is regarded by Luther as the true confession of His

I
divinity; and thus "His divinity is introduced" into theology

^/| "as a value-judgment." Christ is God to us because He
\ does for us what God alone can do. " This religious

valuation of Christ as God, Luther attaches really to the

significance of the work of Christ for the Christian com-

munity, and to His position, which is determined thereby,

at the head of the kingdom of God." This religious

valuation of Christ as God is not a denial of His divinity
;

for while " it does not belong to the province of disinterested

scientific knowledge as the Chalcedonian formula," yet it is

a value-judgment, since " all knowledge of a religious kind

is direct value-judgment," and " we must be able first to

prove Christ's manifest divinity before we can reflect on His

eternal divinity." ^

^ KxischVs, Reclitfe/'iigung t/nd Versohnung, iii. pp. 364, 365, 367, 368,

370, 372, 376, yj'] ("Justification and Reconciliation").
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(3) At this point in the exposition some words of

further explanation are required. (<^) First of all, let it be

said again, although were it not for persistent misconcep-

tion of Ritschl on this point repetition would be quite

unnecessary, the description of the application of the pre-

dicate of divinity to Christ as a value-judgment does not

mean that Christ is not God in reality, but that we imagine

or represent Him to be God, either to cheat ourselves or to

flatter Him. This predicate of divinity is not a fancy born

of our need or of our love. It is the only adequate ex-

planation we can give of a fact of our religious experience.

Had we not this experience of what Christ has done for us,

for us at least the fact would not exist demanding this ex-

planation. This dependence of the genuine confession of
.

Christ's divinity on the actual experience of His grace is all i

that is meant, neither more nor less, by describing it as a ^

value-judgment. Christ has for us the worth of God, and

therefore we call Him God. The critics of Ritschlianism

assume, it is true, that Christ may have the ivorth of God

for us without beitig God ;
but this distinction between the

value and the existence of God is one of those logical

subtleties for which they alone can claim the credit, for

the Ritschlian school is quite innocent of it. When

Ritschl says that Christ has the zvorth of God, he is neither

so much the fool nor the knave as to mean that Christ is

not God ; but as a sincere and intelligent thinker he means

that Christ is God. {U) In the next place, Ritschl's distinct-

ive method claims careful consideration. To reach the

worth of Christ he starts from the work of Christ. This is\ .

the inductive method of modern science. He starts from

facts, what Christ is and does in the community that bears

His name, and thus he reaches the truth, which alone

explains the facts, of what Christ is in His own Person.

Christian theology hitherto has usually started from the

self-witness of Christ, or the apostolic testimony to Christ

;

\
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but this method may be charged with two defects. In the

first place, it must at the beginning of the investigation

assume the entire and constant trustworthiness of the scrip-

tural records and reports ; and such an assumption, unless

it be the conclusion of a previous searching and thorough

critical process, cannot be made the foundation for such a

structure as the ecclesiastical dogma of Christ's Person.

But this method suffers from a still more serious defect. It

is not experimental ; it does not start from the religious

consciousness itself; the confession of Christ's divinity rests

on external authority, not personal conviction. Ritschl's

method seems provisionally at least to be the better of the

two.

(4) Ritschl, having thus stated his own method, does

not shrink from comparing it with the traditional method.

How does the value-judgment of Christ's divinity stand re-

lated to the ecclesiastical dogma of the two natures in the

one person ? This is the question which Ritschl next faces.

Luther assumed the ecclesiastical dogma, while going beyond

it in the direction of the value-judgment ; but this Ritschl

reckons as one of his inconsistencies, for he holds that " the

^historical and religious view of Christ finds no place in the

framework of the doctrine of the two natures." In his

criticism of this doctrine he first of all denies that " any

uniform doctrine of the divinity of Christ is to be discovered

exegetically in the New Testament." Secondly, he asserts

that the predicate Kvpio^, " which, according to Jewish

custom, is equivalent to God, is attached by the majority

of the apostles to the dominion over the world into which

Christ by His exaltation to God's right hand has entered,"

Paul especially connecting " God's bestowal of the same with

the exaltation." Thirdly, he attempts to explain all the

passages in which Christ's cosmic relations as cause and as

purpose of the world are mentioned, as referring to Him in

His exaltation, inasmuch as that exaltation, though last in exe-
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cution was first in intention with God ; for it is not Christ's

priority to the world in time, but His superiority to the world

as " the image of God and as the head of the community "

which is expressed in the phrases irpwroTQKO'i irda't)<i KTlaeoi<i

and irpo irdvTwv. Fourthly, he denies that any help in ex-

plaining these passages can be found in the conception of

Christ's pre-existence, " for the exalted Lord alone can be

thought as the purpose of the creation of the world "
; but

from the standpoint of God these conceptions " arc in-

telligible without special difficulty," for " if God before the

making of the world foreknows and foreordains his Son as

tlie perfect Lord of the right community, with reference to

whom the world also is made, then the Son of God stands

over or before the world in the intention of God as the

mediating cause {Afittelgnmd) of the world," Fifthly, he

maintains that John's two statements regarding " the Word
who became flesh," and " the glory of the only-begotten of

the Father, full of grace and truth," must be understood as

solely the result of " the experience of the communitj^ of

disciples," for " both forms of the representation of the

divinity of Christ (the Pauline and the Johannine) are of a

religious kind for this reason, that they describe the value

of Jesus in the world-view introduced by Him, and in the

judgment of self connected with it." Lastly, he holds that

the state of Christ as exalted can be described only by

means of the content of His historical activity ; for " if the

representation of His present dominion cannot be filled up

by the distinct features of His historical activity, then it is

cither a worthless form, or the occasion of all kinds of

fancies possible." ^ It must be acknowledged that in

Ritschl's treatment of the New Testament there is not

a little arbitrary and artificial exegesis. The conception of

a personal pre-existence of Christ, whatever may be its

obscurities and difficulties, cannot be got rid of in the New
1 Op.dL pp. 378,380,381,382,384.
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I Testament. Yet, on the other hand, Ritschl does well in

calling attention to the formative influence on apostolic

doctrine, both of the knowledge of the historical Jesus and

of the faith in the exalted Christ, for doctrine in the New
Testament is the expression of experience.

(5) Passing now from New Testament doctrine to

ecclesiastical dogma, Ritschl charges the traditional Protest-

ant Christology with beginning with " the divine nature with

all the attributes of God, especially omnipotence and

omniscience, which are the principal concern in regard to

the creation of the world," instead of the historical person

;

and accordingly with being unable so to combine with this

divine nature a true humanity, as to present to us the living

unity of the person of Jesus as it is known to us in history.

The Kenotic doctrine, which, to preserve the historical

person must divest the divine nature of its distinctive

attributes, is the necessary consequence of this traditional

Christology, but it is also its sufficient refutation, for " it con-

fesses openly that we cannot express the humanity and the

divinity in the same relation and in the same time regarding

the person of Christ ; that is, that both predicates mutually

exclude each other." "It is nothing else than mythology,"

he adds, " which is taught under the name of the Kenosis

of the divine Logos," In opposition to this traditional

Christology he maintains that we m-ust begin with the

historical person of Christ, as revealer of God and redeemer

of men. " The religious valuation of Christ, which finds

only a specially conditioned expression in the predicate of

His divinity, must be maintained from the connection of

His evident action with His religious conviction and moral

motive ; it does not refer, however, directly to the assumed

endowment of Ills person with innate capacities. For not

in this respect Christ acts on us, but in that." • His activities,

so regarded, are not merely human, but fundamentally

divine ; " and accordingly the theological solution of the
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problem of the divinity of Christ must be based on an

analysis of the activity of Christ for the salvation of

humanity in the form of His community." ^ With Ritschl's

judgment of the traditional Christology and its reductio ad

absiirduni in the Kenotic theories the writer can cordially

express his agreement. The lesson of that failure, to begin

with the work of Christ, he has also for himself learned.- A

By the positive consideration of the experimental character / \

of our religious knowledge, and by the negative considera-
[

\

tion of the failure of the traditional theological method, we are

'

led by Ritschl to what it is hoped will prove a safer path.

II

(i) In dealing with the work of Christ, Ritschl again

starts from the orthodox Protestant theology. " This sub-

ject," he says, " is treated in dogmatics under the heading

of the three functiojis or offices of the God-maji." The

'^
op. cit. pp. 384, 386, 388, 389, 393.

- These, the writer may be allowed to add, are not hasty judgments,

but conclusions forced on him by a close and careful study for a number
of years of the problem of Christology. The ecclesiastical dogma seems
to him to sacrifice, on the one hand, the unity of the Godhead ; and,

on the other, the unity of Christ's Person. The Kenotic theories are

commendable as attempts to do justice to the historical personality of

Jesus, while assuming the ecclesiastical dogma ; but are unsatisfactory

in putting an undue strain on the passages in the New Testament
which are supposed to teach the doctrine, and in venturing on bold

assertions about the constitution of deity, which go far beyond the

legitimate compass of our intelligence in these high matters. The
writer confesses God as Father, Son, and Spirit, and Christ Jesus our

Lord as Son of God and Son of Man, and maintains that God is as He
reveals Himself, and Christ is what He claims to be ; but he holds

that the doctrines of the Godhead and Christ need theological restate-

ment, in which our more adequate modern conceptions of " personality,"

"development," " liberty " will gain full recognition, and the less ade-

quate ancient conceptions of "nature," "substance," "person "will be

superseded. Meanwhile he is content to search ever more deeply into

the meaning of the New Testament representations ; and is convinced

that such a study is the best preparation for a theological restatement.
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rule that ought to be observed in this treatment, that the

functions He exercises for us He also transfers to us, so

that we, too, become prophets, priests, kings, is not faithfully-

observed in the dogmatic systems ; as stress is laid rather

on the difference than on the similarity between Christ and

the Christian. There is also some confusion as regards the

relation of the three offices to the two states of humiliation

and exaltation, as some theologians place the offices in

a temporal succession,—teaching first, sacrificing next, and

reigning last,—and others, without expressly denying the

kingship in the state of humiliation, practically confine it to

the state of exaltation. Ritschl holds that this traditional

treatment of the doctrine must be modified in several

respects : (
i
) the term personal vocation should take the

place of the misleading word office
; (2) the likeness between

the Founder and the member of the Christian community

as regards calling and work should be clearly recognised
;

(3) the l<ingly function or activity of Christ should be re-

'garded as primary, and the priestly and prophetic as

secondary, being only complementary aspects of it—the one

expressing the kingship in relation to man, the other to

God
; (4) the prophetic and the priestly kingship should be

asserted equally of the state of humiliation and the state

of exaltation, (i.) As regards the term to be used, he says

that " in these relations one can only speak of the personal

vocation of Christ," and " it commends itself to one to

abstain from giving to the activity of Christ the title of

office." The former description corresponds with the ethical

and spiritual content of the work of Christ, whereas the

latter title has too pronounced and fixed legal and hier-

archical associations, (ii.) He maintains, with reference to

the likeness of the Founder and the members of the com-

munity, that " what Christ is for us must be verified in the

'transfer of His work to us." This means that Christ

transfers us to the relation to God which He Himself
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occupies, that He communicates to us the consciousness of

God, which He Himself possesses. What He realised in

Himself (His work for us) He reproduces in us (His work

in us). Our Christian life is completed only as we become y'

in all points even as He is. In thus laying stress on the

similarity between Christ and the Christian, Ritschl does

not intend—as we shall afterwards see—to bring Christ

down to the common human level and limitations ; for he

expressly recognises that Christ was not only " the firstborn

among many brethren " in point of time, but that all His

brethren are absolutely and continually dependent on Him
for the existence and continuance of the relation to God

which is His originally, (iii.) Instead of ascribing to Christ

three distinct functions, Ritschl seeks to represent the work

of Christ wholly from the standpoint of His Kingship.

" Jesus," he says, " is called the Anointed only to define

His royal dignity. If along with this He is also called

prophet and priest^ then it is clear that His prophetic

activity produces the material for His royal action ; and it

is to be expected, according to the previous explanations,

that His priestly activity in His voluntary sacrifice of His

life must be understood as a proof of His Kingship, which

was conditioned by the circumstances." This statement

affirms three important considerations. Inasmuch, firstly,

as, on the one hand, Jesus claimed to be the Messiah of the

Jewish expectations, and thereby presented Himself to His

disciples as a King ; and as, on the other, whatever He did

He did as head of the community, the kingdom of God, the

royal function must be regarded both historically and

theologically as primary. Inasmuch, secondly, as the aim

of Jesus' teaching was the establishment of the kingdom of

God in His own person. His prophetic function can be

included in His royal function. Inasmuch, thirdly, as Jesus

in His active and passive obedience, in His sacrifice, was

the representative of His community as its head, His

18
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priestly function, too, may along with His prophetic be

subordinated to His Kingship. But these subordinate

aspects of the Kingship cannot without confusion be identi-

fied ; for " the former (the priesthood) moves in the direction

of man to God, the latter (the prophetship) in the reverse

direction of God to man." In other words, Christ as priest

is identified with the Christian community as its 7-epresenta-

tive, but as prophet is identified with God. as His agent; or

the former distinguishes Him from God in uniting Him to

man, the latter unites Him to God in distinguishing Him
from man. (iv.) The relation of the two states of Christ

to His vocation must, according to Ritschl, be otherwise con-

ceived than in the orthodox Protestant theology, the defect

of which in this respect has already been noticed. " These

two states," he says, " form a contrast only logically

;

actually all that falls into the state of exaltation must be

represented as a continued action of the corresponding

members of the state of humiliation, if it is to be brought

into a clear representation at all "
; for " if Christ has founded

His community through His royal prophetship and priest-

hood, then one can judge its present preservation by the

continuance of these functions of the exalted Christ only

according to that which one recognises as the content of

these in the historical manifestations during His life." ^ A
misconception of Ritschl's meaning must here be carefully

guarded against. Ritschl does not mean that the exalted

Christ is merely a spectator of the posthumous influence of

the life and work of the historical Jesus, although that has

been represented as his meaning ; but he does mean that

the exalted Christ is still an actor in human history, whose

action, however, we have no other means of knowing and

understanding except the words and works of the historical

Jesus. The royal prophetic and priestly functions He

exercises now are of the same kind as those which He
' Op. cit. pp. 394, 409, 410, 395, 404, 405, 407, 408.
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exercised in the days of His flesh ; and our understanding

of the former depends on our knowing the latter. With

these four modifications—the use of the term personal

vocation instead of the word office, the recognition of the

likeness of Christ and Christians in their functions, the

inclusion of the prophetic and the priestly in the royal

function, and the interpretation of the state of exaltation by

the state of humiliation—Ritschl is willing to accept the

doctrine of Christ as prophet, priest, and king.

(2) Ritschl has undoubtedly rendered Christian theolog}-

a service in the stress that he lays on the conception of

personal vocation instead of the conception of office as

descriptive of the work of Christ. Many false and mis-

leading associations attach themselves to the latter term,

while the former suggests many significant and valuable

considerations, bringing into clearer view the spiritual and

ethical elements in Christ's work. The term also has from

Ritschl's standpoint the advantage that it brings Christ's

work under the same rules as the common moral and

religious task of mankind. While there are some theo-

logians still who object to the recognition of any likeness

whatever between Christ and Christians in their high and

holy calling, and refuse to interpret the sacrifice of Christ

by any human analogies ; yet not only, on the one hand, arc

we likely to gain a clearer understanding of what Christ

has done for us if wc use our own experience in the

interpretation of His work ; but also, on the other, in the

work of Christ we may surely expect to discover a perfect

application of the absolute principles of duty, which are

to be " the light of all our seeing." But this consideration

has already led us to the second modification in the

traditional doctrine on which Ritschl lays stress. While

asserting this similarity of Christ and Christians, he does

not, as we have seen, intend thereby equality. Yet he has

laid himself open to misconception by the unqualified way
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in which he asserts this similarity ; for our absolute de-

pendence on Christ for our filial consciousness of, and filial

confidence in, God demands that in reverent and adoring

gratitude we always recognise that it is in virtue of His

unlikeness to us that He in His grace can raise us into

such likeness with Himself as may become ours. Yet the

correction of this exaggeration of a truth by Ritschl may

f
be found in Ritschl himself. In insisting, as he does, on

the Kingship of Jesus as the adequate and exhaustive

category for the description of His work, he expressly

affirms Christ's superiority to us, and our subordination to

Him. If He is prophet and priest as the head of the

community, then equality between Him and His members

is out of the question, and even any similarity that may be

affirmed can be only a relative one. It is evident that

Ritschl's use of the idea of the kingdom of God as the

regulative principle of dogmatics has led him to prefer the

category of Kingship to either of the two other categories.

The question may be raised, however, whether if any

modification is to be made in the traditional doctrine, the

three categories alike should not be set aside ; for all alike

carry with them misleading associations, and are insufficient

to express all that Christ is and does. Although used in

the Holy Scriptures, do they not belong to the temporary

forms of expression, and not to the permanent contents of our

Christian faith ? Are not the moral and spiritual facts which

they express more fully and truly expressed in the categories

of Son and Brother, which are not taken from the Old

Testament, but are Christ's own terms ? However, accept-

ing Ritschl's own term King as descriptive of the work of

Christ, he does well in insisting on the fact that in the

state of humiliation Christ already exercised a moral and a

spiritual dominion over the world and mankind, and that

we are to expect the same genuinely moral and spiritual

features in His dominion in the state of exaltation. Not
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only is the Jesus of history the interpretation of the Christ

of faith, but He is the only interpretation ; but the Christ

of faith is act07- in as well as spectator of Christian history,

a truth Ritschl fails to state with the clearness which would

save him from beinsf misunderstood.
'ts

III

(i) Approaching the Person of Christ more closely

through His vocation, Ritschl, on the one hand, distinguishes

the religious from the ethical estimate of Christ
;
yet, on the

other hand, maintains that the ethical estimate of Christ

according to His vocation involves His religious recogni-

tion as the revealer of God. As man perfectly realised (the

ethical estimate), He is also God perfectly revealed (the

religious recognition). Jesus, according to Ritschl, distin-

guished Himself from the prophets, and regarded His life

as " the perfect self-7-evelation of God" not withdrawing " any

of the relations of His spiritual life and work from this

standard," as Paul does, when he distinguishes Christ's life

in him from his own life of faith in Christ. For this fact,

that the total content of Christ's " spiritual life and work "

was divine revelation, John finds the appropriate expression

when he states that " the Word became flesh," that is, " the

divine revelation is a human person." But this expression

can be taken in either of two ways : either the divine Logos

is the form and the human person the content, or the

human person is the form and the divine grace and truth

the content. The earlier verses of John's Prologue (i — 13)

suggest the former view, the later verses (14—18) the latter.

Both views are necessary, and are complementary and not

contradictory. " When our religious judgment asserts that

God is not only with Him (Acts x. 38; John viii. 29) but

in Him (John xiv. 10, xvii. 21), that His characteristic

activities are God's activities. His love to man as the motive
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of His whole action is identical with the love of God, then

it is necessary for us to vary this with judgments, in which

the ethical independence of Christ is expressed in the form

of human freedom." To put this contrast more briefly,

Christ must be regarded as a divine orga7i and as a human

\agent. The moral point of view must first be taken, and

then the relierious can follow. This is Ritschl's method,

but^the traditional is the very reverse. If Ritschl's method

allows the moral somewhat to obscure the religious view,

the traditional method quite hides the moral view behind

the religious. It is true that in its emphasis on Christ's

obedience the Protestant theology of the past assumed the

moral point of view, but in representing that obedience as

the discharge of an office, and not the fulfilment of a per-

sonal vocation, it again abandoned it. According to Ritschl,

the moral point of view is maintained throughout, only if

what Christ did for others is regarded as the fulfilment of

His own end. To give an illustration to make this point

clear : when the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews declares

that it " became Him, from whom are all things and by whom
are all things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to make

the Captain of their salvation perfect tJirougJi sufferings (ii.

10)," this might mean either that Christ in His death dis-

charged His official task, or that He fulfilled His personal

calling; the former view excluding, the latter including

a moral process of development, self-realisation. Ritschl

insists on the latter view. " The fundamental condition of

the ethical judging of Jesus is contained in this, that what

ever He was or did, that He is in the first place for Him-

self. Every spiritual life is included in the form of the

personal end for self." The older theologians, according to

Ritschl, " so exclusively claim Him for their salvation, that

they are unwilling to concede to Him the honour of an

existence for Himself (proseity), without which, in fact, no

man renders to others anything worthy." " In opposition
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to this," lie continues, " it is certain that the human Hfe of

Christ must be inckided in the framework of the end for

Himself of which He was conscious, and of the right of His

existence for Himself, in order that His actions and inten-

tions towards man may be understood as such." ^ In other

words, Christ as a person is an end in Himself; He realised

His own ideal, He developed His own personality, He
reached His own perfection in His work for man. He is

not, as theology has too often represented Him, merely a

means towards the end of man's salvation. In insisting so

strongly on this point, Ritschl is obeying a sound and healthy

impulse of reverence for the person of Christ ; but his

position here is in marked contrast to his treatment of the

doctrine of God, where he fails to represent God as an end

in Himself, and instead deals with Him as a means towards

the kingdom of God as end.

(2) Jesus' living for Himself did not, however, exclude

His living for others, for His own end was the realisation

of the purpose of God for mankind. " While Christ realises

His own purpose for Himself by His orderly dealing and

speaking, it results from the peculiar content of the same

that He in this form also realises the purpose of others,

namely, has served the purpose of man's salvation."

Christ's sufferings, too, in virtue of the patience with which

He endured them, become a kind of action, and so acquire

a moral significance. His action and passion alike can

thus be embraced in the idea of a moral vocation. Of this

vocation Jesus regarded the term Messiah as an appropriate

expression ; and to this He absolutely subordinated every

relation of His life ; it exclusively claimed His interest

and devotion ; He maintained His fidelity in it by His

patience in the sufferings unto death which in its fulfilment

He brought upon Himself. In thus fulfilling His vocation

He was always conscious of fulfilling the will of God : His

1 Op. cit. pp. 41:, 414,417, 41S.
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action and passion was the work of God Himself. Thus

the moral passes over into the religious estimate of Christ

;

and be it specially noted that this religious estimate of

Christ rests on His self-testimony regarding the identity of

His work with God's, " The personal purpose of Christ for

Himself has the same content as is included in God's purpose

for Himself, which Christ knew and willed as such ; and

accordingly He as the bearer of the divine purpose-for-self

is in anticipation also known and loved by God." To this

last thought of the pre-existence of Christ in the mind and

will of God we must again return ; but what meanwhile is

to be noted is this, that Christ's consciousness of the perfect

accord of His will with God's corresponds absolutely with

God's consciousness of Him. God's thoughts regarding

Him are as His own thoughts regarding Himself. The

religious estimate of Christ which results from the moral is

this :
" As He as the founder of the kingdom of God, or as

the bearer of the moral dominion of God over mankind, is the

only one in comparison with others who have received from

Him the same final determination, so He is that magnitude

in the world in whose self-end God makes His own eternal

self-end in an original manner operative and manifest,

' whose whole activity in His vocation accordingly forms the

matter of the complete revelation of God present in Him,

or in whom the Word of God is human person." ^ Christ

is unique in the human race as perfectly realising God's

purpose, and as perfectly revealing God's nature. What

this involves 'as regards the relation of Christ to God, Ritschl

forbids us further to inquire, as the problem is insoluble, the

solutions attempted are valueless, and Christ is offered to faith

and not our understanding. While the writer has followed

this exposition with cordial sympathy so far, he cannot,

however, accept this prohibition, to go no further ; but to this

question we must return at a later stage of the discussion.

^ Op. Lit. pp. 418, 425, 426.
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1

IV

(i) While Ritschl thus bars our onward path, yet he

allows us to take note of those features in the revelation of

God in Christ which warrant our assigning to Him the

predicate of divinity, (i.) First of all to be noted is the

" grace and truth," the love, with which He sought man's

highest good in the kingdom of God; and in this He|

revealed God. " In the distinctive activity of Christ in

accord with His vocation the essential will of God as love

is revealed, because the final purpose of Christ, the kingdom^

of God, is identical with the final purpose of the Father."

Such a revelation of God is possible, since " the essence of

God, as it is spirit and will and especially lox-e, can become

operative in a human life, as man, in fact, is constituted for

spirit, will, love." (ii.) In the second place, Jesus claimed

dominion over the world, " not an inherited omnipotence,"

" not an arbitrary control of the whole law-governed con-

tinuity of nature" (His miracles, Ritschl holds, do not

prove any such power); but "an independence of His

religious self-consciousness in opposition to the world," which

it is His aim to confer on the members of His community

also. What was involved in this independence one illustra-

tion will show. " Although Jesus could live for His vocation

only as a born Israelite, and in connection with His people,

yet He raised Himself above these particular or secular limits

of His existence, not only by the universally human horizon

of His activity, but also by the religious independence of

His self-judgment as regards all distinctively Old Testament

standards." Of Him it can be said as of God, that " His

thoughts are not man's thoughts, neither His ways man's

ways." His independence, originality, and authority in

word and deed are one proof of His dominion over the

world. A still more striking proof of His " distinctive power
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over tlie world is His patience in suffering," in which He
was conscious of meeting and overcoming " the tempting

resistance of the world." The world could not turn Him
away from His fidelity to His vocation either by its pleasures

or by its pains. Its temptations to secure success or to

evade suffering, had no power over Him. (iii.) To these

two features a third must be added : His complete success

in the fulfilment of His purpose. " To the complete deter-

mination of the divinity of Christ belongs the circumstance

that His grace and truth and His world-ruling patience have

reached their result in this, that the community of the king-

dom of God exists under the analogous attributes." Christ's

success in reproducing His attributes in His community

does not involve, however, that its members are placed on

an equality with. Him ; for " Christ as the historical author

of this communion of men with God and among one another

is necessarily the only one of His kind. For if a second could

be shown, who were materially equal to Him in grace and

truth, in world-ruling patience as in compass of intention and

result, yet he would stand in historical dependence on Christ,

would accordingly be formally unequal to Him." There is

always a difference of origin between Christ and Christians,

" for the members of the community of Christ come thereto

such as originally had in them another direction of their

will ; the figure of Christ, however, is not to be understood

at all, if it is not His original peculiarity, that He finds in the

self-end of God His personal final purpose." To the charge

that, as this explanation of the divinity of Christ places it

in the will and not the essence, it is not a recognition, but a

denial, Ritschl answers that " everywhere one judges men

according to their character, so that one recognises their

essence in this form of their will." To go behind the char-

acter for an explanation to the nature is to ignore the fact

that " the good will is never the simple mechanical action

of the natural combination, within which it comes into exist-
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cnce." If it is maintained that Christ is not to be explained

as any other personaHty, then, Ritschl asserts, " one makes

Christ unintelligible." ^

(2) While the explanation of the character is not to be

sought in the nature of Christ, yet at the same time we

must go beyond His historical appearance to give the

predicate of divinity its full content. The speculative

deduction by which Ritschl seeks to reach this necessary

enlargement of the idea must be given fully. " The unity

and the similarity with God, which the kingdom of God

must command in order to be understood as the point of

attraction for the love of God, belongs to that magnitude

only in that it is evoked by the Son of God, and sub-

ordinates itself to Him as its Lord. Accordingly, the love

of the Father is in the first place directed to the Son of

God, and only for His sake to the community of which He
is Lord. If these relations, further, are eternally posited in

the loving will of God, then it results from this our know-

ledge, that the specific significance of Christ for us is not

already exhausted in this, that we value Him as a revelation

temporally limited. But it belongs to this, further, that He
as the founder and as the Lord over the kingdom of God,

is in the same way the object of the eternal knowledge and

volition of God as is the moral union of men, which through

Him becomes possible, and which possesses in Him its

type, or rather that He, too, in the eternity of the divine

knowledge and volition precedes the community." But as

this statement might appear to admit only an ideal pre-

existence, it is to be carefully noted that Ritschl himself

goes a step further. While he maintains, on the one hand,

1 Op. cit. 428, 429, 430, 431, 433, 434, 435, 437, 43^, 439, 44o.

The last sentence has been quoted as proving that for Ritschl Christ

was "mere man," as explicable by the terms of our ordinary experience

as any other ; but all Ritschl means is that, inasmuch as Christ is a

person, the category'of personality must be applied to Him in the same,

way as to any other person.
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that " the eternal divinity of the Son of God is altogether

transparent for God Himself alone "
;
yet, on the other hand,

he asserts that " while we set aside at the same time the

difference between willing and fulfilling in God, we get the

formula, that Christ exists for God just such as (als derjenige

—als der) He is revealed to us in temporal limitation.

But this only for God ; for as pre-existing Christ is hidden

for us." 1

(3) To sum up Ritschl's teaching on the divinity of

Jesus as briefly as can be, be it noted that he maintains

that the essence of God's love is fully and clearly revealed

in Christ ; that He in His teaching and life was independent

of the world, owing nothing to it, and fearing nothing from

it ; that He was wholly successful in His work of re-

producing in the members of His community His own

consciousness of, and confidence in, God as Father ; that,

I
however, His relation to God was direct, whereas that of

I all others is mediated by Him ; that His distinction from

all others was in the original identity of His will with the

purpose of God ; that His life and work can be understood

only as He is regarded as primarily, while His kingdom is

regarded only as secondarily, the object of the eternal know-

ledge and volition ; that, consequently, as He is historically

revealed to us, so He eternally exists for God. Ritschl, it

will be evident from this summary, rejects the orthodox

doctrine of the two natures in the one Person of Christ, and

of the three Persons in the one substance of the Godhead.

What he seeks to substitute for the former is an original

direction of the will of Christ, in virtue of which God's final

purpose was constantly and completely accepted by Him as

His own self-end. What he tries to put in the place of the

latter is a real object of the eternal knowledge and volition

of God. Both these explanations illustrate his theological

method, to fix attention on the phenomenal aspects of

' Op. cit. pp. 441, 443,444-
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reality, and to neglect consideration of the noumcnal. As

the reality of Christ's person lies for him in His spiritual

activities, so also the reality of God's existence in His

knowing and willing. Accordingly, from his standpoint the

relation of Christ to God, and of God to Christ which he

affirms, is not less, but more real than identity of nature

would appear to him. His intention, therefore, is not to

doubt or deny the divinity of Christ, but to give to it the

most adequate expression, and to offer of it the most con-

vincing evidence, that from his point of view are possible.

Nevertheless, his exposition cannot be regarded as satisfac-

tory. An object of God's knowing and willing, especially

a personal object (for as such Christ is revealed to us

historically) which exists for God eternally, as soon as we

try to form a rational conception of it, forces us to recognise

that a necessary truth about God's being is expressed,

however imperfectly, in the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity,

although we may still question whether so precise a definition

of the nature of God is within our mental capacity. An
original direction of the will, which results in a perfect

identity in action of divine purpose and human volition,

demands a further explanation, as, although nature does not

exhaustively explain character, yet the compass of individual

liberty is defined by the range of personal capacity, and the

empirical actuality of any person depends on the essential

possibility. The doctrine of the two natures has already

been admitted to be unsatisfactory, but it at least recognises

a necessity for our thought which Ritschl's view ignores.

While in these respects seriously defective, Ritschl's

teaching has this merit, it begins the proof of our Lord's

divinity where it ought to begin, with the historical life and

work.

(4) As Ritschl devotes one section of the chapter of his

book, with which we are now dealing, to Christ's priestly

work, his conclusions may be here briefly mentioned,
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although it will be necessary to discuss these more fully

in dealing with His doctrine of Sin and Salvation. He
denies absolutely that the sufferings of Christ were a vicari-

ous endurance of the penalty of sin, inasmuch as Christ in

His suffering had no sense of guilt, did not judge His

sufferings as punishment, did not think of them as endured

instead of others, or as intended to make men afraid of sin.

He affirms confidently that the two features of His priestly

action were the maintenance of His own personal religious

/ relation to God, and the reproduction of that same relation

in the members of His community. Having thus dismissed

the common view of Christ's work as priest, and having

limited it to the maintenance in Himself and reproduction

in others of communion with God, He is thus enabled to

subordinate the priestly to the kingly function of Christ.

How far he is untrue in so doing to Christian experience

will afterwards be shown at the stage of the discussion at

which the subject can most appropriately be dealt with.

V

(
I ) Professor Denney, in his Studies in Theology, brings

against the Ritschlian school the following sweeping charge :

" We must," he says, " as rational beings try to clear up to

our minds what is necessarily involved in the existence

among men of a person who has the religious value of

God. Theologians who refuse to go beyond this arc in-

variably found to cover, under the guise of a religious

indifference to metaphysics, a positive disbelief of everything

which gives Christ's Godhead an objective character. They
do not admit the supernatural birth, they do not admit the

pre-existence taught by St. Paul, theytio not admit the

doctrine of the Incarnation of the Logos, at least as taught

by St. John." ^ He then goes on to contrast " the Christian

' Denney's Studies in Theotogy, p. 14.
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consciousness " and " the scientific consciousness " in regard

to Christ, and describes the forms as " the subjective

estimate," while ascribing to the latter " the neutral con-

sideration." This part of his charge has, however, been

fully dealt with already (see page 187), and it is therefore

unnecessary to devote any more attention to it. As has

already been noted in dealing with the place of miracles in

the Christian revelation (see page 222), he further accuses

Ritschlianism of a denial of miracles, and especially of the

resurrection ; but this charge also has been shown to be

without justification. In a note on the passage in which

Ritschl is charged with denying the resurrection, it is also

stated that " Ritschl refuses to connect Christ's kingship

with His exaltation after death." ^ This statement has not

yet been dealt with, and therefore now claims consideration

along with the charges made in the passage quoted here.

(^) With the insinuation of insincerity made against the

Ritschlian school the writer need not pause to deal, as in all

courteous, not to say Christian controversy, it is quite out

of place. The suggestion, that the value-judgment by

which the predicate of divinity is assigned to Christ is a

merely pious fancy, shows that the critic has not come to

understand what the Ritschlian " value "-judgments are.

But enough has already been said on this subject to show

this without any further proof now. What demands our

immediate scrutiny is the assertion that " the supernatural

birth," " the pre-existence taught by St. Paul," " the Incar-

nation of the Logos, at least as taught by St. John," are the

things that give " an objective character " to " Christ's God-

head." One would think that any theologian who weighs

and measures his words with care, would certainly hesitate

about confining the " objective character " of " Christ's God-

head " to these things. It may be remarked, to begin with,

that this contrast between " objective " and " subjective "
is

^ Op. cit. pp. 261, 262.
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a tempting, but also a perilous one. What is exactly-

meant by the tferm " objective " here ? Does it mean

furthest removed from, least dependent on our own religious

consciousness of what Christ is and does for us, which in

contrast is to be regarded as " subjective." In that sense

certainly these things are more " objective " than the other

evidences usually relied on, for they make the least direct

and potent appeal to our personal experience. In com-

parison with these other evidences we have assuredly, in the

Ritschlian sense, least interest in them, they have least

value for us. Can the term " objective," however, mean

most convincing as evidence ? This at least would appear

to be the meaning intended. But can this be seriously

maintained ? First of all let it be considered that the first

thing is one for which less adequate evangelical testimony

exists than for the words and works of the Lord Jesus

Christ during His ministry. Every candid scholar must

admit that " the virgin-birth " is less fully attested than the

other facts of our Lord's life. Next be it noted that Paul's

doctrine of pre-existence and John's doctrine of the Logos

were not original elements in their Christian faith, and were

not part of the common teaching in the apostolic Church,

but were individual interpretations of their Christian con-

sciousness. In view of these two considerations it may be

remarked, lastly, that, if we are to regard these things as the

most convincing proof of our Lord's divinity, we must assign

to the New Testament Scriptures an absolute authority,

which the Christian may accord to it after having been led

to find in Christ his Saviour and his Lord, but which

Christian theology cannot for apologetic purposes put for-

ward as the foundation on which faith in Christ must begin

to build. It is interesting to note, however, that Professor

Denney in his book throughout makes what may be in all

fairness described as a dogmatic use of the Holy Scriptures,

for which his own doctrine of their inspiration does not
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afford adequate justification. To avoid misunderstanding,

the writer may say frankly that he, for reasons that seem

to him good, does accept all these things ; but what he

does object to is, that what is least certain and convincing,

what least directly and potently appeals to religious ex-

perience (for he holds that the things under consideration

are " objective " in the first, but not in the second sense

indicated), should be put forward as the only foundation

of our faith in Christ as God. On the contrary, he holds

that the sinless perfection of Christ, His consciousness of

God's Fatherhood, His relation of grace towards sinners,

His own self-testimony, stand in the first line of evidences

for His divinity ; and that it is only those who accept

these evidences who can be led on by their reflection on

their experience to recognise the truth of the evangelical

testimony to the virgin-birth, or of the apostolic interpre-

tation of Christ's Person.

(3) If we endeavour to translate into current speech

Ritschl's statements of the features in the revelation of

God in Christ which warrant our assigning to Him the

predicate of divinity, we find that they are practically the

evidences on which modern apologetics has been led to

lay most stress. The essence of God as Love is expressed

in His person. He is in His teaching and work inexplic-

able by the world into which He came, and in His action

and passion alike shows Himself superior to it. He has

been able to establish and maintain in that world a com-

munity, the members of which have His own filial

consciousness of, and confidence in, God. There is an

absolute identity between His activity and the fulfilment

in the world of God's purpose for mankind. These are

self-evidencing moral and spiritual facts ; and Ritschl is

justified in putting forward these as the proofs on which

the recognition of Christ's divinity for men of the present

day at least must rest. In his method he shows a thorough

19
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appreciation of the intellectual situation of the present age

(see p. 1 9), of which, it must be said with regret, his critic

fails altogether to give proof.

(4) These things, which, according to Professor Denney,
" give Christ's Godhead an objective character," the Ritschl-

ians are charged with not admitting. But this assertion

without any qualification goes far beyond the evidence.

(i.) As far as the writer is aware (but on this point he is

open to correction), Ritschl does not expressly deny the

virgin-birth. It is probable, however, that as he denies, as

we shall see, original sin, and refuses, as we have seen

(see p. 282), to find in nature an explanation of character,

he would treat the fact of the virgin-birth as having no

religious significance. His generally distrustful attitude

towards modern historical criticism forbids our taking for

granted, however, that he would have denied the fact, as

some members of his school have done, on the ground of

insufficient evidence. As the sinlessness of Jesus and the

virgin-birth have by some theologians been brought into

necessary connection, it must be carefully noted that Ritschl

affirms the sinlessness of Jesus, although he regards it as

a fact that is in no way inconsistent with His humanity.

" The sinlessness of Jesus (John viii. 46 ; i Pet. ii. 21;

I John iii. 5 ; 2 Cor, v. 21; Heb. iv. i 5) is only the negative

expression for the steadfastness of His disposition and

method of action in His vocation (obedience, Phil. ii. 8
;

Heb. V. 8), or for the positive righteousness in virtue of

which Christ sets Himself over against all other human
beings (i Pet. iii. 18)." Nevertheless, "the sinlessness of

Jesus is not in contradiction with His human nature." ^

If Harnack denies the fact of the virgin-birth, it must

be remembered that he goes further than Ritschl ever did

in applying historical criticism to the New Testament.

^ Ritschl's Uutc7-ncht in di-r christlichen Religion, pp. 19, 20, 26

("Instruction in the Christian ReHgion").
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1

" Ritschl," says Ecke, "from the year 1857 assumed an

essentially conservative attitude in relation to the biblical

canon, and almost altogether denied the incursion of Hellen-

istic views into the confession of the first community "

;

while " Harnack," he continues, " has made concessions to

modern criticism, by which the personal life of faith of the

Christian is painfully affected, and the foundation offered

by Ritschl for the dogmatic structure is shaken." " It is

worthy of note," he adds, " that according to Frank's com-

munication, Ritschl was very much displeased by a remark

of Harnack's which made this difference distinct." ^ It is

not fair to regard Harnack's critical opinions as results of

the Ritschlian position.

It has already been shown (p. 208) that Herrmann does

not deny the fact of the virgin-birth, although he refuses to

accept it as a necessary article of faith ; and that he finds

its significance in the confession " that the spiritual life of

Jesus has not issued from the sinful race, but that in Him
God Himself has entered into the history of this race." -

Although some of the Ritschlians, then, may deny this

fact, and others pass it over as having no distinctive value

for faith, this is not a position that is peculiar to Ritschl-

ianism, but is shared by theologians of other schools. The
denial or the neglect of the fact is not a consequence of

their alleged " religious indifference to metaphysics," as here

we are in the region of physical facts, not metaphysical

conceptions. There are theologians who hold as firmly as

Professor Denney does the divinity of our Lord, who have

nevertheless their doubts and difficulties about the virgin-

birth. This first count of the indictment may therefore

be dismissed as partly unproven, partly irrelevant.

^ Ecke's Die Theologische ScJiule Albrccht Riischls, pp. 117, 118

("The Theological School of Albrccht Ritschl").

2 Herrmann's IVoruin haiidelt es sich hi dem Streit um das Apos-
ioliktan, p. 13 (" What is involved in the controversy about the Apostles'

Creed?").
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(ii.) As regards Paul's doctrine of Christ's pre-existence,

Ritschl seeks to d6 justice to it in discussing a number of pass-

ages from Paul's letters. What he insists on is, that Paul

conceived of Christ as pre-existing as the Head of the kingdom

of God, as the exalted Lord ; and explains this conception

by the principle that what is last in divine execution is first

in divine intention. That he means something more than

an ideal pre-existence we have already seen ; for he main-

tains that Christ exists eternally for God as we know Him
really in history, although that pre-existence is hidden from

us. Harnack, who is led by his acute critical impulse

rather than by any essentially Ritschlian tendency, does

explain the pre-existence as taught in the New Testament

by Jewish modes of thought. But Herrmann gives no un-

certain sound on this question. " I certainly," he says,

" hold the conviction, which I need not here more closely

justify, that faith in Christ is led in a natural advance to

the representation of a pre-existence of Christ, and indeed

a personal and not an ideal.
,
The assumption of a so-called

ideal pre-existence seems to me unjustified. It is surely

manifestly the Person of the exalted Lord, the worth of

which for the community and for the kingdom of God is

expressed in this, that it did not come to be within earthly

conditions as we, but is independent of the world, which

represents the fully dependent province of its dominion.

This thought finds in the representation of a personal

pre-existence of the Lord, it is true, a contradictory ex-

pression, and yet the only one that might be at our com-

mand, which, therefore, will have its saving truth. The

contradiction will be removed when once the riddle of time

has been solved for us, in which we now view our existence." ^

Kaftan in dealing with New Testament Christology

^ Herrmann's Die Religion ivt Ver-hdlt7iiss ziiin Welierkeiitieft tt7id

zur Sittlichkeit, p. 438 ("Religion in Relation to our Knowledge of the

World and Morality").
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includes the doctrine of the pre-existence and the doctrine

of the virgin-birth as alternative " speculations regarding

the divine dignity of Jesus," which attached themselves to

" the knowledge of the community." ^ There is accordingly

in the Ritschlian school at least so much difference of

opinion on this question as forbids such a sweeping state-

ment as that made by Professor Denney.

(iii.) Again, as regards John's doctrine of the Incarnation

of the Word of God, Ritschl undoubtedly rejects the

ecclesiastical development of the doctrine, as emphasising

the rational instead of the religious aspect of it ; but he

claims to explain it when he is dealing with Christ as the

perfect revelation of God, when he asserts that the divine

revelation and the human person are in such organic unity

that we may, from the moral point of view, regard the

human person as the form and the divine revelation as the

content, or, from the religious point of view, regard the

divine word as the form and the human life as the con-

tent. Ritschl's objection to the traditional doctrine of the

two natures is that it does not give adequate expression

to this organic unity ; and Herrmann, too, maintains that

we want to find God more immediately in Christ than

such a doctrine allows. " Whoever," the latter says, " still

shares the desire for salvation of the Reformers, cannot

explain to himself the most important object of faith, the

presence of God in Christ, in this way, that the divine

substance was united with human nature." - Kaftan, while

recognising a speculative element in John's as in Paul's

Christology, nevertheless declares that " at least it is also

according to my view an irrefutable consequence of faith

in the divinity of the Lord, that He, that His historical

^ Kaftan's Dogmaiik, p. 372 ("Dogmatics"). Although the writer

has not thoroughly studied this volume, he has allowed himself a few

references to it when this seemed specially desirable.

2 Herrmann's Verkchr dcs Christen viit Gott, p. 141 ("The Com-
munion of the Christian with God," p. 136).
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person stands in a connection of nature with God which

is altogether unique, and cannot be repeated. We cannot

say to a human being God—the word is too great and

too weighty, if we do not truly mean that the eternal God
Himself in Him has come to us, and in Him has com-

munion with us." 1 That Ritschl, Herrmann, and Kaftan

do full justice to the theological data of the New Testa-

ment as regards the doctrine of Christ, the writer does not

for a moment maintain ; for he is convinced that an adequate

and satisfactory Christology can be reached only by a very

much fuller use of, and very much greater reliance on,

the evangelical testimony and the apostolic interpretation

than as yet is discoverable in the Ritschlian school. Yet

he ventures to hold that such a phrase as is used by

Professor Denney, " positive disbelief," does not express

justly their attitude to the Johannine Christology, or to the

teaching of the New Testament generally upon this question,

(iv.) Ritschl does not, as is alleged by the same critic,

" refuse to connect Christ's Kingship with His exaltation

after death." What He does is to assert that the Kingship

in its priestly and prophetic aspects was exercised even in

His humiliation, and is not confined to His exaltation, as

the traditional theology inclines to maintain. This Kingship

is continued in His exaltation, and maintains the same

ethical and spiritual character throughout. While he does

maintain that " Christ as exalted is hidden from us " (and

one would like to know who since the appearances of the

Risen Lord to His disciples has seen " Christ as exalted "
;

or who can make any affirmations regarding the precise

conditions of His exaltation in addition to what the

historical manifestation suggests, if this position is to be

denied)
;

yet he affirms that the Church founded by

Christ's royal prophetship and priesthood " is at present

' Kaftan's Brauchcn wir ein ncucs Dog)na? p. 58 ("Do we need a

new Dogma?").
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maintained " by the continuation of these functions of the

exalted Christ.^ It may be admitted that Ritschl does

obscure the truth of Christ's continued presence and activity

by his insistence on the historical media,—the Scriptures,

the Church, and the Christian society,—but he never really

intends to deny that Christ is actually present and active

in these. The charge in the connection in which it is

made is evidently intended to suggest that Ritschl alto-

gether disbelieves in the exaltation of Christ. For that

suggestion, it may be said confidently, there is no warrant

whatever, unless Ritschl is to be regarded as one of the

most confused thinkers or dishonest writers with whom
theology has been afflicted. While he does not in the

same degree as Kaftan dwell on the thought of the exalted

Lord, yet he again and again speaks of the exalted head

of the Christian community. To sum up now very briefly

the defects of Professor Denney's criticism of the Ritschlian

school, he misunderstands the value-judgments ; he charges,

on very slight grounds and in spite of strong evidence on

the other side, the Ritschlians with a denial of miracles

generally, and the resurrection especially ; he does not

justly represent their attitude to the virgin-birth, the pre-

existence, and the incarnation of the Logos, while his own

position that these alone give " objective character " to

" Christ's Godhead " is one which, in the interests of a

theology that seeks to cast its roots deep into the soil of

Christian experience, must be seriously questioned. One
other charge which he makes, that " Ritschl has no eschat-

ology," will be disproved in the eleventh chapter of this

volume. As the great popularity of Professor Denney's

work has given to his criticisms a very wide currency, the

writer has felt himself bound, in the cause of truth and

justice, to deal so very fully with these charges.

^ Ritschl's Rechtferiigiing unci VersbJtntntg, iii. p. 407 ("Justification

and Reconciliation ").
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(5) Turning back now from Professor Denney's criticism

to Ritschl's own teaching, a brief summary may, in closing

this chapter, be attempted. Ritschl seems right in insist-

ing at the start on the necessarily religious character of

our knowledge of Christ's divinity, which can be confessed

only by Christian faith. In dealing with the New Testa-

ment teaching he is not altogether just to it, and seeks

to force its statements unduly into the mould of his own

thought. That the ecclesiastical dogma is inadequate and

unsatisfactory he maintains with right and reason. If his

treatment of the doctrine of the two states and the three

offices looks like an attempt to pour " new wine into old

bottles," yet it also shows how the older view in some of

its features already suggested the newer. One must

always be grateful when the continuity of theological

thought is so far as possible maintained. We cannot

escape the double estimate of Christ, first from the stand-

point of His personal perfection, and then from the point

of view of His divine revelation ; and Ritschl's treatment

here is of very great value. His representation of the

" manifest " divinity of Christ, if not altogether adequate,

yet does lay stress on the features of primary importance.

His prohibition of any deeper investigation of the problem

must be, however, set aside ; and his own essays in that

direction, inconsistently made, must be pronounced as alto-

gether inadequate.



CHAPTER X

The Doctrine of Sin and Salvation

(i) Although Ritschl's doctrine of sin is altogether

distinguished from the doctrine of sin current in the

speculative philosophy which has an inclination to pan-

theism, inasmuch as he denies the necessity of sin and

affirms the reality of guilt
;

yet, on the other hand, he

differs from orthodox theology in developing his concep-

tion of sin, not in comparison with an absolute standard

of righteousness valid for God and man, but in contrast

to God's final purpose for the world, the kingdom of

God; and he still more provokes opposition by (i) .his

denial of original sin; (2) his refusal to connect the

wrath of God at present with sin, and so to regard the

evils of life as penalties
; (3) his description of sin as sin

of ignorance, and so pardonable. In dealing, however,

with these negative aspects of his doctrine, in which he

does appear to fall short of Christian truth, it will

always be necessary to keep in view the positive

aspects which distinguish his teaching from the pan-

theistic position.

(2) It is advisable that we should begin with these

positive aspects, and should give them their full value,

instead of seeking to minimise their significance, as Pro-

fessor Orr seems to do.^ For Ritschl sin is no necessity,

and therefore guilt is a reality ; and he does not seek

^ See Orr's The Ritschlian Theology, pp. 140, 141.
•297
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to explain them away as pantheistic thinkers even within

the Christian Church have endeavoured to do. " Guilt,"

he says, " in the moral sense is the expression of that

disturbance of the normal reciprocal relation between

moral law and freedom which results from the abuse of

freedom in opposition to law, and is signalised as such

by the accompanying discomfort of the sense of guilt."

By sin a man's relation to the moral law is changed,

and he is conscious of that change. This is the general

moral result ; but what is the specifically Christian view

of this change? "In the Christian world-view God is

regarded as the author and the active representative

of the moral law " ; and, consequently, " guilt in the

Christian sense signifies the contradiction against God

into which the individual man, even as the totality of

men, has entered by non-fulfilment of the moral law,

which is recognised as existing by the consciousness of

guilt, in which the individual experiences with discomfort

the worthlessness of his own sins as also of his share in

the common guilt." In this passage, then, are distin-

guished guilt as a moral and religious fact, and the sense

of guilt as an individual knowledge of that fact. Guilt

is a moral fact in so far as the contradiction is between

freedom and law ; a religious fact, inasmuch as the contra-

diction is between man and God. But this passage, it

is ioiportant to notice, affirms that not only is guilt an

individual, but it is also a racial fact ; and the conscious-

ness of guilt in the individual man includes discomfort

on account of the latter as well as the former fact, or,

in other words, the sinner grieves not only because he

himself has sinned, but because he belongs to a sinful

race. This contradiction between man and God involves

" a separation of men from God, which takes the place

of the community which is according to their destination."

Men were made for union and communion with God ; as
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guilty they are separated from God. Accordingly, " the

contradiction against God and against one's own moral

destiny, which is expressed in the conception of guilt,

and is experienced with discomfort in the consciousness

of guilt, is marked by this accompanying circumstance

as a real disturbance of man's being " ; for " he experi-

ences the logical contradictions of his will against God,

which is contained in guilt, as a real contradiction and

as a real defect of the will." The disturbance of the

relation of community between God and man, which is

signified by guilt, of which man is conscious in his sense

of guilt, has as its immediate result that the will of man

itself suffers injury. Guilt being thus a reality, sin of

which it is the effect is a reality also. " Accordingly,

in the province of the will, sin as the disturbance of

the ideal relation of the will to its final purpose, or to

God as the representative of the same in the world-order,

is a real contradiction." ^ Sin as the act of opposition of

freedom to law, and guilt as the state of disturbance of

man's relation to God, arc both to be regarded as realities.

(3) While thus asserting the reality of sin and guilt

as the moral consciousness of man testifies, he carefully

abstains from any explanation of the origin or purpose

of sin in the world which would in anyway invalidate

that testimony. " Speaking generally," he says, " one is

kept within very narrow limits in one's knowledge of the

relation of sin to the divine order of the world. One

must beware of describing it as an operation of God,

and as a purposive member of His world-order ; for it

is in all cases the opposite of the good, and that which

goes contrary to the recognisable moral final purpose of

the world. It is an apparently unavoidable product of

the human will under the given conditions of its develop-

^ Ritschl's Rcchtfertigung unci Versohnung, iii. pp. 56, 57 ("Justifica-

tion and Reconciliation").
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ment, and yet it is imputed by us as guilt in our

consciousness of freedom and independence. Between

the two lines of thought, not even with Schleiermacher

does one dare to find a reconciliation in this way, that

God judges sin not as a contradiction of the Good, only

as the moral perfection not yet attained, while we must

judge our imperfection as sin in order to awaken in us

the longing for redemption and perfecting. For as our

theological insight {Ansicht) surely dares not separate

itself from, or put itself in opposition to, our religious

view {AnscJiauung) of Christianity, therefore our judg-

ment concerning sin must agree with the divine." ^

While in this passage it is admitted that sin appears

inevitable, yet the condemnation of conscience is frankly

and fully accepted as convincing evidence that it is not

a necessity ; and the voice of conscience in this matter

is regarded as the voice of God. " A universal necessity

to sin," he says elsewhere, " cannot be inferred either

from the equipment of the human being or from any

accordance with the purpose of his moral development,

to say nothing of a recognisable intention of God." -

Inasmuch as the affirmation of the necessity of sin is

being forced upon modern thought from two usually

opposed quarters, scientific naturalism which tends to

materialism, and philosophical idealism which tends to

pantheism, it ought to be regarded as a merit in Ritschl

that he so distinctly repudiates this conclusion, and in

his treatment of the two conceptions of sin and guilt

holds fast by the testimony of the moral conscience and

the Christian consciousness.

(4) We must now consider what is his conception of sin,

of which he affirms the reality and denies the necessity.

^ Op. at. p. 360.

- Ritschl's Uiitctriclit j'n der christlichen Religion, p. 26 (" Instruc-

tion in the Christian Religion ").
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Theology has usually represented sin as the violation of an

absolute moral law, valid for God and man, which expresses

an essential righteousness of God; butRitschl refuses to follow

this course, (i.) " If it follows from the assumed personality

of God that God is real only in the form of will, then it is

bad metaphysics to attribute to Him righteousness as a

latent {t-uhende) attribute, which should belong to Him apart

from the form of will "
; for (i) "the representation of a latent

attribute springs only from a self-deception, when our con-

tinuous observation is arrested by the form of a steadfast

activity "
; and (2) "a necessity for God, which is not under-

stood from the standpoint of His will, but is inferred from

a latent ' natural ' attribute, describes Him as finite and

developing personality." ^ To put this in simpler language,

Ritschl refuses with orthodox theology to contemplate God
at rest, and to describe the attributes of His nature. He
thinks that it is more conformable to the confession of God
as personality to regard Him m motion, and to define the

characteristics of His action. He rejects the static, and

prefers the dynamic method as more appropriate to the

consideration of a living, acting God. If God be not hvvafii^

merely, but evepyeta also, his method is not without its

justification ; although, at the same time, as has been already

indicated (pp. 46, 47), wi// implies nature, the phenomenal

the noumejial aspects of reality. Accordingly, what is ex-

pressed as a form of the will is also possessed as an attribute

of the nature ; and this is true of God, whose will and being

correspond in a far higher degree than of man, for whom
there are many unactualised possibilities. Ritschl's state-

ment is inadequate owing to the imperfection of his method
;

but it is not in so absolute contradiction to the orthodox

doctrine as his critics assume. As for Ritschl, will is the

reality of personality ; righteousness, as a characteristic of

' Kilschl's Rechtfcrtigung unci Vcrsohniing, pp. 237, 238 ("Justifica-

tion and Reconciliation").
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God's action, is not an accident for, but of the essence of

God. (ii.) Righteousness as a characteristic of the will of

God is expressed, not as an attribute of the nature would be

in a lazv, but in a purpose. Here the teleological character

of the Ritschlian theology again shows itself. But as Ritschl

views God predominantly as love, and does not, as we have

already seen (p. 260), do justice to any of the other divine

attributes, it is not righteousness that finds expression in

this purpose, but love, and righteousness only as subordinate

to love. It is not with this righteousness as subordinate to

love that sin is to be compared so that its nature may be

known, but with the purpose, in which the love of God finds

its expression. Not an absolute moral law valid for God

and man is the standard of judgment, but a purpose which

God chooses as His own self-end, and to which He calls

mankind as to its self-end. This purpose is known to man

only in the Christian revelation of the kingdom of God.

Accordingly, " as we have to comprehend the fact of sin from

the standpoint of the community of reconciliation, so exactly

is the gospel of the forgiveness of sin the ground of our

knowledge of our sinfulness." He admits that " the fact of

sin was known also outside of Christendom "
; but maintains

that " the determination of its nature and the estimate of its

compass and worthlessness is expressed in Christianity in

an original manner, because here other representations of

God, of the highest good, of the moral destiny of man, of

redemption are valid than in any other religion." As " a

representation of sin can be formed only by comparison

with a representation of the good," and " as the compass

and the binding significance of the good become first fully

recognisable in the task of the kingdom of God, even as the

same was faultlessly discharged in the life-course of Jesus,

so also sin can be fully understood first as the contradiction

of this highest moral good." ^ Instead of following this

1 Op. cit. pp. 310, 311, 312.
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right method, the traditional method, Ritschl holds, measures

sin by an assumed original righteousness prior to sin ; but

this procedure denies Christ His rightful place as the

determinative conception of all Christian theology. With

Ritschl, we may agree that as we knew nothing of this

original righteousness of man prior to sin, we cannot use it as

a standard ; with him, too, we may agree that the teaching

and example of Christ is the ultimate, perfect, absolute

standard, and that it is only in the consciousness of His

salvation that men attain the adequate and certain conscience

of their sin. Christian theology in its conception and estimate

of sin should always assume the standpoint of the Christian

consciousness. But to affirm the absolute standard is not

to deny the relative standards. God was in the preparation

of mankind for the kingdom of God as in the realisation

of that kingdom in Christ. Men had a conscience of sin

because they had a consciousness of God even before Christ

came. Hence sin in any age qr people may be conceived

and estimated in relation to the best moral standards and

the truest religious ideas possessed and confessed. In thus

refusing to recognise facts, Ritschl here shows the same

exclusiveness which has already been noticed in dealing

with his views of revelation.

(5) Applying the standard of the kingdom of God,

however, sin assumes for our thought a twofold aspect, a

religious, as indifference to and distrust of God, as well as a

moral, as selfish action towards men. " Sin is the contrary

of the good, in so far as from indifference or distrust towards

God it is self-seeking, and turns to the goods of lower rank

without intending their subordination to the highest good."

But sin in this double form is in contrast with the kingdom

of God, not as the sin of each individual man, but as the

sin of the whole race. " The subject of sin," says Ritschl,

" is humanity as the sum of all individuals, in so far as the
'

selfish conduct of each, which puts him into innumerable
'
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reciprocal actions with others, is directed in some degree or

another to a contradiction of the good, and leads to a com-

bination of individuals in common wickedness." Thus " we

form the conception of a kingdom of sin" ^ in which our evil

actions affect others to encourage and develop their sinful

inclinations, and we in turn are affected by the sinful action

of others. As the kingdom of God is a community of men

in goodness, so there is opposed to it a community of men

in sin. Christian theology ought not, therefore, as it has

hitherto done, to fix its attention exclusively on the in-

; dividual sinner, but ought to recognise that the sin of every

.)' individual is conditioned by, and conditions the sin common

to all the members of the society to which he belongs.

The channels of intercourse between men, and the oppor-

tunities of influence, become the means of the confirmation

and the extension of sin. This idea of " a kingdom of sin
"

opposed to " the kingdom of God " does correctly interpret

facts, and so is to be warmly commended.

II

(i) From the positive aspects of Ritschl's doctrine we

now turn to the negative ; and first of all we have to con-

sider his denial of original sin. He will not accept the

doctrine of original sin as an explanation of this community

of men in sin, which he calls " the kingdom of sin." " Even

if this idea were distinct and necessary, yet it could not

express the highest possible sense of sin "
; for " the active

sins are more than appearances or accidents of original

sin," but "according to the-direction of its actions the will

acquires its kind, and develops to a good or a bad character."

Active sins are the results of character, but character is

formed by the direction which the free actions have given

to the will. If this were not the case (i) we should not be

1 Op. cit. pp. 317, 3' S, 320.
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responsible for our actions; (2) education would be im-

possible; (3) differences of character would be inexplicable.

The idea of original sin, which relieves us of responsibility,

excludes the possibility of education, and makes all alike

guilty, is due to that theory of knowledge which distinguishes

" essence and appearance, substance and accident " ; and

must be regarded as " both an exaggeration and a diminu-

tion of the idea of sin,"—an exaggeration, inasmuch as it

ascribes to sin a change in the constitution of mankind ; and

a diminution, because we are less responsible for a result of

our nature than for a resolve of our will. Heredity is not

a proof of original sin, for it is only as certain inherited

dispositions are exercised in definite directions that any

guilt attaches to them. The personal inclination to sin in

every individual is,. as far as our observation goes, adequately

explained by " the self-determination of the individual will,"

for
"

' the law of sin ' in the will follows from the necessary

reaction of every act of will on the direction of the power

of will." Paul does not, Ritschl maintains, " either express

or suggest anywhere the inheritance of sin by generation,"

and " he offers no other ground for the universality of sin, \

or for the kingdom of sin, than the sinning of all individuals." 1

Accordingly " it is not to be denied that there may be a \

sinless development of life, either d priori or according

to the conditions of experience." ^ It must be frankly

conceded that Ritschl in this position carries his prejudice

against any theory of knowledge which recognises features

and factors of existence that are not given immediately in

experience to an extreme. As a question of fact merely,

most keen observers and thorough reasoners would agree

that there is a bias towards evil which belongs originally

to, and is not gradually developed in, each individual human
being ; and that this bias is to be explained by the very

close connection between parents and children. But ex-
1 Ritschl's op. cit. 319, 322, 331, ^^o^ 35S.

20
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aggeration of this fact must be carefully avoided ; and

Ritschl is right in insisting as he does on individual liberty

and personal responsibility, on the formation of character

by the reaction of the will, and therefore on the importance

of education. Traditional theology has not been always

innocent of such an exaggeration. If we take into due

account the literary character which is now generally

assigned to the narratives in Genesis, and the subordinate

position in the Holy Scriptures accorded to all questions as

regards the origin and diffusion of sin, the place which the

traditional theology has given to the doctrine of original sin

will appear a far more prominent one than all the facts

warrant. Ritschl, by his denial of original sin, does not

minimise the extent or the potence of sin, but seeks to

explain it by an acquired tendency instead of an inherited

I
bias. In so doing he supposes himself to be bringing only

into greater prominence the distinctive character of sin, as a

voluntary violation of moral law, by an abuse of personal

freedom. In denying original sin he believes himself to be

defending man's individual liberty and personal responsibility.

If we are able to recognise, as he failed to do, that there is

no necessary contradiction between the several truths which

he sets over against one another, all we need charge him

with is defective mental vision. This is not shared by the

members of his school ; for this denial is a peculiarity of

Ritschl, and is not distinctive of his school. Harnack, to

give only two illustrations, gives a most sympathetic account

of Augustine as a reformer of piety, and mentions as a debt

we owe to him that " we believe that it is necessary to pay

much greater heed to the essence of sin than to the forms

in which it is manifested—fixing our attention on its roots,

not on its degrees or on sinful actions." ^ Kaftan declares,

" sin reigns over us by nature, not we have sin, but sin has

^ Harnack's History 0/ Doi^iiia, Eng. trans. \-. p. J2> '> Lehrbiich der

Dogmengeschichte, 2 A. ill. s. 64, quoted by Ecke, p. 249.
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US," and " our nature is sinful from youth up, and yet we

feel ourselves in our conscience responsible for the evil that

we do." 1

(2) The second feature of Ritschl's doctrine of sin which

is opposed to the general teaching of the Christian Church I

is his refusal to connect the wrath of God at present with/

sin, and so to regard the evils of life as penalties, (i.) The
transmission of sinful tendencies and inclinations by

heredity has been commonly regarded as part of the

penalty of sin ; and Ritschl accordingly has, besides his

insistence on individual liberty and personal responsi-

bility, another reason for denying this, inasmuch as he

maintains that the wrath of God against the sinner is only

an eschatological possibility, but not a present reality. He
affirms that the representation of God's wrath belongs only

to the standpoint of the Old Testament, and has no

meaning whatever for the Christian. " All reflections,"

he says, "about God's wrath and mercy, His patience!

and forbearance. His severity and pity, rest on the religious/

comparison of our individual situation with God in the

form of time." In other words, subjective changes in

our own spiritual state, which is conditioned by the lapse

of time, are explained by us as due to objective changes

in God's relation to us, although God is not Himself subject

to the condition of time. In this matter theology must

correct religious reflection. " From the theological point

of view, accordingly, the wrath of God and His curse on the

sinners to be reconciled has no meaning ; all the less does

there appear from this point of view as needful or as

thinkable a special mediation between the wrath and the

love of God, in order to explain the reconciliation of

sinners with God." For inasmuch as " according to the

^ Kaftan's Das Evangeliuvi des Apostel Paulus in Prcdigien, s. 7, 12

("The Gospel of the Apostle Paul in Sermons"), quoted by Ecke,

p. 2;0.
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authority of the New Testament the wrath of God means

the resolve of God to annihilate those men who finally

oppose themselves to redemption and the final purpose

of the kingdom of God " ; as regards the redeemed " we

can infer their redemption theologically only directly from

God's love, even although just these redeemed in their

temporal mode of representation have the experience of

the change of divine wrath and pity." According to this

statement God has only one relation to humanity in His

present dealings with it, and that is love. He holds in

reserve for His future action an intention to deal in wrath

with those individual men, be they many or few, who

finally refuse to accept that relation to Himself which at

present controls all His actions towards them. Thus He
does not now change from wrath to love, nor is there any

means necessary or possible to effect such change. Rit-

schl is well aware that his theology here cannot appeal to

experience, and therefore he now seeks to show reason

why experience may be disregarded. " It is of the

greatest importance," he says, " for the systematic method

of theology that the difference between our individual

religious reflection and the form of theological knowledge

sub specie ceternitatis should never be left out of account."

Accordingly, whatever changes there may be in our

experience, we must not " introduce any change in the

essential relations of the divine will." ^ On this argument

several comments must be made. {a) And first of all

Ritschl's view of the teaching of the New Testament on

this subject will at first sight appear altogether un-

warranted, as it runs counter to current conceptions ; but

a closer consideration of the subject may at least compel us

to pause before we dismiss it as one of the eccentricities of

which his exegesis is not altogether free. In the Inter-

' Ritschl's Rcchtfcrtigiing tnid VersuJiiiinig, iii. pp. 305-308 (" Justi-

tication and Reconciliation ").
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national Critical Commentary on Romans there is a note

on the phrase " op'^h Geov " (i. 1 8) which substantially

supports Ritschl's position, and at the close of which a

reference is made to Ritschl's treatment of the subject as

deserving consultation. Without transcribing the numerous

references, the important parts of the note may be given,

"(i) In the Old Testament the conception of the Wrath of

God has special reference to the Covenant relation. It is

inflicted either (a) upon Israelites for gross breach of the

Covenant, or (/3) upon non-Israelites for oppression of the

Chosen People. (2) In the prophetic writings this in-

fliction of ' wrath ' is gradually concentrated upon a great

Day of Judgment, the Day of the Lord. (3) Hence the

New Testament use seems to be mainly, if not altogether,

eschatological." ^ This is not the place for the discussion

of this exegetical problem, but this note shows at least

that biblical scholars, of whose knowledge and skill there

can be no doubt, incline to take the same view as Ritschl.

(d) But even if he be right in his exegesis, we may with

good reason question his theology, God in his view is

" crib'd, cabin'd, and confined " in one purpose,—and not

onl}^ in one purpose, but even in one method of fulfilling

that purpose. The fixity of His purpose is assumed to

exclude variety in His method. Nay, even the very

personality of God is deprived of all fulness and manifold-

ness, and is exhausted in one resolve. God's eternity is

conceived not as identity in variation, but as fixity without

change. God appears as free in the moment, so to speak,

when He makes the world's last end, the kingdom of God

His self-end, but as bound from and by that choice. Placed

thus in His changeless eternity apart from, outside of the

changes of history, how can He have any reciprocal relations

^ A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 071 the Epistle to the

Romans, by the Rev. William Sanday, D.D., LL.D,, and the Rev.

Arthur C. Headlam, B.D., p. 41.
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with men, who are subject to these changes ? This concep-

tion of Ritschl's strikes at the very roots of a Hving and

growing communion between God and man. (c) Lastly,

here, in the distinction Ritschl makes between the theological

point of view and the religious, he introduces confusion into

our religious thoughts, and deprives them of all certainty.

But he is inconsistent with himself; for, arguing against the

necessity of sin, he declares " our judgment must agree with

the divine." Even so our religious experience reports to

us not what God's relation to us appears, but what it is.

(ii.) If there is no wrath of God against sin, there can

be no punishment by God of sin. This conclusion Ritschl

expressly draws. He declines to regard the evils of our

life as divine punishment, and declares that " the concep-

tion of evil {Uebel) has no direct relation to the conception

of sin {Siinde)" for " it is no religious idea as this is."

" Evil in general," he maintains, " is not recognisable as

divine punishment of sin in the individual or the whole

race," for " the interpretation of evils as punishments is

rather conditioned by the specifically religious conscious-

ness of guilt." A man conscious of gilt regards the evils

that befall him as punishments. Here, then, we are con-

cerned with a subjective representation, not an objective

reality. Death as the last evil must be regarded from

the same point of view. Even although Paul connected

death with sin, his authority is not such as to compel the

Christian theologian to adopt the same view. For the

Christian, whatever view he may take of its origin, " to die

is gain." Christian theology is concerned only with this

view of death, as it is limited to the ideas that are dis-

tinctive of " the eternally chosen community of the kingdom

of God."

But if the evils of this life, and even death itself, are

not to be regarded as penalties of sin, can man sin with

impunity ? Ritschl answers decidedly. No. Sin does
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involve the sense of guilt, and this is not a subjective

representation, but corresponds with an objective reality-

guilt, or separation from God. " The divine punishment

"

is " an experience of separation from God." " The

unremoved sense of guilt is not a penal condition along

with others, but this is the thing to which all other penal

evils are related only as accompanying circumstances," for

" outer evils can be shown to be divine punishments only

from the standpoint of the subjective sense of guilt.

Accordingly the penal condition of the whole pre-Christian

humanity signifies the enforced distance of that humanity

from the communion with God which was to be first

brought about by Christ." ^ But if guilt means separa-

tion from God, exclusion from His communion, then in

some sense God separates Himself from man, excludes man
from His communion. Guilt must be a reality for God as

well as for man, as we cannot, as has been already pointed

out, entertain the distinction Ritschl tries to maintain

between man's temporal and God's eternal point of view.

What man experiences on account of sin, God intends.

There is, then, punishment for sin, and that punishment must

express God's displeasure with sin. His opposition to sin.

Why not call it His wrath against sin, so long as we are

careful to exclude from the conception whatever is in-

consistent with God's perfection ? But need we limit God's

punishment of sin to this separation from the sinner ?

Without attempting to solve the insoluble problem of

physical evil, and recognising that the saint suffers as well

as the sinner, have we not good reason to affirm that God
intends what each experiences in regard to the evils of life,

that the saint should find in these a means of discipline

1 Ritschl's op. cit. pp. 335, ^3-], 342, 345, 346, 347. The term
" evil " has been used as rendering most exactly the German term

Uebel, in spite of its ambiguity in bein^ sometimes used as synonym-
ous with "sin," an ambiguity which does not attach to the German
term.
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and development, and that the sinner should be compelled

by these to recognise his estrangement from God ? Man
does not simply adapt the constitution of the world to

moral and religious ends, but God Himself has made the

world for these ends. The truth which Ritschl exaggerates

is this, that God's sovereign purpose towards mankind is

its salvation and blessedness, that all His present dealing

subserves that end ; but this does not involve, as he

assumes, a uniformity and monotony of method.

As Harnack and Kaftan have been quoted to show that

Ritschl's denial of original sin is not a common feature of

his school, so Herrmann may now be quoted to show that

his view of the wrath of God is not shared by all his

followers. " Above all," he says, in describing the ex-

perience which leads to Christ, " we must feel in the needs

of our moral life that we are forsaken by God." " We
cannot," he says, " once more raise ourselves again out of

the God-forsakenness of the evil conscience, and find our

way back to God, unless when we can see that God in

His revelation makes provision for this our need." " The

sinner," he says elsewhere, " demands a fact which can

be a match for the fact of his inner judgment." " God

knows and loathes our sins, but does not wish to let us

be lost," and He, " by His holy being keeps the sinner

far from Him, and yet reconciles the sinner to Himself,"

but only in Christ.^ These are but stray samples of the

searching analysis of " man's state of sin and miserj'

"

which may be found in this book of Herrmann's, which

shows beyond all doubt that to him the gospel means a

great deliverance from a great distress.

(3) Ritschl's position regarding the wrath of God is not

a necessary consequence of his general principles ; but it is

^ Herrmann's Verkehr des Christen mil Goft, pp. 94, 95, 106, iii, 23
("The Communion of the Christian with God." pp. 94, 95, 106, no, 26),

quoted by Ecke, op. cit. p. 247.
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due, on the one hand, to a metaphysical assumption of God's

eternity as changelessness of purpose, and, on the other,

to his too exclusive application of the idea of the king-

dom of God as the sole regulative principle of Christian

theology ; and in this position he has not been generally

followed. The same reason can probably be given for the

third feature of his doctrine of sin, which has provoked

general opposition, his description of pardonable sin as

igno7'ance. The purpose of Ritschl in this statement is not

to deny or to minimise the fact of sin, but simply to prove

the possibility of its forgiveness. In this attempt he

appeals to the New Testament. " In all the points of

view of the New Testament there is found the recognition

of the differences in the vahce of sin, namely, that sin which

can be forgiven or made inoperative by change of mind is

to be distinguished from that which is completed in the

form of final decision against the Christian salvation, or in

the form of incurable selfishness." The former kind of

sin Ritschl describes as ignorance, for " ignorance," he says,

" is, as experience with children teaches, a very important

factor in the origin and development of sin. Children,

when they enter into the common spiritual life, are neither

equipped with a knowledge of the good, or of the moral

law as a whole and in particulars, nor yet with an

inclination that had decided against the good as a whole."

But, on the other hand, he admits that " ignorance is not

the sufficient reason for the strengthening of the will in

evil, for will and knowledge are not altogether com-

mensurable." Nevertheless, we must distinguish those

degrees of sin in which ignorance is an important factor

from that degree of sin " which can anticipate only

exclusion from God's world-order " ; for if some men
arc " reckoned by God as capable of salvation, then there

follows the judgment that God regards their sin as

ignorance." This sin, however, " as enmity against God,
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excludes the relation of grace between man and God."

As, however, " tlie possibility of love is in no way bound

to responsive love," " God loves the world, the sinners who

are possessed with enmity against Him with this intention,"

that " He may exercise towards them respect as moral

personalities by the maintenance of their existence and the

desire for their return." As such a return to God is possible

only where a final choice of evil has not been made, God's

will of love embraces only those whose will is not yet finally

determined, to whom the predicate of ignorance may be

applied, but excludes those whose " will intentionally sets

its own purpose in evil." But " whether there are such

men, and who they are, does not fall under our practical

judgment or our theoretical knowledge." Ritschl does not

intend, by calling attention to this fact that sin as we

know it, in most men at least, has not yet assumed the

form of fixity in evil, does not yet exclude the possibility

of repentance and reform, and therefore can be forgiven by

God, to affirm that the forgiveness of sin is a matter of

course ; for he says expressly " the forgiveness of sin is not

to be inferred from any of itself universally established

idea of God," but " its validity is attached to the unique

action of Christ." ^ That ignorance is a potent factor in

the development of sin cannot be denied. Even he who

does wrong when his conscience prohibits first and then

rebukes, is generally unconscious of all the moral issues of

his wilful choice. It is untrue that he who falls through

the weakness of his own nature, or the strength of the

temptation that assails him, deliberately and determinedly

makes evil his good. The sinner generally tries to evade,

rather than dares to defy the moral law. Most men, at

1/ least, are not finally fixed in evil, finally opposed to good.

So far we may agree with Ritschl that a distinction is to

^ Ritschl's op. cit. pp. 357-363, and Unierricht iii dcr christlichen

Religion^ pp. 35, 36 (" Instruction in the Christian Religion").
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be recognised between the sinner for whom there can be no

help or hope, and the sinner still capable of recovery

;

and that the latter in choosing evil is not fully conscious of

all that his choice means, while the former acts against the

clearest light. Surely our Lord asserted these facts when

He spoke of the sin against the Holy Ghost which cannot

be forgiven, and distinguished it from all other sins as

pardonable, and when in His prayer for His murderers He

used their ignorance as a plea. Paul, too, speaks of the

times of ignorance which God winked it ; and John of a

sin that is not unto death. But then Ritschl himself

admits that the development of sin in any individual

man is never fully accounted for by his ignorance ; for in

all sin there is more or less wilfulness. In fact, a man

may be gradually growing confirmed in wickedness, and

may be certainly approaching very near to that moral

state which is beyond help and hope ; and yet the down-

ward course may be arrested, the direction of the will may

be changed, and the diseased moral nature may be re-

stored to health by the grace of God. As man's condition

before God may be far worse than Ritschl's term ignorance

would describe it, so the possibility of forgiveness, which

means more than God's excusing sin, which means even

God's undoing in man of what sin had wrought, is a far

greater mystery of divine love than in Ritschl's theology

it appears. God saves even the man who may be on the

point of denying Him. Ritschl's use of the term ignorance

in this connection is very unfortunate, as it does suggest

a denial or a depreciation of the reality of sin, which he

surely does not intend. What he means is that as

pardonable, sin has not assumed its final form as absolute

rejection of the good. Yet one cannot but admit that

his treatment of the subject shows that he lacked an

understanding for the deepest Christian experiences ofj

abounding sin and superabounding grace.
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III

(i) These positions of Ritschl's as regards man's sin

and guilt, and God's wrath and punishment, do very

seriously affect his view of the work of Christ. As we
have already seen, he affirms that there is no mediation

necessary between God's wrath and mercy, and that

man's capacity for moral and religious recovery and

return to God explains the possibility of the forgiveness

of sin. There is thus no hindrance in God, and no

hindrance in man ; but the positive motive of the forgive-

ness of sin is the intention of God to form a kingdom

of God, in which men should be united to one another

in love. " If the reconciliation of sinners by God is to

be thought, then it is thinkable without contradiction

from the love of God, as the means of the establishment

of the kingdom of God." ^ Sinners as the possible

subjects of the kingdom of God are the objects of God's

love and not His wrath ; sin is pardonable in so far as

it is not a final opposition to the kingdom of God. God
loves sinners, and forgives sin, not because He is morally

indifferent, but because this love and this forgiveness are

necessary as a means of establishing the kingdom of

God, which God has chosen as His own final purpose.

We must pause to consider the full significance of this

position as compared with the position generally taken

in the Christian Church. God so hates sin that He
must punish sin. God so loves the sinner that He must

save him from the punishment of his sin, and from his

sin itself. In Christ, who suffers on account of sin, and

on behalf, nay, even instead of the sinner, God's love

fulfils its will to save. God in Christ does or suffers

something, and so meets the necessities alike of His hate

' Ritschl's op. cit. p. 309.
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of sin and love of the sinner. This, apart from distinct

theories, is what Christian faith has hitherto commonly

affirmed. All thi^^ however, Ritschl denies. Nothing

needs to be done or to be suffered on account of God's

hatred of sin. God's righteousness is not to be thought

of as an inherent attribute, but as an operative purpose.

The kingdom of God is what God lives and works for.

He docs not vindicate His righteousness by punishing
/ /

sin ; He realises it by establishing the kingdom of God.

He does not look backward on the sinner's past, but

forward to the sinner's future ; He does not regard him

as an actual transgressor of His law, but as a possible

citizen of His kingdom. He cancels the sinner's past, so

to speak, takes no account of it, in order that the sinner

unburdened with, unfettered by his sense of guilt and

his sin, may be capable of realising his future. The

sinner needs, and yet does not deserve forgiveness ; but

the sinner cannot begin even to become a citizen of the

kingdom unless he is forgiven, that is, unless his separation

from God, due to sin, is changed to communion with God.

For this reason then, and this alone, that he may begin

to realise God's moral purpose as expressed in that l<ing-

dom, is the sinner forgiven. That he may be encouraged

and enabled to keep the law, his breaches of the law are

not reckoned any more against him. Thus forgiveness

is not in contradiction of the law, but is granted as a

necessary condition of its fulfilment. To put the anti-

thesis of the two positions thus outlined as briefly as

possible, leaving the necessary qualifications of the state-

ment to be afterwards supplied, one may say, that while,

according to the orthodox view, the sinner is forgiven

for the sake of what Christ has done, accordins!" to

Ritschl's view he is forgiven for the sake of what he

may become as a citizen of the kingdom.

(2) This antithesis, however, would not be fairly stated
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if it were said that, according to Ritschl's view, we are

forgiven, not for Christ's sake, but for the kingdom's sake,

inasmuch as the establishment and maintenance and com-

pletion of the kingdom are inseparably attached to Christ,

for the kingdom of God and the community of Christ

are identical. Christ, however, is not founder and ruler

of His kingdom because by His sacrifice He has made
atonement for sin. As priest, Christ " is in the first place

priest for HimselfT " If Christ is to be represented as

priest, then the basis of this activity is contained in every

element of His consciousness that He as the Son of God
stands in an incomparable community with God as His

Father, which is present for Him in His knowledge of

God, in His submission of His will to God's appointment,

in the security of His accompanying mode of feeling."

It is in His religious relation to God in thought, feeling,

will, that Christ fulfils His priesthood for Himself. His

sacrifice must be looked at from this point of view, and

not as in the traditional theology. " Not the ' occurrence

'

of the death of Christ conditions its sacrificial value ; but

His submission to this decree of His opponents as an

appointment of God and highest proof of His fidelity in

His vocation makes this decease significant for others.

Accordingly one cannot accept the interpretation of the

sacrifice of Christ in death which, under the title of

satisfaction, only superficially connects it with the active

life, but fundamentally assigns to the death of Christ a

different reference, namely, that of substitutionary punish-

ment." Against this doctrine Ritschl appeals to Christ's

consciousness. " Christ did not experience along with

His sufferings a sense of guilt, accordingly He could not

have judged them as punishment, not even as the punish-

ment which He suffered to pass over Him instead of the

guilty, or as a means of frightening men away from sin."

He maintains, however, that there is a close connection
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between the death of Christ and the forgiveness of sins.

" The Socinian assumption of a universal order of divine

forgiveness which should be independent of Christ, is

out of all relation to experience, and is altogether unsub-

stantial. On the contrary, the single cases in which

Christ communicates the forgiveness of sin arise from

His consciousness that He Himself stands in the closest

relation to God we can think of, and that He is called

also to receive others into the same, in order that their

sins may not produce any hindrance of their confidence

towards God and their communion with God." Forgive-

ness of sins is not explicable apart from the mission of

Christ, which consisted in reproducing in others the same

consciousness of God as He had realised in Himself. But

this mission finds its culmination in His death. " With

this personal dealing it is certainly not in contradiction,

that the representatives of the Christian community attach

the universal validity of the forgiveness of sin to the death

of Christ, especially as the thought regarding it was evoked

by Christ's own discourse at the Supper. For the death of

Christ, as it must be understood by means of His previous

obedience, is in the view of the apostles the summary ex-

pression of the fact that Christ maintained His religious

unity with God and His position as a revelation in the

whole course of His life." ^ To sum up, the forgiveness

of sin is inseparable from the Person of Christ, for He
puts men into the same relation to God as He holds.

His priesthood consists in His maintenance of that rela-

tion throughout His life. His submission in death is

the clearest expression and most convincing evidence of

His maintenance of that relation. Hence the forgiveness

of sin especially attaches itself to His death.

(3) How does Christ, however, put men into the same

relation with God as He Himself holds ? First of all. He
^ Ritschl, op. tit. pp. 446-450, 511, 512.
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places His community into that relation, and individual

believers only as members of that community. This for-

giveness of sins " is to be understood as the common

fundamental attribute of the coimnunity to be founded by

Christ" for " Christ as priest is the representative of the

community which He leads to God in the complete fulfil-

ment of His personal life." But " the meaning of this

thought is not, that what Christ does as priest the com-

munity does not also need to do, but rather that what

Christ as priest in the place of and as the representative

of the community does before, that same position must

accordingly be taken by the community itself." In rela-

tion to the forgiveness of sin, Christ as prophet on behalf

of God declares it, as priest on behalf of man secures it

;

" for in so far as we are concerned with understanding

the forgiveness of sin from the loving will of God the

Father, who suffers sinners to come near to Him, then

this is manifest as grace and truth, in which Christ re-

presents God for men. On the contrary, when we are

concerned with seeing how the forgiveness of sin as the

attribute of a community becomes operative, then it is

in this respect guaranteed by the representative of the

community, whose inviolably-maintained position towards

the love of God, which signalises Him, is imputed by

God to those who are to be computed as His." Christ

as prophet reveals the relation in which God as Love

wills that men should stand to Him ; but as priest He

realises that relation in Himself Inasmuch as, however.

He is the representative of a community, that community

is reckoned by God as standing in the relation to Himself

which Christ realised for Himself, but also on its behalf.

How is the connection between Christ and this community,

of which the consequences are so advantageous, to be con-

ceived ? " The judgment of justification or forgiveness of

sin is not to be formulated that to the community is
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imputed its belonging to Ciirist, but that to the community

belonging to Christ is imputed the position of Christ to the

love of God, in which He maintained Himself by His

obedience." This is a distinction of great importance.

The connection of the community with Christ is not any

merit on account of which it is rewarded with forgiveness.

This would be justification by works. It is Christ's rela-

tion to the community that secures for it this blessing.

Justification is all of grace. But why, it may be asked,

put the community before the individual ? Is this not

a lapse from Protestantism to Roman Catholicism? "It

is not," answers Ritschl, " for also for the evangelical

Christian the right relation to Christ is conditioned

historically as logically by the community of believers

;

historically, because one always finds the latter in exist-

ence, when one attains to faith, and when one does not

reach this goal without its influence ; logically, because

no action of Christ upon men can be represented unless

in accordance with the standard of the preceding intention

of Christ to found a community." For " in the intention

of Christ the guarantee of universal forgiveness of sin for

humanity, and the founding of the community, whose

members recognise in God as His Father their Father,

are thoughts of the same significance." But the forgive-

ness of sin thus guaranteed to the Christian community

is not otherwise appropriated than by " individual faith in

Christ " ; and this faith is " the permanent direction of

the will to the final purpose of God and Christ which

the believer for his own sake maintains," ^ Individual

faith is social loyalty.

(4) The individual appropriates for himself the good

that belongs to the community by accepting the task

which God has assigned to the community. This task

—

the kingdom of God—is the ultimate end of the Christian

^ Ritschl's op. cit. pp. 512, 514, 516, 517, 519, 558, 560.
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community ; this good—the forgiveness of sin— is the

proximate means for its discharge. In Christ's intention

the task and the good were, according to Ritschl's repre-

sentation in one passage already quoted, co-ordinated
;

but we should rather have expected him to say that

the good was subordinated to the task ; for we have

already seen that the motive of the forgiveness of sin

is God's purpose to establish the kingdom. Christ gets

for men this good, because He sets to men this task.

Only those gain from Him the good who take the task.

He Himself enjoyed the good as He fulfilled the task.

As the task is not only set to a community, but is itself

the realisation of an ideal community, we can understand

why the Christian community has the place it holds in

Ritschl's thought, and why Christ is most frequently and

prominently presented to us as the representative of a

community. There is, when we thus think Ritschl's

thoughts together, a consistency and unity in them which,

when we view them separately, we should not discover.

This view, taken as a whole to be judged, and not looked

at only in its parts to be found fault with, has excellences

as well as defects, (i.) God's righteousness has a repro-

ductive as well as a repressive function. God seeks to

make men good as well as to keep them from evil.

He has a beneficent purpose to fulfil as well as a puni-

tive law to maintain. The traditional theology has, there

,

can be little doubt, laid undue stress on the negative

! aspects of God's righteousness. Ritschl does redress the

balance by the weight he gives to the positive aspects.

But the two aspects are not mutually exclusive, and,

therefore, one cannot but feel that, while Ritschl's affirma-

tions are often for the most part right, his denials are

generally wrong. (ii.) Again, Christ did, in His work

and suffering, " fulfil all righteousness." He realised

in Himself the moral and religious ideal ; and He by
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His Spirit reproduces His own mind, heart, and will in

believers in Him, followers of Him, He, the only-be-

gotten and well-beloved Son, seeks in all respects and

relations to be " the firstborn among many brethren."

Here, too, Ritschl wisely and rightly emphasises an

aspect of Christ's life and work often neglected by the

traditional theology. But, on the other hand, he sets

himself in opposition to apostolic testimony and Christian

experience generally, when he denies that Christ endured,

we must not say the penalty, for only the guilty can be

punished, but the miseries and sufferings that are the

necessary consequences of sin, and that by His endurance

for all who believe the curse of sin is removed. His/

denials arc not at all necessary for his affirmations/

Nay, the submission of Christ to the divine law in its

opposition to sin may be regarded as an essential element

in His fulfilment of all righteousness ; and it is a simple

fact that the knowledge of Christ's suffering on account

of sin and on behalf of sinners has been one of the most

potent motives of opposition to sin and devotion to good-

ness. Here again Ritschl's tendency to exaggeration in

his antagonisms has made him blind to the right propor-

tions of the truth, (iii.) Lastly, here Ritschl is right in

making much of the moral task of the Christian com-

munity ; but the religious good of the individual believer

cannot be so entirely subordinated to it as in his

representation. His other views, dependent, as has been

shown, on this dominant one, are accordingly in need of

correction,

(5) A few sentences must again be added at this point

to show that in this teaching about the death of Christ

Ritschl does not represent his school generally. Kaftan

says that " we regard tJie death of Christ as the removal of
our penalty, as a vicarious sufferifig ofpenalty for //j," and

that " more than hitherto, this doctrine zvill henceforward
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Stand in the foreground of the Christian conscionsness." ^

Herrmann, as has already been mentioned, while refusing

to demand acceptance of this doctrine as the first step in

Christian experience, holds that Christian experience will

itself bring a man to confess this truth. " The believer

then says to himself, involuntarily looking back on the

work of Christ, What zue should have suffered He suffers^

This is his reason, " He will then see that Jesus in dis-

pensing forgiveness at the same time did all to confirm

the immovable authority of God's moral order." - Harnack

even in dealing with various theories of the -atonement,

makes remarks by the way which show that he too in

this respect is nearer the New Testament standpoint than

Ritschl. -^ It may be remarked generally that Ritschl's

views which separate him most from orthodoxy are least

generally held in his school.

IV

(i) We have, in dealing with the work of Christ in

relation to man's forgiveness, assumed the conception of

forgiveness without any closer or fuller definition of it.

Now we must learn how Ritschl defines it. Ritschl

himself sums up the chapter in which he gives his defini-

tion in the following propositions: "(i) Justification or

Forgiveness of sins, as the religious expression of the funda-

mental action of God in man in Christianity, is the accept-

ance of sinners into communion with God, in which their

salvation is to be realised, and to be carried out unto

^ Kaftan's Das Evangelium des Apostcl Paiilus in Prcdigten, s. Sj,

88 (" The Gospel of the Apostle Paul in Sermons "), quoted by Ecke,

of), cit. pp. 260, 261.

- Herrmann's VerkcJir dcs Christen init Got/, pp. 107, 108 ("Com-
munion of the Christian with God," p. 107), quoted by Ecke, op. cit,

p. 264.
'^ See Ecke, op. cit. pp. 261-263.
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eternal life. (2) Justification can be thought of as the

removal of guilt and the consciousness of guilt in this

respect, that in the latter the opposition to God completed

in sin and expressed in guilt, works on as distrust, and

brings about a moral separation from God. (3) In so

far as justification is represented as effective, it must be

thought of as reconciliation in such a manner, that, while

in fact the memory preserves the dissatisfaction felt with

the sin that had been committed, at the same time there

enters in the place of distrust of God a positive con-

currence with the will of God and His saving purpose." '

A brief statement of the contents of this chapter will

make this summary quite clear.

[i] Justification and Reconciliation are religious ideas,

applicable, not to the individual believer, but to him as a

member of the community, and expressive of not only a

relation to God, but also a relation to the world corre-

sponding to the relation to God. [2] These religious

ideas, and the more ethical, idea of the kingdom of God,

are practically identical. [3] Justification is not making

-righteous, but declaring righteous ; not the Roman

Catholic, but the Protestant doctrine is right. [4] There

is no difference between justification and the forgiveness y
of sins ; both mean the restoration of the_ sinner to com-

munion with God. [5] The forgiveness of sins is not

deliverance from divine punishment, as the traditional

theology maintains ; for physical evils, even death itself,

are not punishments of sin, the only actual consequence ^f

sin being the sinner's separation from God. [6] The

forgiveness of sin is the removal of the separation of the

sinner from God, which is expressed in the sense of guilt.

[7] Consequently the sense of guilt is removed by for-

giveness. [8] This, however, would be no benefit, but an

injury, unless with the sense of guilt there is also taken

' Ritschl's op. cil. p. 83.
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away the guilt, which is a real contradiction by man of

God, and of his own moral destiny. As this contradiction

is real, else man's sense of guilt were an illusion, so the

removal is real, else man's feeling of forgiveness were a

deception. [9] This forgiveness is to be thought of in

the same way as pardon among men. " While God
forgives sins, or pardons. He exercises His will in this

direction, that the contradiction expressed in guilt, in

which sinners stand to Him, is not to be allowed to

hinder that communion of men with Himself which He
for higher reasons (the establishment of the kingdom of

God) intends."^ [10] This forgiveness as negative, as

the remission of man's penalty on account of Christ's

substitutionary suffering, is not to be distinguished, as in

orthodox Protestant theology, from justification as positive,

as the result of the imputation to man of Christ's righteous-

ness. For, as has been already shown, Christ's suffering

has not the character of a substitutionary suffering of sin's

penalty ; and righteousness as a moral quality is in-

separable from the person to whom it belongs, and thus

cannot be transferred to those who have not their own.

Nevertheless, believers as belonging to Christ are for His

sake received into the same relation with God as was

His. [11] In this relation their enmity against God,

the opposition of their wills to God's, is at the same time

removed as their separation from God ; that is, justifica-

tion, involves reconciliation, which is to be understood

exclusively as the taking away of man's distrust and'

hatred of God, and not in any sense as any change in

God's feeling. [12] Justification must not be regarded

as an analytic judgment, God's recognition simply of

what the sinner is actually or potentially ; but as a

synthetic judgment, an act of will, by which God treats

the sinner as other than he is, receiving him, in spite

^ Ritschl's op. cit. pp. 61, 62.
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of his sin, to fellowship wi^h Himself; in other words,

justification is not of law, but of grace. The features

of Ritschl's treatment of the subject that claim special

attention are—(i) his identification of justification and

the forgiveness of sin
; (2) his denial of any punishment

of sin except the separation of the sinner from God
;

(3) his rejection of the ideas of Christ's imputed righteous-

ness, and His substitutionary suffering; (4) his sub-

ordination of the idea of reconciliation as a subjective

human state, and not an objective divine act in the

sacrifice of Christ, to the idea of justification; (5) his

ascription of the attribute of justification to the Christian

community ; and (6) his inclusion in the idea of justifica-

tion of a reference to man's relation to the world. To
the last two features, as most characteristic, we shall

return. Of his other ideas some command assent, others

provoke dissent. To be commended is the stress he

lays on justification as a synthetic act, as a declaring

righteous and not a making righteous, on the reality

of the removal of guilt and the sense of guilt, on separa-

tion from God and consequent antagonism to God as that

which in the Christian salvation is removed, on the media-

tion of Christ for believers. Worthy of attention, at

least, is his criticism of the doctrine of imputed righteous-

ness, and the consequent distinction of justification from

the forgiveness of sin. Doubtful, however, is his practical

identification of the conceptions kingdom of God and

justification, as it is well to distinguish the religious good

which is offered in Christ from the moral task set by

Him. The denial of Christ's substitutionary suffering, and

of the penal character of physical evil, and consequently

his limitation of reconciliation to man alone, are positions

open to very serious attack ; but with these the writer has

already had the opportunity to deal. Although Ritschl's

definition of justification is not likely to meet with general
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agreement, yet the knowledge and skill displayed in

the discussion of the subject make it worthy of close

study.

(2) After the definition of Justification in the first

chapter of his work, Ritschl in the second deals with

" the universal relations of justification," and sums up its

contents in the following propositions: "(i) Justification,

or the reception of sinners into the relation of children

of God, must be traced back to God under the attribute of

Father. (2) Justification of sinners by God takes place

on condition of faith ; or inasmuch as justification as

reconciliation evokes in sinners faith, which as the direc-

tion of the will to the highest final purpose which is

represented in God and as confidence towards God does

not in itself include love to men, and as freedom from the

law in like manner also excludes all ceremonial conditions,

and the assumption perhaps operative along with it of a

claim against God. (3) Justification or Reconciliation, as

it is positively attached to the historical appearance and

activity of Christ, refers in the first place to the whole of

the Christian community, which maintains in integrity

the gospel of the grace of God in Christ as the immediate

means of its existence, and to individuals in accordance

with this rule, that these through faith in the gospel enrol

themselves into the community."^

Of this chapter thus summed up the contents are

these: [i] Justification cannot be regarded as an act of

God as Judge or as Lawgiver ; for in law duties and

penalties cannot be transferred from one to another ; and

God can with a view to His final purpose, the kingdom of

God, forgive sins without any hindrance from Mis law.

[2] Justification must be recognised as the act of God as

Father, and as such is equivalent to adoption, or the

reception of eternal life. [3] In accordance with the

^ Op. cit. p. 132.
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estimate of sin in the Christian rehgion as separation

from, and distrust of, God, the condition of justification is

faith, which is the direction of the will to God as con-

fidence in Him as the highest end and the highest good
;

but faith does not include love to one's neighbour directly,

but it does indirectly, inasmuch as it results from the

recognition of God as Father, and the valuation of the

kingdom of God as the highest moral end. [4] This

justification is attached to the community as the sphere in

which the gospel of God's grace is preached, and in w hich

alone it can by individuals be appropriated ; mysticism is

thus excluded. [5] Freedom from the law results from

justification, because the possession or the increase of

grace is in no way dependent on human merit, or on

obedience to ecclesiastical rules. [6] The compass of

the divine intention of justification is to be otherwise

determined than by either Calvinists or Lutherans.

The contradiction between the Calvinistic doctrine of an

individual election and the Lutheran doctrine of a divine

intention to save all, which is, however, carried into effect

only in the case of those who believe, and who in anticipa-

tion of their faith arc eternally elected, this contradiction is

explained as due to two errors

—

(i) the contrast assumed

between God's limited purpose and the universal offer

of the gospel, and (2) the conception entertained of

humanity or the Christian community as a sum of in-

dividuals. In opposition to these errors, Ritschl holds

that we must not think of a number of isolated acts of

justification, " but these are only the temporal appearances

of the one eternal resoKe of justification for mankind for

Christ's sake." " There is," he continues, " one divine

predestination according to which, out of the totalit}" of

the human race the totality of the new creature will be

evoked." ^ In the realisation of this purpose nations

• op. fit. p. 123.
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rather than individuals must be taken into account

;

and even of the nations only the historical nations of the

West seem capable of its appropriation. As the com-

munity precedes the individual in the divine mind, it

is the immediate subject of justification. Thus by limiting

the divine intention to the community the contradiction

of the Calvinistic and the Lutheran views is avoided.

To com.ment on this last position in this chapter first

of all, the writer would remark that, while one cannot

but agree with Ritschl that the individual as such, apart

from family, nation, race, is an abstraction
;

yet, on the

other hand, one cannot but be very suspicious of a view

which dismisses, as his does, the greater part of the human

race as at least apparently incapable of appropriating the

Christian salvation (a judgment which, it may in passing-

be remarked, shows very little knowledge of, and ver)-

slight sympathy with, missionary enterprise throughout the

w^orld) ; and which represents God as caring only for the

establishment of a community without seeming regard

for each individual of the human race. If we may use

the terms in this connection, this is an aristocratic and

not a democratic view. To the writer, at least, it seems

beyond all doubt that the New Testament teaches

the universality and individuality of grace. Historically

the individual is dependent on the community, yet God

cares directly for the individuals as well as the com-

munity.

That a truer view of the doctrine of justification,

and indeed of all Christian doctrines, is gained by always

thinking of God as Father, and that the forensic con-

ceptions of God's relations to men could not possibly do

justice to God's purpose of grace, are conclusions with

' which cordial agreement must be confessed. But as has

already been quite sufficiently insisted on, the work of

Christ has a relation to the law as well as the love of
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God ; and one cannot follow Ritschl in his antithesis of

love and law.

Faith is rightly defined as an act of will, which

includes not only confidence in God, but acceptance of

the final purpose of God consequent on that confidence,

for trust in God involves surrender to God ;
but why,

if this is all implied in faith, separate love to our neighbour

from faith in God ? The only reason one can think of

for this dualism, to which Professor Orr gives great pro-

minence, is Ritschl's anxiety to distinguish the religious

eood and the moral task of Christianity, and by so doing

to avoid even the appearance of teaching justification by

works. What Ritschl says about the believer's freedom

from the law is evidence of his intention to maintain the

genuinely Protestant position, although in even more

important respects he abandons it.

(3) The third chapter treats specially the subjective

side of justification, and seeks to answer the question

how the individual believer can be sure of his salvation.

Here is Ritschl's own summary of his position: "(i) The

question of individual certainty of salvation remains in-

soluble, if it is put in a form in which the subject should

maintain a passive attitude. (2) The individual certainty

of salvation will not be secured either by the active effort

of penitence, or even by the observation of the accompany-

ing moral activity. (3) The individual certainty of

salvation through justification will be experienced in

confidence in God in all the situations of life, especially

in patience, by the man who, by his faith in Christ,

includes himself in the community of believers."^ After

discussing the relation of justification to individual certainty

of salvation in its historical aspects, and after rejecting all

the recognised methods of securing this certainty (waiting

on the gift of assurance,, exercising oneself in penitence on

1 Ritschl's Pp. cit. p. I S3.
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account of sin, devoting oneself to good works) as in-

adequate, Ritschl states his own distinctive position, which

he complains has not found any adequate recognition in

the traditional theology. What, then, is this distinctive

position ? " Justification cannot express a relation of man
to God and Christ without at the same time inclucHng a

distinctive position of the believe)- to the ivorld based

thereon "
; for " the sinner who in his previous distrust of

God shows himself dependent on the world, can, in his

confidence in God's forgiveness of his sins, be proved

to be changed only inasmuch as the new dominion over

the world through confidence in God's universal providence

is combined with it." ^ This dominion over the world,

which means indifference to its frowns or favours, because

independence from t for any good, is the result of faith

in God's providence, and as such is the evidence of

salvation, and so affords the individual certainty of it

;

for the man who seeks nothing from the world," and

trusts God for all things, is a saved man, and can know
himself as such. This consciousness of the Christians

is by God's grace, as for it he is always dependent on

the community of believers, in which the promises of grace

are always present for individual appropriation. One
may with very good reason doubt whether this idea of

Ritschl's possesses the importance or deserves the pro-

minence which he gives to it. For the Christian his

relation to God is what most concerns him, and his

relation to the world matters very little. Nor is he at

all likcl}- from his security in the latter relation to derive

the evidence of his satisfaction in tlic fcM'mer. Ritschl

has not disco\-crcd any essential clement of the Christian

faith which has been hitherto neglected or ignored, he

has simply laid stress on a phase of Christian experience

which is undoubtedly seasonable. The modern scientific

' Op. til. pp. 16 1, 167.
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view of nature involves a denial of divine providence

;

and Ritschl has, in the interests of the moral and relierious

life alike, been forced to lay hold on this truth, which

is in danger of slipping from the grasp of men in this

age. In this he has done well ; but he has overlooked

the temporary and limited need that this truth meets,

and so has fallen into an exaggerated emphasis. The
belief that the physical order of the world serves a

moral and religious purpose of God, is one which in

the present day needs to be asserted. The belief in

miracles as a particular application of this principle, still

more needs to be maintained. The belief that we may
so use the circumstances of our earthly lot as to further

the progress of our heavenly life, is one that Christians

always need to exercise. Ritschl is to be commended for

insisting on this truth, although the place he gives it

is not according " to the proportion of faith."



CHAPTER XI

The Doctrine of the Church and the Kingdom

I

A (i) The believer is justified, as was shown in the last

chapter, in reckoning himself a member of the Christian

community. The Christian life, then, may be regarded as

a life in the community. But this community has a

double aspect ; it is both Church and kingdom of God,

and these must be carefully distinguished. " In order that

the right connection of the Christian world-view may not

be missed, it is necessary to make clear the distinction,

in accordance with which the same followers of Christ are

combined, on the one hand, under the conception of the

kingdom of God, on the other, under the conception of

the zvojshipping- congregation or church." The distinction

between Church and kingdom is this. " Those who

believe in Christ are the Church, in so far as they

express in prayer their faith in God the Father, or

present themselves to God as the men well-pleasing to

Him throueh Christ. Those who believe in Christ are

the kingdom of God, in so far as they, regardless of the

differences of sex, calling, or people, act mutually from

love, and so produce the community of moral dispositions

and moral goods which extends in all possible degrees

to the limits of the human race." While the Church

" enters into sensible appearance," the kingdom of God
" is revealed only for Christian faith." While the Church

" needs for its own sake an authoritative organisation
334
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{rechtlichc Ordnung)" the kingdom of God is " in its

existence altogether independent of authoritative forms."

While Ritschl rejects the Roman Catholic identification

of the kingdom of God with the papal Church, he also

regards the views of the leading Protestant theologians

upon this question as unsatisfactory. While thus em-

phasising the difference between Church and kingdom, he

also asserts their intimate relation to one another,

" Christians must learn to know one another as such in

their worshipping functions in order to secure for them-

selves the motives for their combination by mutual action

from love. On the other hand, the whole compass of

this activity serves the purpose of giving help to the

maintenance and the extension of the worshipping com-

munity." ^ Thus, then, are Church and kingdom of God
distinguished from, and yet related to, one another. What
first of all strikes one in considering Ritschl's treatment

of this subject is that he altogether ignores the New
Testament teaching on the subject. In dealing w^ith the

kingdom of God in Chapter VIII. this was pointed out in

regard to one of the conceptions. It must now be

briefly noted in regard to the other. As all students

of the New Testament know, the term Church is used

of each local assembly of believers, of all these local

assemblies regarded as a unity, although not externally

united in one organisation ; and by Paul, of all true

believers in heaven and on earth, who form a body, of

which Christ is Head, and which serves as His TrXijpco/jLa

or complement. The term is nowhere restricted, as by

Ritschl, to an external organisation in the one function

of worship. But, in the second place, surely the Church

serves even in relation to the kingdom of God a more

important function than merely to enable believers to

' Ritschl's Reditfcrtiginig inid P'crsdhnutig, iii. pp. 270, 271, 275
("Justification and Reconciliation").
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become acquainted with one another, so that they may-

come to love one another ? Surely its worship includes

communion with God, which inspires devotion and loyalty

to His kingdom, and which affords them the wisdom and

power which they need in its service.

(2) While this is all that Ritschl has to say about

the Church in his work on Justification and Reconciliation,

in his smaller book, Instructiojz in the Christian Religion,

the last section is devoted to " the doctrine of the common

worship of God." " Prayer," he says, " is not only an

exercise and a necessity of the individual believer, but

it is also intended to be practised in common with others."

Prayer, as " the most spiritual form of the worship of

God," is primarily adoration and praise, and only second-

arily petition ; for, as the Lord's Prayer shows, every

request must assume gratefully and submissively the

relation to mankind in which God stands in Christ.

" All Christians," as able to approach God with the

sacrifice of prayer, " are priests." As religion rests on

revelation, so in the Christian Church worship must be

controlled by the word of God, the preaching of Christ

and God as revealed in Him. The two sacraments, the

Lord's Supper and Baptism, are, as administered in the

Church, acts of worship, and so like prayer ; but inasmuch

as the one refers to " the sacrificial death of Christ, on

which the foundation of the Church rests," and the other

to " the revelation of the Father by the Son and by the

Holy Spirit granted to the community," they are also

pledges of the divine grace, and so like the word of

God. As " an object of faith " the Church is " the com-

munion of believers in the Holy Spirit, the sphere which

is marked out by the forgiveness of sin " ;
^ and the

external organisation of the Church, although in some

j
^ Ritschl's Utitcrruht in der christUchoi Relii^ion, pp. 72-S7 (" In-

\ struction in the Christian Rehgion ").
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form or another necessary for the existence of the Church

in the world, is indifferent to faith. In the historical '\

development of the Church, polity, doctrine, and discipline
,

have assumed prominence and importance ; but none ofl

these is of primary significance and value for faith.
|

Infant baptism is justified, inasmuch as the moral

religious education of children is to be conducted w

the Christian community ; whereas the assumption of

those who insist on adult baptism is that Christian per-/

sonality can be developed outside of the community. The

Lord's Supper was given by Him as a means of uniting

His followers, not as an occasion for division, as it has

become. Although Ritschl does not here remedy the

defect in his treatment of the subject already noted, yet/

he does give a genuinely evangelical Protestant account/

of the Church. To what he here says about prayer we

must return in another connection.

II

(i) The Church and the kingdom of God are the

spheres of the Christian life. But how does this life

begin ? Ritschl rejects the elaborate analysis of the

older theology, which sought to distinguish exactly the

successive stages of the spiritual process, and to separate

accurately the two factors, the action of divine grace

and the activity of human freedom. The believer " who

is no longer guided by the natural, that is, both self-

seeking and world-loving motives, which in indifference

or distrust towards God bear in themselves the chief

mark of sin, finds himself in the state of regeneration^

But this state " cannot as a predicate of the individual

believer be substantially distinguished from effective justifi-

cation or reconciliation or adoption," and must not be

regarded as its antecedent. The traditional theology
22
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represents, according to Ritschl, the regeneration of man

by the Spirit, as if " this divine factor set man in motion

with a kind of natural necessity " ; and, in separating

regeneration from justification as distinct from it, or as

antecedent to it, makes it impossible to regard it other-

wise than " as a substantial transformation." To this

view he objects that " the Holy Spirit cannot be under-

stood as a substance, nor is He represented in the

New Testament as the divine means of the regeneration

of the individual in limitation to the beginning of

the new religious life." The account he gives of the

Holy Spirit, and His action in the Church, deserves

quotation in full. " The Spirit of God or the Holy

Spirit, who in reference to God Himself is the know-

ledge which God has of Himself, is at the same time

an attribute of the Christian community, because the

same in accordance with the completed revelation of

God through Christ has that knowledge of God and

His counsel towards men in the world which corresponds

with God's self-knovvledge. As the power of the common

exhaustive knowledge of God belonging to believers in

Christ, the Holy Spirit is at the same time the motive

of the life of all Christians, which as such is necessarily

directed to the common aim of the kingdom of God

(i Cor. ii. 10-12; Rom. viii. 2-4; Gal. v. 22—26).

When, accordingly, in accordance with this representation

of Paul, the state of regeneration or of the new life is

in the doctrine of the Reformation put in the closest

relation with the Holy Spirit, then that is not to be

so understood as that each individual is changed by the

specific power of God in the form of a power of nature,

but that he is moved to penitence and humility as to

moral activity in the service of the kingdom of God by

the confidence, common to all Christians, in God as the

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. For this reason it is
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forbidden that anyone should assert his relation to the

Holy Spirit by an observation of himself in which he

should isolate himself from all others ; " for " regarding the

justification and the regeneration of the individual nothing

else can be objectively taught," and " how this state is

brought about is as much withdrawn from all observation

as the development of the individual spiritual life gener-

ally," ^ This important statement may be translated into

the following propositions: (i) The Spirit of God is God's

knowledge of Himself. (2) As God is fully revealed in

Christ, the Christian community shares God's knowledge

of Himself, even His Spirit. (3) This Spirit is in the

Christian community not only as knoivlcdge, but also as

the motive of action directed to the realisation of the

kingdom of God ; or, putting it in another form, the will

as well as the mind of God is in the community, (4)

The individual Christian participates in this knozvledge,

and experiences this motive, that is, possesses the Spirit

who belongs to the community, (5) But this possession

is his only in the community, and cannot be claimed by

him apart from it. (6) The process by which the indi-

vidual becomes a member of the community, and so

claims for himself its knowledge and its motive, is hidden

from us. The last proposition is of special importance

as it is a distinct recognition of the fact that there is

more in the individual religious experience than has been

stated in the preceding propositions,

(2) To offer now the necessary criticism, there is some

measure of truth in Ritschl's censure of a theological subtlety

that undertakes to distinguish each stage, to separate each

factor in a spiritual process, for the process is continuous

and organic. Again, there can be no doubt that traditional

theology has often used categories of thought and terms of

^ Ritschl's Rechtfcrtioung inid Vcrsohmiiig ill. pp. 566, 567, 570, 571,

57-) 573 C' Justification and Reconciliation'').
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speech which are' appropriate in physics but not in morality

or rehgion. The Spirit has been spoken of as if He were

a physical cause, and regeneration as if it were a physical

effect. Ritschl is right also in his desire to explain the

spiritual life by what lies within the range of human con-

sciousness, instead of by processes and factors which lie

wholly beyond it,—a tendency only too common in theology.

But what he fails to recognise is that we cannot within our

own consciousness adequately explain even its contents ; that

to the objects of our consciousness, if they are to have any

objective reality for us, we must assign an existence distinct

from and independent of our consciousness, (a) Accord-

ingly, to apply this general consideration to the subject

immediately before us, the conscious change of justification

or regeneration cannot be sufficiently accounted for by any

of the thoughts, feelings, wishes, or resolves of the person

who is the subject of it ; and, therefore, we have a right,

nay, even we are under the necessity, of inferring from this

actual effect in consciousness an adequate cause which may
lie more or less beyond our consciousness, (d) Once more

this change, as experienced by many Christians, has been so

thorough a transformation, the mind has been so enlightened,

the heart has been so quickened, the will has been so

strengthened, that it must be conceived of as affecting the

whole man ; not a new content for his consciousness only,

but a fresh capacity in all his functions, and so may be de-

scribed as a renewal of the personality, (c) Further, although

the relation between cause and effect differs in many respects

in the physical and in the spiritual sphere, equivalence in

the former case, difference in the latter case, inasmuch as

there is a new factor—personal freedom, which either co-

operates with or opposes itself to the operative cause, and

thus decisively modifies the effect
;
yet we are not giving a

complete account of even spiritual facts, if, because of the

importance of this new factor, we recognise only the effects,
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1

and refuse to inquire into the Ccauses. Yet this is Ritschl's

method, (d) Especially in so decisive a change as regenera-

tion, in which this factor of freedom, while being fully

recognised, cannot be regarded as in itself a cause adequate

to the effect, must there be frankly admitted a cause distinct

from and independent of the personality which it so trans-

forms, {e) Without intending to abandon this method of

exclusive attention to the human activity in the spiritual

life, Ritschl, in his statement about the Holy Spirit's

presence and operation in the Church, admits the depend-

ence of the individual believer on the religious community.

But this relation must allow the application of the category

of causality. The community, by its common knowledge of

God, and common motive of action for the kingdom of God,

acts on the individual believer. Its instruction and influence,

by means of which he comes to share this knowledge and

this motive, is the cause, and his experience is the effect.

(/) Now, we must ask. What exactly, on Ritschl's showing,

is this cause? It is a consciousness, intellectual and voli-

tional (for it is knowledge and motive), common to a

society, " it is an attribute of the Christian community."

But can the Christian community, which consists of a

number of persons, be intelligibly or credibly represented as

a subject of which this consciousness is an attribute, for surely

consciousness can be found only in a person ? In order to

be seriously regarded as the subject of this attribute, the

Christian community must be, not merely poetically per-

sonified, but even victaphysically personalised. Escape from

this intellectual difficulty presents itself along two paths
;

and it will make a very serious difference in our estimate

of Ritschl's doctrine which of these two paths we feel our-

selves compelled to follow, {g) We may hold that all

Ritschl means is that this common consciousness is simply

the sum of the thoughts, feelings, wishes of the indi-

vidual members of the Christian society. W^e are not
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to think of one subject of this common consciousness, but

of as many subjects as there are members in the Christian

communit}-. If that were his meaning, then the individual

beHever would be dependent wholly on his fellow-men for

his religious life ; he would need to recognise only human

agency in his spiritual experience. Even if the Christian

society were traced back to its historical origin, and it

were admitted that the original members stood in a direct

dependence on God, and had received divine instruction and

influence, still that fact for the present-day believer, separated

by so many generations from that earliest age, would be

" one far-off divine event," which could give him little con-

fidence that the work being \\'rought in him now was really

of God. In that case. Professor Orr's charge against Ritschl

(see p. 143J, that he denies any "immediate action of

the Spirit in the soul," even in the sense of the term

" immediate " indicated at p. 1 44, would be amply

justified ; for the Spirit would here and now be absent

and inoperative, {h) Are we, however, shut up to this ex-

planation ? It seems to the writer that we are not, and

that Ritschl's own words carefully considered point to

another path. In the first sentence of the passage now

under discussion the Spirit is described as " in reference to

God Himself the knowledge which God has of Himself."

Thus even, viewed merely as an attribute, the Spirit has

not human individuals united in the Christian society as its

subjects, but God Himself The possession of this attribute

by the Christian community is due to the relation to God

into which that community is brought through " the com-

pleted revelation in Christ." The community is made a

sharer in God's self-knowledge. That self-knowledge is

in the present, and does not belong merely to the past.

There is nothing in Ritschl's language to indicate that the

knowledge of God which the community now has, and

" which corresponds with God's self-knowledge," was once
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divinely communicated, but has since been humanly-

preserved. On the contrary, it seems more reason-

able to interpret Ritschl's words as meaning that God

Himself is the subject of this common consciousness of

the Christian society, He Himself as Spirit continuously

communicates this knowledge and this motive. (/) This

explanation, which would disprove the charge made against

Ritschl, nevertheless is still open to two objections. First

of all, the Spirit, so far as one can draw any inferences from

his words on a subject which he would have pronounced

beyond the legitimate compass of theological inquiry, is

represented as a mode of divine presence and operation in

the Christian community. The doctrine of the Trinity does

not find any recognition whatever. But if it be admitted,

as the writer believes Ritschl's language admits, that God

Himself is present and operative in regeneration, using the

Christian community as His medium, not His substitute;

then, however significant it may be for theological inquiry,

it is not important for religious experience whether this

presence and operation be described as a " mode " of the

one God's being and doing, or as a distinct " Person " in the

Godhead. Nevertheless, as has already been indicated in

dealing with the Person of Christ (Chapter IX.), theological

inquiry would in this case as in that lead to the recognition

of the truth about God which is expressed in the doctrine

of the Trinity. Ritschl's method here, as elsewhere, may
be blamed with " a voluntary humility." (7") The second

objection is this, that Ritschl goes beyond any lawful in-

ference from acknowledged data of Christian experience,

when he so very decisively confines the Spirit's sphere

exclusively to the Christian community. It may be frankly

and freely acknowledged that the Spirit's general method of

operation is through the instruction and influence of the

Christian community, and that even in many cases where

the dependence of the individual on the community is not
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evident, it can be on closer inquiry ultimately traced
;

}-et,

nevertheless, we have no right to confine the Spirit's

movements or to limit His liberty. Beyond the range of

Christian teaching and training there have surely been souls

in whom God by His Spirit has witnessed, and, wrought for

Himself; and even the members of the Christian com-

munity themselves may surely claim a light and a leading

from God that their relation to the community does not

fully explain. The progress of the community itself depends

on such original individual development by the Spirit's

own presence and operation. In this respect Ritschl has

exaggerated a truth so far as to deny plain and certain

facts of Christian experience. (/') To draw this discussion

to a conclusion, attention must again be called to Ritschl's

last proposition as inferred from the passage quoted. He

admits that his account is not a completed account ; for he

expressly maintains the ultimate mystery of the process of

individual regeneration. Surely we must agree with him

that there is a sacred and solemn secrecy about God's

Presence and Operation in the soul ; and that the spiritual

dissection of some theologians is, to say the least, an im-

pertinence, one could even say an irreverence ; for we

cannot so measure and weigh God, or even the soul. But

admitting this as fully as truth demands, yet Ritschl has

failed in the account he gives, not only to discover and

describe what is quite within the reach of our knowledge

and our speech, but even to recognise and confess what on

closer study is necessarily involved in his own statement.

The analysis of that statement which has been given has,

it is hoped, not only shown wherein Ritschl's defects lie,

but also how, from his own standpoint, it is possible by

casting aside the illegitimate restrictions he imposed on his

thinking, to advance to a more satisfactory position. (/) It

is profitable as well as interesting to trace his defects to

their roots. This has been correctly done in the following
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statement by Eckc :
" Quite a number of circumstances

has contributed to this, that the teaching about the Holy-

Spirit exactly in Ritschl has not received justice ; the

inductive method followed by him, which led him first of

all and above all to fix his attention on the active functions

of the liiunan spirit ; then an erroneous understanding of

relatively assumed results of psychology, which caused him

to banish the mystical element from his theological stand-

point ; further, his inclination to sharp antitheses, in con-

sequence of which he formulated his opposition to errors of

mysticism and pietism more bluntly than he had surely

originally intended ; finally, one must add his aversion to

the expression of inner experiences, which has already been

mentioned, and which was connected with Ritschl's critical

disposition, in order to understand his far-reaching reserve

in this doctrine." ^ As these characteristics are not common

in his school, we may expect that his disciples will not

repeat the errors of their master. That this expectation is

well-grounded may next be shown.

Ill

(i) Herrmann expressly disowns the interpretation

of Ritschl's doctrine of the Spirit which has been sug-

gested as an alternative to that which has been here

adopted. " A Holy Spirit," he says, " that should be

nothing else than the spiritual life of the community,

would certainly not be the Holy Spirit of the New
Testament. This Holy Spirit the believer has not before

his eyes, when he presents to himself only an earthly

magnitude. The Christian, who becomes conscious of

the Holy Spirit, is under the impression of a power

which is fully raised above earthly capacity." Regenera-

tion and conversion, he m.aintains, cannot be separated

' Ecke's Pp. cii. p. 292.
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from an understanding of the gospel ; and the means of

grace must_ be regarded as " the grounds of conscious

faith," and not " exclusively as secretly operative causes

of salvation." " Faithl' he continues, " can and ought

to say to itself that tliey arc also the latter ; but for

theological investigation they can come into view only

in the significance which is made known to us, and

offers a foundation for faith. When we, on the basis

of our knowledge of their significance in this respect,

express the judgment, that they are the cajises of salva-

tion, then we are at the limit beyond which there is

nothing for us to know." ^ While theological investiga-

tion is primarily concerned with conscious faith, it may
secondarily admit inferences from the content of con-

scious faith to operations and agents beyond consciousness,

but it ought not to give, as scholasticism tended to do,

exclusive attention to the latter. Herrmann, it is true,

ascribes to the direct action of Christ Himself what in

the traditional theology has been usually assigned as a

fjjnction to the Spirit ; but as there is no division in

the Godhead, his method is theologically correct, and

what is still more important, it corresponds with the

New Testament representations. That man is changed

by a Power abov^e, and greater than himself, is clearly

stated in the words, " // must be our experience, just as

the child's, that ice alloiv ourselves to be entirely detei'inined

by a stronger personal life, and to be carried above zvhat

zue of ourselves are." Again, " if v/e only remain united

to the inner life of Jesus as the Power which raises us

to God, then the impression will ever anew arise within

us that a new content is coming into our life which

^ Hcirmann in TJicologiscJur Liiic7aiiirzciti!iii:;, 1891,5. 263 ("Theo-

logical Literary Journal ") ; and in " Rezension von Franks System der

christlichen Wahrhcit " in Theologischer Litteraturzeitiing (" Review

of Frank's System of Christian Truth" in the "Theological Literary

Journal"), cfuotcd by Ecke, op. cit. 295, 296.
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\\c cannot master, because it is inexhaustible, but which

transforms us." Lastly, here " every man must himself

experience that the spiritual power of Jesus destroys his

self-confidence, and creates in him a confidence in God

which makes him anew. A man becomes inwardly trans-

formed when he finds and understands the communion

of God with his soul in the inward operation of the

Person of Jesus on him." ^ While Herrmann holds, as

Ritschl also does, that we cannot explain the change

so as to be generally intelligible
;
yet he makes distinct

what Ritschl obscures, the thoroughness of the change, which

is described by the terms regeneration and conversion, and

the cause of the change, not in the exercise of any human

faculty merely, but in the potent operation of a spiritual

Power, distinct from, and superior to any human capacity.

(2) Kaftan is even more explicit regarding the work

of the Holy Spirit. " In the New Testament community,"

he says, " it is said of a//, that they through faith can

become partakers of the Spirit of God." " The revela-

tion through the Holy Spirit," he continues, " takes place

in f/ic hidden inner life of the human spirit. Here the

Spirit of God .seizes man, and only for him who has

had such an experience is the revelation in Christ present

as it wills and ought to be ; that must accordingly be

described as a continuation, and in a certain sense as a

completion of it. God has not appeared in Christ, and

then follows the appropriation of salvation as a process

in the subjective spirit, which comes to revelation as

something altogether other and new. Rather has this

process the tivo sides, that it is on the one side the con-

cluding moment of the revelation itself, and on the other

side the subjective appropriation of the same through

faith." Man receives the revelation b}- the same spirit

' Herrmann's Verkelir dcs Cliristcn mil Coit, pp. 97, 92, 98 ("Com-
munion of the Christian with God," pp. 97, 93, 98).
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as reveals. This is how the Spirit works in each soul.

" Where a Christian is, there is a new creature of God.

According to his old man he belongs to the world, which

is perishable, and the province of sin ; according to his

new man he is the work of God and of His Spirit,

born of Him to imperishable life, as God Himself is

eternal and imperishable. In the old humanity there

is a new humanity, It is this activity of the Spirit, to

which every Christian is conscious of owing all that has

worth in him, and that does not deserve death, which is

the continuation of the revelation in Christ." He rightly

and fitly asserts the dependence of the work of the Spirit

on the revelation in Christ. " While it is true that the

Spirit of God is the indispensable concluding moment

of the divine revelation, yet it has never the meaning,

that it joins the perfect revelation in Christ as something

new, which completes it or even trcoisccnds it. The Spirit

of God, which there illumines, is the Spirit of the Lord,

and the enlightenment is according to its content nothing

else than the saving knowledge of Jesus Christ, that is,

not of a principle, which he brought into the world, but

of His historical person. If, accordingly, these two

moments coincide, the perfect knowledge of Jesus Christ and

the enlightenment by the Spirit of God, then indeed they are

logically related to one another in such a way that the en-

lightenment springs out of the knozvledge of Jesus Christ, not

in the reverse way, that a man might have in the enlighten-

ment of the Holy Spirit, which might occur independently

of Christ, the principle of the knowledge of Christ. And
this is a ^o'mXoifundamental significance. If it were other-

wise, then it would not be true that Christ is the perfect

revelation of God ; the revelation in Him would be super-

seded by the principle of the Spirit placed above Him."^

^ Kaftan's Das Wcsen der christlkhcn Relii^ion, pp. 343-345, 346,

347 ("The Essence of the Christian Rehgion ").
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While Kaftan thus insists on the truth which Ritschl states

with such undue emphasis as to appear, at least, to deny
the indwelling and inworking of the Spirit, yet he at the

same time recognises, as Ritschl, in his language at least,

fails to do, the Presence and the Tower of God's Spirit in

the individual Christian experience, A rigorous analysis

of the spiritual process by which a man becomes a

Christian, in its stages and factors, such as was attempted

in the old theology, is not to be commended ; but what
must be required is an adequate recognition of God's

action as well as man's activity, and a sufficient estimate

of the magnitude of the change which is thus effected.

In both these respects Ritschl's shortcomings are not

found either in Herrmann or in Kaftan. While we have

no right to say that Ritschl's Christian life was less real

and sincere than that of his followers, yet we are forced

to notice that Ritschl's religious experience was more
limited in its range, and less varied in its content than

theirs from their writings appears to be. The common
saying, " Pectus facit theologum," is applicable here.

IV

(l) The first of "the religious functions" which
results from reconciliation with God is dominion over

the world, by which is meant, not such a dominion over

nature as science, industry, or commerce seeks to obtain,

but a spiritual capacity of making all circumstances sub-

servient to the highest purpose of life. " By the thought,"

says Ritschl, " that to those who love God, and are loved

by Him, all things must serve for good, the experience

of all natural and social evils is changed into the disposi-

tion in which one exercises dominion o\er these experi-

ences." But this dominion over the world is not a denial

of the world or an ascetic abstinence from its use, or a
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Stoic indifference to its sufferings. The source of this

sovereign relation to the world on the part of the believer

is his faith in the fatherly Providence of God, which is

made possible only through the revelation of Christ.

" The confidence with which one relies, in favourable as

in unfavourable situations in life, on the guidance and

help of God while one sees oneself directed by Him to

a highest purpose of dominion over the world in the

community of the kingdom of God, is the result of the

Christian religion. For the God, who is the Lord over

the world and our Father, who cherishes no envy or

wrath against His children, guarantees to them that

all things serve them for good. The truth is valid also

only on the basis of our reconciliation with God." {a) By
way of comment on this statement first of all, let all

that is implied in it be very carefully noted. (i) The

sinner has been forgiven, and his estrangement from,

and enmity to God has been removed. (2) He has

accepted as the end of his life and work, not any earthly

goods, but the highest good, the kingdom of God. (3)

He trusts in God's care, and surrenders himself to God's

will. (4) As having his portion not in this world, the

circumstances of his earthly life are significant to him

only as the means of spiritual discipline and development

;

he has dominion over the world, because its favours do

not allure him, and its displeasure does not dismay him.

As thus interpreted, the phrase " dominion over the world
"

expresses a true and worthy element in Christian experi-

ence, and one which one could earnestly desire to be

more prominent and potent in the lives of Christians,

which too commonly are still far too closely attached to

this present world.

{b) But, in the next place, when Ritschl speaks of

God's Providence, he means what he says. He does

not believe in an inevitable course of nature, independent
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of a Personal Will, which does not do its worst with us,

because we make the best we can of it. lie does not

give a stern fact, submission to fate, a sweet name, faith

in God's Providence, by a " poetic licence," which some

thinkers seem to regard as the distinctive feature of

religious thought. He himself compares this religious

function with the efforts of science. " The theoretical

knowledge of universal laws and authoritative truths is

in itself indifferent to the worth of the individual, and

does not suffice to exhaust the world - whole ; in the

knowledge based on faith in Providence the individual

desires to be master of his position in relation to the

whole of the world, in which he himself as a Christian

reaches the worth of a whole." Science does not ex-

haustively interpret nature, and it ignores personality

;

it leaves room for an interpretation that recognises

personality, and completes the interpretation of nature.

" The feeling of self, which expresses the incomparable

value of the person over against all other persons, and

the whole connection of nature, is also the basis of all

scientific observation of nature, and cannot be neutralised

by its results, of whatever kind they may be." We
observe nature as .self-conscious persons, and no results

of that observation can disprove that we arc self-conscious

persons. But belief in human personality is inseparable

from, and dependent on, faith in God's Providence. Man
as a part of nature can believe himself a whole distinct

from and supreme to nature only as he believes in God,

who maintains his worth as a person over against nature.

" The characteristic of the religious view of the world is

this, that all natural events are regarded as at God's

disposal, when He desires to help man." ^ Miracles are

' Ritschl's Rcchtfertjgttui^ unci Versohtiutig, iii. pp. 577, 590, 584, 587

("Justification and Reconciliation); Untcfricht in dcr christlichen

Religion^ p. 14 (" Instruction in the Christian Religion"').
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thus inseparably associated with God's Providence ; and

behef in the former depends on faith in the latter. It

has already been shown (Chapter VII.) that Ritschl does

not deny the possibility or the reality of miracles, as

has been sometimes alleged by his critics. But if it can

be proved that he admits the occurrence of miracles,

then there is no reason for denying that God's Providence,

or use of nature for His own ends, is for him a fact and

not a phrase.

{c) The position that he assigns in his treatment of

the religious functions to this " dominion over the world,"

placing it in the very forefront, is in no way justified by

religious experience ; as in most Christian lives other

elements of the Christian faith are much more evident

and important. Surely the consciousness of the forgiveness

of sin and of the call to holiness is much more to many

Christians ; to others fellowship with the living Christ,

or the indwelling and inworking of the Holy Spirit, gives

their experience its distinctive significance and value.

Ritschl is, there can be no doubt, expressing his own

religious peculiarity in this undue emphasis on this one

element of Christian experience, and at the same time,

as has been already suggested, he is potently affected

by one of the distinctive tendencies of the age. Never-

theless, while one desires theology to be always sincere

and seasonable, yet one also demands from it sympathy

and permanence. While Ritschl's theology certainly

possesses the former characteristics, it is often found con-

spicuously lacking in the latter attributes. The recogni-

tion of this fact will help to explain very much in his

theology that otherwise might perplex.

(2) The faith in God's fatherly Providence shows itself

in patience and in humility. Patience, which is different

from apathy, deprives all evils that befall us of their

sting, enables us to regard these sufferings, which our
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sense of guilt would represent as punishments, as means

of discipline, and is the result of submission to the will

of God. Patience may be exercised not only " in the

subordination of the private life under God's guidance,

but also in the cautious judgment of the history of the

present age." Humility is the subordination of oneself

to God in all things, and is the complement of patience.

" Patience is the religious disposition as dominion over

the opposing world, which humility as the disposition

of subordination to God completes." As the former is

specially needed in suffering, so the latter in success. " It

is quite a di.stinctive proof of Christian piety, to maintain

patience in lack of success, humility in fulness of success." ^

The appropriate expression of humility towards God is

modesty towards men, which expresses our esteem of others,

as engaged along with us in the same higher task, and as

possessing on that account a moral value for us.

(3) Besides patience and humility, prayer is to be re-

garded as an expression of faith. " Prayer in the Christian

sense is, on the one hand, a specific manifestation of the

faith in the fatherly providence of God which springs out of

reconciliation ; and, on the other hand, a specific manifesta-

tion of the resolve of humility, which is distinguished from

the regular course of this virtue in this way, that the

resolve, which is present in the indistinct representation

or in the mood of feeling, is brought to distinct expres-

sion." As " in each of these religious acts the spiritual

functions all participate, it is not the case that faith in

the divine providence is a kind of knowledge, humility a

kind of feeling, and prayer a kind of resolve of the will "
;

but " only this can be affirmed, that in each of these

religious functions, knowledge, feeling, and willing respect-

ively assume the leading and preponderating position."

Prayer expresses pri marily p-ratitude and submission, and
^ Op. cit. pp. 597, 601, 602.
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only secondarily petition. ^
" For the Christian community

thanksgiving is the recognition of God which is placed over

petitioft ; thanksgiving is not a kind of prayer beside

petition, but is the universal form of prayer ; and petition

is only a modification of the prayer of thanksgiving to

God." Further, as regards Christians, " the range of

petition is more narrowly limited by the certainty of

reconciliation which is to be assumed, than is the case

in the religion of the Old Testament " ; for all Christian

desire is subject to gratitude and submission, and selfish-

ness and wilfulness can have no place in it. " Prayer is

the manifestation of humility and patience, and the means

of confirming oneself in these virtues." ^ This limitation

of prayer to thanksgiving, and this practical exclusion

of petition from it, is contrary to religious experience.

It is due, on the one hand, to Ritschl's recoil from some

extravagances in which pietism has sometimes indulged,

in using prayer as a kind of charm to be worked on

God, that He may be made to meet man's wishes, selfish

and wilful though they may be ; and, on the other hand,

to the false assumption, which we have already had

occasion in other connections to condemn, that God's

eternity means not only fidelity to His purpose, but

even fixity in His method of fulfilment. This view of

prayer, which forbids a man's seeking humbly and sub-

missively, yet trustfully, a fulfilment of his desires at the

hands of God, narrows and impoverishes the faith in

God's fatherly Providence, of which Ritschl makes so

much, for it makes it little more than acceptance of

whatever God may choose to send us, without any ex-

pectation whatever that our desires will in anyway be

taken into account. Submission to God is good, but

even in relation to God liberty has also its claim ; and

this the prayer of petition maintains, without disowning

' Op. cit. pp. 606, 607, 608, 609, 610.

\
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submission. In this respect, however, Ritschl has not

been followed by his school generally.

(4) Herrmann, in dealing with the relation of the

scientific category of causality and the Christian belief

in miracles, declares that " in spite of this epistemological

necessity (that is, of applying this category to all events),

from which actually no man withdraws himself, it is

possible for the Christian to recognise thankfully in events,

which vitally affect him, miracles of God on his behalf,

and to trust for an answer of his prayers." The last

clause of this sentence implies that the Christian may

legitimately offer definite petitions for other than purely

spiritual benefits or deliverances. Still more distinctly

does he express himself on this question in the following

sentences :
" It is quite certain that it is not due to faith

that the Christian altogether abandons petitions for

natural goods. This assumed purification of prayer would

be an emptying of it. What really burdens the soul, so

that it is thereby threatened in its peace, is to be brought

in prayer before God with the confidence, that the love

of the Father also understands our anxious cleaving to

natural things." To try and free ourselves from these

burdens, instead of seeking relief from God, " injures us

doubly. First of all, our prayer becomes on that account

lifeless and untrue ; it is then, in truth, not at all our own

prayer, but, perhaps, the possible prayer of a man in quite

another situation. Secondly, we in so doing do not

really place ourselves before the God who wishes to be

sought for as our helper and deliverer. For in this we

imagine to ourselves a God who, it is true, loves the ideal

of man, but has no sympathy for our need." ^ In a very

1 Herrmann's Die Religion im Verhaltniss stun Welierkemicn unci

zur Siitlichkeit, p. 384 (" Religion in Relation to our Knowledge of the

World and Morality"); Der Verkehr des Christen init Goii, pp. 267, 268

("The Communion of the Christian with God," pp. 247, 248).
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interesting address by Kaftan on " The Christian Doctrine

of Prayer," it is stated that " prayer is petition "; that " to

pray to God means to beg God "
; that while " the seat

of prayer is our Christian inner Hfe, the man hid with

Christ in God," yet " prayer has to do with all that we

experience," for " one can think of a Christian as perfect

only if all that moves him is also in prayer moved before

God by him." Prayer is to be distinguished from reverent

contemplation ; in the latter " God comes to us on the

ground of His revelation in Christ," in the former " w'e

come to God with our needs." " The one goes from

above downwards, the other from below upwards." The

first presupposition in prayer is that " what happens comes

from God, and the future stands in His almighty hand."

The second is " the revelation of God in Christ," for in it

alone God is known as " the living God who rules the

world according to the holy will of His eternal love," and

in it alone we learn " to know the ends God follows in

the world." ^ The Lord's Prayer as the typical prayer

teaches us to pray for (i) the fulfilment of God's purpose,

(2) the perfecting of God's work in ourselves, and (3)

earthly gifts and goods. The prayer for temporal benefits

may be offered confidently, if submissively.

(5) In these three religious functions the CJiristimi's

perfection finds expression. It consists in " humility, faith

in, and submission to God's Providence, appeal and thanks-

giving to God in prayer, and fidelity in the moral vocation

which is useful to the community." This claim " strikes a note

which sounds strange in the ears of evangelical Christians,"

for " we can never assert a perfection of our moral actions "
;

and this is thought to be even an advantage, as it delivers

us from " self-righteousness "
; nevertheless disbelief in the

possibility of our perfection must inevitably have as its

result, that " the power of our will is enfeebled, its effort

' Die Christliche Lehre vovi Gebet, pp. 4, 6, 7, 13.
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ceases, and our zeal slackens." Accordingly "the representa-

tion of moral perfection in conduct as in the formation of

our own character is necessary for us not only to establish

our imperfection, but has its value in this, that we believe

in our destination to the same." The possibility of perfec-

tion is assumed in the New Testament. Jesus describes

love as perfection
;
James speaks of patience in suffering as

a perfect work ; Paul knows perfect Christians, to whom he

can speak wisdom. But this Christian perfection must be

carefully distinguished from the perfection aimed at by

monasticism. " This attribute has not a quantitative, but a

qualitative significance ; it is the sign of this, that man in

Christianity is destined and qualified to be a whole in his

spiritual kind "
; that is, he is to have a value for and in

himself as a person, distinct from and independent of the

world, of which he is not to regard himself as merely a part.

" Accordingly, because each one of us in Christianity dis-

tinguishes his own personal worth from the whole world,

the task is also set to us as Christians each '^one to become

a whole in his kind." "With this qualitative sense (of

perfection) it does not stand in contradiction, that one is

conscious of quantitative incompleteness and defectiveness

even in those functions in which one exercises the Christian

religion. For every organic being, which in its kind forms

a whole, can endure a certain measure of defects without

being destroyed in its kind." Even " the faith which breaks

out in the prayer, Lord, help my unbelief, is perfect of its

kind." ^ Other perfection than this, secured on the bases of

justification and reconciliation by the exercise of faith in

patience, humility, and prayer, together with fidelity in the

personal vocation, the Christian cannot claim and need not

seek. It does not mean infallibility of judgment, sinlessness

1 Ritschl's Die Christlichc Vollkofnmenheit, pp. 3, 4, 5. 8, 1 1 (" The

Christian Perfection ") ; and Rechtferiigung und Vcrsdhnung, iii. pp. 615,

6t6 ("Justification and Reconciliation").
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of life, moral completeness ; but it does mean that in his

relation to God man is conscious of his own worth as a child

of God, of his own claims on the grace of God, of his own
independence of nature and society. His life is a unity

subordinate to, yet recognised in God's final purpose. This

conception of Ritschl's is a very valuable one, and deserves

our grateful recognition.

(6) The Christian life is not, however, completely

described in its religious functions. As has already been

mentioned in the last paragraph, there also belongs to it

" moral conduct in the civil calling," On this the Reformers

laid stress in opposition to the monastic ideal, and included

it in their representation of Christian perfection. No man
is called in " every moment of time in all possible relations

of life to fulfil the Good "
; but " one limits obligation by

the universal moral law to the distinctive sphere of the

vocation in which one renders, not good works, but a

connected, organic lifework, and, in fact, as a whole, which

has its value, even although one says to oneself, that one

should have rendered always yet more in one's calling than

one accomplishes." While " all the moral organisations

which Christianity finds in existence, family, station, people,

are limited on the bases of our spiritual community, which

are naturally conditioned, and therefore always refer to only

parts of the human race "
; and " while the universal task

of the kingdom of God and the law of universal love to

man, which Christ has made operative, bind us to an all-

embracing supernatural union of men with one another "
;

yet " the universal is only always real in the particular,"

and " the whole is a multiplicity, which, by subordination

under a universal purpose, is articulated according to its

laws in a distinctive manner "
; and, therefore, the realisa-

tion of the kingdom of God, and the fulfilment of the law

of love, is sought and found by meeting the obligations of

the particular relationships. " From Christ Himself no
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other special moral pattern is to be borrowed, except

perfect fidelity in His vocation." This limitation of moral

perfection to the vocation involves that " there is excluded

every moral necessity to good conduct towards such ends

as are not appropriate to the individual vocation," and " this

determination of good conduct by the vocation makes the

apparent demand invalid, that one has in every moment pf

time in all possible directions to be acting well." This

conception gives a unity and completeness to character and

conduct that they would otherwise lack. The danger of

narrowing the sympathies and so impoverishing the experi-

ence is to be avoided by the constant recognition of the

obligation, that " in the distinctive sphere of his regular

activity every man is to act not only for his own, but also

for the common good in the widest sense," and " that one

should round one's life to a whole in faithful service in one's

own moral calling, whether it be exalted or limited." This

fidelity in the vocation has its reward ; for " in the doing

of the good one becomes blessed, and the performance of

the moral vocation secures for a man his position in the

kingdom of God, also inasmuch as that is the community

of blessedness." ^ In this section of his system Ritschl has

also rendered good service to Christian theology ; as his

ideal of fidelity in one's vocation is much more useful for

the practical guidance of life than that of conformity with

the universal moral law.

(7) In this statement by Ritschl of the religious

functions, there appears what most Christians will regard

as a serious omission. While the law of love to man is

recognised as the guiding rule of all moral action, nothing

is said about love to God or Christ. We must turn back

to an earlier section of Ritschl's great work for the ex-

planation. " Love to Christ," he says, " is less definite

^ R\is,c\\Vs Die chrisfliche Vollkomvienheit,'^'^. 11-14; Rechtferiigung

uiid Versohniing, pp. 630, 633.
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than faith in Him. In that formula it is not decided

whether one places oneself on an equality with Christ, or

subordinates oneself to Him. Faith in Christ, however,

includes the confession of His divinity and His lordship,

refuses accordingly the possibility of placing oneself on an

equality with Him." ^ The mediaeval familiarity with

Christ as the bridegroom of the soul is rightly condemned
;

and attention is called to the stress that the Reformers laid

on faith in Christ, as reverence and confidence, excluding

such familiarity. In this opposition to mysticism, Ritschl

has, there can be no doubt whatever, ignored an essential

\element of Christian experience, as love to Christ as well as

faith in Christ necessarily and permanently belong to it.

Herrmann and Kaftan alike recognise, as has already

been shown (pp. 153—160), the communion with Christ

in which love to Christ seeks and finds expression and

satisfaction.

V

(i) Of the three Christian graces, faith, in Ritschl's

view, as regards man's relation to God, is the chief; and love

in his relations to his fellow-men alone holds the same

place ; of hope he has very little to say. Along with the

denial of the Resurrection, with which we have already

dealt, Ritschl is charged by Professor Denney with rejecting

" all the eschatological elements in the teaching of Christ

Himself, on the ground that on such points we cannot

separate the authoritative words of Jesus from the Jewish

commonplaces put into His mouth by the apostles";- and

this charge is evidently intended to be of very serious

import. It is desirable, therefore, to remember that many

scholars have felt that no part of the report of the teaching

' Ritschl's op. cit. p. 560.
" Denney's Studies in Theology., p. 49.
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of our Lord is so beset with difficulties as that which deals

with the last things. Professor Stevens states in a work

that is marked by the sobriety of its tone, that " to deter-

mine precisely the form of Jesus' teaching concerning His

parousia and the consummation, is not possible in the

present state of our sources "
; and " a candid criticism

must admit that it is almost as difficult to be sure of the

exact words of Jesus respecting the 'day of judgment' as

to determine what He said concerning His second advent." ^

This, then, is a question on which a latitude of critical

judgment must be freely and frankly allowed in the

Christian Church. Ritschl's attitude on the subject is one

of reserve. He elsewhere maintains that " no connected

theory of the last things can be reached by the use of the

data of the New Testament "
; and that " the indications

in the New Testament which refer to the condition of the

blessed and the damned lie beyond the possibility of a

distinct representation." - If it be remembered that at

least three theories of the hereafter claim with show of

reasons the support of the Holy Scriptures, namely, those

of conditional immortality, eternal punishment or blessed-

ness, and universal restoration, this statement cannot be

unhesitatingly condemned. Principal Salmond has devoted

a volume of nearly seven hundred pages to TJie Christian

Docti'ine of Immortality, and he confesses in his preface

that the result he has reached " has not been reached without

an acute sense of the attractiveness of other views of man's

destiny which are held by many earnest men, and of the

limitations which the God of Revelation has placed upon

our knowledge of the future life." ^ Professor Orr states

still more definitely that " we have not the elements of a

^ Stevens' The Theology of the New Testament, pp. 162, 165.

- Ritschl's Unterricht in der christlichen Religion, p. 71 (" Instruction

in the Christian Rehgion").
^ Salmond's The Christian Doctrifte of Inmwtality, third edition,

Preface, p. x.
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complete solution, and we ought not to attempt it." ^ This

is the attitude that is more and more commending itself to

those who have a due sense of the gravity of the problem,

and of the insufficiency of our data for its solution. Nor is

it at all necessary that the problem should be theoretically

solved. Very wisely Ritschl concludes that " we are not

here concerned with the satisfaction of curiosity, but with

this, that no man is blessed unless in union with all the

blessed in the kingdom of God." While he maintains that

" the perfection," of which mention has already been made,

" is necessarily accompanied by the sense of blessedness
"

here and now
;
yet he admits that " the Christian faith,

which is sure of eternal life on the ground of the recon-

ciliation through Christ, and keeps hold of this good in

righteousness as in sanctification, sustains itself with the

hope that the completion of the kingdom of God as the

highest good, lies before it under conditions which lie beyond

the world-order of our experience." ^ In the course of an

argument he mentions with, so far as one can judge, cordial

assent, " the Christian hope of the continuance of the

spiritual life in a corresponding body." ^ This statement

acquires greater significance if it be remembered that

Ritschl, as has been already shown (see p. 225), holds that

" Christ made Himself known to His disciples in the body "

after His resurrection. To sum up, then, Ritschl holds

in prospect for believers immortality, resurrection, perfection,

blessedness, the completed kingdom of God, the community

of the blessed. For those who persist in unbelief he ex-

pressly reserves the wrath of God (see p. 261), which will

destroy them. While it is true that Ritschl docs not give

to the Christian hope the prominence that it not only holds

^ Orr's The Christian View of God and the World, third edition,

P- 345-
- Ritschl's op. cit. pp. 71, 70.
'^ Ritschl's Reclitfcrtigung inid Versbhnung; p. 575 ("Justification

and Reconciliation").
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in theology, but even in Christian experience ; yet it is

surely an overstatement, which one is tempted to describe

as altogether unjustified, when Professor Denney asserts

that " Ritschl has no eschatology." ^ It may be frankly

admitted that this comparative neglect of the Christian

hope in Ritschl's theology does show a defect in his piety

as tested by the standard of the New Testament, which does

undoubtedly bid us live under " the powers of the world to

come," as " strangers and pilgrims on the earth."

(2) This defect is, however, not characteristic of his

school. Kaftan's definition of religion, which has already

been dealt with, is itself a clear proof of this. He maintains

that the origin of religion is due to man's discovery that

" he finds no permanent satisfaction in the enjoyment of life,

in the goods zvhich the zvorld offers to him!' Christianity

alone meets man's craving for a lasting and satisfying good
;

for " divine revelation shows man such a good in the supra-

mundane kingdom of God, in the calling of individuals to

eternal life in the same." This good is not an earthly one,

but a heavenly. Its full realisation lies in the future, but " is

organically connected with the moral development of the

K-mgd^m of God in the world." - These two characteristics

of the kingdom of God, on which Kaftan lays stress, that

it is suprammidane in character, and that it is future in its

realisation, indicate on his part a more positive attitude to

the Christian hope than Ritschl's. Greater definiteness may

be given to these indications by the quotation of a passage

in which a reviewer (Rev. Professor W. P. Paterson, D.D.)

gives an account of the last section of Kaftan's recently

published volume on Dogmatics :
" The eschatology," he

says, " is meagre, being dismissed in twelve pages. The

reason for this slight treatment is that, in Kaftan's view, a

^ Denney's Studies iti Theology, p. 261.

2 Kaftan's Das Wesen dcr christlichni Religtoti, pp. 70, 193, 244

("The Essence of the Christian Religion").
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large body of the biblical material is not an integral part

of Christian faith, but was simply taken over from the

apocalyptic cycle of Jewish thought. What faith stands

sponsor for refers only to the portion of believers, and is

summed up as follows :
' Christian hope expects the con-

summation of the kingdom of God, and eternal life in the

same as the goal of human history and of the individual

life. In both cases the goal is reached after a catastrophe

involving the destruction here of the outer world, there of

the outward man. Of the final judgment {Entscheidung)

the principle is Christ, and to all who have become members
of His body eternal life is assured' (p. 636). Into the

problems connected with the intermediate state and the

fate of unbelievers, Kaftan declines to enter, except to

declare that as there is an eternal life so there is an eternal

death. The immense gulf between faith and unbelief has

its counterpart in the antithesis of eternal life and death,

and the doctrine of universal restoration is untenable. But

over the nature of the death which is everlasting the veil is

left drawn." ^ Many Christians will find no fault with this

reverent reticence as compared with the self-confidence

with which the hidden future is described by some writers.

Kaftan's account of the hope of the future may be supple-

mented by a passage in Herrmann, where the vision of

Christ is claimed for Christian hope, although it is denied

to Christian experience. " But it is just when we confess

this barrier of our present experience that our hope for the

future gets the content, which can contend against the

dominion of earthly goods over our heart. The personal

life of Jesus has so wrought upon us, that it allows us to see

the love of God in the might of reality, which makes that

on which we .seemed to be wholly dependent a means of our

eternal life. If we have experienced this in Jesus, then the

thought that He lives and reigns in perfection fills us with

^ Cn'iical Revieiv, viii. pp. 416, 417.
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the longing that we may once see Him other than in the

mirror of history, and other than with the eyes of the

spiritual struggling upward out of the earthly. That is the

content of the Christian hope of the future, which man can

already understand. When we have experienced how it

delivers us, when the features of the Person as something

divinely wonderful become clear to us, then the prospect,

that we shall some day experience this power in the un-

hindered and immediate intercourse of person and person,

can snatch us from embarrassment by earthly needs and

enjoyments. Whether the Christian, as in the primitive

Christian community, waits for the return of the Lord, or

rejoices in this, that he will be taken up to Him, as it will

be with us, is indifferent. But every Christian has this

intuitive fulness of hope for the future as a necessity for

his inner life. In this good on the other side, but in-

telligible to us, and seizing our hearts, there lies a power

which we cannot do without in the errors and troubles of

the earthly Christian life." ^ Giving due weight to all these

statements, it must surely be admitted that Ritschlianism

cannot justly be charged with " a rigorous exclusion of

eschatology from theology."- That the treatment of the

subject is adequate or satisfactory in all respects need not

be maintained ; but it is not altogether ignored, and what

is most important for the future of the school, the leading

disciples in this matter correct the defects of their master.

(3) In concluding this chapter a criticism which can,

with apparent justice, be made may be forestalled. It may
be said that the contents of this chapter do not correspond

with the title. But it may in explanation be pointed out

that the secondary position and the subordinate function

assigned to the CJiurcJi is very closely connected with the

1 Herrmann's Verkehr des Christen viit Gotl, pp. 240, 241 ("The
Communion of the Christian with God," pp. 224, 225).

- Professor Orr in Expository Ti7>ies, vi. p. 253.
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two features of Ritschl's treatment of the religious life

which have received considerable attention in the course

of the discussion, his inadequate doctrine of the Holy

Spij-ifs operations, and his relative neglect of tJie comnmttion

of the soul zvith Christ, and this discussion, therefore, may

be justly claimed as a closer definition of his view of the

Church. Again, the kingdom of God is appropriated as

a religious good in the active ftmctions, patietice, humility,

prayer with which so much of our attention has been

engaged ; and is realised as a moral ideal in fidelity to

the personal vocatioti, of which a brief account has been

given. Thus the kingdom of God also has throughout this

chapter been made a more distinct conception. May it not

then be claimed that title and contents correspond ?



CHAPTER XII

Critical Estimate : The Solution Offered

I

(i) We have passed in review the Ritschlian theology

in its negative or critical, and in its positive or con-

structive aspect. We have been led from time to time

to comment on excellences or defects, to admit charges

made by its critics, or to defend it against condemnation

by its opponents. Now there remains for us the task

which can be discharged only in a tentative fashion, to

estimate as sympathetically, and yet as justly as we can,

its theological significance and its religious value. Any
such estimate must be provisional ; for, on the one hand,

the Ritschlian theology is still in course of development,

and has not assumed any final fixity ; and, on the other

hand, the literature of the movement is so abundant and

varied, and its interpretation is often so difficult, that

he would be a very foolish and rash man who would

affirm that his mind was quite made up about what it

meant, and how much it was worth.

(2) The first consideration which must be duly taken

into account in dealing with the Ritschlian theology is

the religious individuality and the theological position of

Ritschl himself, the founder of the school. If \\c do not

know the man and his times, we shall never do justice

to his work. Ritschl's was a distinctive personality,/

which expressed itself even in his mode of thought and

his style of writing, (a) Ritschl's was not a self-centred
367 ^
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and self-contained intellectual development, the gradual

exposition of fundamental principles of thought. But his

mind always moved in opposition to the opinions of others.

His critical antagonism was the impulse to his construct-

ive advance. As he distinguished and separated his own

thoughts from the thoughts of others, he became con-

jscious of, and gave expression to what was characteristic

of his own mind. As a man of quite unusual learning,

he had always abundant material at his command on

which to exercise his critical faculty ; but that faculty

itself was not controlled in its activity by a predominantly

intellectual interest in any of the objects of his investiga-

tion, but by an aggressive practical purpose to keep theo-

logy always as a servant of the moral and the religious

life. Accordingly he treated with impatience any theo-

logical speculation, the bearing of which on practical life

was not apparent, {b) He combined in a very remark-

able manner dependence and originality. Antagonism

to others not only provoked his own efforts, but many

of his distinctive positions had been occupied by others

before him. It was in the combination of ideas that

had hitherto been found detached from one another,

that he showed his mental grasp. If he did not always

succeed in giving consistency to this combination, yet

it is not a little surprising how he succeeded in im-

pressing his own individuality even on the materials that

he borrowed from others. Of this individuality three

features by their prominence arrest attention : first, his

practical tendency ; secondly, his historical positivism
; and,

thirdly, his philosophical scepticism. All these features we

have already repeatedly had occasion to mention. {c)

This practical tendency is not always vigilant and

dominant ; and Ritschl, who had for a time felt the

bewitching spell of the Hegelian dialectic, sometimes

lapses into speculative indulgences, some of which have
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already been noticed. This practical tendency, however,

is usually prominent and potent. It asserts itself in the

subordination of thought and feeling to will in the

religious life, in the importance attached to the kingdom

of God, in the explanation of the work of Christ by the

conception of a moral vocation, in the position in religion

assigned to dominion over the world, in the dependence

of the individual certainty of salvation on the exercise

of the religious functions of patience, humility, and

prayer, in the definition of Christian perfection, in the

description of faith as obedience,—all distinctive features

of Ritschl's theology, which, while often calling attention

to neglected aspects of truth, at the same time in a

one-sided way exaggerate their significance and value.

(</) This individuality shows itself further in his inclina-

tion to oppose without qualification any type of thought,

phase of feeling, or mode of life that was not congenial

to him. His opposition to scholastic speculation leads/

him to deny the legitimacy and even necessity for

Christian theology of the causal as well as the teleo-\

logical point of view. His sense of the absolute value

of the Christian religion makes him express himself too

unfavourably regarding all other religions, and causes

him to ignore practically the preparation for Christianity

in the Hebrew religion. In order to assert the voluntary

character of sin as an abuse of freedom in opposition

to law, he goes as far as to deny in every sense the

doctrine of original sin, instead of being content with

criticising Augustine's exaggeration of the truth. Dis-

satisfied with the traditional treatment of the idea of

God's justice, he allows himself to be carried away to the

affirmation that there is no truth in the almost universal

moral conception of rewards and punishments. In reject-

ing on biblical grounds the old position of Protestantism

that God was propitiated by Christ's death, he sets

24
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himself against biblical testimony when he denies that

our Lord's sufferings had a vicarious character, or had

any relation to the penalty of sin. Because the idea of

the absolute was a philosophical conception which had

been introduced into Christian theology, he is quite unable

to recognise any truth in it whatever. Inasmuch as the

familiarity and irreverence, which had sometimes character-

ised the intercourse between the soul and its bridegroom

claimed by mystic piety, were an offence to him, he sets

himself in opposition to a sane and healthy piety even

in the limitations he wishes to impose on the communion

of the believer with Christ. Intolerant of sectarianism,

he exaggerates the necessary mediation of the Church

in the individual religious life. Conscious of the super-

ficiality and artificiality of a popular revivalism, he fails

to do justice to the doctrine of conversion. Because the

traditional dogmatics had given too formal and mechanical

an account of the ordo salutis, he obscures the truth and

confuses the mind by refusing altogether to distinguish

the stages and the factors of this spiritual process.

Because prayer in the circles of pietism was sometimes

disfigured by a lack of submission to the divine will, and

an undue confidence that any request offered in faith

must be answered, he robs prayer of much of its energy

by excluding petition from it. Because vain and foolish

dreamers indulged their imagination in picturing the last

things, he turns away with aversion from the problems

of eschatology. {e) These defects of his theology, how-

ever much we may regret them, do afford evidence of

the intensity and the sincerity of his faith. What he

could not himself spiritually appropriate, that he would

not theologically affirm. Yet they also show a lack of

sympathy and patience with others. He would not, or

could not, pause and inquire whether there might not be

a truth necessary to the wholeness of Christian faith
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and life, even in errors of opinion and practice, which

excited his aversion. His piety in its individuality and

independence was of a thoroughly manly sort, reverent,

reticent, candid, practical, energetic, and assertive ; but

it lacked the womanly and childlike qualities that have

a necessary and legitimate place in the Christian religion.

(/) His antagonism to pietism of all sorts (such expres-

sions of religious thought and life as are represented in

our midst by Revivalism, the Keswick Movement, the

second Adventists, and Plymouth Brethrenism) was so

extreme, that he was led to condemn the good as well

as the bad in all these movements ; and accordingly on

the one hand his own theology suffered, and on the

other he excited a prejudice and opposition in all the

more earnestly and aggressively pious circles of Germany,

which have proved a hindrance to the recognition and

acceptance of what is really valuable in his teaching.

His theology, it must be conceded, was in many features

an academic theology, and suffered from his lack of

acquaintance and sympathy with the practical piety of

the Churches. As, fortunately, theology in this country

is usually in vital contact with Church life and work,

Ritschl's one-sidedness in this respect is not likely to

be a danger to it ; but it may even, on the contrary,

benefit by learning from him some of the defects of our

practical piety. (g-) In these ways did his personality
|

influence his theology. Of the extent of that influence

this docs not profess to be an exhaustive statement.

Enough has been said, it is to be hoped, however, to

enable any student of the Ritschlian theology to be

always on the alert to detect any trace of that influence,

and so to give due recognition to it in estimating the

worth of the theology.

(3) While Ritschl was able to attract disciples to

himself, who reverently recognise his worth, and grate-
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fully confess their debt to him, yet fortunately for his

own reputation and influence, none of them has proved

as " clay in the hands of the potter." His disciples are

not copies or echoes of himself. Herrmann, Kaftan,

Harnack, to mention the most prominent members of

the school, are all men of distinct and independent in-

dividuality. Their writings show as much their person-

alities as Ritschl's influence upon them. Hence we often

find that the disciples correct the defects of their master.

Herrmann's Communion of the Christian with God is the

expression of an individual piety which is altogether

different from the piety distinctive of Ritschl, and which

displays features which Ritschl ignores or even suspects.

Kaftan's Essence of the Christian Religion presents to us

a piety which embraces a legitimate mysticism, and gives

to the Christian hope of glory and blessedness a larger

place than Ritschl allowed to it. Harnack, in his History

of Dogma, shows himself sympathetic towards religious

ideas, for which Ritschl had only condemnation. While

all of them allow their sincere and intense piety to

influence evidently and potently their theological writings
;

yet, as none of them is marked by the same one-sided

peculiarity of disposition and character as Ritschl himself

was, that influence has not the injurious results which

we have been compelled to recognise in the case of

Ritschl. It may be said with truth, it seems to the

writer at least, that none of the disciples is so estranged

from pietism as the master was, and that all are in closer

touch with the practical piety of the Church than he was.

Kaftan expressly acknowledges his deep indebtedness to

pietism. Harnack is interested in the practical problems

of the Church's life and work. Herrmann displays a

fervour in his teaching that shows his kinship with the

truly godly in the Church. There is good reason for

anticipating, then, that the disciples, by their less individual

\
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and more sympathetic personalities, will ultimately relieve

the development of the Ritschlian theology of the limita-

tions and exaggerations which Ritschl, owing to his

peculiar personality, imposed upon it, and will thus bring

it nearer to Christian piety generally.

(4) The considerations which have been now engaging

our attention suggest a question of a more general char-

acter that deserves to be dealt with briefly. It is this

:

Should theological writings be marked by the same

impersonality as scientific works are? Is such pure

objectivity possible or desirable ? Must, to use a common

phrase, " the personal equation " be as far as can be

eliminated? The traditional method of dogmatics, in

which the texts of the Holy Scriptures and even the

formulae of the ecclesiastical creeds are treated as the

data of the science of theology in the same way as

physical phenomena are the data of the sciences of

nature, and in which a logical method of manipulating

the data thus assumed is regarded as authoritative,

demands this impersonality. But if theology be, as

seems now to be more generally accepted, an exposition

of the essential and vital contents of personal faith, then

this pure objectivity is neither possible nor desirable. \

" To eliminate the personal equation " would be to remove

the subject of the experience which is to be expounded.

The theologian is not dealing with a theme in which he

has no individual interest, but is bearing witness to men

of what God in Christ is to his own soul. Of course

he is bound, if he wants to be a helper of the faith of

others, not to isolate himself in his own religious peculi-

arity, but to appreciate and appropriate so far as he

can sincerely, all that is offered in the Christian revelation

for the acceptance of faith ; but if there are aspects of

truth that do not appear luminous to him, if there are

phases of piety in which he can find no satisfaction, if
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there are forms of duty the obhgation of which his con-

science does not enforce, he must be content to write

only about the things that he has proved as the power,

the wisdom, and the grace of God to himself. A system-

atic completeness, or a logical consistency in theology,

is secured at too high a cost, if the theologian is on

that account not absolutely sincere. We do want less

of this quasi-scientific impersonality in our theology, and

more frankly and fully expressed personal conviction.

For that reason it seems to the writer not a defect, but

ia merit of the theology of Ritschl and his followers,

that in their practice they meet the demand which they

imake in their theory that theology shall express religion,

personal faith and not traditional opinion.

II

Ritschl's position as a pioneer must also be taken into

account in judging his theology. It is easy for those whose

steps never stray from the trodden paths of traditional

thought and conventional life to find fault with the some-

times uncertain tread of one Vv^ho is endeavouring to open

up new ways. There are in Ritschl's system elements that

do not really belong to his fundamental principles, and are

even sometimes inconsistent with them ; but he is not to be

condemned without any qualification on that account, (a)

Among " the foreign elements " in his theology must be

reckoned first of all his attempt to prove the truth of the

Christian idea of God in such a way as will meet the

demands of science. He shows, as we have seen (p. 83),

great uncertainty of mind, as what he at one time includes

in " theoretical knowledge," at another time he confines to

" practical faith." Here he ignores the limitation he has

himself laid down, that all religious knowledge consists of

value-judgments, {d) He forsakes the sure and safe ground
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of Christian experience again in his speculative construction

of the personaHty of God; for in it he asks us to combine

elements of thought, which we do not find so combined in

practical experience. Whether such speculation is legitimate

or not is not now the question ; what is now being indicated

is that it is not in accordance with Ritschl's empirical

method. In the same way his deduction of the idea of the

kingdom of God from the love of God is a bit of Hegelian

metaphysics, which is very much out of place in a theolog\-

which claims to rest exclusively on Christian experience.

(c) Thirdly, he has introduced only confusion into his own

thinking, and so has exposed his theology to quite un-

necessary condemnation by his attempt to expound and to

vindicate a particular theory of knowledge in his theology.

A theory of knowledge is implicit in all knowledge ; but

thought is too complex, and too closely connected with its

object to be formally regulated by a theory of knowledge.

Ritschl's intention is undoubtedly to affirm the objective

reality of the contents of Christian faith, but his inclination

to a Kantian epistemology at one time, to a Lotzian at

another, often, at least apparently, defeats this intention.

Stahlin's attempt to show the logical consequences of Ritschl's

philosophical principles, as the critic understands them, has

at least this value. It makes very clear that Ritschl did

not actually teach what Stahlin affirms he ought consistently

with his epistemology to have taught ; and accordingly

proves that either Stahlin has misunderstood his epistem-

ology, or that Ritschl's theology did not stand in any

organic connection with his philosophical principles. As a

matter of fact, Stahlin does misrepresent Ritschl's epistem-

ology (p. 51), and Ritschl's theology is not always

consistent with his philosophical principles. His theory of

knowledge, however, does sufficiently affect his theological

method (p, 62) to justify in some measure Steinbeck's

objection to Ecke's description of the epistemology as a
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"foreign element"^ in Ritschl's theology in the words,

" nevertheless, in opposition to this view, we remark that

the philosophy in a very much higher degree than appears

from this has laid down rules for the theology of Ritschl." ^

In spite of the undoubted influence of the cpistemology on

the theology, so that it would be quite impossible to remove

the cpistemology without a complete transformation of some

parts of the theology at least, yet the two facts which must

be admitted without any doubt, first, that Ritschl wavers in

his cpistemology ; and, second, that his theology is not

always consistent with the one or the other of the two

theories of knowledge between which his mind wavers,

prove that philosophical principles formed a region in which

Ritschl was not thoroughly at home, and that what he

borrowed here never became vitally, organically a part of

his own mind. In this sense Ecke's term " foreign element
"

is justified, {d) A speculative construction of the idea of

the eternity of God, as His consistency in the realisation of

His final purpose in time, corresponding to the identity for

God as eternal of the willing and the fulfilling of His final

purpose, leads Ritschl to deny any possibility of variation in

God's relation to men, God's love is an eternal will to save

and bless mankind in the kingdom of God, God's wrath

is an eternal resolve finally to destroy any man who ex-

cludes himself from that kingdom. Sinners, accordingly,

are always the objects of God's love ; subject to His wrath

are only those who ultimately defy His love. So long as

mankind is still undergoing probation, God's relation to it

must be love, and love only. It is not, then, to lessen the

^ Although the writer has already (p. 38) made acknowledgment of

his indebtedness to, and agreement with, Ecke in his book on The

Theological School ofAlhrcht 7\/lschl, he desires with reference lo this

chapter particularly to confess gratefully, that in the arrangement of his

material here he has for the most part followed the order of treatment

adopted in Ecke's book.

- Steinbeck's Das Vcrlrdlt)tis von Theologic imd Erkcufitjiis-Theorie^

p. 81 ("The Relation of Theology and Epistcmology ")•
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heinousness of sin that Ritschl denies that God's wrath rests

on the sinner, but to maintain this speculative construction

of the idea of God's eternity. His position has one very

serious consequence. Men, as in time, are conscious of a

change in their relation to God. Before, they had feared

God's displeasure ; now, they enjoy His favour. But this is

only a subjective impression involved in man's temporal

existence. The objective condition of men as known to

God in His eternal being always and only is that God loves

them. Ritschl demands that theology shall interpret the

religious consciousness
;
yet here he sacrifices the truth of

the religious consciousness on the altar of a speculative idea.

X This foreign element in his theology involves him in still

deeper inconsistency. A prominent feature of his theology

is the historical character of revelation
;
yet the significance

and value of history which is necessarily subject to the

condition of time is brought into doubt by his insistence on

this speculative idea of God's eternity, which affects not

only his doctrine of God's relation to sin, but also his idea

of reconciliation, making it impossible to recognise in Christ's

life and work a Godward as well as a manward reference,

and his idea oi prayer, excluding from prayer definite petition

with the trustful expectation of its fulfilment. His idea of

justification as pertaining to the Christian community is due

to the same tendency to keep God in His eternal being and

willins: out of the course of time, in which each individual

believer claims for himself that justification. Although he

does not by any means consistently maintain his position, yet

his tendency undoubtedly is to distinguish so sharply between

what is eternally realised for God and what is being tem-

porally realised for man, that it is difficult to recognise the

organic unity of the eternal and the temporal ;
and so God's

view and man's view fall apart, and what seems truth to man

is not truth for God. A contrast, too, and a correction of

this speculative tendency may be found in Herrmann's
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pamphlet, W/iy does our faitJi need Jiistorical facts ? and

Harnack's lecture on Christianity and History, in which

justice is done to history in time.^

{e) Another element in Ritschl's theology that is not

necessarily connected with its fundamental principles, is the

rule he lays down that all the predicates of Christ are

necessarily transferable to His community. While it is

certainly quite characteristic of the Ritschlian method to

insist that the divinity of Christ is to be found in His

activity, and that His activity as exalted must be repre-

sented in accordance with the forms assumed in His

historical action, yet it is not at all necessary for Ritschl

to insist, as he does, that every predicate that is applicable

to Christ must also, in virtue of their relation to Him, be

applicable to believers, and that the doctrine of divinity

must never express the difference that separates Him from

them. This position may even be affirmed to be incon-

sistent with the estimate of Christ's person and work that

is generally expressed. If Christ be, as Ritschl holds, the

unique bearer of the divine revelation, and if all believers are

dependent on Him, as Ritschl admits, for their relationship

to God, such a difference is recognised, that it seems a

wilful attempt to cause confusion to lay down any such

rule, which appears rather as an unwarranted intrusion of a

speculative pantheism, for which mankind as a whole is the

Son of God.

(/) While Ritschl does assert the continued Presence

and the exercised Power of the exalted Christ with, in, and

for His people ; while it is his intention only to insist on the

necessary representation of that Presence and Power in the

forms afforded by the earthly life and work, and on the

necessary mediation of the action of the exalted Christ by

the Holy Scriptures, the preaching of the gospel, and the

1 See for an account of the former, p. 218; and of the latter, pp. 2ig-

221 in Chapter VIII.
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Other means of grace
;
yet his analysis of the historical and

psychological conditions of this mediation receives such

prominence, as to suggest at least a denial of the personal

action of Christ in Christian experience. There is, and

must needs be, in all Christian experience a factor which

eludes all psychological or historical analysis, God Himself

present in and active by His Son. Just because Ritschl

attempts what professes to be a complete analysis with

insufficient recognition of this factor, he has exposed him-

self needlessly to suspicion, as though he intended to re-

present Christian experience as a purely subjective process

dependent on exclusively historical conditions. Is it not

the scientific temper of the age to measure and to weigh all

reality, which explains this tendency to neglect what by

its very nature is beyond exhaustive analysis ? These

" foreign elements " of Ritschl's theology have been thus

fully described, not to relieve Ritschl of responsibility for

them, not to protect him from any censure which he may

rightly deserve for having adopted them, but in order to

promote a more intelligent and sympathetic attitude to his

theology as a whole by distinguishing clearly what is more

or less accidentally and externally attached to it, from what

is essentially and organically a part of its distinctive contri-

bution to religious thought.

HI

(i) Having thus briefly indicated the peculiarities of

Ritschl's personality, and the " foreign elements " in his

theology, which explain many of the defects which it

presents, we may now note as briefly what are its distinctive

merits. The first feature of the Ritschlian theology which

claims recognition and appreciation is its method, when

freed from certain limitations that attach themselves to it.

The principles of this method may be formulated in three
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propositions, (i.) The foi-inal principle of Christian dog-

matics is not the Holy Scriptures in their entirety, but

the confession of the first Christian community as recorded

in the New Testament Scriptures. (ii.) The regulative

principle is the Person and Work of Christ as Founder of

• the kingdom of God. (iii.) The material principle is the

' religious consciousness of salvation through Christ. We
may, to express these principles in descriptive terms, say

that the method is biblio-spheric, Christo-centric, and pisto-

basic. ia) As regards the first principle, there are two

tendencies evident and operative in the Ritschlian theology,

of which Ritschl represents the one and Harnack the other.

Ritschl, the systematic theologian, does not confine himself

to the teaching of Jesus as the authoritative source of the

Christian confession, but attaches very special importance to

the development of Christian theology by Paul in opposition

to Judaism, and sets a high value on the Old Testament as

a means of distinguishing the original elements in the New
Testament from later Hellenic influences. Ritschl, it is to

be remembered, abandoned the Tiibingen critical position

for a very much more conservative one. Harnack, on the

other hand, is a historical critic ; but his Ritschlianism is

not responsible for his free treatment of the records of the

Christian revelation. Ritschlianism should act rather as a

restraint on the critical tendency, which for many minds is

almost inevitable in the existing intellectual conditions.

Ritschl, however, as has already been shown (p. 2 i 3), uses

the testimony of the New Testament Scriptures to the

original Christian faith in an arbitrary manner. He often

does not submit to its authority, but asserts his own

,
theological independence. What is still necessary in the

Ritschlian school is an adequate doctrine of the Holy

Scriptures ; if their authority is to be consistently maintained

there must be an advance beyond the assertion that they are

the literary sources of the historical revelation ; and it must
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be recoenised that the relation between the Hterary sources

and the historical revelation is essential and organic. It

cannot be said, however, that the Ritschlian school has

voluntarily abandoned a satisfactory position on this

question, as, in candour, it must be frankly admitted that a I

doctrine of the Holy Scriptures is one of the constructive

tasks which Christian theology has as yet failed with success

to discharge. There is nothing in the Ritschlian attitude '

towards the Holy Scriptures necessarily to forbid an advance

to a fuller recognition of their significance and value for

Christian faith ; and the standpoint assumed, that what we

have to seek in the Scriptures is a confession of faith, is, it

seems to the writer, that from which alone any safe and

certain advance can be made. Ritschlianism stands on

the path of necessary and desirable Christian progress.

(d) The Christo-centric principle of this theology requires a

more thorough application and a fuller development than it

has as yet received. In the first place, it seems to the

writer (and this consideration is closely connected with the

preceding statements regarding the Ritschlian attitude

towards criticism) that the evangelical testimony and the

apostolic interpretation of the Person and Work of Christ

need to be more fully utilised in order to get an adequate

Christo-centric theology. In the second place, the specu-

lative idea of the kingdom of God must be brought into

subordination to the historical fact of the Person and Work

of Christ, As has already been shown, the image of Christ

is less distinct and vivid in this theology than it might be,

were the New Testament records more fully and freely

used. How injuriously many Christian doctrines have been

affected by the prominence given to the idea of the kingdom

of God has already been made abundantly evident. The

correction that the Ritschlian theology still needs is, first of

all, to grasp more firmly the historical reality of Christ, and

next to make use of that historical reality in its entirety
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as the regulative 'principle of Christian dogmatics. The
importance which it does certainly attach to the Person

and Work of Christ proves that it is already moving

along the lines of a sound and healthy developm.ent, and is,

therefore, not incapable of such correction as seems desir-

able, (c) While it is a right and true standpoint which

Ritschlianism assumes in insisting that dogmatics has to do

with the religious consciousness of salvation through Christ,

yet it may be denied that Ritschlianism has correctly fixed

the centre of that consciousness, or sufficiently described its

circumference. For Ritschl, justification is salvation ; and

justification means, if not exclusively, yet very distinctively,

dominion over the world. That a subordinate aspect of

Christian experience is hereby brought into undue pro-

minence has been adequately proved already. The centre

of the Christian consciousness is more satisfactorily and

sufficiently described as " the life that is hid with Christ in

God," a new relation to God through the mediation of

Christ. The range of this Christian consciousness is also

unduly restricted in the Ritschlian theology, because its

practical ideal and its teleological reference are too limited.

The new life includes thought and feeling as well as action,

and salvation meets the questions of the mind and the

longings of the heart, as well as the needs of the will for

liberation and development. There is, therefore, a larger

place for the theoretical impulse in the religious conscious-

ness than Ritschlianism allows, and many questions, to

which it would refuse to give an answer as remote from any

practical interest, are not only legitimate, but even necessary,

if intellectual certainty as well as moral security is to be

regarded as an element in the Christian consciousness of

salvation in Christ, by whom we are delivered from error as

well as from sin. That error and sin on the one hand, truth

and righteousness on the other hand, are closely related, is

a fact which condemns the Ritschlian attempt to limit the
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religious consciousness to practical interests, to the

exclusion of the theoretical impulse. The barriers that

Ritschlianism sets up on this and that path of Christian

inquiry must be thrown down, if the religious consciousness

is to be adequately interpreted by Christian theology; but

still Ritschlianism is right in insisting that theology has to

deal only with the religious consciousness ; not with truth

conceived in abstraction, but with truth realised in life. It

is this insistence on " the experimental character" of all

Christian theology which is the significant and valuable

aspect of the theory of value - judgments, which, rightly

understood, is neither sceptical nor dualistic (p. 186),

although, as applied by the Ritschlian school generally,

it unduly restricts the range of Christian knowledge

(p. 191).

(2) The second feature in which the Ritschlian theo-

logy shows merit, and so deserves praise, is its opposition

to " speculative rationalism." Pfleiderer, it will be remem-

bered (p. J 6), blames Ritschl for his growing philosophical

scepticism and historical positivism. Instead of appealing

to reason as represented by philosophy, Ritschl more and

more exclusively appeals to revelation as realised in history.

We have already seen Ritschl's rejection of metaphysics

(Chapter II.), and whatever in theory (Chapter 1 1 1.) or practice

(Chapter V.) may depend on it, and his dependence, accom-

panied, it is true, with some inconsistencies, wholly and

solely on revelation (Chapter VII.). While Christian faith

will yet find its full expression in a Christian philosophy,

and accordingly the negative attitude of Ritschlianism to all

philosophy must be regarded as a temporary phase and not

a permanent disposition of Christian faith, yet Ritschl and

his followers are altogether right, in the writer's judgment,

in refusing to apply to Christian facts and truths the

standard of a philosoph)' which claims to be independent

of revelation, and affirms its origin in a universal and
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permanent reason. Ritschlianism is opposed to rationalism

in the following respects : (a) It gives prominence to the

forgiveness of sin, justification, reconciliation, or the religious

good which by God's grace is offered to man in Christ

(Chapter X.) ; whereas rationalism knows only an ethical

process of dying unto sin and becoming alive unto

righteousness, which every man has to realise for himself,

although Christ is the supreme type. (/;) It insists on

Christ as the historical revelation of God, without the

distinction made by rationalism between the Person of

Christ and the Christian principle, to which the person

stands in an external relation (pp. 7, 220). Christ Himself

is the object of Christian faith, and not merely the person

in whose consciousness the metaphysical principle of man's

divine sonship first reached clear and full expression.

(c) According to Ritschl, the Christian community is the

continuation of the revelation in Christ, and by that

community the revelation is mediated for individuals (p.

321). For rationalism, no essential significance attaches

to the Christian community, for the individual reason and

conscience directly possess God, being independent of

Christ, and, therefore, of His community also, (d) How-
ever defective in some respects Ritschl's doctrine of sin

is, yet he does insist that sin is an actual contradiction

of the divine will, guilt a real separation from God (p.

299) ; whereas, for speculative philosophy, sin is a necessary

condition of moral development, for " the real is the

rational." (e) Although the Ritschlian theology has not

always expressed itself fully and clearly on the question of

miracles, and some of the Ritschlians are led by their

critical tendency to take up a negative attitude to some of the

biblical miracles, a denial of miracles is not, as it is hoped

has been sufficiently shown (pp. 221-227), an essential

feature of the Ritschlian theology, as it is of rationalism

in its modern forms. On the contrary, Ritschl frankly
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and fully accepts miracles as having a place and playing a

part in God's Providence ; and all his followers accept his

position. (/") While some representatives of rationalism,

such as Pfleiderer, do affirm the personality of God, yet

wherever in rationalism there is a pantheistic tendency, this

truth is obscured. Whether Ritschl's construction of the

personality of God be successful or not, yet the Ritschlian

school speaks with no uncertain voice of a personal God.

(3) A third feature in which Ritschlianism may receive

commendation is its opposition to, and exposure of, some of

the errors and wrongs of an unhealthy pietism. Instances

of this criticism, with which we have met in the previous

discussion, may be mentioned : the familiarity and

irreverence of the mystical intercourse with Christ as the

soul's bridegroom, the abuse of the imagination in repre-

senting Christ in His exaltation, the curiosity which pries

into the last things, the confidence which seeks in prayer to

impose its wishes on God's will, all receive deserved rebuke.

Ritschl, it is true, carried this polemic very much further

than was necessary or legitimate, and injured his own

system by his prejudice against pietism. His followers

have been more moderate in tone, and so more successful in

effort. As the theologian who criticises the excesses and

extravagances of an intense and fervent, although ignorant

and undisciplined piety, exposes himself to the suspicion of

being himself indifferent, even while he is labouring in the

interests of true godliness, Ritschl and his followers do

deserve credit for their courageous and consistent criticism

of all forms of unsound piety.

IV

(i) While Ritschl himself is the most prominent feature

and the most potent factor in the Ritschlian theology, yet

it must not be forgotten that he is the founder of a school,

25
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the members of which while gratefully acknowledging his

influence, and loyally accepting his purpose, exercise their

liberty, and show their independence. In estimating

Ritschlianism, we must consider the significance of their

departures from their master, and the value of their contri-

butions to the thought of the school. To treat this subject

with intelligence and sympathy, it will be necessary to

indicate as briefly as possible the history of the school. Its

development may be considered in three stages : (i.) In the

first period (1874— 1880) Ritschl began to gather disciples.

The publication of the second and third volumes of his great

work attracted a number of theological thinkers to him,

the more prominent of whom were Harnack, Herrmann, and

Schiirer, who were drawn to him by (i) his return to the

historical revelation of the Person of Christ; (2) his claim

for the independence of theology from philosophical ten-

dencies
; (3) his attempt to set Christian faith beyond the

reach of historical criticism ; and (4) his practical tendency.

The characteristic of this period was the substantial agree-

ment between master and disciples, '^'i.) The second period

(1880-89) may be said to have begun with the approach

to Ritschl of Haring (a theologian with whom, as quite

unknown to English students, the writer has not in this

volume dealt at all) and Kaftan. Both from the beginning

took up a more independent attitude, and so introduced

new tendencies into the school. Henceforth it became

evident that the agreement of the Ritschlian school was in

a theological method rather than in dogmatic propositions.

During this period a violent antagonism was excited on the

part of other theological schools, liberal, conservative, and

mediating. Bender, whom, it seems to the writer, Professor

Orr has unfairly represented as the logical exponent of

Ritschlian principles,^ in 1886 separated himself from the

^ See Expository Times, vi. pp. 257, 2 58, for a brief account of

Bender's views.
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movement, (iii.) The third period since 1889, the date of

Ritschl's death, shows further developments. Harnack, one

of the most prominent of the members of the school, is

guiding many into theological paths, which Ritschl had

carefully avoided, to a more critical and much less dogmatic

attitude. But, on the other hand, Kaftan and Herrmann

are showing a desire to come to an understanding with

the evangelical theology of the Church. Thus already two

tendencies are being developed within the school of Ritschl.

(2) In the representatives of the more positive tendency

in the Ritschlian school there may be observed a desire to

correct many of the defects of Ritschl's own theological

statements, (a) Ritschl's doctrine of sin, involving a denial

of original sin, of the reference of God's wrath to sin, and

of the perversity of sin, is not accepted by his followers (pp.

306, 3 I 2). Herrmann and Kaftan, to mention only the two

with whom we have already made some acquaintance, speak

with the necessary emphasis of the evil and the curse of sin,

{b) His doctrine of the tvork of Christ, in which the vicarious

satisfaction involved in Christ's death is altogether denied,

is expressly rejected by members of his school. Kaftan

and Herrmann both affirm Christ's vicarious suffering for

our salvation (p. 323). (c) The doctrine of the divinity

of Christ is of all doctrines that in which the Ritschlian

position must appear to Christian thinkers most unsatis-

factory. But here, too, some of the disciples go beyond

their master, while others keep to his position. Kaftan,

while declining all speculations upon the question, asserts

the incarnation of God in Christ, the unique relation of

Christ to the Father, which can never again be repeated in

human history, the necessity of the doctrine of Christ's

divinity to Christian faith. Herrmann has already been

quoted (p. 292) as affirming his belief in a personal pre-

existence of Christ. In these positions the disciples are

not contradicting their Master by affirming what he denied,
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but are rather supplementing him by a frank confession

where he maintained a firm reserve. They do not accept

the orthodox formulae of three persons in (our^substance, or

of two natures in one person ; but they do desire to

recognise Christ's divinity as fully as they can without

committing themselves to what they regard as doubtful

speculations, (d) The doctrine of the Holy Spirit was dealt

with very inadequately by Ritschl ; on the one hand, he

declined to examine the spiritual process by which the sinner

becomes a believer ; and, on the other hand, he laid such

emphasis on " the active functions of the human spirit " as

to appear practically to exclude the mystical element, the

presence and the power of the Spirit of God, which eludes

psychological analysis. Herrmann and Kaftan both tran-

scend his limitations, just because, as one can gather from

their writings, both have had a religious experience more

varied if not more intense than Ritschl's. They both speak

more freely of the soul's experience of God's grace, and of the

work of the Holy Spirit in man (pp. 345-349)- (^) Lastly,,

Ritschl's doctrine of prayer, with its practical exclusion of

petition for outward things, is not generally held in his

school (pp. 355, 356). It is due, as we have seen (p.

377), to his speculative idea of God's eternity; and as

his followers do not share that idea, they do not find any

difficulty, as he does, in admitting a place in prayer for

petition for outward things.

(3) There has been thus a development of Christian

doctrine within the Ritschlian school itself, which may be

described as an approach to an evangelical theology, which

will conserve what is permanently valuable in traditional

orthodoxy. For this development two reasons may be

given. On the one hand, Ritschl's disciples have used the

biblical material for theology more extensively and more

consistently than Ritschl himself did, even although he

affirmed the Bible as the source and norm of Christian
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doctrine. On the other hand, Ritschl's disciples have not

stood apart from the practical piety of the Christian Church

as he did, and so have been beneficially influenced by the

common Christian faith and life. Within the school itself

the development has involved growing differences, and these

differences may yet lead to divisions. In the one party will

be found those who have appropriated and developed the

more positive elements of Ritschl's thought ; in the other,

those who have been attracted by, and have even advanced

beyond the more negative elements. It is even possible

that we shall not be able much longer to speak of a

Ritschlian school.

(4) These four facts, to which attention has been called,

that Ritschl's personality has had a very marked influence

on his theology ; that he has retained in his theology

elements not involved in, and sometimes even inconsistent

with his fundamental positions ; that what is most character-

istic of his school is its method, which though imperfect, is

capable of correction ; and that in his school there has

been a development, in which some of his errors have been

removed : these facts must all be taken into due account

in estimating the significance and the value for English

theological thought of the Ritschlian movement in Germany.

They forbid a final judgment on its merits or defects, and

they allow a confident hope that the future history of the

school may yet prove a service and a benefit to the cause

of Christian truth in the world.

V

(i) What the Ritschlian theology seems still to lack is

(i.) a fuller appreciation of the significance and the value of

the Holy Scriptures, as media of revelation to all lands

and to all ages ; and (ii.) a more thorough recognition of the

necessity for the mind of man of " thinking things together,"
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to use a phrase which has been apphed as a description of

philosophy. Modern theology cannot restore the traditional

doctrine of the verbal inspiration and the absolute inerrancy

of the Holy Scriptures ; it is not at all necessary for its

security, nor is it desirable for its progress, that it should

even make any such vain and hopeless attempt. But, never-

less, what is necessary and desirable is that the fit place

and the right function of the Holy Scriptures be adequately

]\ recognised. That they are the literary sources of our

;

I
knowledge of the historical revelation is not a satisfactory

ilstatement; for if the recorders of the events and the

reporters of the truths which constitute that revelation

stand in a merely external relation to it, we may with good

reason doubt their capacity to understand it, and their

,
accuracy in sending it on to us. The certainty of our faith

in that Revelation depends on the vital and organic unity

;
between the facts and the truths of the historical revelation

and its literary records and reports. The Revelation is not

completed until it is made permanent and universal by

means of the Scriptures, The writers of the Scriptures

must be regarded as the subjects and the agents of the

Revelation, qualified for their task by the Spirit of revela-

j

tion. When this necessary and essential relation between

,
the Holy Scriptures and divine Revelation is recognised,

then the ritual, prophetical and historical preparation for

Christ, the evangelical testimony regarding Christ, and the

apostolic interpretation of Christ will be accorded an

authority over Christian faith and life which will deliver

us from the individual limitations, and the subjective

impressions, which mark so much modern theological

thinking. This authority must, it need hardly be said,

be a genuinely spiritual authority— not an arbitrary

and external restraint imposed on the mind, but

the mind's liberation from error by submission to self-

evidencing truth. The experience of the apostolic Church
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must be relived in order that its doctrine may again

be rethought. One must most cordially agree with the

Ritschlians, when they maintain that a man must not

confess as his creed what he has not experienced in faith
;

that our reverence for the apostles should never lead us to

pretend and profess that we share and understand their

experience, when it has as yet not become a vital reality to

us ; that a mere holding-for-true {FuTiuaJirhalteii) because

others have told us is not living Christian faith. The

objects of faith must be real ; the character of faith must be

sincere. But then, on the other hand, the Christian Church,

in all its branches, offers to the individual believer the Holy

Scriptures as a record and report of divine revelation. He
must not deny or reject what he himself cannot at once

appreciate and appropriate for himself ; he ought not, by a

word even, to lessen the worth, or weaken the force, that the

Holy Scriptures possess f(;r others. If he treats the

Scriptures with reverence and loyalty, comes to the study of

them in a trustful and teachable spirit, he will discover that

they will nourish and exercise, and so vitalise and invigorate

his faith ; his own experience will verify their claim. In

this respect Ritschlianism still leaves something to be desired.

(2) Several speculative ideas of Ritschl's have been

noted as " foreign elements " in his theology. These have

been criticised not because they are speculative, but because

Christian experience is not their starting-point and has not

marked out their path, and because they contradict instead

of completing Christian beliefs. There is a speculation

which is quite legitimate, and altogether necessary in

Christian theology. Ritschlianism fails to satisfy the mind

of the writer, because it refuses to explain fully the objects

of faith. It is quite true that what is in the first place most

important for us is God's relation to us, Christ's mediation

for us, the Spirit's operation, in us ; but it is not true

that it is altogether indifferent to faith what God as the

'7

1
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eternal and infinite existence is, what Christ in His relations

to God is, how the Holy Spirit is related to God and to

man. Thought is compelled to attempt a complete

determination of its objects. Reserve does not, and cannot

[escape the suspicion of denial. If we refuse to show as far

as our thought will allow that Christ comes from God, is in

God, then, whether we intend it or not, we suggest a doubt

about His relation to God. So much of absolute value and

infinite significance for me, so every believer may argue,

depends on Christ, that I must have as complete and final

a certainty as it is possible for me to have, that in trusting

myself, body, soul, and spirit, for time and eternity to His

grace, " the eternal God is my refuge, and underneath are

the everlasting arms." The Ritschlian reserve on these

sublime topics is not intended as a doubt or a denial

of any of the great Christian verities, of that the writer

is quite convinced, although it has often provoked such

a suspicion. It can, however, be only a lodging for

a short time for thought, it can never be its home for any

length of time. There is, let it be here fully acknowledged,

often an offensive confidence in human speculation on

divine realities, against which the Ritschlian reserve forms

a welcome protest. There are theories which dissect the

Godhead, which analyse the person of Christ, and which

experiment on the operations of the Spirit, that to the

writer at least seem profane. Dogmatic scholasticism has

often needed to learn the lesson of reverence and modesty.

Yet this Ritschlian " voluntary humility and poverty " in

thinking may prove injurious to faith, even as intellectual

arrogance and extravagance have been. That Ritschlianism

is altogether right in its suspicion of, and aversion to, the

traditional metaphysics, the writer has already maintained

(p. I 1 2). The objection that he strongly feels to that

metaphysics is that it is altogether inadequate to aid in the

interpretation of the Christian verities, just because the world
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of which it was the logical abstract did not include Christ,

and the life for and in man which has come through Christ.

Christ has made such a difference, that Christianity cannot

borrow, but must create its own metaphysics. None of the

philosophical systems which, within the Christian era, have

come into being with more or less conscious dependence on

Christianity, seems to him to be so thoroughly Christian as

to justify the dependence of Christian theology upon it.

The reason of the modern world, it seems to him, must be

more thoroughly and soundly converted unto Christ than it

has as yet been, ere Christian speculation on the ultimate

problems will always prove an assistance, and never a diffi-

culty to Christian faith. It is the merit of Ritschlianism that

it has sought to free Christian theology from the traditional

metaphysics, but it is its defect that it has not recognised

the need for Christian faith of a Christian metaphysics, which

from the Christian standpoint will think things together.

(3) There are not, however, two distinct remedies for

these two defects of the Ritschlian theology ; there is but

one. As Christian faith fully and freely appropriates the

contents of the Christian Scriptures, it will both discover

the necessity and attain the capacity for that Christian

speculation which is necessary to give unity to thought, and

so certainty and security to faith. It must not be forgotten

that in the New Testament we have not only religious

experience, but also the theological speculation that grew

out of, and drew its health and strength from, religious

experience. The more completely the Person of Christ as

presented in the New Testament testimony to His words

and works. His character and influence is appropriated

by religious experience, the more certainly will theological

speculation be compelled to follow in the footsteps of the

Christian apostles in their Christological conceptions. The

more fully the teaching of Christ regarding God is accepted

by Christian faith, the more surely will Christian thought be
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led to apply this sublime and splendid conception in the

solution of all the problems of existence, that baffle yet

arouse intelligence.

(4) If Ritschlianism would accept more fully the

material afforded by the Holy Scriptures, and would

. apply more faithfully the method, which recognises the

noumenal as well as the phenomenal aspects of the objects

of faith, the permanent unity as well as the varying differ-

ences of spiritual realities, then it would be much nearer

being a restatement of the Christian gospel in the intel-

lectual situation of the age, which would deserve and could

receive a cordial welcome. Whether the movement will

transcend its limitations and remedy its defects the writer

is not able to affirm, nor is he ready to deny. But what-

ever may be its future, whether it fulfils our best hopes

for it or our worst fears, yet it deserves a sympathetic

study as a theological development that has made Christian

faith and life possible to earnest and honest thinkers, whom
the intellectual situation of the age, its distrust of philo-

sophy, its confidence in science, its activity in criticism,

its social enthusiasm, has estranged from the orthodoxy

of the Christian Churches. It has not only explained and

justified the existing distrust of philosophy, but has by

expounding and vindicating the independence of theology

on philosophy, sought to save theology from the suspicion

attaching to philosophy. If it has not given any satis-

factory solution of the problems regarding which science

and theology appear to be in opposition, yet it has so

determined the limited scope of science, and so defined

the distinctive purpose of religion, as to separate their

provinces as far as possible, and as, therefore, to pre-

vent, at least seemingly, their contact and conflict. With

criticism it has sought to secure a truce, by showing that

on the one hand faith has no vital interest in much that

criticism brings into doubt and dispute, and on the other
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that criticism has freedom to do its work without assailincr

what is absolutely essential to faith. The prominence that

it accords to the idea of the kingdom of God fits it to

attract the social enthusiasm of our times. Although its

conclusions in each of these respects are open to criticism,

a criticism which in this volume has been freely given,

yet it has at least seriously and candidly attempted to

deal with the real necessities of living men.

(5) So much of the theology of Great Britain is

marked by an undue dependence on ecclesiastical authority,

and an excessive timidity in venturing on any independent

advance, that a theology such as the Ritschlian with its

openness and boldness deserves to be widely known, and

carefully studied if only as a stimulant, or even irritant^

to activity. Even in Ritschlianism there are local features,

it brings with it the savour and the odour of its native soil

;

but that itself is a very good reason why we should study

it, because to become acquainted with phases of thought

which are unfamiliar to us is a salutary corrective of intel-

lectual insularity, for exemption from which we in Great

Britain are assuredly not famed. If the disease of doubt

and unbelief in regard to the Christian faith, due to the

intellectual situation of the age, has not reached as acute

a stage in Britain as in Germany
;
yet it is an advantage

for Christian thinkers to recognise in all their compass

and intensity the varied and potent forces which are

allied against " the faith once delivered to the saints," of

which the Christian Church is the guardian.

(6) As the writer has himself felt very keenly the

severe pressure of the problems which Ritschlianism at

least recognises, but which traditional theology has for

the most part ignored, his attitude towards this school has

been more generous and sympathetic than has been

hitherto usual in the English literature that has dealt

with the subject. He would regret exceedingly, if in
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his desire to do full justice to Ritschl and his school he

had failed to be altogether just to any of their critics.

He has not been able, however, to rid himself of the

unwelcome impression that in much of the criticism he

has read the offences of Ritschlianism were thrown into

bold relief, while its merits were allowed to fall into the

dim background. Perhaps the difference, of which he

has been conscious, between other writers and himself

might be expressed in this way. They, remaining in

the standpoint of an assured Christian faith, have seen

most clearly how far short Ritschlianism falls of an

adequate and satisfactory Christian theology. He, seek-

ing to place himself as far as he could at the standpoint

of a faith distressed by doubt and difficulty, has endeav-

oured to discover how near to a true and full Christian

theology Ritschlianism can bring a faith so distressed.

Those whom the dogmatic task of Christian theology

attracts may find very little in Ritschlianism to help

them in their definition of the Christian faith. Those,

however, who are most drawn by the apologetic aim of

Christian theology, will discover not a little suggestion

and stimulus in Ritschlianism as they seek not only

to defend against attack, but to commend for acceptance,

what has been the light of their path, the highest good

of their soul. Surely this apologetic aim in its more

gracious aspect as the commendation and not the defence

of Christian faith, has a larger claim than is commonly

allowed to it on the intelligence, sympathy, conscience, and

effort of all Christian believers. The Christian Churches

do not seem to be keeping their hold on many of the cul-

tured and intellectual men and women of the age. Here

is a pressing need and an urgent duty. Because the Rit-

schlian theology does lay bare this need and press home this

duty, it is here and now commended for study in this Critical

Estimate, in which as far as can be " mercy tempers justice,"
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—

Du Bose (Prof. W. P., D.D.)—The Ecun^enical Councils. 6s.

Wateuman (L., D.D.)—The Post-Apostolic Age. 6s.

Dyke (Paul Van)—The Age of the Renascence. 6s.

Locke (Clinton, D.D.)—The Age of the Great Western Schism. 6s.

Ludlow (J. M., D.D.)—The Age of the Crusades. 6s.

Vincent (Prof. M. R., D.D.)—The Age of Hildebrand. 6s.

CLAPac (Prof. W. R., LL.D., D.C.L.)—The Anglican Reformation. 6s.

Wells (Prof. C. L. )—The Age of Charlemagne. 6s.

The follow i7i!j Two Volumes, coinpletiivj the Series, are in preparation—
Bahtlet (J. Vernon, M.A.)—The Apostolic Age.

Walker (Prof. W., Ph.D., D.D.)—The Protestant Reformation.

Emesti

—

BiblicalInterpretation ofNew Testament. Two vols., 8s.

Ewald (Heinrich)

—

Hebrew Syntax. 8vo, 8s. 6d.

Revelation : Its Nature and Record. 8vo, 10s. 6d,

Old and New Testament Theology. Bvo, 10s. 6d.

Expositoiy Times. Edited by James Hastings, D.D. Monthly, 6d.

Fairbairn (Prin.)—The Revelation of Law in Scripture, 8vo, 10s. 6d.

EZEKIEL and the BoOK OF HIS PROPHECY. 4th Ed. , Bvo, 1 Os. 6d.

Prophecy. Second Edition, Bvo, 10s. 6d.

Pastoral Theology. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Fisher (Prof. G. P., D.D., LL.D.)—History of Christian Doctrine.
{International Theological Library.) Post Bvo, 12s.

Forbes (Prof.)

—

Symmetrical Structure of Scripture. Bvo, 8s. 6d.

Analytical Commentary on Romans. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Studies in the Book of Psalms. Bvo, 7s. 6d.

The Servant of the Lord in Isaiah xl.-lxvi. Cr. 8vo, 5s.

Foreign Theological Library

—

For details see p. 1 3.
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Forrest (D. W., D.D.)—The Christ of History and of Ex-
I'KIIIKNCE. lOs. 6cl.

Frank (Prof. F. H.)—System of Christian Certainty. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Funcke (Otto)

—

The "World of Faith and the Everyday World,
As displayed in the Footsteps of Abraham. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

;

Gebhardt (H.)

—

The Doctrine of the Apocalypse, and its relation
TO THE DOCTIUNE OF THE GoSPEL AND EPISTLES OF JoHN. 8vO, lOs. 6d.

Gerlach

—

Commentary on the Pentateuch. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Gieseler ( Dr. J. C. L. )

—

Ecclesiastical History. Four vols. 8vo, £2, 2s.

Gilford (Canon)

—

Voices of the Prophets. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Given (Rev. Prof. J. J.)

—

The Truth of Scripture in connection
WITH Revelation, Inspiration, and the Canon. 8vo, 6s,

Gladden (Wasliington, D.D., LL.D.) The Christian Pastor and
THE Working Chukch. {Intcrnatioual Thcol. Lihranj.) Post Svo, 10s. 6d.

Glasgow (Prof.)

—

Apocalypse Translated and Expounded. 8vo, io/6.

Gloag (Paton J., D.D.)

—

The Messianic Prophecies. Crown Svo,

7s. 6d.

Introduction to the Catholic Epistles. 8vo, IDs. 6d.

Exegetical Studies. Crown Svo, 5s.

Introduction to the Synoptic Gospels. Svo, 7s. 6d.

The Primeval World. Crown Svo, 3s.

Godet (Prof. F.)

—

An Introduction to the New Testament :
' The

Epi-stles of St. Paul.' Authorised Tfaufilntion. Svo, 12s. 6d. net.

Commentary on St. Luke's Gospel. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Commentary ON St. John's Gospel. Three vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

Commentary ON Epistle TO the Eomans. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Commentary ON 1st Epistle TO Corinthians. 2vo1s. Svo,21s.

• Defence of The Christian Faith. Crown Svo, 4s.

Goebel (Siegfried)

—

The Parables of Jesus. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Gotthold's Emblems ; or. Invisible Things Understood by Things
THAT ARE Made. Crown Svo, 5s.

Gould (Prof. E. P., D.D.)

—

St. Mark. {International Critical

Co/nmrnfary.) Post Svo, lOs. 6d.

Grimm's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament. Trans-
lated, Revised, and Enlarged by Joseph H. Thayer, D.D. Demy 4to, 36s.

Guyot (Arnold, LL.D.)

—

Creation; or. The Biblical Cosmogony in the
Light of Modern Science. With Illustrations. Crown Svo, 5s. 6d.

Hagenbach (Dr. K. K.)

—

History of Doctrines. 3 vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

History of the Reformation. 2 vols. Svo, 21s.

Halcombe (Rev. J. J., M.A.)—What Think Ye of the Gospels? A
Handbook of Gospel Study. Svo, 3s. 6d.

Hall (Newman, D.D.)

—

The Lord's Prayer. Third Edition, crown
Svo, 4s. 6d.

Gethskmane ; or. Leaves of Healing from the Garden of Grief.

Second Edition, crown Svo, 4s.

— Divine Brotherhood. Crown Svo, 4s.

Hamilton (T., D.D.)

—

Beyond the Stars; or, Heaven, its Inhabitants,
Occupations, and Life. Third Edition, crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Harless (Dr. C. A.)

—

System of Christian Ethics. Svo, 10s. 6d.
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Harris (S., D.D.)—God the Creator and Lord of All. Two
vols, jiost 8vo, 16s..

Haupt (Erich)—The First Epistle or St. John. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Havernick (H. A. Ch.)

—

Introduction to Old Testament. 10s. 6d.

Heard (Kev. J. B., M.A.)—The Tripartite Nature of Man—Spirit,
Soul, and Body. Fifth Edition, crown 8vo, 6s.

Old AND New Theology. A Constructive Critique. Cr.8vo,6s.

Alexandrian and Carthaginian Theology contrasted.
The Hulsean Lectures, 1892-93. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Hefele (Bishop)—A History of the Councils of the Church.
Vol. I., to A.D. 325. Vol. II., A.D. 326 to 429. Vol. III., A.D. 431 to the close
of the Council of Chalcedon, 451. Vol. IV., a.d. 451 to 680. Vol. V., a.d.
626 to 787. 8vo, 12s. each.

Hengstenberg (Professor)

—

Commentary on Psalms, 3 vols. 8vo, 33s.

;

Ecclesiastes, etc., 8vo, 9s. ; Ezekiel, 8vo, 10s. 6d. ; The Genuineness
OF Daniel, etc., 8vo, 12s. ; History of the Kingdom of God, 2 vols. 8vo,
21s. ; Christology of the Old Testament, 4 vols. 8vo, £2, 2s. ; St.
John's Gospel, 2 vols. 8vo, 21s.

Herzog—Encyclopedia of Living Divines, etc., of all De-
nominations IN Europe and America. [Supplement to Herzocfs Encyclo-
pcedia.) Imp. 8vo, Ss.

Hill (Rev. J. Hamlyn, D.D.)

—

The Earliest Life of Christ
EVER Compiled from the Four Gospels : Being ' The Diatessaron of
Tatian ' Literally Translated from the Arabic Version, and containing the
Four Gospels woven into one Story. With an Historical and Critical

Introduction, Notes, and Appendix. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

St. Ephraem the Syrian. 8vo, 7s. Gd.

Hodgson (Principal J. M., M.A., D.Sc, D.D.)—Theologia Pectoris:
Outlines of Religious Faith and Doctrine. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Hutchison (Jolrn, D.D.)

—

Commentary on Thessalonians. 8vo, 9s.

Commentary on Philippians. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Our Lord's Signs in St. John's Gospel. Demy 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Innes (A. Taylor)—The Trial of Jesus Christ. In its Legal
Aspect. lln the Press.

International Critical Commentary.
Driver (Prof. S. R., D.D.)—Deuteronomy. Post 8vo, 12s.

Moore (Prof. G. F., D.D.)—Judges. 12s.

Smith (Prof. H. P., D.D.)—Samuel. 12s.

Gould (Prof. E. P., D.D.)—St. Mark. 10s. 6d.

Plummer (Alfred, D.D.)—St. Luke. 12s.

Sanday (Prof. W., D.D.) and Headlam (A. C, B.D.)—Romans. 12s.

Abbott (Prof. T. K., B.D., D.Lit.)—Ephesians and Colossians. 10s. 6d.

Vincent (Prof. M. R., D.D.)—Plulippians and Philemon. Ss. 6d.

For List offuture Volumes $ee p. 15.

International Theological Libraiy.
Driver (Prof. S. R., D.D.)—An Introduction to the Literature of the Old

Testament. Post 8vo, r2s.

Smyth (Newman, D.D.)—Christian Ethics. Post 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Bruce (Prof. A. B., D.D.)—Apologetics. 10s. 6d.
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International Theological Library.
Fisher (I'rof. G. P., D.D., LL.D.)—History of Christian Doctrine. 12s.

Allkn (I'rof. A. V. G., D.D.)— Christian Institutions. 12s.

McGiFFEUT (Prof. A. C, Ph.D.)—The Apostolic Age. 12s.

Gladden (Washington, D.D. )— The Christian Pastor. 10s. 6d.

Stevens (Prof. G. B., D.D.)—The Theology of the New Testament. 12s.

For List of future Volumes see 2). 14.

Janet (Paul)

—

Final Causes. Second Edition, demy 8vo, 1 2s.

The Theory of Morals. Demy 8vo, 10s. Cd.

Johnstone (Prof. R., D.D.)

—

Commentary on 1st Peter. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Jones (E. E. C.)

—

Elements of Logic. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Jouflfroy

—

Philosophical Essays. Fcap. Svo, 5s.

Kaftan (Prof. J., D.D.)

—

The Truth of the Christian Religion.
Autlioriacd Trun.<hitio7i. 2 vols. Svo, 16s. net.

Kant

—

The Metaphysic of Ethics. Crown Svo, 6s.

Philosophy of Law. Trans, by W. Hastie, D.D. Cr. Svo, 5s.

Principles of Politics, etc. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

Keil (Prof.)—Pentateuch, 3 vols. Svo, 31s. 6d. ; Joshua, Judges,
AND Ruth, Svo, 10s. 6d. ; Samuel, Svo, 10s. 6d. ; Kings, Svo, 10s. 6d.;

Chronicles, Svo, 10s. 6d. ; Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Svo, 10s. 6d.
;

Jeremiah, 2 vols. Svo, 21s. ; Ezekiel, 2 vols. Svo, 21s. ; Daniel, Svo,

10s. 6d. ; Minor Prophets, 2 vols. Svo, 21s. ; Introduction to the
Canonical Scriptures of the Old Testament, 2 vols. Svo, 21s.

;

Handbook of Biblical Archaeology, 2 vols. Svo, 21s.

Kennedy (H. A. A., M.A., D.Sc.)

—

Sources of New Testament
GiiEEK. Post Svo, 5s.

Keymer (Rev. N., M.A.)

—

Notes on Genesis. Crown Svo, Is. 6d.

Kidd (James, D.D.)

—

Morality and Eeligion. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Killen (Prof.)

—

The Framework of the Church. Svo, 9s.

The Old Catholic Church. Svo, 9s.

TheIgnatian Epistles Entirely Spurious. Cr. Svo, 2s. 6d.

Konig (Dr. Ed.)

—

The Exiles' Book of Consolation (Deutero-Isaiah).

[/?t the Fress.

Kdnig (Dr. F. E.)—The Religious History of Israel. Cr. Svo, 3s. 6d.

Krummacher (Dr. F, W.)

—

The Suffering Saviour ; or. Meditations
on the Last Days of the Sufferings of Christ. Eighth Edition, crown Svo, 6s.

David, the King of Israel. Second Edition, cr. Svo, 6s.

Autobiography. Crown Svo, 6s.

Kurtz (Prof.)—Handbook of Church History (from 1517). 8vo,7s. 6d.

History of the Old Covenant. Three vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

Ladd (Prof. G. T.)

—

The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture : A
Critical, Historical, and Dogmatic Inquiry into the Origin and Nature of the
Old and New Testaments. Two vols. Svo, 1600 pp., 24s.

Laidlaw (Prof. J., D.D.)

—

The Bible Doctrine of Man; or. The
Anthropology and Psychology of Scripture. New Edition Revised and
Ecarranged, post Svo, 7s. 6d.
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Lane (Laura M.)

—

Life of Alexander Vinet. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Lange (J. P., D.D,)^The Life of our Lord Jesus Christ. Edited
by Marcus Dods, D.D, 2nd Ed., in 4 vols. 8vo, price 28s. net.

Commentaries on the Old and New Testaments. Edited
by Philip Schaff, D.D. Old Testament, 14 vols. ; New Testament, 10
vols. ; Apocrypha, 1 vol. Subscription price, net, 15s. each.

St. Matthew and St. Mark, 3 vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.; St. Luke,
2 vols. 8vo, 18s. ; St. John, 2 vols. 8vo, 21s.

Lechler (Prof. G. V., D.D.)

—

The Apostolic and Post-Apostolic
Times. Their Diversity and Unity in Life and Doctrine. 2 vols. cr. 8vo, 16s.

Lehmann (Pastor)

—

Scenes from the Life of Jesus. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Lewis (Tayler, LL.D.)—The Six Days of Creation. Cr. Bvo, 7s. 6d.

Lichtenberger (F., D.D.)

—

History of German Theology in the
19th Century. 8vo, 14s.

Lilley (J. P., M.A.)—The Lord's Supper: Its Origin, Nature, and
Use. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Lisco (F. G.)

—

Parables of Jesus Explained. Fcap. Bvo, 5s.

Locke (Clinton, D.D.)—The Age of the Great Western Schism.
{Eras of Church History.) 6s.

Lotze (Hermann)

—

Microcosmus : An Essay concerning Man and his
relation to the World. Cheaper Edition, 2 vols. 8vo (1450 pp ), 24s.

Ludlow (J. M., D.D.)—The Age of the Crusades. {Eras of
Church History.) 6s.

Luthardt, Kalinis, and Bruckner

—

The Church. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Luthardt(Prof.)

—

St.John theAuthor of theFourth Gospel. 7s. 6d.

Commentary on St. John's Gospel. 3 vols. Bvo, 31s. 6d.

History of Christian Ethics. Bvo, 10s. 6d.

Apologetic Lectures on the Fundamental (7 Ed.), Saving
(5 Ed.), Moral Truths of Christianity (4 Ed.). 3 vols. cr. Bvo, 6s. each,

Macdonald

—

Introduction to Pentateuch. Two vols. Bvo, 21s.

The Creation and Fall. Bvo, 12s.

Macgregor (Rev. Jas., D.D.) — The Apology of the Christian
Keligion. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

The Revelation and the Eecord : Essays on Matters of
Previous Question in the Proof of Cliristianity. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Studies in the History of New Testament Apologetics.
8vo, 7s. 6d.

Macgregor (Rev. G. H. C, M.A.)—So Great Salvation. Crown
32ino, Is.

Macpherson (Rev. John, M.A.)

—

Commentary on the Epistle to
the Ephesians. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Christian Dogmatics. Post Bvo, 9s.

McCosh (James), Life of. Bvo, 9s.

McGiffert (Prof. A. C, Ph.D.)

—

History of Christianity in the
Apostolic Age. {International Theological Library.) Post 8vo, 12s.
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M'Realsham (E. D.)

—

Romans Dissected. A Critical Analysis of the

Epistle to the Romans. Crown 8vo, 2s.

Mair (A., D.D.)—Studies in the Christian Evidences. Third

Edition, Revised and Enlarged, crown 8vo, 6s.

Martensen (Bishop)

—

Christian Dogmatics. 8vo, 10s. Gd.

Christian Ethics. (General — Individual — Social.)

Three vols. 8vo, 10s. 6(1. each.

Matheson (Geo., D.D.)—Growth of the Spirit of Christianity, from

the First Century to the Dawn of the Lutheran Era. Two vols. 8vo, 21g.

Meyer (Dr.) — Critical and Exegetical Commentaries on the
Kew Testament. Twenty vols. 8vo. Subscription Price, £5, 5s. 7iet

;

Non-Subscription Price, 10s. 6d. each volume.

St. Matthew, 2 vols. ; Mark and Luke, 2 vols. ; St. John, 2 vols. ;

Acts, 2 vols. ; Romans, 2 vols. ; Corinthians, 2 vols. ; Galatians, one vol.
;

Ephesians and Philemon, one vol. ; Philippians and Colossians, one vol.

;

Thessalonians (Z)>-. Lilnnnann), one vol. ; The Pastoral Epistles {Dr.

Huther), one vol. ; Heiuiews {Dr. Lilnemann), one vol. ; St. James and St.

John's Epistles {Huther), one vol. ; Peter and Jude {Dr. Huther), one vol.

Micliie (Charles, M.A.)—Bible Words and Phrases. 18mo, Is.

Milligan (Prof. W., D.D.)—The Resurrection of the Dead.
Second Edition, crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

MiUigan (Prof. W., D.D.) and Moulton (W. F., D.D.) — Com-
mentary on the Gospel of St. John. Imp. 8vo, 9s.

Monrad (Dr. D. G.)

—

The World of Prayer. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Moore (Prof. G. F., D.D.)—Judges. {International Critical Com-
mentary.) Post 8vo, 12s.

Morgan (J., D.D.)—Scripture Testimony to the Holy Spirit. 7s. 6d.

Exposition of the First Epistle of John. Bvo, 7s. 6d.

Moulton (W. F., D.D.) and Geden (A. S., M.A.)—A Concordance
TO THE Greek Testament. Crown 4to, 2Gs. net, and 31s. 6d. net.

Muir (Sir W.)

—

Mohammedan Controversy, Etc. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

MilUer (Dr. Julius)

—

The Chrlstian Doctrine of Sin. 2 vols. 8vo, 21s.

Mui-phy (Professor)

—

Commentary on the Psalms. 8vo, 12s.

A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Exodus. 9s.

Naville (Ernest)

—

The Problem of Evil. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

The Christ. Translated by Rev. T.J. Despres. Cr.8vo,4s.6d.

Modern Physics. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Neander (Dr.)

—

Chuiich History. Eight vols. 8vo, £2, 2s. net.

Nicoll (W. Robertson, M.A.., LL.D.)—The Incarnate Saviour.
Cheap Eilition, price 3s. 6d.

Novalis—Hymns and Thoughts on Religion. Crown 8vo, 4s.

Oehler (Prof.)

—

Theology of the Old Testament. 2 vols. Svo, 2 Is.

Olshausen (Dr. H.)—Biblical Commentary on the Gospels and
Acts. Four vols. 8vo, £2, 2s. Cheaper Edition, four vols, crown 8vo, 24s.

Romans, one vol. 8vo, 10s. 6d. ; Corinthians, one vol. Svo,

9s. ; Philippians, Titus, and First Timothy, one vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Oosterzee (Dr. Van)

—

The Year of Salvation. 2 vols. Svo, 6s. each.

Moses : A Biblical Study. Crown Svo, 6s.
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Orelli (Dr. C. von)

—

Old Testament Prophecy ; Commentary on
Isaiah ; Jekemiah ; The Twelve Minok Peophets. 4 vols, 8vo,

10s. 6d. each.

Owen {Dr. Jolin)—"Works. Best and only Complete Edition. Edited
by Rev. Dr. Goold. Twenty-four vols. 8vo, Subscription price, £4, 4s.

The 'Hebrews' may be liad separately, in seven vols., £2, 2s. net.

Philippi (F. A.)

—

Commentary on the Romans. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Piper

—

Lives of Leaders of Church Universal. Two vols. 8vo, 2 1 s.

Popular Commentary on the New Testament. Edited by Philip
ScHAFF, D.D. With Illustrations and ]\Iaps. Vol. I.

—

The Synoptical
Gospels. Vol. II.

—

St. John's Gospel, and the Acts of the Apostles.
Vol. III.

—

Romans to Philemon. Vol. IV.

—

Hebrews to Revelation.
In four vols, imperial 8vo, 12s. 6d. each.

Plmnmer (Alfred, D.D.)—St. Luke. {International Critical Com-
mentary.) Post 8vo, 12s.

Pressens6 (Edward de)

—

The Redeemer : Discourses. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Piinjer (Bemhard)

—

History of the Christian Philosophy of
Religion from the Reformation to Kant. 8vo, 16s.

Rabiger (Prof.)

—

Encyclopedia of Theology. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Rainy (Principal) — Delivery and Development of Christian
Doctrine. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Reusch (Prof.)

—

Nature and the Bible : Lectures on the Mosaic
History of Creation in Relation to Natural Science. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Reuss (Professor)

—

History of the Sacred Scriptures of the New
Testament. 640 pp. Svo, 15s.

Rielun (Dr. E.)

—

Messianic Prophecy. New Edition. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Ritter (Carl)

—

Comparative Geography of Palestine. 4 vols. 8vo, 26s.

Robinson (Rev. S., D.D.)

—

Discourses on Redemption. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Robinson (E., D.D.)

—

Greek and Eng. Lexicon of the N. Test. 8vo,9s.

Rooke (T. G., B.A.)

—

Inspiration, and other Lectures. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Ross (C.)—Our Father's Kingdom. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

Rothe (Prof.)

—

Sermons for the Christian Year. Cr. Svo, 4s. 6d.

Saisset

—

Manual of Modern Pantheism. Two vols. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Salmond (Prof. S. D. F., D.D.)

—

The Christian Doctrine of
Immortality. Svo, 14s.

Sanday (Prof. W., D.D.) and Headlam (A. C, B.D.)—Romans.
{International Critical Gommentary.) Post Svo, 12s.

Sartorius (Dr. E.)

—

Doctrine of Divine Love. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Scliaff (Professor)

—

History of the Christian Church. (New
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Enlarged.) Six 'Divisions,' in 2 vols,

each, extra Svo.

1. Apostolic Christianity, a.d. 1-100, 2 vols. 21s. 2. Ante-jSTicene,

A.D. 100-325, 2 vols., 21s. 3. Nicene and Post-Nicene, a.d. 325-600,
2 vols., 21s. 4. Medieval, a.d. 590-1073, 2 vols., 21s. {Comjyletion of
this Period, 1073-1517, in preparation). 5. The Swiss Refoi;mation,
2 vols., extra demy Svo, 21s. 6. The German Reformation, 2 vols., extra

demy 8vo, 21s.

Schleiermacher's Christjias Eve. Crown Svo, 2s.

Schmid's Biblical Theology of the New Testament. Svo, 10s. 6d.
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Schubert (Prof. H. Von., D.D.)—The Gospel or St. Peter. Synoptical

TaMes. With Translation and Critical Apparatus. 8vo, Is. 6el. net.

Schiiltz (Hermann)

—

Old Testament Theology. Two vols. 18s.net.

Schiirer (Prof.)

—

History of the Jewish People. 5 vols. 8vo, 52/6.

Schwartzkopff (Dr. P.)

—

The Prophecies of Jesus Christ. Crown
Svo, 5s.

Scott (Jas., M.A., D.D.)—Principles of New Testament Quotation
ESTABLISUED AND APPLIED TO BiBLICAL CRniCISM. Cr. 8V0, 2ml Edit., 4s,

Sell (K., D.D.)

—

The Church in the Mirror of History. Cr. Svo, 3/6.

Sheclcl—History of Christian Doctrine. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Sermons to the Natural Man. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Sermons to the Spiritual Man. Svo, 7s. 6(1.

DoGi\LA.Tic Theology. Three vols. ex. Svo, 37s. 6d,

Simon (Prof.)

—

The Bible; An Outgrowth of Theocratic Life. Cr.8vo,4/6.

The Eedemption of Man. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Eeconciliation by Incarnation. Post Svo, 7s. 6d.

Skene-Bickell—The Lord's Supper & The Passover Ritual, svo, 5s.

Smeaton (Professor)

—

Doctrine of the Holy Spirit. 2nd Ed., 8vo, 9s.

Smith (Prof. H. P., D.D.)—L and II. Samuel. {International Critical

Commentary.) Post Svo, 12s.

Smith (Professor Thos., D.D.)—Medieval Missions. Cr. Svo, 4s. 6d.

Smyth (Newman, D.D.)

—

Christian Ethics. {International Theo-

logkal Librartj.) Post Svo, 10s. 6d.

Somei-ville (Rev. D., D.D.)—St. Paul's Conception of Christ. 9s.

Stahlin (Leonh.)

—

Kant, Lotze, and Ritschl. Svo, 9s.

Stalker (Jas., D.D.)—Life OF Christ. Large Type Ed., cr. Svo, 3s. 6d.

Life of St. Paul. Large Type Edition, crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Stanton (V. H., D.D.)—The Jewish and The Christian Messiah.
a Study in the Earliest History of Christianity. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Stead (F. H.)

—

The Kingdom of God. Is. 6d.

Steumieyer (Dr. F. L.)

—

The Miracles of our Lord. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Steinmeyer (Dr. F. L.)—The History of the Passion and Resur-
r.KCTiON OF OUR LoRD, Considered in the Light of Modern Criticism. Svo,

10s. 6d.

Stevens (Prof G. B., D.D.)—The Theology of the New Testament.
[Iliternational Tltcolorjical Library.) Post 8vo.

Stevenson (Mrs.)

—

The Symbolic Parables. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Steward (Rev. G.)

—

Mediatorial Sovereignty. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

The Argument of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Svo, 10s.6d.

Stier (Dr. Rudolph)—On the Words of the Lord Jesus. Eight

vols. Svo, Subscription price of £2, 2s. Separate volumes, price 10s. 6d.

The Words of the Risen Saviour, and Commentary on
THE Eplstle of St. James. Svo, 10s. 6d.

The Words of the Apostles Expounded. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Stu'luig (Dr. J. Hutchison)—Philosophy and Thp:ology. Post Svo, 9s.

Darwinianism : Workmen and Work. Post Svo, 10s. 6d.

Tholuck (Prof.)

—

The Epistle to the Romans. Two vols. fcap. Svo, Ss.
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Thomson (J. E. H., B.D.)

—

Books which Influenced our Lord
AND Ills ArosTLE.'^. 8vo, lOs. Cd.

Thomson (Kev. E. A.)

—

Memorials of a Ministry. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Tophel (Pastor G.)

—

The Work of the Holy Spirit. Cr. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Troup (Rev. G. Elmslie, M.A.)—Words to Young Christians:
Being AJJre.sses to Young Communicants. On antique laid paper, chaste

binding, fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

TJhlhorn(G.)

—

Christian Charity in the AncientChurch. Cr.8vo,6s.

Ullmann (Dr. Carl)

—

Reformers before the Reformation, princi-

pally in Germany and the Netherlands. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Urwick (W., M.A.)

—

The Servant of Jehovah : A Commentary
upon Isaiah lii. 13-liii. 12; with Dissertations upon Isaiah xl.-lxvi. Svo, 3s.

Vinet (Life and Writings of). By L. M. Lane. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Vincent (Prof. M. R., D.D.)—The Age of Hildebrand. {Eras of
Church History.) 6s.

Philippians and Philemon. {International Critical Com-
mcntarij.) Post Svo, 8s. 6d.

Walker (James, of Carnwath)

—

Essays, Papers, and Sermons.
Post Svo, 6s.

Walker (J., D.D.)

—

Theology and Theologians of Scotland.
New Edition, crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Warfield (B. B. )~The Right of Systematic Theology. Crown
8vo, 2s.

Waterman (L., D.D.)

—

The Post-Apostolic Age. {Eras of Church
History. ) 6s.

Watt (W. A.)

—

The Theory of Contract in its Social Light.
Svo, 3s.

Watts (Professor)

—

The Newer Criticism and the Analogy of
THE Faith. Third Edition, crown Svo, 5s.

The Reign of Causality : A Vindication of the Scientific

Principle of Telic Causal Efficiency. Crown Svo, 6s.

The New Apologetic. Crown Svo, 6s.

Weir (J.F.,M.A.)—The Way : The Nature and Means of Salvation.
Ex. crown Svo, 6s. 6d.

Weiss (Prof.)

—

BiblicalTheology ofNewTestament. 2 vols. Svo, 2 Is.

Life of Christ. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

Wells (Prof. C. L.)—The Age of Charlemagne. {Eras of the

Christian Church.) 6s.

Wendt (H. H., D.D.)—The Teaching of Jesus. 2 vols. Svo, 21s.

Wenley (R. M.)

—

Contemporary Theology and Theism. Crown
Svo, 4s. 6d.

White (Rev. M.)

—

Symbolical Numbers of Scripture. Cr. Svo, 4s.

Williams (E. F., D.D.)

—

Christian Life in Germany. Crown Svo, 5s.

Winer (Dr. G. B.)—A Treatise on the Grammar of New Testa-
ment GiiEEK, regarded as the Basis of New Testament Exegesis. Third
Edition, edited by W. F. Moulton, D.D. Ninth English Edition, Svo, 15s.

TheDoctrines AND Confessions ofChristendom. 8vo,i0s.6d.

Witherow(Prof.T.,D.D.)—TheFormoftheChristianTemple. Svo,io/6.

Woods (F. H., B.D.)

—

The Hope of Israel. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Workman (Prof. G. C.)

—

The Text of Jeremiah; or, A Critical Investi-

gation of tlie (Jrcek and Hebrew, etc. Post Svo, 9s.

Wright (0. H., D.D.)— Biblical Essays. Crown Svo, 5s.
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THE FOREIGN THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.
The following are the Works from which a Selection of Eight Volumes for £2, 28. (or more at the

same ratio) may be made. (Non-subscription Price within brackets):

—

Baumgarten—The History of the Church In the Apostolic Age. Three Vols. (278.)
Bleek -Introduction to the New Testament. Two Vols. (21s.)

Cassel- Commentary on Esther. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Christlleb—Modem Doubt and Christian Belief. One Vol. (lOs. 6d.)

^Delltzsch—New Commentary on Genesis. Two Vols. (21s.)

Commentary on the Psalms. Three Vols. (31s. 6d.)

^ Commentary on the Proverbs of Solomon. Two Vols. (21s.)

^' Commentary on Song of Solomon and Eccleslastes. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Commentary on the Prophecies of Isaiah. Last Edition. Two Vols, (21s.)

;^ Commentary on Epistle to the Hebrews. Two Vol.*^. (21s.)

A System of Biblical Psychology. One Vol. (12s.)

DOlllnger—Hippolytus and Callistus ; or, The Church of Rome : A.D. 200-250. One Vol. (78. 6d.)
Domer—A System of Christian Doctrine. Four Vols. (42s.)

History of the Development of the Doctrine of the Person of Christ. Five Vols. (62s. 6d.

)

Ebrard—Commentary on the Epistles of St. John. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
The Gospel History. One Vol. (10s. 6d.) Apologetics. Three Vols. (31s. 6d.)

Ewald—Revelation ; Its Niture and Record. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)— Old and New Testament Theology. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Frank—System of Christian Certainty. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)

Gebhardt—Doctrine of the Apocalypse. One Vol. (lOs- 6d.)
Gerlach—Commentary on the Pentateuch. One Vol. (IDs. 6d.)
Gieseler—Compendium of Ecclesiastical History : A.D. 451-1409. Three Vols. (31s. Cd.)
Godet—Commentary on St. Luke's Gospel. Two Vols. (21s.)

Commentary on St. John's Gospel. Three Vols. (31s. 6d.)
Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. Two Vols. (21s.)
Commentary on 1st Corinthians. Two Vols. (21s.)

Goebel—On the Parables. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Hagenbach—History of the Reformation. Two Vols. (21s.)

History of Christian Doctrines. Three Vols. (31s. 6d.)
Harless—A System of Christian Ethics. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Haupt—Commentary on the First Epistle of St. John. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Havemlck— General Introduction to the Old Testament. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Hengstenberg-Christology of the Old Testament. Four Vols. (42s.)

Commentary on the Psalms. Three Vols. (33s.)
On the Book of Ecclesiastes, etc. etc. One Vol. (9s.)

Commentary on the Gospel of St. John. Two Vols. (21s.)
Commentary on Ezekiel. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Dissertations on the Genuineness of Daniel, etc. One Vol. (12s.)
The Kingdom of God under the Old Covenant. Two Vols. (21s.)

Kail—Introduction to the Old Testament. Two Vols. (21s.)
Commentary on the Pentateuch. Three Vols. (31s. 6d.)
Commentary on Joshua, Judges, and Ruth. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Commentary on the Books of Samuel. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Commentary on the Books of Kings. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Commentary on the Books of Chronicles. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Commentary on Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Commentary on Jeremiah and Lamentations. Two Vols. (21s.)
Commentary on Ezekiel. Two Vols. (21s.) Book of Daniel. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Commentary on the Minor Prophets. Two Vols. (21s.)
Biblical Archaeology. Two Vols. (21s.)

Kurtz—History of the Old Covenant ; or. Old Testament Dispensation. Three Vols. (31s. 6d.)
Lange—Commentary on the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark. Three Vols. (31s. 6d.)

Commentary on the Gospel of St. Luke. Two Vols. (18s.) St. John. Two Vols. (21s.)
Luthardt—Commentary on the Gospel of St. John. Three Vols. (31s. 6d.)

History of Christian Ethics to the Reformation. One Vol. (lOs. 6d.)
Macdonald—Introduction to the Pentateuch. Two Vols. (21s.)
Martensen—Christian Dogmatics. One Vol. (lOs. 6d.)

Christian Ethics. General— Social—Individual. Three Vols. (31s. 6d )
Mttller—The Christian Doctrine of Sin. Two Vols. (21s.)
Murphy—Commentary on the Psalms. To count as Two Volumes. One Vol. (128.)
Neander—General History of the Christian Religion and Church. Vols. I. to VIII (603 )
Oehler—Biblical Theology of the Old Testament. Two Vols. (21s.)
Olshausen—Commentary on the Gospels and Acts. Four Vols. (428.)

Commentary on Epistle to the Romans. One Vol. (lOs. 6d.) Corinthians. One Vol (98 >Commentary on Philipplans, Titus, and 1st Timothy. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Orelll—Prophecy regarding Consummation of God's Kingdom. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
/ Commentary on Isaiah. One Vol. (10s. 6d.) Jeremiah. One Vol. (lOs. 6d.)—

^Philippl—Commentary on Epistle to Romans. Two Vols. (2l8.)
RSbiger—Encyclopsedla of Theology. Two Vols. (21s.)
Rltter—Comparative Geography of Palestine. Four Vols. (26s.)
Sartorlus—The Doctrine of Divine Love. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)
Schflrer -The Jewish People in the Time of Christ. Five Vols. (10s. 6d. each.)
Shedd -History of Christian Doctrine. Two Vols. (21s.)
Steinmeyer—History of the Passion and Resurrection of our Lord. One Vol. (lOs. 6d.)—— The Miracles of our Lord In relation to Modem Criticism. One Vol. (78. 6d.)
Stler—The Words of the Lord Jesus. Eight Vols. (lOs. 6d. per vol.)

The Words ofthe Risen Saviour, and Commentary on Epistle of St. James. One Vol. (IDs. 6d )
The Words of the Apostles Expounded. One Vol. (10s. 6d.)

Ullmann—Reformers before the Reformation. Two Vols. (21s.)
Weiss—Biblical Theology of the New Testament. 2 Vols. (2l3.) The Life of Christ. 3 Vols. (31s. 6d.)
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THE INTERNATIONAL THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.
*±*

The following eminent Scholars have contributed,

engaged upon, the Volumes named :

—

An Introduction to the Literature of

the Old Testament.

Christian Ethics.

or are

Apologetics.

History of Christian Doctrine.

A. History of Christianity in the Apostolic

Age.

Christian Institutions.

The Christian Pastor.

Theology of the New Testament.

Theology of the Old Testament.

Literature ofAn Introduction to the

the New Testament.

Old Testament History.

Canon and Text of the New Testament.

The Latin Church.

The Ancient Catholic Church.

£ncyclop88dia.

Contemporary History of the Old Testa-

ment.

Contemporary History of the New Testa-
ment.

Philosophy of Religion.

The Study of the Old Testament.

Rabbinical Literature.

The Life of Christ.

The Christian Preacher.

By S. R. Driver, D.D., Regius Professor
of Hebrew, and Canon of Christ Churcli,
Oxford. {Seventh Edition. 12s.

By Newman .Smvth, D.D., Pastor of the
First Congregational Church, New Haven,
Conn. {Third Edition. los. 6d.

By A. B. Bruce, D.D., Professor of New
Testament Exegesis, Free Church College,
Glasgow. [ Third Edition. los. 6d.

By G. P. Fisher, D.D., LL.D., Professor
of Ecclesiastical History, Yale University,
New Haven, Conn. {Second Edition. 12s.

By Arthur Cushman McGiffert, Ph.D.,
D.D., Professor of Church History, Union
Theological Seminary, New York. [12s.

By A. y. G. Allen, D.D., Professor of
Ecclesiastical History, Episcopal Theo-
logical School, Cambridge, Mass. [12s.

By Washington Gladden, D.D., Pastor of
Congregational Church, Columbus, Ohio.

[los. 6d.

By George B. Stevens, Ph.D., D.D., Pro-
fessor of Systematic Theology in Yale
University, U.S.A. {Just published. 12s.

By A. B. Davidson, D.D., LL.D., Professor
of Hebrew, New College, Edinburgh.

By S. D. F. Salmond, D.D., Principal,
and Professor of Systematic Theology and
New Testament Exegesis, Free Church
College, Aberdeen.

By H. P. Smith, D.D., late Professor of
Biblical History and Interpretation,
Amherst College, U.S.A.

By Caspar Ren^ Gregory, Ph.D., Pro-
fessor in the University of Leipzig.

By Archibald Robertson, D.D., Principal
of King's College, London.

By Robert Rainy, D.D., Principal of the
New College, Edinburgh.

By C. A. Briggs, D.D., Professor of Biblical
Theology, Union Theological Seminarj-,
New York.

By Francis Brown, D.D., Professor of
Hebrewand Cognate Languages, Union
Theological Seminary, New York.

By Frank C. Porter, Ph.D., Yale Uni-
versity, New Haven, Conn.

By Robert Flint, D.D., LL.D., Professor
of Divinity in the University of Edinburgh.

By Herbert E. Ryle, D.D., President of
Queens' College, Cambridge.

Bj'S. Schechter, M.A., Reader in Talmudic
in the University of Cambridge.

By William Sanday, D.D., LL.D., Lady
Margaret Professor of Divinity, and Canon
of Christ Church, Oxford.

By John Watson, D.D. ('Ian Mac-
laren'), Sefton Park Presbyterian Church
of England, Liverpool.

EDINBURGH: T. & T. CLARK, 38 GEORGE STREET.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CRITICAL COMMENTARY.

EIGHT VOLUMES NOW READY, viz. :—
Deuteronomy (Dr. Driver), 12s. ; Judges (Dr. Moore), 12s. ; Samuel (Dr. 11. P. Smith), 12.S. ; S.

Mark (Dr. Gould), los. 6d. ; S. Luke (Dr. Pluimner), 12s. ; Romans (Dr. Saiiday and Mr.
lliadlam), 12s. ; Ephesians and Colossians (Dr. T. K. Abbott), los. 6d. ; Philippians and
Philemon (Dr. Vincent), 8s. 6d.

The following other YolumGs are in course of preparation :

THE OLD TESTAMENT.
T. K. Cheyne, D.D., Oriel Profe.ssor of the Interpretation of Holy

Scripture, Oxford.

A. R. S. Kennedy, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, University of Edinburgh.

Rev. H. A. Wliite, M.A., Fellow of New College, 0.\ford, and Theological
Tutor in the University of Durham.

G. Blchan-an Gray, M.A., Lecturer in Hebrew, Mansfield College
Oxford.

Georoe Adam Smith, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Free Church College,
Glasgow.

Francis Brown, D.D., Professor of Hebrew and Cognate Languages
Union Theological Seminary, New York.

'

A. B. Davidson, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Hebrew, Free Church College
Edinburgh. " '

A. F. Kirkp.\trick, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew, and Fellow of
Trinity College, Cambridge.

W. R. Harper, Ph.D., President of Chicago University.

C. A. BRior.s, D.D., Edward Robinson Professor of Biblical Theology
Union Theological Seminary, New York.

C. H. Toy, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Harvard University, Cambridge
Massachusets.

'

S. R. Driver, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew, Oxford.

Rev. John P. Peters, Ph.D., late Professor of Hebrew, P. E. Divinity
School, Philadelphia, now Rector of St. Michael's Church New
York City.

'

Ezra and Nehemiah. Rev. L. W. Batten, Ph.D., Professor of Hebrew, P. E. Divinitv School
Philadelphia.

' '

Genesis.

Exodus.

Leviticus.

Numbers.

Joshua.

Kings.

Isaiah.

Jeremiah.

Minor Prophets.

Psalms.

Proverbs.

Job.

Daniel.

Chronicles. Edward L. Curtis, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Yale University, New
Ha\en, Conn.

THE NEW TESTAMENT.
Acts. Frederick H. Chase, D.D., Christ's College, Cambridge.

Corinthians. Arch. Robertson, D.D., Principal of King's College, London.

Galatians. Rev. Ernest D. Bvrton, A.B., Professor of New Testament Literature
University of Chicago.

'

The Pastoral Epistles. Rev. Walter Lock, M.A., Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis, Oxford.

Hebrews. T. C. Edwards, D.D., Principal of the Theological College, Bala- late
Principal of University C<jllege of Wales, Aberystwyth.

James. Rev. James H. Ropes, A.B., Instructor in New Testament Criticism in
Harvard University.

Peter and Jude. Charles Bioo, D.D., Rector of Fenny Compton, Leamington • Bamnton
Lecturer, 188C.

JRevelation. Rev. Robert H. Charles, M.A., Trinity College, Dublin, and Exeter
College, Oxford.

Other engagements ivill be announced shortly.

EDINBURGH : T. & T. CLARK, 38 GEORGE STREET.
LONDON: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HAMILTON, KENT, & CO. LTD.
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A GREAT BIBLICAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA.
To be completed in Four Volumes, Imperial 8vo.

NOW READY—VOLUMES I. and II.

The Times.— '// the other uolumes come up to the standard of the first, this Dictionary seems
litiely to take its place as the standard authority for biblical students of the present generation.'

The Guardian.- ' r/;e work promises to be, when completed, the best biblical encyclopcedia in

English.'

The Academy.— 'Both the editors and the publishers are to be congratulated upon the appearance

of the first volume of this most excellent work. . . . If the other uolumes keep up to the high level of
this one, the editors will have produced the best biblical Dictionary which has yet appeared.'

Dictionary of the Bible
DEALING WITH ITS LANGUAGE, LITERATURE, & CONTENTS,

INCLUDING THE BIBLICAL THEOLOGY.

Edited by JAMES HASTINGS, M.A., D.D.,

With the Assistance of J. A. SELBIE, iVl.A., and, chiefly in the Revision of Proofs, of

A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D., LLD., Edinburgh; S. R. DRIVER, D.D., Litt.D.,

Oxford; H. B. SWETE, D.D., Litt.D., Cambridge.

Full Prospectus, with Specimen Pages, from all Booksellers, or from the Publishers,

Volume I.-A to FEASTS.

Volume II.-FEIGN to KINSMAN.

Published Price per Volume—

In Cloth, 28s.

In Half-IYIorocco, 34s.
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